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The present study seeks to examine how Ezekiel interprets the past history of
the people of Israel as he presents it in chapters 16, 20, and 23, of the hook which
bears his name. "»hat is involved in the examination is primarily the question of
how Ezekiel uses the older traditions in those three chapters. To achieve this
purpose, the literary-critical method, which has dominated the studies of Szekiel
since the last decades of last century, and the form-critical method, arejl not
enough. This is so, since the problem posed above is concerned with the history of
traditions, especially of those which are used by Ezekiel in his interpretation of
his people's past history. Therefore, another critical method is urgently needed}
and this is the so called traditio-historical method. All of this means that the
acceptance of the traditio-historical method cannot be regarded as the rejection of
the literary-critical method. Instead, the traditio-historical method must be
regarded as an additional tool and should be used together with the other critical
methods.

ly using the traditio-historical method, it is now possible to examine Ezek.
16, 20, and 23, in a broader context. This context comprises not only the organic
relation between Ezekiel and the book which bears his name, but also their organic
relations with the prophetic movement, with other prophetic books, and with the
Israelite traditions in general.

The examination of Ezek. 16, 20, and 23 reveals that Ezekiel'3 interpretation
of Israel's past history is found chiefly in Ezek. 16:1-43} 20:1-31} and 23»1~20.
And the examination of these three big sections reveals that, on the one hand,
Ezekiel depends on the older traditions, and on the other, he uses those older
traditions in his own way and for his own purpose.
In Ezek. 16:1-45 Ezekiel stands chiefly in the David-Zion traditions, in Ezek,
20:1-31 chiefly in the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions, and in Kzek. 23*1-20
in both the David-Zion traditions and the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions.
Apart from the fact that these two streams of traditions, i.e., the David-Zion
traditions and the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions, are very central in the
life of Israel as the people of Yahweh, they have become both the basic tradition-
materials and the frame of reference fox* the course of Ezekiel's interpretation of
his people's past history.

In spite of all this, the examination of the three sections specified above
has shown that Ezekiel's interpretation of Israel's past history is unique. This
is so./Inter alia, (a) no other prophet or Israelite traditionist has ever used /since
the metaphor of husband-wife relationship in so an extensive way and for so a
radical purpose as Bzekiel (chapters 16 and 23)} (b) no other prophet or Israelite
traditionist has ever used those two streams of tradition in their reverse meaning
and purpose (chapters 16, 20, and 23)} (c) no other prophet or Israelite tradi¬
tionist has ever employed stereotyped formulas and structures in his speech in so
an extensive way as Ezekiel (chapter 20)} (d) the paratactical juxtapositions of
short sentences which make up lengthy descriptions in chapters 16, 20, and 23.
are very characteristic of Bzekiel.

(Continued over)

Use other side if necessary.



Coupled with the fact that Ezekiel is a genuine insider in the Israelite
traditions in that he is both a prophet and a priest, all of these findings lead
to the conclusion that s (a) the uniqueness and the raiicality of Ezekiel's
interpretation of his people's past history lie in his own constant stress on
the darker side of that history and in his extravagant elaborations of the
tradition-elements which serve his purpose; (b) Ezekiel's interpretation of
Israel's past history has very much been influenced by his understanding of the
current situation of the people, and in many cases he reads this situation back
to the past history of the people; (o) historico-critically, this reading back
might be inaccurate, but traditio-historically it is not without basis. This is
so, since (1) Ezekiel's interpretation of Israel's past history is only one of
many interpretations given by the Israelite traditioniets, and (2) the two
streams of tradition which Ezekiel U3es in his interpretation are living streams
of tradition, which, on the one hand, are still in the process of all-Israeli-
zation, and on the other, are subject to any review.

In the oontext of the ministry of Ezekiel, his interpretation of Israel's
past history has shown that, a genuine traditionist as he really is, Ezekiel
has been able to understand and to review critically both his people's past
history and his people's traditions, and to use them to be the vehicle of the
message he is comrdssioned to deliver.
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SIM1AEY

The present study seeks to examine how Izekiel interprets

the past history of the people of Israel as he presents it in

chapters 15, 20, and 23, of the book which bears hie name*

What is involved in the examination is primarily the question

of now ieekiel uses the older traditions in those three chapters.

To achieve this purpose, the literary-critical method, which lias

dominated the steadies of . nekicl since the last decades of last

century, and the form-critical method, are not enough. This

is so, since the problem posed, above ie concerned with the history

of traditions, especially of those which are used by Essekiel in

his interpretation of hio people's past history. Therefore,

another critical method is urgently needed? and this is the

so called traditio-hiaterioal method. All of tills means that the

acceptance of the traditio-historical method cannot be regarded

as the rejection of the literary-critical method. Instead,

the traditio-hiatorical method isust be regarded as en additional

tool end e .ould be used together with the other critical methods.

By using the tr&ditio-liietorical method, it is now possible

to examine Seek, 16, 20, and 23, in a breeder context, Thia

context comprises not only the organic relation between B&ekltl

and the took which bears his nam, but also their organic

relations with the prophetic movement, with other prophetic

book©, ach with the Israelite traditions in general.



The examination of Esek. 16, 20, and 23 reveals that

:2®kiel*B interpretation of Israel*8 past history is found

chiefly in Kaek, 16:1-45? 20s 1-31? aml 25*1-20. And the

examination of these three hie sections reveals that, on the one

hand, deekial depends on the older traditions, and on the other,

he uses those older traditions in Ms own way and for hia own

purpose.

In /:;ek.l6:l-43 Baekiel stands chiefly in the ,avid~Zio.a tradi¬

tions, in Szok. 20:1-31 chiefly in the exodus-wildentess-conquest

trail it ions, and in hzek. 23:1-20 in both the : avid-: ion tradi¬

tions and the exodus-wilderness-eonquest traditions. Apart from

the fact that these two streams of traditions, i.e., the Tavid-

lion traditions and the exodus-wildernesa-conquest traditions,

are very central in the life of Israel as the people of Tciwth,

they have become both the basic tradition-materials and the frame

of reference for the course of sekiel's interpretation of his

people's past history.

In spite of all this, the examination of the three sections

specified above has shewn that Ezeklel'e interpretation of

Israel's past history is unique. This is so, since, inter alia,

(a) no other prophet or Israelite traditioniat has ever used

the metaphor of husband-wife relationship in so an extensive way

and for ee a radical purpose as aekiel (chapters 16 and 23);

(b) no other prophet or Israelite traiitionist has ever use,

those two streams of tradition in their reverse meaning; and

purpose (chapters' 16, 20, and 23)? (©) w> other jagpgiiet osr
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Israelite traditionist has ever employed stereotyped formulas

and structures in his speech in so an extensive way as 'zekiel

(chapter 20); (d) the paratactical juxtapositions of short

sentences which make up lengthy descriptions in chapters 16, 20,

and 25» are very characteristic of hzekiel.

Coupled with the fact that Ezekiel is a genuine insider in

the Israelite traditions in that he lr> both a prophet and a

priest, all of these findings lead to the conclusion that : (a)

the uniqueness and the radieality of Ezekiel'a interpretation

of his people's pest history lie in his own constant stress on

the darker side of tliat history and in Ms extravagant elaborations

of the tradition-elements which serve his purpose; (b) Ezekiel*s

interpretation of Israel's past Mstory has very much been

influenced by Ms understanding of the current situation of the

people, and in many cases he reads this situation back to the

past Mstory of the people; (c) Mstorieo-critioally, this

reading back might be inaccurate, but traditio-Mstorically

it is not without basis. 'Ms is so, since (l) Szekiol's

interpretation of Israel's past Mstory is only one of many

interpretations given by the Israelite traditioMsts, and (2)

the two streams of tradition which Ezekiel uses in Ms interpre¬

tation are living streams of tradition, which, on the one hand,

are still in the process of all-Israelization, and on the other,

are subject to any review.

In the context of the ministry of Ezekiel, Ms interpretation
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of Israel*s pa3t history has shown that, a genuine traditionist

as he really is, Ezokiel has been able to understand and to

review critically both his people's past history and his

people*s traditions, and to use them to be the vehicle of the

message he is ceanissioned to deliver.
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INTRODUCflOK

In reading the Old Testament, one finds that, on the one

hand, there are themes which are mentioned again and again in

more t an one book, and on the other, each of the books, with its

own characteristics and purpose, seems to have its own way of

using and connecting those themes with each other and/or with

other themes4 This can be seen as for example, in that the

theme of exodus is used so extensively in the Book of hxodus,

whereas it is only briefly referred to in the Books of Hosea

(Hos. llsl), and Araos 9s7)- The theme is found again in

a poem, or part of a poem, in Pas, 79:12-16; 105:23-42; 106s6-12;

and in a different context in lieh. 9:9ff•• The theme of Bavidic

king-ship is not only found in tlie euteronomistic historical

books, but also in Pes. 2, 110, 132, and others. In the

prophetic books, a similar example can be seen in that the

metaphor of husband-wife relationsiiip for the relationship

between Yahweh and the people of Israel is found in Hos. 1-3S

Isa. 1:21; Jer. 2i2ff.; 3»lff.; Ezek. 16, 23. In all of these

references, the metaphor is used in different ways, in different

elaborations, and, undoubtedly, for different purposes.

These examples can, of course, be multiplied by mentioning

how different books treat similar themes in different ways and
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for different purposes »"*" But wnat has been mentioned above

seer-s sufficient to shew that despite the possibility of regarding

each of the books of the Old Testament as being distinctive,

nevertheless there are elements which connect then with each

other. It is true that very often this connection is difficult

to trace and that sometimes it is only an indirect one,

nevertheless it must be admitted that it dees exist.

Such a connection is seen not so much in the final form

of the books as in their contents. In other words, the question

which arises here io not primarily concerned with the connection

between the poetic form of, say, the Isalter and the prosaic

form of, say, the Book of Exodus. Bather, it is concerned

primarily with the connection between the exodus theme, e.g.,

in Ps. 78: 12-16 and that in the Book of Exodus or elsewhere.

As far as the theme of exodus is concerned, the connection

between Ps, 78:12-16 and the Book of Exodus can be described in

terms of the history of their coaraon theme. Thus, a study of

the theme would be able to reveal how the theme developed and how

See, e.g., C. E. liorth, The Old Testament Interpretatio
of History, London, 1946V J. W. Miller, Bas VerMltnis Jcrenias
und Hesekiels : sprachlich und theologisch nntersuchf., TJeukirchen—
Kreis, Moers, 1955* J. Vollmer, Gesoliichtliche Ptttckblicke uad
Motive in der Prophetic des Amos, Hosea und Jereraia, (3.Z.A.W.
119), Berlin, 1971.
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different books use it in different ways and for different

purposes.

The present study is concerned with the Book of Ezekiel

and, more specifically, Ezekiel's interpretation of Israel's

past history as is exemplified in chapters 20, 16, and 23. What

is meant by 'Israel's past history' is not only the events which

happened in Isreel before the time of Szekiel, but, more

important than that, also the traditions which arose from there.

The events might have happened once and for all, but the

traditions about them, or the interpretations of them, can be

passed on from one- generation to another. In other words, the

events might be unrepeatable, but the interpretations of those

events go on from generation to generation. As fas.- as Israel's

past history is concerned, it is with such an interpretation

as is found in iCzek. 20, 16, and 23, that the present study is

concerned. To be specific, the present study seeks to examine

how Ezekiel interprets the past history of his people as he

presents it in those three chapters mentioned above. lor this

purpose, those three chapters will be tlioroughly examined.

However, jus far as Seek!el as a living prophet is concerned,

it must be admitted that before and after his thee there were

some interpretations of that past history which were given by

both prophets and other Israelite traditionists. With regard

to this, it must be said that there must be a connection or
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connections between Bzekiel's interpretation and those of the

other prophets and other Israelite traditionists. Due to the

fact that each of Israelite prophets and traditionists has his

own characteristics, the best way to find out this connection

is by examining the 'erudition-materials and/or the themes which

are common in all, and/or unique in each, of those interpretations.

What is involved in this examination is the task of finding

out what are the similarities and the differences between those

interpretations and how those similarities and differences are

to be understood. In terms of Keek, 20, 16, and 2?, this

examination involves the task of finding out (a) what are the

similarities and the differences between Ezekiel*s interpreta¬

tion of Israel's past history and those of both his contemporary

and his predecessors, and (b) how are the similarities and the

differences to be understood from the side of Bzekiel. In other

words, wiiat is involved in the examination is the history and

the development of the trad.it ion-materials as they are found in

Ezek. 20, 16, end 23* And the questions axe, inter alia :

How much Ezekiel's interpretation bears the marks of the older

interpretations or older tradition-materials? How does

Ezekiel use those tradition-materials? How much his interpre¬

tation ba.ars his own ciiaracteristics?

In this connection, the Book of Bzekiel as a whole cannot

be left untouched. Like any other prophetic book, the Book of

Ezekiel has its own characteristics and uniquenesses. Without

exaggeration, it is natural to understand these characteristics



and uniquenesses as earning or originating from the prophet Ezekiel

himself. After all, it is this prophet himself who has given

rise to the existence of the book which bears his name.

With regard to all of this, it is certainly part of the task

of the present study to find out the characteristics and the

uniquenesses of the Book of Ezekiel. This is so, since the

characteristics and the uniquenesses of Tteekiel's interpretation

of Israel's past history in chapters 20, 16, and 23, are integral

parts of the sum total of the characteristics and uniquenesses

which have made his book distinctive.

Speaking about the characteristics and the uniquenesses

of both Ezekiel end the book which bears his name will inevitably

involve speaking about the relationship between Ezekiel as a

prophet and the book which bears his name. The problem of the

relationship between Ezekiel and the book has, either directly

or indirectly, been dealt with by many scholars since the closing:

decades of last century. Apart iroia the fact that tho results

of their investigations are varied, it can. be said that these

scholars for the most part used the literary-critical method,

respite the fact that this critical method is very useful for an

understanding of the literacy problems of the Book of Ezekiel,

it must be admittod that it has only a limited scope. This

is so, since there ere still many problems the solutions of

which lie beyond the scope of this method. One of the most

important problems concerning the Book of Ezekiel and/or the

prophetic books in general, is the problem of prophetic traditions.



This problem is concerned not only with the relationship

of a prophet and the booh which bears ids name, but also with

their relationship or connection with other prophets and other

prophetic books and, more widely, with the Israelite traditions

as a whole. In other words, as far as the prophetic books are

concerned, the problem of the prophetic traditions is concerned

with the history of the traditions which are used and created by

the prophet involved. In the case of Ezekiel and the book which

bears ids name, the problem is concerned with the history of the

traditions which hzekiel uses and creates. In this connection,

and due to the fact that the relationship cannot he understood

simply as being dominated by the so called written tradition, it

does not seem appropriate to talk about the authenticity and/or

otherwise of a prophetic book. Instead, it seems more appropriate

to talk about the origin and/or the development of the traditions

found in that particular prophetic book. And for this purpose

a critical method other than those already devised, especially

the literary critical method, is needed. This method is the¬

iredit io-histcrical method,

So, with regard to all of this, the present study will

consist of six chapters. In the first chapter a survey of the

studies of the Book of Ezekiel will be carried out, the purpose

of which is to see, on the one hand, how the studies develop, and

on the other, what problems are still left unanswered. The

second chapter will deal with the traditio-historical method, the



debate on it, and the .general results of its application to the

Book of Esekiel, Chapters three, four, and five, which constitute

the main part of the present study, will deal with Ezek. 20, 16,

and 25, respectively. These three chapters will be preceded

by short preliminary remarks in which both the meaning of the

title of the present study end the order of examination of the

three chapters of the Book of Basekiel, are explained. In each

of these three chapters the investigation will proceed in two

stages : first, an attempt to determine which section of the

chapter of the book dealt with there ie relevant for the examina¬

tion of Ezekiel*® interpretation of Israel's past history|

second, an examination of the relevant section by the use of all

critical, methods, especially the iraditio-historical method,

the pur-pose of which is to describe how Ezekiel usee the older

traditions of Israel in his interpretation of the people's past

history, and how he creates a new interpretation of that past

history. Finally, the conclusions drawn from the whole study

are given in the sixth chapter.
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CHAPTER I

A SHORT SURVEY OF EZEKIEL STUDIES

The main problems concernin, the Book of r.zekiel are three¬

fold, i.e., (a) the composition and/or the unity of the book,

(b) the place or the places in which zekiel carried out iis ministry,

and (c) the clironology or the Ratings in the book. In order to

have aii i ea aoout these three problems, a oriel outline of each one

of them is given below. First, the problem of the composition and/

or the unity 01 the book. wis problem is concerned with the faot

that the book presents many kinds of interests, ranging from prophetic

oracles, priostly language, legal matters, etc., to ecstatic arid/or

mystical personality and apocalyptical outlook. In addition, the

book shows some literary features which seem to presuppose the work

of more than one hand. the doublets (e. ., 3*16-21 and 33*1-9;

1 and 10:8-17; 18:21-29 and 33*10-20; cf. the double dating in

1:1-3), the inclusion of the prophecies of promise in tue prophecies

of disaster in many passages within chapters 1-24, and the fact that

chapters 40-48 sound more apocalyptic than prophetic proper (also

chapters 38-39)* all of this suggests that the rook of .Jzekiel is

composite. Kevertheless, the orderly arrangement of the book in

terms of subject matters, the course of thoughts, and the chronolog¬

ical datin s found in it, suggests that the book is a unity. The

question which arises out of all of these f.^cts is this : Is the

book really a unity or composite?

econd, the problem of the place or the places in which Fzekiel
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carried out his ministry. The book a3 it now stands shows that, on

the one hand, zekiel carried out is ministry in JabyIonia (1:1-3}

8:3» 33:21; etc.), while on the other, most of his prophecies were

addressed to the people in alestine/Jerusalein, and suggests that

£zekiel was himself in Palestine/Jerusalem. The questions which

arise in this connection are these : here did zei-iel carry out

his ministry? In abylonia, or in Palestine/Jerusalem, or in both

Babylonia and Palestine/Jerusalem? Or, still more radically, did

Ezekiel really exist at all? as he not only a fictive literary

creation? Third, the problem of the chronology is concerned with

two things, i.e., the datings t iven in the book and the period at

which Ezekiel carri d out his ministry or lived, (a) The datings

are found fourteen or fifteen times, i.e., in 1:1, 2; 3:16; 8:1;

20:1; 24:1; 26:1; 29:1, 17; 30:20; 31:1; 32:1, 17; 33:21; and 40:1.

ith the execution of those found in 1:2; 33:21; and 40:l| all of
these datings do not have clear indications of events from which

they are counted. And out of all of them, the most debated one

is that w ich is found in 1:1, i.e., 'the thirtieth year'. The

question here is this : hat does the date refer to? further,

despite the fact that all of these datings are arranged in a compara¬

tively good chronolo. ical sequence, it is not clear whether or not

each of them dates all the prophecies or the oracles w.iich follow

it. (b) The answer of the question of the datings can no doubt be

a reat help to solve the problem of the period at wnich zekiel

carried out his ministry. The questions here axe these : hen did

Ezekiel carry out his ministry? Is it before, or alter, the fall

of Jerusalem? Or, is it before and after the fall of Jerusalem?
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The answers to these questions will undoubtedly determine and/or

be determined by the answer to the question of the place where

Ezekiel carried out his ministry mentioned above.

be present survey is not meant to have a look a,t how these

three problems have been dealt with by scholars throughout the

decades. Rather, by using those three problems as a kind of frame

of reference, it will have a look at the works of scholars,

beginning in the end of the last century until now. The purpose

of the survey is, therefore, to try to make notes, as brief and

clear as possible, on the development of trie studies o the 3ook of

Ezekiel from the end of last century until its recert stage. At

the end o' the survey, a brief statement will be made of the position

or opinion concerning the three problems which is adopted in the

present study. At the same time, the brief statement will serve

as the basis for the carrying out of the present study.

Until the end of the Inst century, the problem o the unity of

the nook of zekiel occupied most of the scholars' discussions, and

the widely accepted opinion then was the conservative one. This

1 2
oar be seen, e. ., ir. tne works of . mend an: . . river, who

"Hi. Smend, er rophet .zechiel, Leipzig, 1880, pp. xiiii., xxi.

2
. river, !..n Introduction to the Literature o- t .e G1 Testament,

Edinburgh, 1891 ( 9th ed.1913)» pp. 278ff.
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axe-oi the opinion that the book with its gvaterratic acrar ;ersent is

the work of the prophet-priest hiaself, and that zekiel was arson#

the first exiles to aby onia in 597 *,C. and witness#} the second

exiles of Ju iah in 597 . . a wide accent;.nee of t'9 conservative

opinio , ho, ever, toes not roan that there wo not any ot er opinion

at all. t t'.ore w s other opinion is clear fro- the < ct that

(a) there was an unknown writer in ho onthly apazino aid drltiah

Register1 who is of the opinion that the author of zek. 1-24 is

not ze,-iel but. a del, bee .c, intet alia, the eo ra rtical refer¬

ences in tit©® could onl be ive.i by a writer such as ariel who

•new t ;o t>1 .ces ver .ell ('a . ; cf. ze , and (b) L. duns

attributed the ;ook of Czekiel to the ooheri of the post-exilio

2
perio , or ore ooisely to 440- .00 .C., because, inter alia,

the Ian u-age of the book shows a great deal of resemblance to that

of t ie works of the : ersian period, and some of the things and

persons referred to in it, e.., . ie , '.oah, 'ariel, and Job (14xl2ff,|

28s3» 13)# were not known before this period.

t t ie be innir:,; of tnis century . .raetzachnar published
3

his epoch-making commentary on the ook of zekic-1' in which he

The article is •Concerning; the at .or of orae Roens Ascribed to
.zechiel', hue : onthly ,.a urine and .ritish e ister, Vol. V, Part
I, 1798, PP. 189-190.

21.. Zunz, • iibelkiritiaches. II. Kzechiel*, . . . . ?7. 1573, ■&)
pp. 676-681, 668} lue;ie , ,o t; tec ■ leastlichen Votra^re cier Juden, \~v
ra hfuxt a. 109?, p . 17 .: ,

, Kraeizchnar, as uc:r zee lei, (; . .?. III.3.1), ottingen,
1900.
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presented his distinctive opinion. Kraetzscbmar recognized that

there are some doublets, or parallel passages, in the Book of Ezekiel.

Then, in distinction from both Zunz and the alleged unknown writer,

he proposed a theory that out of the ox'i; inal material of zekiel

two independent recensions had risen which were later put together

by a redactor to for;: the present book. Kraetaschmar said that the

first recension used the first person, and that it was longer than

the second which used the third person.* Kraetzschmar's two--

recension theory reminds one of what Josephus said about zekiel.
2

Josephus saif that zekiel wrote two books. however, it is not

clear wi ich 'two books' were meant by Josephus since he did not give

any explanation at all. ome six years after the publication,

Kraetzschmar'3 theory was sli htly modified by K. Budde. Budde"'

was of the opinion that initially the book was compiled by zekiel

himself. But this original book then underwent several editions

which were late: .orked over together with the aim of producing- a

unified and standard text-form. The book as it now stands, with

its doublets and parallel passages, is the result of the working over.

o ever, a year before the modification of iudde, . Ja.hr. had already

denied . raetzschr ' s theory. Jahn^ argue-" that the literary problems

1Ibid.. p. XIII.

2
Josephus, Antiquities X, v, 1.

3}
*TK» Budde, Geschichte der althebralschen Litteratur, Leipzig, 1$K)6.

^G. Jam, as Buch Jzecaiel auf Grund der h. heryestellt, ubersetzt
und textkritisch erkl&rk. Leipzig, 1905.



of the hook of Lzekiel wore the result of the work of later scribes.

These scribes had written in the margin of the original hook of

Hzekiel revised versions of many passages which adapted the prophetic

message to actualize the-'. Then still later copyists had inserted

these marginal versions into the ori inal text. The ook as it now

stands is the mixing up of the original text and those marginal

versions.

Another rejection of raetzschmar's two-recension theory came

from J. Herrmann. Herrmann^" argued that there were some original,

individual, and independent speeches of zekiel which were collected

and put together by the prophet himself. It was also the prophet

himself who from time to time made alterations, modifications, and

corrections, of his collected speeches. In other words, Herrmann

was ol the opinion t .at all t ^e literary difficulties found in the

Book of Ezekiel are due to the prophets own remode1 lings of his

original speeches. In addition, Herrmann admitted the existence

of some very minor additions to the book from a later redactional

hand.

espite all these differing theories and opinions, attack and

counter-attack by one scholar against the others, until 1924 the

general opinions concernin, the problem of the composition of the

Book of Hzekiel remained conservative as that of mend and river,

namely that the Book of zekiel as it now stands is the ori inal

. Herrmann, izecuiel iibersetzt unL eidclHrt, (K. .T. Hi), Leipzig,
1924. Of. his .zeohielstu ;ion, Leipzig, I9O8, especially pp. 4ff.,



work of the prophet himself w io was exiled to 3abylon in 597 3.C.,

as can be seen, e.g., in the commentaries by . F. Lofthouse,1
2 5

H. A. Aedpath, A. 3. Davidson, and A... Streane. However, with

all these opinions of the scholars, both the conservative and the

radical, it can bo said that the three problems of the Book of

Ezekiel were 3till far from beinf settled. This is clear from the

fact t at although those opinions and theories were really attempts

to give solutions to some aspects of the problems, they also gave

rise to nev; questions.

One of t;e questions which since 1924 have urgently called for

discussion is how much oi the ook of zekiel is an authentic record

of the prophet's own words. Apart from the fact that this question

was a challenge against the traditional view of the relation between

the prophet zekiel and the book which bears his name, it has in

its turn given rise to some theories about who zekiel was. The

first attempt to answer the question to be noted is that of Holscher.

"H/.F. Lofthouse, ^zekiel, (The Century Bible), Edinburgh, 1907.

2
H. A. Aedpath, The Book of the rophet zekiel, (The ..estminster
Commentary), London, 1907*

3
A. „. Jtreane revised the work of . 3, Lavi son, ; .e Book of Tne
Prophet zeklel, (The Cambridge 3ible for School arid Colleges),
Cambridge, 1892 (reprinted in 1893, 1896, 1900, 1906). The
revision was carried out in 1916, but there is no major change of
laviuson's opinion which can be noted as important.

^G. IlSlscher, Hesekiel, Per ichter una as Such, (B.L.A.d. 39),
Giessen, 1924.
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Like Kraetzschmar, Judde, and Jahn, Holscher recognized that there

are two worlds existin, side by side in the present 3ook of Ezekiel,

i.e., the enuine .zekielian world and the secondary world of later

recactor(s). According to tilscher the Book of zekiel as it now

stands is chiefly the result of the work of later redactor(s) who

belor, ed to the euterononic school. although it i.:; true that the

redactor used the ori inal work of ze :iel as the basis of his work,

the hook of ze iel as it now stands is derived from the 5th century

B.C., and therefore it is a pseudepigraph. .zekiel himself, who

was deported to Babylonia in 597 B.C., was a poet-prophet, and his

original, or authentic, work was chiefly in poetic form. ith his

theory of 'poet-prophet1 Blscher found that out of trie present Book

of ze .iel there are only aPout 170 verses wriich are enuine, or

authentic, while the bulk of the rest of it is from the redactor(s),

or unauthentic."'" ,lmoat all of those 170 authentic verses are in

2
poetic form. The second attempt to be noted here is that of

Kessler,^ which was presented only two years after that of Holscher,

Apart from the fact that the proportion o: the verses wnich Hdlscher
regards as authentic is very small, it is actually not clear what
is t .e exact numoer of "i, or. kccordin to J. . arfor , iolscher's
handling leaves to .zekiel himself only about 143 verses out of
1272 verses o the presort roof of zekiel (J. . arford, studies in
the Book of .zekiel, Cambridge, 1935» P* 14). "he number adopted
in t e present study is that of Cooke. See C. . Cooke's review 01"
H8l3cher's Hesekiel, er "ichter und as Buch in J.T.S. 27, 1926,
pp. 201ff..

2
Cf. Irwin's remark : ' ot so well recognized ... is t 9 fact that
Holscher admitted the existence of ori inal prose as well. It is
false ... to hold that he mare poetic form the touchstone of genuine¬
ness. But in the er. t .is: consideration seems to have weighed heavily
with him'( W. A. Irwin, The Problea of Ezekiel, An Inductive Study,
Chicago, 1943» p. 11).

Z

. easier, fie innere inheitlichkeit .log fuc'.es zechlel, (Berich-
te des theol. ..e? inar der Jru er -enei r e"), errnhut, 1926.
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and perhaps was meant to be the reaction to it. In distinction

from HSlscher, Kessler believed that between a writer and his genuine,

or authentic, passage there exists an inner spiritual link which

unites the writer and his expressed thought. before any passage

can be declared unauthentic, it must first be shown that this link

is wanting. /ith his 'inner spiritual link' criterion Kessler

found that the authentic part of the Jook of .Jzekiel is larger than

that found by Kolsoher. In fact Kessler regarded the bulk of the

hook of ze iel as auuuentic. •otwitiistanding essler's conclusion,

if any comment must be made on his theory it must be said that his

'inner spiritual link' criterion is too subjective to be convincing.

Beside the attempts of HSlscher and jeasier, there is a third attempt

which sought the solution of the problem of authentic, and/or other¬

wise, pa3sa es in the Book of zekiel. This is the attempt of

B. !■: ittel.'"1" ..ittel claims that the 3ook of zekiel as a whole is

authentic, i.e., it is the ori inal record of the prophet's own

words. or the claim Kittel argues that bze ;iel has a dual person¬

ality, namely as a prophet and at the same time as a priest. It

is due to this dual personality of ..zekiel himself that the present

book which bears his name presents 30 many puzzling points.

how, as far as the question of the authenticity or otherwise

of the Book of Gzekiel is concerned, it is clear that there was no

agreement among these three scholars as to how much ox the book is

*R. ittel, Gesohichte des Volkes Israel, Vol. III. 1, ..tuttgart,
1927.
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authentic and how much it is other-,vise. hile Holscher's

conclusion seems to be the most radical, and drastic, that of Kittel

appears to be following the traditional view.

Another question which has called for discussion beginning

in the period of 1920s is that of the dating of t .e look of kzekiel

as a whole. It appears t ;it . Burrows1 was tne first to examine

the literary relation between the hook of ;ze :iel an the other

books, or t e other lite wry collections, of the Olu estanent.

Through his examination Burrows finds that the .ook of azekiel is

later than Trito-Isaiah (isa. 56— 6), Joel, ech. 9*11 ~ 11:13» and

that the )Ook is heavily dependent on those, and some other literary,

collections. The conclusion of Burrows is that the hook of kzekiel

must be a product of a very late period, even prooably of the late

pre-Maccabean period. ..urrows' conclusion is more or less similar

to that of his teacher, C. C. Torrey, althoug: the latter's work on

2
the Book of wzekiel was not published until 1930. Besices, Torrey's

arguments are different from those of Burrows in that Yorrey took

the canonization of the >ook of ,ze iel by t e post-exilic Jewish

authorities as his star-ting point. Torrey claimed that the

reli. ious con,rontation between the amaritans and the post-exilic

Jews wac the appropriate background of the purpo. e, and the composi¬

tion, of the Book of zekiel. Ke argued that the book is a

. Burrows, The Literary ,elations of zekiel, hiladel] ,ia, 1925.

2
C. C. Toirey, „ seudo-,.zekiel and the Original j/rophecy, few Haven,
1930.



pseudepigraph which was written by a ran who was probabl; of priestly

rank in Jerusalem about 230 B.C. mhe writer used the situation in

Palestine under the reign of Kin,; j anasseh as his main historical

background, so that originally the book was alestine-centred.

oever, 'o rev farther maintained t .at some 30 ears Inter- the Book

was revised by an editor in order to maintain t ie view th it Jerusalem

was then the ri ht pi ce l'o worshipping Yahweh and not Tit• Gerizim

as was claimei by t e Samaritans. his editor bad devoted Chapters

40-48 for t :is special purpose. nd it was under this editorial

work t let the former ales tine-centred book underwent a process of

3abylonization, so that it now a pears that the ook of zekiel has

an exilic setting and atmosphere.

After the publication of this particular worn, there were many

scholars who were not satisfied with Torre r's late dating of the

ook of ze iel. There were many criticisms, and rejections,

launched against Torre 's arguments aid conclusio , but it would be

too Ion. to note all of them in 1 is short survey. owever, there

is one thi . which rust be sai. .ere, namely ir n ite of all of the

criticisms and the rejections, it appears that 'orrey did not by

any means charge his opinion.^" esii es, it is interesting to note

that almost at the same time as Torrej, but quite independent of

hiii, J. i.iith advanced a ypothesis whic , though different in some

2
respects iron that of Torre;, had some stri i resemblances to it.

For Torre;/'s answers to his critics, see his articles 'Certainly
seuco- ze.-iel', J. ..L. 53> 193^i P) • 291ff.; 1 otes on zekiel',
J. >.c. 58, 1939» pp. 69ff..

2
J. nmith, The Book of the xTophet Fzekiel - A Pew Interpretation,
London, 1931.
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Smith understands the recurring phrase 'house of Israel' as referr¬

ing only to .ort er Israel, and is of the opinion that Ezekiel was

a real historical character who belonged to Northern Israel. He

was deported in 734 B.C. together with the exiles from Northern

Israel, but in the 30th year- after the fall of Jamaria he was able

to go back to Palestine. Instead of goin back to others Israel,

he we t to Jerusalem and continued, his propnet ic - ini try there under

the reign of King Kanasseh. Concerning the composition of the

Book of zeiciel, .,nith is of the opinion that originally it was

Ezekiel himself who wrote the major part of it with a alestinian

background; but later in the 6th century ,C. the ori inal work of

hzekiel was revised by a redactor, or redactors, who used the

Babylonian, or the exilic, situation as its background. It was

this revision tliat gave the present Book of ze :iel the exilic

atmosphere which it now has throughout.^"
ow, if a comparison between omith's opinion and that of

Torrey is made, one will find that on the one hand their major

similarity can be seen in that both scholars held the opinion that

the original book of ze ;iel had a .alestinian situation around the

reign of King anasseh as its background, arid that the book was

later Babylonized by other hands; while on the other, their major

difference can be seer, in that orrey hel the opinion that the

present Book is wholly pseudepigraphic, and that zekiel was not a

1Ibid., pp. 93ff..



historical character, while Smith held the opinion that the greater

part of the Book of zekiel is historical and authentic, and that

Ezekiel himself was a real historical character.

In 1932 v. lerntrich published his Saeohielproblemc1 in which

he exa ine -ost of the questions concerning the three problens of

the look of zekiel mentioned earlier. Arnon other things which

can be noted from Herntrich's work referred to here are these :

(a) sue to the fact that the book gives no detailed account on the

exilic situation, derntrich is of the opinion that zekiel carried

out his ministry only in Jerusalem during the last years of the

city's existence, i.e., during the reign of ing edekiah. (b)

Concerning the appearance of the two worlds in the book, i.e., the

world of Ezekiel and that of later editor, erntrich is of the

opinion that Palestine, especially Jerusalem, was the historical

background of the original 3ook of .zekiel, and that later on his

original book was edited by the disciple(s) of Ezekiel who were

living among the exiles in iaoylonia. In fact these disciples

not only edited the original book, but also added much to it, e.g.,

chapters 1-3f 8-11, so that the bulk of the present book, including

the whole of chapters 40-48, is editorial addition. It was this

editorial activity that has given rise to the exilic atmosphere of

the present Book of Jzekiel. (c) All the datings (twelve times)

^V. .erntrich, .zee, .ielprobleme, ( .... . . 61), Giesse ;, 1932.

2Ibid., pp. 124ff..
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in the book were also from these editors. 'tie to the fact that

there are only three datings which are specified, i.e., those in

1:2; 35'21; 40:1, Hemtrich argued that these editors had used two

systems of dating. All the three specified dates were counted

from the exile of King Jehoiachin, as is clearly indicated by 1:2

and 40:1, whereas the other unspecified nine were counted from the

enthronement of Zedekiah, The reckoning from the enthronement of

Zedekiah is based on the similarity of the figures in zek. 24:1

to those in 2 Kings 25:1, which clearly refer to the enthronement

of Zedekiah. The two systems of dating were used together by the

editors in zek. 1:1-2. Since the date in 1:1 should refer to the

enthronement of Zedekiah, who was the successor of Jehoiachin,

Hemtrich preferred to amend it from the •thirtieth year' to the

•third year'.1
j rom these three conclusions of Hemtrich, it is clear that

the traditional view concernin the three problems of the book is

almost completely rejected.

On the part of the defenders of the traditional view, it was

G. A. Cooke xvo first explicitly renounced the radical opinion,

especially the alestinian aspects of the Hook of zekiel. Concerning

the three problems of t ic Cook of zekiel mentione- earlier, Cooke is

in favour of the traditional view. first, he is of the opinion that

1Ibid., pp. 60-64.



the book is composite."1' For this he points out that the present

arrangement of the book is not from .-'zekiel himself. It might well

be true that Ezeaiel had intended to arrange his own book chronologi¬

cally as is suggested by the presence of the datings. But the

present arrangement of the datings is definitely not .zekiel's.

Instead, the present arrangement suggests that the book is an anthology

of Eze iel's oracles, which were ori. inally delivered at various

times, and collected by editors. Further, the fact that moat of

the oracles between two subsequent dates do not entirely correspond

with the situation referred to by the dates which head them, suggests

that the editors had put his own additions and/or later materials

to the ori inal oracles of .zekiel. In addition, Cooke notes that

e many lc islative proposals in chanters 40-48 bear nary resemblances

to that of , Pt and H. Second, Cooke maintains that .zekiel carried

out is ministry molly in aayIonia among the exiles. 'or this he

argues that (a) the vision of Gor and his glory took place outside

the lad of Israel (of. 5:23; 8:4, 10:15; 20, 22; 43s3)> (b) as in

the case of his and other prophets' prophecies against nations far

away from Jerusalem, Jzekiel•s prophecies to/a; ainst Jerusalem do

'ee, . . Cooke's review of . 'olsche. 'a Fesekiel, er ichter und
das Buch in j.T.S. 27, 1926, pp. 201ff.; also his 'Few Views on
gzekiel', "neology 24, 1932, pp. 65ff.. or his fuller explanation
and arguments, see hi3 standard work, izekiel, (I.C.C.), Edinburgh,
1936 (reprinted 1967).



not always demand Ezekiel's physical presence in Jerusalem. Third,

concerning the dates in the book, Cooke maintains that most of them

refer to the exilic period and to the period not long before it.

To be specific he refers to 580-583 B.C., i.e., the years just

before and after the fall of Jerusalem. This traditional view is

also followed by . . Jarnes, who, inter alia, argued that babylonia

was the only appropriate place for zekiel's whole ministry, and

that it was from there that Jzekiel uttered his whole prophecies.^
notwithstanding this support of the traditional view, it is

interesting to find that in 1934 • 0. E. Oesterley launched a new

solution for the problems. I his examination of the book he found

that (a) the book as a literary unity presents rzekiel as living

amon ; the exiles in abylonia who were deported in 597 «C., (b) as

a true prophet Ezekiel addressed himself almost exclusively to the

people in Jerusalem (especially in chapters 1-24), and (c) it is

difficult to see how the writer of chapters 1-24 can be the same as

the writer o t..e later chapters of the booh. rise, on these three

points, esterley " opined h it (a) zei-iel was called to be a prophet

in 602 ,C., i.e., in the rei n of ing Jehoiakim, and worked in

Jerusalem until he was deported to Babylonia together with the first

x
. <• .arnes, '..zekiel's renunciation of yre', J. . . 35, 1934,

pp. 50ff.; 'The Scene of Ezekiel's I inistry and His udience',
J.. 35» 1934» pp. I65ff..

2
0. . Oesterley, 'The Book of _zekiel - A Survey of decent

Literature*, C.:,. . 116, 1933* PP. 187-200. And with Th. H. Robin¬
son, dm Introduction to the ooks of the Old Testament, London,
1934, PP. 318-329.
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exiles of Judah in 597 -B.C.; in Babylonia i zekiel continued his

ministry as a prophet among the exiles; (b) it was zekiel himself

who first put both his alestiuian, and his exilic, prophecies into

writing, but later on 'his co-religionist ... edited them in such

a way as to make it appear that the whole material was written in

Babylonia'. To the edited work were still later added some minor

additions by one, or more, redactors.

early the same conclusion as that of Oesterley, namely that

Bzekiel exercised a double ministry in Palestine ad in ay Ionia,

was independently arrived at by Be tholet in 1936.^ Bertholet is

of the opinion t at (a) Gzekiel was called twice : the first call

(dzek. 2:3 - 3*9) cane in ca. 593 B.C. which was followed by ^zekiel's

ministry in Jerusale until t.ie fall oi the city, i.e., when he was

taken into the exile together with the second deportation in the

year 587 B.C.; the second call ( zek, 1:4 - 2:2) came to him in

Babylonia an was followed by his second ministry there among the

exiles; (b) it is due to the double call, ar" the ouble ministry,

of the prophet that some doublets or parallel passages, exist in

the present 3ook which bears his name. According to Bertholet,

most parts of the Book of zekiel were originally written by

Ezekiel himself, but there was a later editor who compiled them,

and transferred the prophet's ministry wholly to Babylonia. It

is from the later editor that the present Book of zekiel has all
2its exilic atmosphere.

*A. Bertholet and K. Galling, Kesekiel, (li.A.T. 1. Reihe, 13),
Tfibingen, 1936.

2Ibid.. pp. xivff..
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i-rior to Bertholet, J. B. Harford1 had already held the position

which is in favour of that middle-way. To begin with, and like

other scholars prior to him, Harford recognized that there are two

kinds of material mixed up in the present Book of zekiel. They

are the original materials, which are contained mostly in chapters

1-59> ark the editorial additions, which are mostly contained in

chapters 40-48. Based on the fact that the date in zek. 24si is

exactly correspond with that in 2 Kings 25:1, all the dates in the

Book of zekiel, with the exception of those mentioned in 1:2;

55:21 and 40:1, must be counted from the accession of edekiah.

Then arford opined that the ori ,inal materials were from Jerusalem

during the last years of the existence of Southern Kingdom,

especially the time of King ^edekiah and the beginning of the second
2

exile, and that the editorial additions were from the editor of

3
the exilic and/or post-exilic periods." Concerning the final form

of the book, Harford said that it *is not the work o: one man,

4
still less was it produced in one sustained effort at one time*.

Then he continued : 'There arc two main authors and it (i.e., the

1
J. 3. arford, tu ios in the ook of zekiel, Cambridge, 1935-

2Cf. ibid., pp. 40f., 47f., 51, 60.

x

Cf. ibid., pp. 65f..

4
Ibid., p. 70.
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book) has received additions by later hands. The first author was

a prophet living- in or near Jerusalem during the last years of the

Southern Kingdom. ... (And the second is a ) man of prophetic soul,

who belongs to the period of the Captivity and who dwells in

Babylonia'.L About the second ma;:, Karford remarks further : 'He

may have been a youn disciple of the older man and he imbibed much

of his spirit. Te may well have treasured up the recorded utter¬

ances of his . aster and woven them in with his own oracles to form

2
t e first edition at least of tie ook ?r we now nave it'. '

According to Harford the symmetries found in the present look of

Ezekiel are due to the second author. And concerning the two

autors aarforn sai' that the 'two men are essentially one at heart,
3

although each has his own method of expressing the message'.

To return to the three problens of the book, it a pears that

so far1 the efforts to find their solutions had not reached any

general consensus at all. The opinions offered by Oesterley,

Bertholet, and " arford, were just as varied as could be expected.

Meanwhile, another solution was proposed by G. ahl.^ 1 ejecting

the theories of raetzschmar, ermx , . olscher, arid arford, ahl

"*Tbid., pp. 70f..

2Ibid.. p. 71.

3
Ibid., p. 72. In the earlier part of his book Harford points
out that there is a considerable number of passages in the Book
of Kzekiel which can be attributed 'to a prophet living in
exile in abylonia, who may or may not be zekiel himself' (ibid.,
p. 60).

^G. ahl, 'Crisis in Lzekiel esearch' in > uantulaqumque ; tudies
presents to .1, hake, ed. by . , Peasy et al., London, 1957» PP«



maintained that the book is a unity. This is so since (a) the book

has an extraordinary and almost monotonous uniformity of style, (b)

the book has some characteristic words and phrases which are

constantly repeated, e.g., 'son of man1, 'abominations', 'giUulim',

•that they/you know that I am Yahv/eh', etc., (c) the book is very well

arranged and organized with a clear' chronology and a clear course

of thou, hts. Concerning the so called doublets and parallel

passages, Dahl said that they derived from the fact that Gzekiel

was a priest a a prophet at the same time. ]oncerninf the date

of the book, Tahl was in favour of the view that the book is a

pseudepi,graph. his is so since (a) the book abounds in ranaisras,

(b) in terms of theology the book depends on P, (c) compared with

the Book of 2-aniel and the Book of nnoch, the book contains the

more a vanced and developed phase of apocalypticism, (i) the amazing

clairvoyance, e. .., in 12:12ff.; 24:If., 15-18; an the prophecies

against foreign nations in chapters 25-32 are oracles after the

events, (e) Gog of .agog in chapters 38-39 reflects the autnor's

menor,-, of lexo_ er the reat. On the basis of all oi t.;is, Dahl

dated the composition of the book ca. 226 B.C., an said tho.t both

the prophet rzekiel and the chronological datings in the book are

mere literary creations.

On closer examination, it appears that the tenability of Dahl'a

solution depends very much on (a) whether the book does abound in

Aramaisms, (b) 'whether ramalsms as such can be regarded as indicating

a late dating, and (c) whet er zekiel's prophecies are really

predictions after the events. Althougn the answers of these three



questions are likely to be negative, which means that Dahl's

solution is untenable, nevertheless there were already tv/o scholars

who held the view that the Book of ze :iel is wholly a pseudepigraph.

Yet the late dating of the Book of zekiel did not seem to have

gained much acceptance. Liven G. Jerry, w o long before both

Torrey and I)ahl had been in favour of the view that the Book of

Ezekiel is a very late post-exilic production, felt obli. od to

modify his opinion. Until around 1930 Berry was in favour of the

late datin of the look,1 but since 1939 he h s modified his view.

He is now of the opinion that bzek. 1-24 was the work of Ezekiel

himself in Jerusalem in the years 597 - 586 B.C., and that in the

3rd century B.C. it was BabyIonized by a revi'-er, or revisers, who
2

also added chapters 40-40 to it. A similar opinion to that of

Berry was independently arrived at by I. C». Matthews. ' But, in

contrast to Jerry, atthews put the date of the reviser(s) not in

the 3^cL century B.C. but 3 centuries earlier, i.e., in the period

of the exile. In addition, i atthews recognized the existence of

a third, an still later, hand wiiich he assi nee to the apocalyptic

school.

^G. ... err; »s articles : 'The Authorship of .zekiel 40-48', J.3.L.
34, 1915» PP« 17ff.? ' 'hie ate of zekiel 45:1- a and 47:13 -
48:35', J.B.h. 40, 1921, PP. 70ff.| ' he ate of zekiel 38:1 -

39:20', J.d.L. 41, 1922, pp. 224ff.; ' as .zekiel in the Exile?',
J.3.L. 49, 1930, pp. 83ff..

2
Bee note 1 aoove, and G. L. Sorry's "1'he Composition of the Book
of zekiel', J.B.L. 58, 1939, PP. l63ff., especially p. 175«

x

I. G. Matthews, kzekiel, (An American Commentary on the Old
' estament), Philadelphia, 1939*
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In distinction from I at thews, Berry, and .ahl, 0. ft. ischer

gave a fairly new solution to the problems of „zekiel.Fischer is

of the opinion that izekiel was first deported to babylonia together

with the first exiles in 597 B.C. and received his call there (2:3)»

and that soon afterwards _zekiel was able to go back to Jerusalem

and worked there until the fall oi the city in 586 B.C., and that

to ethe with the seconc exiles ae once again went to babylonia to

carry his new message of encouragement to the exiles.

ith the opinion of ischer, it is clear that the view of a

double-ninistry of ze .iel is once a ain accepted. boon afterwards
2

the same view was also accepted by h. Pfeiffer (1941)." rotwith-

standin the other achievements of the non-traditional trend in

zekiel stu ies, the acceptance of the view of ze iel's double

ministry by both F ischer and Tfeiffer could probably be re arded

as pro ress. nd one could perhaps a ree tliat it is probably only

on tills view that the authenticity of both alestinian and

Babylonian atmospheres of the book could be un< e.vstoo 1. However,

the problems of the Book of izekiel are not as simple as that, as

will be seen in the following survey.

The question of authentic, and/or otherwise, pp.ssayes of the
3Book of ze -iel was revived by . . Irwin.' Beio: e a note is made

0. . ischer, The Unity of the iook of zeniel, (an unpublished
dissertation referred to by both . Ti. owley in his ,,en of hod,
p. 181, and -. -feiffer, Introduction to the 01. Testament, 1941
edition, p. 539)» Boston, 1939•

?
R. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the Old Testament. London, 1941,
PP. 535, 537ff..

.!, A. Irwin, The Problem of zeulel. An Inductive dtudy, Chicago, 1943.
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on Irwin's view on this particular problem, it seems necessary to

have a look at what Irwin said about the prophet Tzekiel himself.

According to Irwin, zekiel was a prophet and never became a priest;

besides, Tzekiel carried out his ministry in Palestine from about

600 . . v. til 586 . .,~! when he was de orted, o voluntarily went,

to Babylonia, joining the Jewish community, where he became very

2
famous. zekiel was a man of healthy mind and belonged to the

orthodoxy of Hebrew prophecy. lurther, Irwin is of the opinion

that ze iel delivered his prophecies only in Palestine, and that

these original prophecies were later on interpreted, added to, and

edited, by exilic hand(s). In connection with t is editorial work

of the book the question which then arose was this : Is it possible

to rediscover Jzekiel's original prophecies? It is to answering

this question that Irwin has devoted most of the pages of his book

referred to here. Irwin was very sire that it is not only

possible, but that the authentic prophecies of Izekiel may with a

high egree of probability be distinguished from later additions to

the book. He also criticised, almost all of the? scholars prior to

him for their being unable, according to Irwin, to present satis¬

factory arguments. Tie said : ' o one at all has given us reason

3
to believe that he knows what the prophet taught*; then he declared

that 'we must discover reliable criteria that will enable us to

^f. ibid., p. 323.

2Cf. ibid., p. 529.

5Ibid., p. 29.
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distinguish with some reasonable approximation to finality between

hzekiel♦ 9 own utterances and those of his disciples or followers*

However, it is clear that with this declaration Irwin was just

restating the aims of the scholars whom he criticised, although no

one oi them had been as optimistic as he was in saying that •such
2

criteria exist ... is my firm conviction*. By following an order

of investi ation which he believed to have been 'dictated by the

3
nature of t e book*,' Irwin examined and scrutinized very carefully,

and minutely, each chapter of to Book, beginnir. with chapter 151

Throw ii exa ination am investi ,tion he trie to sift the original

kernel of zekiel*s prophecies from its later additions. For this

he claimed that the original prophecies of .zekiel had been

interpreted falsely by his disciples, or later interpreters, and

that out of t. e whole booK there are only about 251 verses, in whole

or in part, which are really ermine, or aut .entic; wdle on chapters

40-48 he said : 'There is nothing whatever in these nine chapters

that reveals even slight relationship with the genuine work of

iZekiel*.'1 From his reconstruction of the genuine proohecie; it

is also clear that Irwin re r ed their as only poetic in form. Now,

1lbid., pp. 29f..

2Ibid., p. 50.

5Ibid..
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having noted all this, one should not be very surprised that through

his careful analysis and laboured examination, which is a very

worthwhile exercise, Irwin was only led to a conclusion which was

vexy near, or almost similar, to that of HSlscher in 1924•

However, it is interesting to find that two years later the

same problem was dealt with by M. J. Gruenthaner.1 Like Irwin,

Gruenthaner began with examining the radical efforts which had been

made to solve the problems from 19?4 ("'olscher) until 1959 (Matthews).

On these efforts he, like Irwin, remarked : ' one of these scholars

... has been able to evolve a trustworthy set of principles by which
2

the ge uine could be discriminated from the allegedly spurious'.

Then Gruenthaner singled out Irwin's work to be the subject of the

remainder of his article. Although basically Gruenthaner was in

favour of the traditional view, in one point he seems to be in

agreement with Irwin in that he accepted that the paraole in ,zek. 15

had been commented on. However, he.was against Irwin in that he

could not find the reason why Irwin regarded the commentary of the

parable as false or s urious. According to his own examination,

both the parable and its commentary are in perfect harmony and

authentic. This is so since, argued iruenthaner, 'the application

which the comment ary makes grows naturally from the parable' itself.'

1
I . J. Gruenthaner, '..ecent theories aoout zekiel', G.J3.7,
1945, pp. 438ff..

2Ibid., p. 440.

.A ., . 446.
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Another strong criticism against Irwin came from R. Cordis.

In spite of Cordis' appreciation of Irwin's scholarship, he was

against Irwin at least in two points. First, Cordis just could

not confine aekiel aid his authentic propheci s to the poetic parts

o the text alone, and, second, more or less like Cruenthaner, he

could not see that Irwin's method in separating a prophecy from its

interpretation was successful. ith these two criticisms Cordis

then remarked that 'we must regretfully conclude that the case is

not proved and that we have not yet reached a definite solution to
2

the problem of zekiel'.

Apart from Gruenthaner and Gordis, in the following years

there were other critics who likewise launched some criticisms

a ainet Irwin. minor criticism first of all came fron L. /. Smith

3
in his review of Irwin's book referred to earlier. In contrast

to both Gordis and Gruenthaner, Smith regarded the supposed

'false interpretations' as a kin of 'prophetic Targe, s' ich came

from a very late period, and that they were not entirely false,

but t c 'frequent] ... offer a true homily'.^ The other criticisms,

. Gordis, 'The Book of .zekiel in Contemporary Criticism',
Jewish Review 4. 1946, pp. 51ff*.

2
"Ibid., p. 65.

3
L. P. Smith's review is in J.B.L. 68, 1949» PP» 384ff*.

^Ibid.« p. 387.
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which perhaps could be regarded as major, came from both C. J. Hullo

Weir and H. H. owley. But, as their works will be noted later,

it seers unnecessary to give notes on their criticisms here.

In his answer to all of the criticisms Irwin1 did not only

maintain ana defend his theory and its accuracy, but also claimed

that all of his critics had missed his point. lie said : 'ho sound

objection to my view has been presented in these eight years ...
2

(and) on reexamination the case stands in yet greater cogency'.

With t lis claim of Irwin perhaps we could leave him here, raid go on

to have a look at the works which followed.

3
In 1945 • ;-essel published his .zechielfragen in which he

argued that (a) the addressees of dzekiel were really in Palestine

and it is from there that .zekiel delivered his prophecies (4si -

5:17» 6:1-10; 22:1-22; etc.); (b) Pzekiel delivered two kinds of

prophecies, i.e. the prophecy of doom (Unheil) for those who were

in alestii.e urin , the exilic erio; (l : 17-25; 14• 1—11; 55J 30-53;

etc.) an t e prophecy of salvation (.oil) for the exiles (28:24-26;

34s11-16; 36:16-38; 37s 12-14; etc.); (c) on the basis of zra

6:16, 19; 10:8; dak. 6:10; etc., in which the word nis used

to denote t lose who had returned from the exile, the word fl ?\^

used in the Book of zekiel is also to be understood as referring to

1
. . Ir in, 'rzekiel esearch since 1943', V.'f. 3» 1955» PP» 54ff«.

2
Ibid.. p. 65.

3
^N. Kessel, hzechielfragen. Oslo, 1945*
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them.1 So, according to Messel, Ezekiel carried out his ministry
2

only in Palestine in ca. 400 B.C. and that he belonged to the

group of Jewish people whose 'worship was purer than that of the

people who remained in Palestine. Concernin the composition of

the book, hessel regarded passages such as l:2f.; 12:1-6; etc. as

secondary and are evidences of the work of the redactor. Then he

opined that hzekiel's ori inal book had been edited, and added to,

by an editor, or editors, who worked between 361 and 344 B.C. To

a certain extent J essel is actually on the sane lines as are

K. Burrows and C. C. Torrey in that all of them are in favour of the

view that the whole Book of ^zekiel is a product of the post-exilic

period. Ihrther, it is interesting to find that the post-exilic

4
dating of the book was arrived at by L. 2. Browne in 1952. however,

in distinction from Torrey, Burrows, and 1 essel, Browne is of the

opinion that (a) ze iel was a on the exiles in ■ yrcauia in 344-343

B.C. and worked under the reign of Alexander the Great; and (b) it

was ; zekiel himself who deliberately gave the false air to his

original book to deceive the authorities, and that chapters 40-48

were his main concern.

how, it is clear that until this stage this survey has noted

1Cf. ibid., pp. 14ff..

2Cf. ibid., pp. 21ff..

5Cf. ibid., pp. 21ff., 30ff..

^L. E. Browne, t,zekiel and Alexander, London, 1952.



various opinions, or views, and arguments, which mostly come from

the non-traditional trend of the study. From all of this one

perhaps could get an impression that the further this trend goes,

the more problems it solves, but also the more lew problems it

creates. Yet, in spite of all of the ever-,.,rowing problems, one

cannot ce .tai.uly sa, that the non-traditional trend has been without

any success, or without any contribution at all. Since it is

beyond the scope of this survey to deal with the question of how

far the non-traditional trend of the study has contributed to the

understanding of the 3ook of h,zekiel, it seems better to leave the

question, and the problems involved in it, open.

Meanwhile the progress o the studies of the Book of zekiel

since 1949 seems to h; ve been dominated by those scholars whose

views, on the one hand, tend to follow, and to support, the

traditional view, e.g., that zeiciel exercised his ministry wholly

in Babylonia, and, on t ;c other, var; jo muc as to whether the Book

of zekiel is composite or not. The first amon them to be

mentioned here is C. b. owie1 who, followin the information given

in the book, says that Ezekiel lived out his ministry and life in

Babylon with the exiles, and that only in spirit did he return to
2

his beloved homeland. urther, takir. the captivity of Jehoiaehin

owie, The ate and Composition of zekiel, (J.3.L. monograph
series 4)» Philadelphia, 1950.

2Ibid., p. 6.
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as the time to which all the dates in the book refer, he says that

1:1 is the superscription of the book, and that the dates indicated

there refer to the time when (a) szekiel began to recollect and

dictate chapters 1-24 to his disciples and (b) chapters 25-48,

whic * ere already in existence as individual prophecies either in

written form or in oral form, were collected, edited, an; attached

to cha tors 1-24 by his disciples. In his conclusion Howie says

that 'the book ... can be ascribed ii the main to ze; iel'\ although

he ad its t at there is a very small amount of secondax; element in

it which came from the disciples.
2

I.ext is C. J. ullo eir who, in reacting against the view

that most of Eze iel's prophecies were delivered in Palestine,

maintained that zekiel's locale was definitely babylonia. I'or

this Hullo eir marshalled not less than twelve arguments and

criticisms against the radical view, some of wl ich are noted below,

althou h t e,y aro concerned mainly with chapters 1-24. irst, the

topographical references of the boo indicate very clearly that

3abylon is the true locale of Ezekiel's ministry. Second,

'zekiel's knowledge of Jerusalem, e.g., in chapter 8-11, is due to

his having been in residence there before he was deported, and that

the phrase ' et your face tov/ard' as is used in, e.g., 6:2; 13:17;

21:2, 7; etc., can very well be understood only if the prophet was

in babylonia. Third, as in the ce.se of the prophecies against

XIbid., pp. 98f..

2
C« J. Hullo ..eir, 'Aspects of the Book of rzekiel', V,T. 2, 1952,
pp. 97ff..



foreign nations (chapters 25-52), it is not necessary that in

deliverin, his prophecies against Jerusalem IL'zekiel should always

be factuall , and physically, prase t there. lovever, despite his

preference for the Babylonian locale of the whole ministry of

Ezekiel, I ullo eir's remark that the author of the book was .zekiel

is not explicit.^
11 .11. in istinction from the opinions of both Bowie and'

2
Kullo eir is that of Fohrer. On the one hand, and like both

owie arid ullo eir, ohrer maintains that according to the

inform tion given by the book zekiel carried out his whole ministry

in ah Ionia and on the other, he argues that 'zekiel's ori ina-1

oracles, which were chiefly in poetic form, were both spoken and

written by zekiel himself. no those ori inal oracles zekiel

himself had added some explanation, usually at the end of the units,

which ohrer calls glosse s. Further, due to the orderliness of

the present book in terms of both chronology arid subject matters,

Iohrer argues that the original prophecies and their original

glosses have been collected and transmitted through several stages,

in which process some new glosses and transpositions were made.

Neither yf'the process of the collecting and transmitting, nor the
new glosses and transpositions, are the res onsibility of zekiel.

1Ioid.. p. 97.

2
G. ohrer, 1 ie Glossen im duche zechiel', Z.a.„. 6j, (K.. . 22),
1951, PP. 53-53; idem. Lie Hauptprobleme des Buches .zechiel,
(B.L.A. . 72), 1952; Introduction to the Old Testament, (LT. by
. .. Green), Kashville-New York, 1968, pp. 404ff•; 'and with

K. Gallia.., ^zechiel, (n.A.T. 1.13), Tttbingen, 1955«
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In spite of his similarity with HSlscher and Irwin on the

poetic form of the original prophecies, Fohrer's most interesting

contribution to the solution of the problems is probably his stress,

or re-stress, on the existence of the redactional process. Further,

it is very interesting to note that the croblem of redactional

process, and its possible complications, were later on < ealt with by

0. Bissfeldt in one of his essays.1 Taking the look of zekiel

as one of his examples for examination of the redactional process

in the prophetic literature, Hissfeldt said : 'The literary questions

must be settle;; first as such, and only after their solution can we

2
form an historical reconstruction'. bow, as far as the book of

3
Bzekiel is concerned, Eissfeldt is of the opinion that the Book

is exilic, and was compiled, or edited, by the disciples of the

prophet} the compilation was carried out by using zekiel's own

written note3 as its essential parts which can still be clearly

seen in the first person oracles and in the dated passa, es. About

the date of zekiel's ministry, iissfeldt said that Bzekiel was

0* Lissfeldt, 'The Prophetic Literature' in The Old Testament and
boflern btudy. ed. by b. H. owley, London, 1967, pp. 115ff.»

2Ibid., p. 155.

3
or issfeldt's further treatment of the Book of zekiel, see his

The Old Testament, An Introduction, (ET. by P. R. Ackroyd), Oxford,
1966, pp. 565-382.



•called to be a prophet in the exile in 593 and ••• (became) active
1

there as such until 573 or perhaps somewhat longer'.
2

ollowing isafeldt, H. H. dowley is of the opinion that

Ezekiel exercised his ministry wholly in babylonia among the exiles

as i stated by the book itself. ..owever, owley's opinion on the

date of the compilation of the Book of .zekiel is different from

that of i sfeldt. dowley argued that the Book of Isaiah, the

Book of Jeremiah, and the Book of zekiel, are the product of the

same group, or the same circle, of compilers. his is so, because

the arr.-ui eients of those three 3ooks are quite similar. Since

..owley assigned the date of such a group, or circle, of compilers

to the po ;t-exilic period, he re. arded the Book of Bzekiel as the

product of that period. But, more important than that, iowley

argue th e. the ate of tue proi notion is not the m e as the date

of the i iterial: used. The ate of the materials is always earlier

than the ate of the pro uction. herefore howley maintained that

the materials which were used by the compiler(s) of the Jook of

„zekiel /ere entirel. exilic a .d came from no one other taan Ezekiel

himself. or the explanation of the last remark owley followed

iden ren's theory of tradition, namely that it seemed justified

to assi n both the prose and the poetic materials to Izekiel himself.

This is so, since it was probable that zekiel, like uhammad, had

1Ibid.. p. 572.

2
H. II. dowley, 'The Book of zekiel in odern jtudy', B.J.-..L.
36, 1957 4, pp. 146ff.. (reprinted in is en of ho , London, 1963*
pp. I65XT.).
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given his own explanation, or interpretation, to his original

prophecies : the original propheoies are in poetic form and the

explanations are in prose form# further, c -ley admitted that the

corapller(s) themselves had also added their own additions to the

original .zekielian materials, although these were only very few.*
or all of this owley confessed that his position was probably

traditional. But he maintained that his views 'better justify the
2

evidence we have'.

The development of the studies on the Book of hzekiel during

the last 20 years seems to hove followed the traditional view too.

Tills is clear from the fact that most of the works done on the Book

of ze iel aurin this perioc have inclined to revive, and to follow,

the traditional view which was dominant during' the first quarter

of this century and before. However, despite the inclination to

the traditional view, it must be pointed out that the existence

of redactional process in the prophetic literature, especially in

the Book of tzekiel, has received more and more acceptance as well.

Having noted these two points, i.e., the revival, and the support,

of the traditional view, and the acceptance of the redactional

process of tne ook of ze iel, this survey arrives now at the latest

phase of zekiel studies; and below is the list of the scholars

who, in s ite of their bein. varied in many details and arguments,

"""Of. ibid., pp. 186ff..
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are in favour of the two points : Th. IT. Robinson,* D. I . Freedman,
3

. Zimmerli, To these three crust be added the name of C. Kuhl

whose contribution on the survey and the biblio raphy on zekiel4
5

is very worthwhile. Kext is L. llison who follows all
6

G. •. Cooke's or tments and conclusions. ext am . . nderson

7
am. J. I.uilenburg, i uilenburg said that the Book of Ezekiel as

a whole came from Ezekiel in abylonia, and that although 'there

are expansions here and there ... and perhaps numerous glosses,

even these represent essentially t.e prophet's own point of view...'

*Th. . .obinson, Che Old Testament i A Conspectus, London, 1953»
especially pp. 103f..

2
. E. Ireedman, 'The 3ook of zekiel' (Studia Biblica XXVII),
Interpretation 8, 1954» PP. 446ff..

^
. .i orli, .'zechiel, ( 1 , a 'irciui-Trla , 1 >56—1969;
'The j' essa, e of the rophet zechiel', Interpretation 23, 1969,
pp. 131ff..

4
ee . Kuhl' articl 3 in Tn. .. 5, 1933, PP. 92ff.j h.R. 20, 1952,
pp. Iff.; ..iid Tii. . 24» 195^/7, PP. Iff.. Cf. his Che Ola Testament
Its Origin and Composition, ( T. by C. T. M. ITerriot j, London,
1961, p. 193.

5
H. L. Ellison, .zekiel: The ;;an and His essa .e, London, 1956.

^G. /. Anderson, A Critical Commentary to the Old Testament,
London, 1.55 (reprinted with new biblio ra -hy 1972), pp". 129ff..

7
J. ,iuilenburg, 'Ezekiel', in reake'a Commentary on trie Biole,
eds. 1 . Black and If. H. Rowley, London, 1952, pp. 586ff..
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this is so, because, according to Muilenburg, 'the redactors stand
1 2

in close relation with the master's teaching'. iiext is • ichrodt

who said that zekiel was very much influenced by the religious
3

reformation of Josiah during as youth, and that although he was

called to be a prophet and worked in babylonia in 594 - 571 B.C.,

his priesthood was still very influential/ lUrther, ichrodt

is of the opinion that zekiel had collected his own writings and arranged
was .

t . n in o- e: • to :e r hook,*"* Put there/still a considerable number of

them whicl was not yet included. These spare writin s were later

on collected, and then added to the first collection by a redactor,

together with the redactor's own additions which were using a

prophetic, or a priestly, bias; and it is due to this redactional

work that now there are some discontinuities and later additions in

the book. In other words, according to .ichroit, the present Book

of ze iel is the result of 'ein komplizierter organ-" der Leuordnung,
M

Uberarbeitung und rgSnzung ,..'.

1I. bi.- . 5C 9 .

p
Lichrodt, 11zekiel, (l,T. by C. Quinn), (C.T.L.). London,

1970.

3
Cf. ibid., p. 5.

4Cf. ibid., pp. 1, 24.

5Cf. ibid.. p. 18.

^
. Ichrodt, er ; rophet eseklel. (A.T.j . 22), Gottingen, 1959'

1966, p. 16* (et. p. 21).
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12 3
Lastly, . ft. G. btalker, J. B. Taylor, and J. ... evers.

Once again, in spite of the wider acceptance of the existence

of the redactional process, the present stage of zekiel studies

shows the t the traditional view seens to at more ore acceptance

than the otherwise. The reasons for this acceptance can perhaps

roughly re outlined as follows. First, the fact that the whole

book shows a single mind and an orderly course of taou his suggests

that it is a unity. Although the literary coi position oi the book

is not entirely the responsibility of zekiel, which means that the

book is composite, nevertheless tae content of it bears witness

that it is a unity. f -e diversity of interests, the existence of

doublets, or of parallel passages, are not xiecessaril, to be regarded

as not coming from the prophet himself. to,ever, in spite of all

tnis, a provision must still be made for the presence of later

additions as :ire found chiefly in chapters 38-39 40-48. To a

great measure these chapters resemole the apocalyptic writings, i.e.,

a literary roup the interests of v.-.-.ich lie very much outside those

of zeaiel the prophet and the priest. ^econc, although Lzekiel's

prophecies are mostly directed against the people i; alestine, it

does not necessarily always mean that, as in the case of his

prophecies against foreign nations (chapters 25-32), ze:iel was

present anon, them. iTiird, the chronology, whic is also the

*
. M. G, talker, kzekiel, (The Torch Bible Commentaries), London,

1968.
2
J. oi. a lor, zekiel, ( ,-ndale .1 ..estaaant Commentaries),
London, 1969 (reprinted 1971).

J. . evers, .zeaiel, (The Century vible - ew ..eries), London, 1969.



historical allusions, can best be understood as referring to the

exilic period itself.

aving noted all this, however, one must always be reminded

that an arrival at a certain , eneral acceptance does not mean that

the problems have been finally solved. or oes it mean that views

which have been rejected have no si nificaice at all. This is so,

since it is obvious that despite their different conclusions both

trends of the study have tried to solve the problems of the Book

of zekiel. oreover, it is here that one should remember that

sometimes the criticisms an t-.e arguments of a scholar a ainst those

of trie other fall into the sa e weaknesses. Yet it would be a

mistake to exaggerate the weaknesses; because all of the opinions

of tee scholars have obviousl i ivejj 1 ieir respective contributions

to the understanding of the 3ook of .zekiel.

To return to the three problems ol the book mentioned in the

beginning of this survey, it sec as appropriate now to state briefly

the position, or the opinion, which is adopted or taken in the

present study.

1. The book, with its orderly arrangement in terms of both

subject matters and d ti , i the result of a ver; Ion process.

Anticipating what will be ; iscu! sea in the next chapter, it can be

said that this process, which involves both written materials and

oral traditions derived from the prophecies of zekiel, must have

taken place organically and originated with ..zekiel hi] self. In

this connection, it can be said further that the many impressions

about .zekiel and his ministry given by the book must also have

derived from Ezekiel himself.



Although Bzekiel may not be the sole author of the book as it

now stands, it is difficult to exclude him entirely from all of the

organic processes which have produced it. H e existence of the

doublets, parallel passages, phraseological repetitions, and the

so calle". expansions, cannot be regarded us entirely the responsib¬

ility of later hands. at)or, they are the responsibility of that

organic process itself, the ori-ina.tor of which was nzekiel himself.

This implies that to talk about the authenticity a;., or otherwise

of a passage or part of it is undesirable, and that all the

variations of interest contained in the book are ue to zekiel

himself who was a many-faced character rather than a one-faced one.

2. ccording to the information given in the book, ze:iel

was a priest (1:3), ana was one of those who were deported together

with Kir. Jehoiachin and the first exiles oi Juoah in 598 B.C.

(1:1-3)• He was called to be a prophet in Babylonia (2:lff.|

3:Iff.; etc.;, and it was there that he carried out his ministry.

TTis experience as a priest, especially before he was deported, was

the source of his knov/led e of both Jerusalem, the Temple, and

Israel's situation in terms of bote politics fine roli ion. As a

prophet, it is not necessary for him to be present p sically in

Jerusalem/Palestine, although most of his prophecies, including

hi symbolic actions, were delivered to arid/or for or. The case

is similar to to t of his, oi other prophets', orophecies against

foreign nations (Lzek. 25-32), ' hich do not require )• c? rophet's

presence among those nations.

3. The problem of the chronology of the book is complicated.



This is so, since out of the fifteen or fourteen dates mentioned in

the book there are only three wi.ich explicitly refer to the time or

the event from which they are counted, i.e., those in 1:2; 53s21;

40:1, an; that the relationship between the two dates in 1:1 and 1:2

is not clear.

whatever the relationship between the two dtes in 1:1 and

1:2, and whatever the event from which the other twelve unspecified

dates were counted, might be, on the basis of what is stated in

1:2; 33:21; 40:1, it seems justified to hold that each of those

dates refers to the len th of time of zekiel's being exiled in

Babylonia.

having said all this, however, it appears that tnese three

proble s, with all their aspects, are inseparable from each other.

The solution oi one o: them will certainly affect that o tie other

two. laid in dealin, with a prophetic book such as that of rJzekiel,

one must remember that what he now has is a book in its written

form. This means that (a) he should rely very much on the

information given by trie book, (b) e is face with some limitations

the solutions of which are very frequently not, or cannot be, found

in the book itself. evertholes ;, there is a general presupposition

that a prophetic book, such as the ook of .zekiel, has a very close

relationship with t ie prophet w o ie name it bears. 3 a matter of

fact, it is the prophet himself who, on the one hen , has iven rise

to the existence of the boo :, and on the other, has m-. :;e the book

distinctive. However, due to the fact that the ook of .zekiel

has some similarities with trie other books of the Old Testament,



both in terms of arrangement, content, and. background, it would be a

mistake to treat it in isolation.

fhe relationship of the Jook of ze:.iel with ootn the prophet

Ezekiel and the other books of the Old Testament can best be under¬

stood in the framework of the whole Israelite tradition. This is

so since .zeriel himself was not an isolated and solitary character.

On the one hand he belonged to the priesthood of Israel, and on the

other he belon ed to the rophetic movement• In of words, in

terms of Israelite traditions, ze iel was in eed an insider just

like the oLher prophets of Israel, Likewise, the hook whioh bears

his name is inseparable from the rest of Israelite traditions.

There are of course many questions that can be asked concerning

the ietails ol this double relationship of t .e Jook of zekiel,

suca as : ow is the relationship of the book wita both .zeniel

himself and the rest of Israelite traditions to be explained?

how far is the book characteristically ze :ielian and how far is

it not?

.Although tnese two questions can to some extent be regarded

as a reformulation o: tae ol ones wnich had occu.de. ost of the

scholars w-ose works were surveyed aoove, their bein;. nosed against

the Israelite traditions, or more recisely, against the prophetic

traditions, deserve fresh answers. however, it in oe ond the scope

of the present study to answer all of tnese questions in fuller scale.

"Ht'hese questions are < ealt with in a fuller scale by . . barley
in hi', unviubli ;c thesis ze .iel'.. I ce in t' ■ ro die raci-
tions, (University of nondon, 1968;.



CHAPTER II

TPADITIO-HISTORICAL KSTHOI) AHD THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL

A. The Feed of mother Critical method

The survey above shows quite clearly that so far the studies

of the Book of Ezekiel are dominated by the use of the literary- —

critical method. Despite the variety of the answers riven to the

literary-critical questions of the book, however, this method has

proved itself to be successful in that it has shown that the Book

of ze iel is one of Israel's literary products. In its present

form the book is a written literature which is to a neat extent

subject to the literary-critical method.

o ever, t e f ct that t e 'ook of ze iel c rot je isolated,

or be separated from either the prophet zekiel himself or the

other proohetic books or, more widely, the Israelite traditions,

lias . ,iven rise to new questions. It is true that some of these

new questions can be answered by the n e of the literary-critical

met o , but it is also true theL nost o them lie b< -on' the capacity

of I i ■ 1 • I , , of this,

namely the traditio-context of the )ook of zekiel, involves not

onlj written materials, but al o t • ••■••o-- • >t r■ e' , the cople

wo lived before, around, and after, in, oral nateri Is a d oral

tr is inaion, t e Israelite traditions, and the o ic .interaction

amon ; all of these factors. In other words, lime in the oase of

the other prophetic book , the present for-- o the 3ook of zekiel



is the result of ail organic process which had taken place involving

many factors. As a rule, this process is both Ion,: and complicated,

but generated from the prophet himself.

ue to the faci that this organic process involved tradition

materials, people, institutions, and everything which surrounded,

and originated from, the prophet, the problem which now arises is

not about the possibility to isolate the prophet ar his authentic

speeches or oracles, rather it is about the possibility of finding

the characteristics of the prophet and the book wnich bears his

name. In other words, in view of the traditio-context of both

the prophet and the book which bears his name, it is impossible to

isolate him and his authentic words or oracles. In this connection,

one of the questions which deserves immediate answer is now far the

book is characteristic and how far it is not. In terms of the Book

of ze iel the question ay be put this wa : low far the book is

Ezekielian and how far the non- zekielian elements have been used

for its formation.

In order to be able to answer thi3 question, the whole organic

process an;' development which took place behind the book under

consideration must be examined."*"

The first method of invest! ation other than the literary--

critical one v -ion has been devised for this pur: one in the so called

Cf. h. A. Knight, Rediscovering The Traditions of Israel, (S.B.L.
dissertation .-Jeries 9), 1973? p» 2.
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form-critical method. It is not necessary to describe this method

in detail here. Instead, it seems suffice to outline its nature

and its aims, and to see how far this method has been useful in

unfolding- the organic px-ocess and development mentioned above.

This method, which was advocated first by H, Cunkel (1862--

1932),'L is concerned primarily with the literary-t pes which are

.found in the literature oi the Old lestament. It consists of not

less than six interrelated steps of investi ation, through which

the organic process behind the present form o the 01: Testament

books is traced. The first step is to define the exact limit of

every literary-unit in a iven passe, e or book, an to isolate it

from that which either precei es or folio s it, or oot . he second

step is tne determination of literary-types which are found in that

particular literary-unit. 1 e .sit oi tnis s.ie- i t it in ancient

time literary-units played very important role in the writings of

the people, including those of the prophets, and that the writers

were, one way or the other, bound by them in express;in what they

would like to express.

4
c . i ste i " o t < e t< rarjr types.

K# - oc.i, The Grgwth oi the biblical ;radition, (. T . by a, M,
Cupitt), London, 19^9i P« 3»

•c. ii -1' . 1 • roaae.
_ - --opheten,

Tubin, en, 1923, p. XV.XV
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The basis of this step is that in the present form of prophetic

books there is hardly any one independent literary-type at all.

They are always found either as component literary-types or as

complex literary-types. In ac" "ition, very often two or -tore prophets

used the same literary-types but in different ways. This means

that every literary-t pe found in one particular passage or unit

has its lis tor.. , w.nich cor prises its whole evelopnerit from the time

when it was written for the first time until its present form in

the mi st of a componentf or a complex, literary-t po. 'The fourth

ste is 1 ne investi :tion ol the literar -tyres a aim t t xeir individ¬

ual setting in life (Sitz im Leben)."1" The basis of this step is

that each literary-type is meaningful onlyr if it is user in a

particular situation. Although there is possibility that one

particular literary-type is used in more than one setting in life,

nevertheless it is impossible to understand the meaning of the

former without the latter. This is so, primarily bees use the

content c ' that literary type would be underct; able onl, so long

as the literary-type is related to that particular setting(s) in

life. An , interestingly enough, one of the implication r. of the

possible change of setting in life is that very frequently more than

one literary-types are mixed, formin, a component oi a. complex of
2

literary-types with new meaning.

Void., pp. 26ff..

2Ibid.. pp. 25ff..
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The fifth step is to trace as far a& back as possible the

history of an individual literary-unit in which those mixed literary--

types are found. The basis of this step is that many biblical

passages, or literary-units, have been passed down over a long

peric of time a- have, therefore, been nuc modified before reach-

in t ir nreae t respective shapes. lthou h t 1: be; would to

some extent be similar to th t oj the tracing- of t .e 1story of

individual literary-type, i.e., the third step, there is one

important distinction aetwoen both in that t is step is concerned

with a literary-unit which consists of more than one literary-type.

The aim of this step is chiefly to bring out the back round of the

unit under consideration, its literary-types, and its settings in

life, and to give its historical outline which is necessary for its

interpretation.

The sixt , and the last, step o; the method is to trace the

red, ction history of the unit. If the fi th step tries to trace

thi earliest form of the unit by usii the unit*, resent form as

its starting point, the sixth step roes in the revei ;e order. It

starts from the earliest form of the unit, then follows the

redactional development wide •; has taken place and has resulted

the present siiape of it. bsin- . .och's words : 'It (i.e., the

redaction history or the sixt-. step traces the at- the unit has

taken from the time it was fi st written down until t e time it

achieved its final literary fom.' 1

"*Toid., p. 58•



Having- outlined the nature of this method, one may now raise

the question of how is this method applied to the prophetic books.

To answer this question it must be said that, on the one hand, the

fuller description of the method as is outlined above was given

only very recently,' whereas on the other, the use of tht method,

or that which may be called its application, to t e jrophetic books

was made for the first time by H. Gunkel in 1915 when he wrote his

' inleitun. ', especially its third section, for ". c ::dot's Die

, rossen ropheten ( .....T. II. 2)." espite the fact that Gunkel

does not really follow the steps outlined above, his analysis of

the irophetic book: in that ' inleitung• does s ow t >at ie is trying

to describe form-critically how the process anc the -evelopnent

behind the present shapes of the books took place. runkel's lead

has been followed b. many scholars whose works woul- be too numerous

to oe mi vtione ere. As far 3 the hook of ze iel is concerned,

the usefulness of this i;ietho< can be seen chiefly in . dranterli's
3

commentary, to which we will return later.

In spite of all this,there is one essential thing in the organic

process an development behir t ie present shape o: hue orophetic

ee, e. ., . och's book rei'erre . to above, and the references
he gives on p. 183«

2'

V. , :er u 1, ( 1C , , 1 ' V,
pp. 199ff.; H. chmidt, op. cit., pp. X IVff.; cf. . Gunkel,
ie . ropheten. GSttingen, 1917» especially pp. 104ff..

5,. himmerli, zecidel, (d.h. .111/1-2), i.eukirchen, 1955-1969.



books, which is not considered by, or is beyond the reach of, the

form-critical method. This is the so called oral tradition and/or

oral transmission and its role. H. Gunkel himself said quite

explicitly that ori. inally the prophets were ' edner' arid that only

later they became '. chrii'tatelier1 Yet, surprisin ly enough, he

did not elaborate the implication of what he said for the trans¬

mission of the prophets' oracles. It seems that, for Gunkel, the

oral tradition and the oral transmission do not have any significant,

or decisive, role for the formation of the prophetic books. The

fact th; t the oral traditioi and the oral transmission lie outside

the concern of form-critical method can also be seen in that none

of tie six steps of this met od outlined above pay any attention to

it at all.

... „och is ri t in s; i i t the extent to v ich 'a biblical

text is moulded by the oral tradition an:: ... by the written will

2
depend on the literary-type and the settin; in life.*

This i plies that the forr --critical method does take account of the

role of the oral tradition. cr ever, it must be said that it is

difficult to find full consi en tion of the central, a " continuous,

role of oral tradition in the form-critical analysis. 1 ds is

clear not only in the work of . Gunkel referred to above, but also

in i. och's ovm exa- ple of the application of the met od to the

3
prophetic books. In other words, the form-critical method is very

\ . Gunkel, •Kinleitung' in '. chmidt, op. cit., pp. Ylf..
2
K. Koch, op. cit., p. 91.

^Ibid., especially pp. 210ff..



useful only in unfolding the process and the development of the

written form of prophetic book3, but is not sufficient to enable

us to consider fully the central, and continuous, role of oral

tradition and oral transmission in that process. Therefore, in

addition to the form-critical method, another critical method,

v ieh woul enable us to unfold as cor ire": :ive clc: r as possible

the organic process with all of its factors, is needed. is method

is called the traditio-historical method. his is so, since it

is concerned primarily with the history of the tra ition itself.

In terms of the prophets and the prophetic books, this method is

concerned with the history of the prophetic traditions the centre

of which is the individual prophet himself.

It is said above that the organic process w ich took place

behin each of the present prophetic books involves many factors,

especially the living people and the oral tradition, and that the

process itself is generally complicated and loi . In fact it can

be said that this process is also the history of the book itself,

the co tre o: which is the prophet whose name it hears• een from

the side of the prophet, it can be said that the book which bears

his name is the result of the istory of both the traditions which

he originated or created and those which he used. And as far as

t: e prophetic book: are concerned, it is with thi .1 tory that the

traditio-historical method deals.

In spite of the fact that the history of tradition and the

role o oral tr dition >• vo been rom -inco long time ago, it must

be said that it is the Old Testament scholars in candinavia who

werej'reoponsible for introducing traditio-historical considerations



to the prophetic literature*In other words, compared with both

the literary-critical method and the form-critical method, this

method is relatively new. And for this reason it seems necessary

2
to have a look at the debate on its nature, aims, and place in the

Old Testament scholarship, in order to enable us to have a better

understanding of it. This will be done in the following section.

B. The ' ebate on the Nature of the Traditio-Historical Method.

Tt i sai: aoove t at c eiull; "• c; .i t trn itip-historieal

method and its full employment in the study of the 01 Testament is

fairly new, especially if it is compared with the literary-critical

met 10", the oistorical-critical method, and the form-critical method.

It i3 so, because the rise and the full recognition of thi method

has much to do with the rowin recognition of the importance and

the reliability of oral transmission. On the oral transmission,

it is said that before the 01 estament traditions became written

there was a period in which t e role of oral transmission was very

important; and that tnis role did not cease althou i t e traditions

were written down, but, on the contrary, it vent on side by side

j). A. Xni hi, op. cit., p. 3»

'This method has been dealt with very thoroughly by . . night
in his book referred to above which was published only very
recently. For fuller account of this method, this >ook must
be consulted. The present author wishes to thank >rof. G. W.
Anderson for lending him his own copy of the book.
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with the written transmission, and. often still co tinued to influence

the written one. In other words, the Old Testament traditions,

particularly the prophetic traditions, did not come into existence

only throv h and by a mechanical or teclmical process, but they had

a history. This history was a living one because the traditions

themselves were living traditions.

However, in spite of the growing acceptance of this new

un erstajidin, of the Olc Testar exit traditions, the acceptance of

traditio- i torical met ;o does ,.ot cote cuto: tic 11;/. ven among

those sc olars who have already accepted it, there are still many

different opinions, especially concernin, the nature of this method

and its relation to the other critical methods. Lngnell, for

instance, summarises the characteristics of this method as follows :

•In the first piece, the traditio-historical method is an
anal, tical method w ich den n .v. a thoroughly unprejudiced
reconsi eration of all aspects of the entire materials.
Its particular task is to delineate as far as possible the
tradition works, the traditional collections, t e tradition
complexes, and individual tradition units, ar well as
po 'coble strata within the oral tradition. It also includes
the task of comparii-,, different orks with each other in
order to ascertain their individual pecularities and of
ai CLysin. the different complexes and units within each
particular tradition work to determine their place, function,
and possible dii'ferei t ori ;inal order of material. This
tar? . mi ht be summed up under the concepts of forr.-analysis
and composition analysis,.-^

This summary is quoted here not because there is no other definition

or summary of the characteristics of the method given by scholars,

but bee use it cloarl; points out soi ; of t .e char- cteristics of

I. uignell, Critical ..ssa, s on the Ola Testament, (EE, by John T.
Willis), London, 1970, p. 4.



the method arid its distinction from the other ones.1

However, like any other kind of definition, especially those

of the other critical methods, this summary of Jngnell can easily

create differences, and pro),a 1, marc co tr: ictio: s, in its details,

its applications, and its presuppositions. This can already be

seen in the criticisms of many scholars which have been launched

against ngnell's arguments. In this connection, and for the sake

of the un erstanding of traditio-historical method itself, it seems

good to have a brief look at the progress of the discussion.

First of all, hngnell is of the opinion that 'to a large extent,

OL Testament literature ... as t e character of an oral literature

which was written down only at a relatively late period. Not only

the smaller units, but also the longer complexes ... had already

reached a fixed form in the oral stage, so that the writing down
2

implies notiiing new or revolutionary'. This opinion of ngnell

is really very radical, especially if it is compared with that of

the literary critics, and t.x. efoic it is not surprising t at there

are so many criticisms launched t ainst it. Yet, if one follows

the discussions, it is not less surprising to fin that most of

hn< nell's critics are of the same opinion, namely that they could

accept the existence and the importance and the reliability of oral

1. or scholars' various understandings of the traditio-historical
methoo, see, . A. .flight, op, cit., especially p:. 177-193*

2
I, hngnell, op. cit.. p. 6.



transmission, although not in so radical a way as h nell. Besides,

one must be reminded that the recognition of the existence of oral

transmission, or of oral traditions, in the did Testament tradition

is by no means the invention of n nell, am that it woul be a

mistake to assume that in this case those other scholars re dependent

on d,ho,./ever, it is necessary to make it clear tn x v/./at these

other scholars reject is Jngnell's opinion that the .resent shape

of each of the O.T. books has been preceded by an oral literature

in which the composition and the combination of its materials have

been fixed so that the writin down oi it implies nothing new or

revolutionary.

-ngnell*e second argument, which is no less radical than his

first, is that with the rise of traditio-historical method the
2

li Ior; iry-critical vie v.- nut. o oo ii..missed., This argument has also

given rise to many criticisms. One 01 tne accusations ..irected

a in t it i. that the trauitio-iiistorical mot ,0 see: ;> ,0 liave put

aid its v.'ci >d only 01 t .c oral trans illusion, or on t..e oral trad¬

itions, and lackatfull consideration on the literary-analysis of the
3

present written form of the materials. Hov/ever, as far1 as traditio-

histo ical method is concerned, it is interesting to fin.. yields

1
. A. -ni f;t has shown quite clearly that the si nificant role

o; o _: 1 :.r ition a. oral -r ... . i. do.. jesir L .. ;e:.t written
form 0/ t: e 01 Pestatient v,..s already recc . ire. . J. 0, achtigal
in 17,4, o was folio e by .. a.. ...1 ii t e lattc ' chopfunn
unci C' ao. (1895)* It is from these two scholars that Jngnell
must h ve derived his recognition (D. A, Knight, op. cit., pp.
6lff., 81 and note 12, 88ff..),
"I. fin, nell, , .0 Call of Isaiah, Uppsala Universitets arsskrift,
1949, P. 20.

*Cf. H. G, May, 'Eaekiel', I,B. Vol. VI, hew York, 1956, p. 50.



appreciation of those criticisms, especially when he says that 'the

question of whether literary-criticism can and should be undertaken

alon with the tracitio-historical method is still much debated'.

In other words, he is willin to consider the fact that the present

form of the materials is by no means dependent only 011 oral
2

transmission. He ackno.le: ;es too that the traditio-historical

method to a certain extent has somethin to do v/ith the written

source:, in the Old Testament in which 'a traditional, analytical

metrod of the literary type' is needed. But, in this case he does

not want to attach the name 'literary criticism' to the 'traditional,

analytical method oi the literary type'. Instead, he would like

to call itj'the written literary method', and so this method 'is

one of the methods of invest! ation which the tra itio-historical

3
critic has at his disposal'.' owever, re; ardir the actual nature

of the material and the manner of its transmission, i.e., the role

of oral transmission as it is un erstood by ngnell, ngnell is

still of the opinion that this 'written literary method' has only

•a very limited value' and it 'is completely out of place in dealing
A

with the prophetic literature'. In other words, according to

2n nell, Critical ssays on the Old astament. p, 10.

2
-f., I. nell, Critical ;sa;,'3 on the Old Testament, po. 6f.,
l66ff..

3I. Jngnell, Critical assays on the did testament, p. 10.

■':

Ibid., p. 11.
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in:,nell, for the prophetic literature the traditio-hi;; torieal method

is the only alternative and no other method is valid for it.

The problem of traditio-historical method, especially in its

application to the prophetic literature, is also dealt with by

Kovinckel in his Prophecy and Tradition.4 In this book, which was

written in 1946, I ovinckel ays ; 'Any statement in principle of

what i meant, or should be meant, by t e "trad.itio-hi torical
2

metuo'. , ho ever, has not yet a peared*. urtaer, he is of the

opinion t t the real need for- the trauitio-histo: ical view-ooint

in Old Testament research is not primarily caused by the recognition
£t\JL

o.. ore trc i ion, jut ■ i twit of the

literary-critical method and the accumulating number of materials

from the anpcient Orient. Therefore the traditio-historical view--
point is possible an is a necessity, and enables us 'to get beyond

the schematism of "literary-criticisr.", to ew problems and further

results'. In other words, ovinckel seems to be of the opinion

that tmditio- istorical joint of view is t ie necessar;' continuation

of literary-criticism, and it is not, and should not be, the exclusive

5
alternative to literary-criticism as nell insi ts,' And,

S. iiOwinckel, Prophecy and "radition, Oslo, 1946.

'ibid., p. 6.

''Cf., ibid., pp. 17f.«

4Ibid.. p. 9.

5
1 owinckel .,«• s : «... we are not concerned with an either-or, but with
a both-and' (ibid., p. 7)• ior fuller account of the debate between I.
iiignell and b. liowinckel, see . A. Knight, on. cit., pp. 260ff., 275ff.
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continuing his criticism against ngnell, Jowinckel says : •If the

traditio-historical point of view is to be something more than a

pretext to "refuse the fences", it also has to attempt to be real

history1

O'.ever, what owinckel really means b 'the tra itio-historical

point of view* is by no '.terns clear. On the basis of his explana¬

tions, it could perhaps be sai that he is of the opinion that the

traditio-liistorical point of view is something tore than, but also

has a close connection with, form-critical method. I owinckel

says that 'the criticism of form and "type" ("Form- und Oattungs-

forschun^ , "Form- und Gattungsgeschichte")• is only the first

task of, ana therefore does not exhaust, the whole traditio—
2

historical method.

The sano account of the traditio-historical method is given

by k. ^tendahl. But takir.. a step further than 1 owinckel,

j -critical
method is concerned with 't' anal sis of the nature, , rovth, and

2 L: - .i . io- to .i cal

"*"8. . {owinckel, Prophecy and Tradition, p. 86.

2
Ibid.. pp. 9» 24; but contrast, ibid.., p. 42.

3
K. tenda 1, 'Implications of orm-Criticism and Traditio-Criticism
for Biblical Interpretation', J".J.L. 77» 1958, PP. 55-58.
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method is concerned with 'the organic growth of traditions' in

which there is 'the strong accent on oral tradition';1 again, on

the one hand, 'form criticism is sometimes used as a tool to reach
2

back to the ipsissima verba1, while on the other^ 'the organic

growth ol the tradition in the circles of (the prophetic disciples

bare the strai t path' to it.'! ; rom this remark oi tendahl it

is clear that the emphasis on the history of traditions and the

•creative role' of those who handled the transmission of them is

not neglected in the traditio-historical method. This is very

important, and it is in this connection that his other remark, i.e.,

that traditio-hi torical criticism 'is best ur: erstoo as a critique

of literary criticism of a book-winded, "scissors and paste" type',^
must be un erstood, otherwise one could fall back to ngnell's

position.

Up to t! is stage, it seems ju'ti. iaule to say d-iat there is a

growing recognition a ong scholars that the relation between

literary-criticism, form-criticisi , and traditio-historical method,

does positively exist. Literary-criticism alone is r.ot e ough, nor

is form-criticism alone. cm. • din .ore is nee e> . . rid in saying

^Ibid., p. 54«

2Ibid..

^tbiA., p. 55.
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this, one must be reminded that the insufficiency of these critical

methods, as a matter of fact, aoes not derive primarily from their

respective natures, but rather from the growing recognition and

understanding of the tradition,"'' to which they are applied,

a fact that something more than the form-critical method

is needed can be seen from the following brief observation.

First, from the work of . hunkel, chB;dung unc C. aos (1895),

In thi ,/c k unkel eal; with t: e creation-tradition in .-en, 1,

To a great extent this work was carried out by the use of what

later on called form-critical notho . I evertheless, unkel goes

fu_ ther to deal with the oral tradition which lies behind the

written creation-tradition itself. His comparison of the creation--

tradition in Gen. 1 and the Jabybnian myth brings him to a conclusion

that there is a historico-tra itional relationship between both,

an that this hi..torico-trad itional relationship must have been

very close and stron during the oral period long oefore the
2

creation-tradition in Je . 1 was written own for the first time.

It is obvious that this conclusion lies outside the scope of the

form-critical method which Gunkel originally devised. In addition,

and due to this fact, it seems appropriate to say tliat Gunkel was

"4), ., Kni ht, op, cit., pp. 5ff»*

2
Ibid., pp. 75ff.; . alatt, .erman unkel, pp. 54f«•
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in fact the first to advocate the traditio-historical method.1
2 3

Second, from the works of both G. von Had and M. Noth.

These two scholars, who are called the fathers of the modern

traditio-historical method by . A. Kni ht, deal in particular

with exateuch anc entateuch respectively. Apart from the fact

that there are some fundamental differences between the methodology

5
and aim of von Had and that of both, these two scholars are in

a rceme :t j xe ax- .in t o > ii oner eatnteuo r- g actively
as the ' : stadium* of traditio- ;i torical processes. n in this

connection it is interesting to find that in their respective works

neither of these two scholars finishes their respective investigations

by usin the critical methods which they ori inally used. Instead,

the; o further and use the trn?itio-historical method. This is

clear from the fact that, on the one hand, von ;.ad starts his

investigation by usin, the form-critical method but continues it

by usi: the traditio-historical method, and on the other, both

1
or fuller account on Gunkel's works, see references in note 2
on previous page.

2
Especially G. von Iuui, ' e onu critical Probl—i of the hexateuch'
in his The robler of the oxntouch and Other ssays, ( T, by
T. Ickens), dinburgh-London, 1966", pp. 1-75.

x

specially i . l oth, A astory of entateuchal Tra- itions, (HT. by
B. .An erson), Englewood Cliffs, K.J., 1972.

4'

. n, Kni; ht, op. cit.. pp. 97» 143»

5
jor fuller account of this, see especially ibid., pp. 172ff.•
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starts with the literary-critical method and then continues by

using the traditio-historical method.

In a sense G. von Ilad's methodology is like that of H. Gunkel,

namely that something beyond the capacity of the form-critical

method is still to be dealt with, for which purpose the traditio--

historical method is appropriate. However, they are different

from each other in that Gunkel seeks to find the origin of the

individual literary-units, in his case those of the ere tion--

tradition, whereas von Lad seeks to find how those ir ividual units

were am lga: ated to form the ' ndstadium'. In other words, Gunkel

would lire to go as far back as possible, /hereas von ad would

like to go forward towards the final result of the process.

s for- as the exateuch is concerns' , and as the result of his

form-critical analysis, von ad finds that initially there were

two in epen ent traditions, i.e., the one centred on the credo

concerning the exodus and the conquest, the other centred on the

Sinai-event. Apart from the fact that both of these traditions

have their respective, and in ependent, histories, eventually they

are amalgamated by the Jahwist (j). This amalgamation, which in

itself constitutes a significant traditio-history, is later on

used by the Jahwist as the framework of his composition of the

present Hexateuch. .o, as it now stands, the Hexateuch is the

'; joclstadiuia' of that traditio-nistorical process which took place

before, and finished by, the Jahwist."

"h'or fuller account of all this, see, ibid., pp. 97ff..
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In distinction from von Bad, Both uses the literary-critical

method as his starting point. In his A History of Bentateuchal

Traditions he maintains that the entateuch is the ' hi/stadium1 of

a very long, and complicated, traditio-historical process. He,

accepting the literary-critical analysis of the 'entateuch into

J, Bf and h, documents, argues that P is the basis of the literary--

work of the present Pentateuch, and that J is the basis of the

literary amalgamation of J and , and that due to the similarities

between J and these two documents must have independently derived

from a common source or a '-rind 1age (G).1 It is in his examination

of this Grundla. e that Hot • s traditio- istorical work can very

clearly be seen.

First, he argues that initially there were five independent

tradition units, the centres of which are the five basic themes
2

wnich are contained in t e Credo of Israel. ' mese themes, arranged

accofin to their traditio-historical priority, are : the guidance

out of pt, the g idance into the arable land, the promise to the

patriarchs, the guidance in t e wilderness, and the revelation

3
at .inai. dach of these five themes has its own independent

4
traditio-history before they are merged with each other.

V;. Nbth, op. cit., p . 8-41.
2
Ibid., p. 46.

5rbid., pp. 46f..
4
Tor I:. IToth's investi gation of the traditio-history of each of
these themes, see, ibid.. pp. 47-62.



Second, Koth argues that beside those five basic themes, there are

several individual traditions which, like each of those themes,

have their own respective, and independent, histories.1
Third, Noth argues that the merging- of those five basic themes and

those individual traditions did not take place at once, but grad¬

ually and mainly orally. This process, accordin to Koth, took

those five basic themes as its framework so that its result is a

thematic composition. If von Had regards the Jahwist as the one

who was responsible for the merging of the creedal traditions and

the dnai tradition and for the composition of the Hexateuch, Noth

regards the ar.phyctiony of the twelve tribes as a cultic body who

was responsible for the merging of those five basic themes and

those individual traditions. It is from these thematically merged
2

tradition-materials that all the three authors, i.e., J, and ?,

took their substance for their respective literary, and theolo ical,

works. tie to the fact that tnose thematically merged tradition

materials were mainly in oral state, it is understandable that,

on the one hand, those three authors have substantial similarities,

whereas on the other, they have their respective linguistic, and

^ or h. rioth's investigation of the traaitio-history of each of
these individual-traditions, see, ibid., pp. 65-188.

2h. both regards J, h, and , as three independent individual
authors and not as three schools (ibid., p. 228 and note 601).
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stylistic, characteristics. However, whereas the works of J and

E consisted to a large extent only in the formulation of the

materials handed down, that of P shows much greater individuality

in the formulation and the shaping of its composition."*"
ith all of these examples, it is clear that, on the one hand,

the traditio-historical method has its own merits and uniqueness

which deserve full acceptance, and on the other, it is not an

exclusive alternative. Putting- it another way, all of these

examples show that neither the literary-critical method, nor the

form-critical method, nor both of them, is sufficient to unfold the

process or the history which took place behind the present shape

of the literatures of the Old Testament. On the one hand, both

Gunkel and von Pad show that the form-critical method is not enough,

and on the other Noth shows that the literary-critical method is

not to be dismissed. In all of this, it is also clear that the

traditio-historical method is not an exclusive alternative to

either the form- or the literary-critical method, or both.

The positive relationship between the traditio-historical

method and the other critical methods can also be seen from the

remarks of the followin scholars, although their starting points

vary one from the other. On the one hand, G. W. Anderson says that

•the traditio-historical method is a valuable addition to the

"*"h. Noth even admits that in composing his work P has added
material of his own to the materials he receives from G (ibid.,
P. 229).
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equipment of the critics.... (it is) an additional tool, and not

one which supplants all others';^ while on the other, K. Koch, having

proved the limitations of literary-criticism and the need for form--

criticism, says : ' roperly understood, literary-criticism can now

only be considered as a branch, alone; with many others, of form--
2

criticism'. Further, huilenburg, examining the subject matter

of the form-criticism, particularly the formation of the literary

type, says that fom-criticism alone is not yet sufficient either.

In support of this judgement, luilenburg goes on saying that form—

criticism 'is concerned with what is common to all the representa¬

tives of a r,enre, and therefore applies an external measure to the

individual pericopes'. As a result, form-criticism 'does not

focus sufficient attention upon what is unique and unrepeatable,
3

upon the particularity of the formulation ...'. Therefore,

according to Kuilenburg, after all has been said and done about the

forms and types of biblical speech, 'there still remains the task

of discerning the actuality of the particular text, and it is with

^G. W. Anderson, 'Some Aspects of the Uppsala School of Old
Testament otudy', H.Th.n. 43• ho. 4, October, 1950» p. 248.

2K. Koch, The Growth of the biblical Tradition, London, 1969»
pp. 68., 77.

3
J. Juilenburg, ' orm-Criticism and ueyond', J.d.L. 88, 1969»
P. 5.
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this ... that we must reckon, as best we can, for it is this con-

creteness which marks the material with which we are dealing'As

huilenburg identifies this 'actuality of the particular text' as

something rhetorical in c aracter, he says that something more than

merely form-criticism is needed, i.e., what he calls 'rhetorical
2

criticism' or 'form-criticism and beyond'.

: rom all of this, it seems clear that there is not yet any

definition of what is really meant by traditio-hiatorical method,

although its uniqueness can roughly be /rasped. Jeanwhile, it is

clear that there is an acute demand for something more than just

both literary-critical method and form-critical method - not to

mention the other ones. And as far as the material is concerned,

it is the nature of the traditions itself which will judge which

method(s) could serve the best. This especially applies to the

prophetic traditions.

ow, as far as the prophetic trt itions are concerned, it was

pointed out earlier that these traditions do not come into existence,
3

or ,ro , mechanically or technically. In this connection it seems

worthwhile to reemphasize, if not to add, two important points.

1Ibid.. p. 18.

2Ibid.. pp. 8, 18.

3
nee, sunra, pp. 38ff..



First, about the prophets and the traditions : P. . Porteous has

pointed out that the prophets are not the creators of the traditions

of Israel, but rather the inheritors of them.1 This remark of

Porteous is very important because it implies that it is not true

to consider every individual prophet as a solitary figure who stands

outside and apart from the people and their traditions. Although

it is true that every individual prophet has his ovrn uniqueness, and

this is very important, it must be sail that to a very large extent

he is also one of the transmitters, or one of the bearers, of

Israel's traditions. He belongs to the living traditions of the

Israelite people and he is one of the exponents and supporters of

them. therefore if one is to speak aoout the prophetic traditions,

he must always remember that he will speak only about a part of

Israel's entire traditions, and that it is against, or within,

these 'entire traditions' that that 'part' must be understood. In

other words, it will be too one-sided to talk about the prophet

and the book which bears his name without re.errin to the living

people around him an.i/or the living traditions in which he lived.

Second, about the relationship between oral and written

transmissions : In dealin, with the problem of the oral transmission

of the prophetic traditions, the e phasis is very often laid only on

^TI. . Porteous, 'Prophecy', in record and evelation, ed. by
K. heeler dobinson, Oxford, 1938, P» 217.



the relation between the prophets and the books which bear their

names, while the relation between the prophet as an individual and

the whole of Israel's traditions, particularly those handed down

within the prophetic movement, is forgotten. This does not mean,

however, that the result yielded by that kind of treatment is to be

despised or rejected. But, on the contrary, the conclusions of

that treatment will certainly be more fully vindicated, if this

latter fact is also dealt with. In this connection, it is very

useful to study hatttfs survey of the interpretation of Israel's

past history by each of the prophets.'1' From North's work it is

clear that no one of the prophets seems to have, literally or

mechanically, been so faithful to his predecessors, especially in

preserving: what they had already said or written. Yet, there is

an undeniable fact that almost everyone of them knew quite well

what his predecessor^) was talking: about. For example, Amos

(Amos 2:9ff.)» Rosea (hos. llslff.), Jeremiah (jer. 2:2ff.), Eicah

(l ic. 6:2ff.), zekiel ( zek. 20:5ff.)» all of these prophets are,

in these particular passa es at least, talking about the same thing.

Yet, surprisingly enough., there is hardly any similarity whatsoever

among them, as far as their language, their styles, and above all,

their interpretations of that particular thing, are concerned. As

far as the traditio-historical relationship among- these prophets is

concerned, the point is whether or not that relationship, especially

^"C. R. Rortu, The Old Testament Interpretation of iistorv, London,
1946, especially pp. 40ff..
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th it of the so called 'canonic?! prophets', is determined and

limited only by the existence and reliability of written transmission

or written traditions. The example given. above clearly disproves

this. Instead, it shows that to a great measure every individual

prophet has his own freedom in expressing his own opinion, and that

the similarity between two or more prophets cannot be regarded as

a sign that the one is mechanically and/or teclmically referring

to, or even dependent on, the other. This does not mea , l.owever,

that every individual canonical prophet has not written anything

or, at least, left some written materials after his death. But

it does mean that the later prophet(s) did not use those written

materials mechanically or technically. Instead, and in most

cases, he processed them and, using his own knowledge of the same

thing, and of others, which he got from the living traditions, and

his own understanding and the divine involvement, interpreted them

and made them relevant to his own contemporaries. Besides, in

this organic process, it is clear, and it must always be emphasized,

that oral transmission is not the same as learnin by heart or

recitation. It is more than just that."1" mad it not been so, the

relationship of those canonical prophets anon themselves would not

be as it is now.

o, as far as the canonical prophets, the books which bear

^Cf., J. crape1, 'The dorms oi Oral Tradition', in ecord arid revela¬
tion, ed. by K. /heeler Tobinsor, Oxford, 1956» P» 51.



their names, and the relationship between both, are concerned, it

seems justified to say that there is an organic relationship and

reciprocal influence between oral and written transmissions. In

other words, the traditions of the Israelite people were not created

and transmitted mechanically, but organically, in such a way that

oral transmission, written transmission, and the bearers of the

traditions, i.e., both the traditionists and the people around

ther, played very important roles. It is here that the traditions

really became livin,., traditions. And it is to these living

traditions that each of the prophetic books must be attached; each

of them belongs to the whole of Israel's traditions, and it is not

an independent entity which stands by itself. It is a part of the

whole tradition; its process o coming into existence is also a

part of the whole process; its istory is also a part of the whole

history of Israel's traditions, especially that of the traditions

handed down within the prophetic movement. And if between two or

more successive prophets there was no mechanical relationship or

process, it is also hardly possible to say that between each prophet

ani. the book which bears his name there was only a mechanical, and

rigid, process.

One of the implications of this is that it is unnecessary and

seems impossible to recover the inpsisainu verba of each one of the

prophets, but, on the contrary, one is always compelled to find the

uniqueness of each one of them. In view of all this the traditio--

historical method is indispensable, although it is definitely not

an exclusive alternative. In other words, in approaching the
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prophetic books every available critical method must be devised,

ven in several particular instances a hitherto untried one must

also be devised.

C. On the Book of hzekiel.

oince the application of what is discussed in the previous

section will chiefly be found in the main part of the present study,

i.e., in Chapters III, IV, and V, what is attempted below is to

show briefly how distinctive the hook of Ezekiel is compared with

the other prophetic books.

The special character of the nook of .zekiel is so obvious

that almost every critic, be he a literary critic or a historical

critic or a form critic or a traaitio-historical critic or a

combination of all of them, does not fail to pay ^reat attention

to it. This is evident from the history of scholarship on the

subject, wnich were partly surveyed earlier. In choosing an

approach to this boo ., the aim of the present study is to follow

the results of the most recent investigations of it, without,

however, forgetting the fruits of the earlier works. Like all

other works, and for the sake of the progress of the understanding

of the book concerned, the present study will make use of them

critically and as extensively as possible.

In his account of the prophetic literature, Lindblom's remark

on the origins of the Look of .zekiel runs as follows :

' mile the book of ..zeniel may be said to bear more traces
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than other prophetic books of the activity of traditionists,
we may nevertheless recognize that by their work they have
;iven us a reliable account of kzekiel's religious thought
in its principal features*. 1

And in talking about the role of the redactor for the final stage

of the enesis of the book, again, he clearly shows the character¬

istic of the book concerned. lie says that *the activity of an

in. ivi ual redactor is less evicent than in other books', and that
2

in the Jook of zekiel 'the collector was also in essence a redactor*.

Apart from the fact that it is not the primary concern of the present

study to analyse how far the Book of Lzekiel may be regarded as

3
authentic or otherwise, it seems justified to say that it is along

the lines sug ,ested by the remarks of Lindblom that the organic

relation between the prophet zekiel, the book wnich bears his

name^fi-is unique message, can best be understood.

As far as this view is concerned, it must be emphasized that

it is not a new one, and that indblom is not alone either. In a

rather different context from that of Lindblom, Zimmerli says that

'even though a complex redactional work can be recognized in the Book

of ze:iel, it ..reserves for us on the w ole the peculiar characteristics

"'"J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel, p. 267» the note there.

2Ibid., p. 388.

3
or comparison, see, e.g., n. G. l ay, op. cit., in wxiich he
provides a list of some phrases which he regards as redactional;
on other works of this kind, see, supra, pp. 6ff..
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of the prophet•." Co, from the remarks of these two soholrs, it

seeiss clear that the important question to ask about the ook of

. ze.ciel is not whether or not the book has an unauthentic addition,

i.e., redactional or second ry or whatever it aight be called, but

what is, or what are, th< clxaractsristics of the book itself. In

carry in, out tide task the present study adopts much of tae results

of -irmcrli•o investigation, as is listed below.

1. Cut of the J>2 form-critical units which ..imperii finds in

the ook of j zeidei, there are not loss than 45 unite vhic.. are

... . : , . ., •»]>>* nhis in VI-M.

This formula is found again in the ..ook of Jeremiah (Jer. 1:4,

11, 1}| 2:1; et al.). but not in the other prophetic books. It

is also found in 2 an. 7:4 et at.. 1 Kings 21:17, 20 et al. and in

some other passagea in the 00k of Jeremia., but now in a narrative
■ ? ■

context, i.e., in the 3rd person. On the a undent number of

occurrences o; this formula III the 1st person cing. ira&erli saps 1

•By means of tide personal account, zekiel subordinates everything
*

else to the intrusion of the divine word and vision ...•.

2. e five tudts o I visions of zekisl air also introduced

. 2dr«*srli, he peoial form- and i'raditio-historical Character
of zekiel*8 ropheoy', TV?. 15, 1965, p. 515.

... • iah

)yL)f. '
*
■. kiisaorH, o - » cit.. p. 516•
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with more or less similar introductory sentence, i.e., 'the hand

of Yahweh came (fli il) or fell ( b=)j) upon me'. They are Bzek.

1:3b (reading 4S>instead of V !?>>)» 3s22a; 8:1b; 37sla; and 40:1b.

This formula is also found in 2 Kings 3:15 and 1 Kings 18:46» but

is completely missing in the other prophetic books.*
3. The picture of the prophet sitting in his own house with

the elders of Judah or Israel in front of him, i.e., in Bzek. 8:lff,

14:lff.j 20:lff.; cf. 33s31» is not found in the books of the other

canonical prophets. But it is found again in 2 Kings 6:32.

Prom these three critical findings it seems possible to draw

a conclusion that there must be a strong affinity between zekiel

and those who are behind these euteronomistic books (1-2 Samuel,

1-2 Kings).
2

4. There are two autodramatic visions in the Book of .zekiel,

the kind, of which is not found in any other major canonical prophets

books. They are in hzek. 11:1-12 and 37s7- In both of these

passages it is saic that zekiel was in a visionary state, in which

he was prophesying , and t". b his prophecies were effective forthwith

1In Isa. 0:11 and Jer. 15»17^-—ri.'.rv.'vj1, the context and the meaning
are different from that in zekiel. Cf. .immerli, '.'he Special
orrn- and iraditio-historical Character of •zekiel*e Prophecy*,
.'T. 15, 1965, pp. 5l6ff..

2
Autodramatic vision is a vision in which 'the visionary himself
plays a conspicuous role in that which happens in the vision'.
^ee, J. Lindblom, frophec.y in Ancient Israel, p. 41*
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5. It is very extraordinary to find that Ezekiel has no less

than 12 prophetic sign acts or prophetic symbolisms, while Isaiah

only 3 and Jeremiah 7« These 12 prophetic signs of zekiel are in

zek. 3: 22-27? 4:1-3? 4:4-8? 4:9-11? 4:12-15? 5:103? 12:1-16? 12:17-20;

21:llf.; 21:23-29; 24:15-24 and 37:15-28.1 What is characteristic

here is that it is not the prophetic signs themselves which are

expressly told, but the words of God which axe either introduced

with the formula of 'The word of the Lord came to me' or simply

put in irect address. This characteristic is clearly in a close

connection with the one alluded to in point 1 above. Another

surprisin; characteristic of these prophetic si, ns is that they

are almost always directed towards the fall of Jerusalem. As fax

as zelciel's prophetic signs are concerned, it is also surprising

that zekiel dramatize what the other prophets had only expressed

in figurative speech. hat is figuratively expressed in Jer. 15:16,

cf. rss. 19:11? 119:103» is feutiu in dramatic expression in ,zek.

5:11? and figurative expression in zek. 37:llff.» dramatic expression

in zek. 37:1-10.

hatever the organic relation between the passages in each couple
2

Bight be, it is clear' that hzekiel has a very deep dramatic sensitivity.

On 'prophetic sign act", see, e.g., .. .. heeler .obinson, '-rophetic
Symbolism', in Old Testament Assays (Collection of S.O.T.S.*
papers), London, 1927» pp. lOff.. Contrast, however, C-. von Had,
Old Testament Theology, Vol. II, (ST. by . M. G. Stalker),
Edinburgh, 1965' (reprinted 1970), p. 233»

p
In this..respect one could perhaps compare r.zekiel with hosea, in
spite of the variety of the interpretations of Hob. 1-3.
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6. There axe at least seven passages in the Book of kzekiel

in which a formula of a type of 'Qibla'^ occurs, i.e., zek. 6:2£f.j

21:2ff.; 25:2; 35:2 w' ich point to a country or p -lace, ana zek.

ly:17J 29:2 and 38:2 which point to a certain man or people. This

type of formula is also found in Num. 22:41; 23:13 and 24:lf. in

connection with Balaam's oracles, hut is completely missing in the

books of the other canonical prophets.

7. It is very strikin, that there are some lengthy units in

th< look of izekiel w ich almost exhaust one particular theme, while

in the books of the other canonical prophets there are hardly any

such phenomena. It is strikin; also because the themes of those
t&tfa<L

radical lor , rtssa, es of zekiel are ir fact found ir. -hat other

book, as roll. "or example, the theme of the whole of zek. 7

i found in Amos 8:2, the theme of zek. 16 in TTos. 1-3» and the
2

there of zek. 23 in Jer. 3:^ff.. Although it is impossible in

thi3 case to detect that Jeremiah is dependent on zekiel or vice

versa, still it is possible to show hat both of them are dependent

on osea (Mos. 1-3).

In addition, the characteristic of the long unit is found in Kzekiel's

oracl s against foreign nations or foreign people, e.g., :zek.

26;1 - 28:19 (against Tyre), 29 - 32 (against Egypt) and 38 - 39

^This type of formula shows the direction to which the prophet is
announcing his oracle(s).

2
immerli understands nrw» and riTi^rin Jer. 3:6ff» as personal

names for Israel and Judah respectively (on. cit., pp. 521f.).
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(against Gog: of Magog). Further, it is perhaps part of this

characteristic that there are no less than 1; pairs of passages in

the hook of zekiel w Ich can be regarded as doublets or parallel

passages or the like."'"
8. A particular form of speech which is rather common in the

Book of Jzekiel is that of discussion or disputation. As a rule

it is created by a certain mockery, accusation, complaint, or the

like, on the part of the public which is then answered or replied

by the prophet; from there a style, or a type, of discussion develops.

This can be seen, e.g., in .zek. 12:22; 12:27; 18:2; 10:25; 20:5;

25:5; 26:2; 53:10; 57:11; etc..

9. In connection with the form of the discussional speech,

there are some passages which bean: a very special character, i.e.,

the so called 'speeches of accusation*, in which the prophet is to

judge the people and to make their abominations known to them.

his is found in zek. 20:4; 22:2; 16:1 (sic); and 25:56 (sic).

On this particular characteristic Zimmerli says that there is

perhaps a relation between this form and the priestly sphere in
2

which the practice of accusing people is officiated.

10. From .zek. 22:6ff.; 18:5-9; 18:10-15; 18:14-17; and 53:15.

it seems clear that the series of the laws w ich are used by this

"*"J. Lindblom, on. cit., pp. 288ff..

2
Cf. . Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 522.



prophet bear a treat resemblance to the formulation of the Code

of Holiness in Lev. 17 - 26, This is different from that of Eos.

' :lf, an Jer. 7:9» in which the series bear the rese blance to the

Ritual ecalo.-ue in xoc. 20:2-17 and eut. 5*6-21, These three

prophets, i.e., Rosea, Jeremiah, and zekiel, use different series

of 1 ;g obviously "or the same purpose, nan 1- , accusin. the people

for their sins or transrrressions.

11. In !zek. 3:19; 14:13; 18:5; and 33:2, 6, 9, there is a

type of casuistic law in which the word 4 Dis found after the

subject of the sentence. -lis construction is of course different

from that which is used in the Book of the Covenant (i.e., xod.

20:2.-! - 1-3:33)» but i sinila; to that w' Ich is used i 'the priestly

casuistic' type in Leviticus (e.g., Lev. 1:2; 2:1; 27:2, 14; etc.).

Besides, in Lev. 17 there is a type of speech which runs as follows :

arid /Rich occurs four times, i.e., in vv. 3, , 10, and 13. This

special type of speech is also found in ;:ek. 14:4, 7, but not in

the other prophetic books.

rom the 1 at ti/ree points it is clear that there is a close

connection between izekiel's lan, ua e an that of the priestly

circle, and that the connection could confirm the information in

Bzek. 1:3, i.e., zeiel himself was a priest.

12. Recording to Zimmcrli there are t ;o strong lines of

traditions in Israel, i.e., 'the Jerusalem-David tradition' and 'the

"total-Israel" perspective of Rxo us tradition'. Thereas Hosea

firmly stands in the latter line, and Isaiah in the former,

zekiel (chapters 16, 20, and 23), does not have that kind of
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1
exclusive alternative. This characteristic can also be 3een, on

the one hand, in zek. 34*2?ff.; 37J25, in which a new avid is

both mentioned and expected, and on the other, in zek. 40 - 48,

in which a new Jerusalem and a new Temple are to become the centre

of the whole nation, North and Gouth.

13. he characteristic of zekiel is clear- also from the lack

of the vocabularies which often surround the name of Tahweh, In

0
the book which bears his name there is no mention of 'Yakweh Ts baoth'

at all, a divine name which i also missing in the priestly narra¬

tives (P.) | no mention of the love of Yahweh; nothing of ntH "ID HI
mrp sivi , which are very important for both Hosea and

Jeremiah; nothing about 77 ^ 774 57 ('the fear of Yahweh')j

nothing about 'trust in God', or 'plan*, or 'work', or even ,

of Yahweh.

Id. here is a form of speech which characterizes ze iel the

most, because with the verb in either 2nd. or 3rd. person it occurs

no less than 63 imes in the book which bears his name. This form

of speech is ' nd they (or ou) shall know that I am Yahweh'. This

form of speech is also found in 1 Kings 20:13, 28, and xod, 14s4»

16:12, which points to the euterononistic writer and P narrator

respectively. But it is completely missing in the books of the

1
. Tinnierli, op. cit.. p. 524• Of., however, infra, pp. 111ff.f 237ff««

2
for the number of t is form's occurrences in the Book of .zekiel,
see, e.g., G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel, (i.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1936
(reprinted 1967), p. 71*
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canonical prophets before Ezekiel.

As its number of occurrences shows, this special form has a very

central meaning for 'zekiel. ' ith this particular form of

proclamation', says Zimmerli, 'the prophet not only announces a

future act of Yahweh but formulates this announcement in a manner

which expresses the hidden intention of Yahweh's act .... Yahweh

acts, 0.1 - the goal of that action is the creation of knowledge, the

knowledge that he is YahwehFurther, Zimmerli calls this

peculiar formula 'Irweiswort', and says that 'we have in t is a

formula of self revelation, by which Yahweh steps out ill his

incognito, just as we find it in the preamble of the Decalogue or

2
in the postscript of the Code of olinoss'. This characteristic

is clearly close to that which is observed in point 1 above.

Summing up all these observations, it can be said that, on

the one }iand? 7,zekiel does belong to a wider circle of traditions,

e.; ., the P circle, the prophetic movement, and probably the

euterononistic circle, while on the other, his characteristics

are really conspicuous. lie is not only one of the inheritors of

Israel'u traditions, but also one of the most prominent exponents

of them. Zimmerli says :

'. zekiel, this prophet of sensitivity, of dramatic personal
involvement who is seized by the sudden intrusion of the word
of Yahweh, who paints his pictures with the laring colour
of extreme phantasy but nevertheless stands in a passion--
filled dialo;pie with his peers, who speaks out of a rich

1
. Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 526. See also, . hichrodt, ze iel,
(jr. by C. juin), fo.T.L.'), London, 1970, p. 15.

2
W. Zimmorli, op. clt., p. 526.
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priestly heritage and takes up many themes which have
reached him through the earlier traditions oi Israel
and her prophets, this prophet lizekiel with all his
characteristics recedes into the background, when one asks
about the goal of his proclamation. And in his place
appears the one who is revealed by his intrusion, who
desires to make the mystery of his person known to the
world'. d

h. Zirrmerli, op. cit., p. 527.
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Preliminary Remarks .

1. As is stated in the beginning of the present study, the

purpose of the present investi .ation is to examine .zeiel's treat¬

ment of Israel's past history in the hook which bears his name. In

this context, one mi at ask whether it is possible to separate, or

to isolate, Israel's past history from her contemporary ana her

future ones. This question can be answered both negatively and

positively.

.irst, the negative answer. It is impossible to separate

Israel's past history from both her contemporary and her future

ones. This is so, since theologically ti ere is only one history

o Israel which comprises bot her past, her contemporary, and her

future times. In t is context, if a division of that history must

be ia.de, t.:e designation of ' act', 'contemporary', ana 'future',

must be regarded as only superficially possible. This is clear

from the fact that in most cases in which Israelite trafitionists

talk .about Israel's past history they are at the same time talking

about Israel's oonte< porary a:<c future histories as well. In other

words, most, if not all, of the references to Israel' past histox-y

in the Old Testament have, one way or another, something to do with

Israel's contemporary arc future histories.1 , vice versa, the

ee, e. ., A. Jirku, ie Elteste Geschichte Israels im . ahmen
lehrhafter "Parstellungen, l^ipzig, 1917; J. Vollmer, Ceschlchtliche
1 uc'kb'lickeiund kotive in der irophetie des Amos, nosea una Jesa.ia,
Berlin, 1971.



references to either Israel's contemporary history or her future

one arc very frequently, if not always, accompanie by the reference(s)

to either her future or her contemporary, or her past, histories,

or both her future, her contemporary, and her past, histories.

Therefore, once again, it is impossible to separate, or to isolate,

Israel's past history from both her contemporary and her future

ones.

econc , the .positive answer. itc all f at i ai above,

the chronological division of the whole of Israel's history into

three periods, i.e., past, contemporary, and future, must not be

regarded as impossible or strange. Although it would, in eed, be

a mistake to take each one of the three chronological periods as

standin,independently irom the other two, nevertheless it is not

improbable to regard each one of them as constituting a unit of

time w ich is, to a very large extent, unrepeatable and unique.

It is true that in many a passage Israel's future history is

rell re- to by explicitly comparing it with her past history. Yet,

it wouli be a mistake to absolutize this comparison as ii the future

histor ;ere really tiie same as that of the past. .hat is true in

this case is that there are similarities and dissimilarities between

the future and the past, and. yet each one of the two periods has

its ovm uniqueness. It is on the basis of this uniqueness, there¬

fore, that each one of tne three chronological periods of Israel's

histor must be regarded as in itself constituting a unit.1 In this

^Cf, C. R. Korth, The Old Testament Interpretation of History.
London, 1946» especially pp. 40ff«»



context it seems justified to confine the scope of the subject

examined in the present study to Bzekiel'e treatment of Israel's

past history.

2. In the light of what is said above, it is necessary at the

present stage to ueciue which passages of the book of izekiel

can be regarded as representative and relevant for the purpose of

the present study. as far as the nook oi' zekiel is concerned,

there are indeed many passages in it which, either irectly or

inairectly, or both, refer to Israel's past uistory or to the

fragments of it. The references to the whole of Israel's past

history are, as is well known, found in chapters 16, 20, and 25,

whereas the references to its fragments are found in 20:56; 28:25i'»

55:2ff.; 54:25f56;28; and 57:2f..1
closer examination of the latter group of passages shows

that the fr . merits of Israel's past history referred to in it can
i

be classified under three themes s<first, the land-giving to

Israel's forefathers (28:25f.; 53»2f.; 56:28; 57s25ab ); second,

One might wish to include Ezek. 14:12-20 and 28:3 in this group,
however, it must be said that it is difficult to see the
relationship between the three characters (Noah, aniel, and
Job) mentioned in these two passages and Israel'3 past history.
. or this, see, e.g., M, loth, 'Iloah, Daniel und Iliob in
zecbiel xiv', V.T. 1, 1951» PP» 251-260; George A. tarton,
'Daniel, A Pre-Israelite Hero of Galilee', J.B.I. 60, 1941»
pp. 215-225.



the avi'lic kin ship (34;23f•» 37s25b )» and third, the wilderness

wandering, or wilderness punishment, of the fathers (20:36).

urther, as far as the contexts and the form-critical units of the

passages in which these references are found are concerned, the

examination shows that the units are concerned primarily with

Israel's future history rather than with her past. In other words,

each of t lose fragmentary references to Israel's past history is

used as only one of the escriptions of that future history rather

than as the dominating issue in the whole of the passage or the

unit in which it is found. In that sense, those references can

be re arc ad as having only subordinate functions in their respective

contexts or units. Therefore, they are neither representative

or t < took of zekiel nor relevant for the purpose of the present

study.

. ow about chapters 16, 20, an 23. 'he references to Israel's

past history in these three chapters are not fragmentary, but,

instead, they are comprehensive. his is so, since in each one

of them the reference tioes not confine itself to parts of that

past history, but, on the contrary, it comprises the whole of it,

right from its beginning to its very end. It is true that not the

whole of each of these three chapters deals with Israel'3 past

history, nevertheless, due to the fact that (a) izekiel devotes

the biggest section of each of them to his treatment of Israel's

past history, and (b) the past history of Israel constitutes the

kernel of the issues in that section, it seems justified to regard

these three char tor as being representative for the Book of Ezekiel
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and relevant for the purpose of the present study.*
In spite of this, however, it must be remembered that the taking

of these three chapters for the purpose of the present study does

not at all mean their being isolated from the rest of the Book of

Ezekiel.

3 far as the lan u ge o these three chapters is concerned,

it must be said that that of chapter 20 is different from those of

both chapters 16 and 23. This is so, since chapter 20 uses plain

and ordinary language, whereas both chapters 16 and 23 use meta¬

phorical language. On the b sis of this difference, it seems wise

to deal first with chapter 20 and then with chapters 16 and 23.

And t is is the sequence which is taken in the following examination

of these three chapters.

'As a matter of fact, these three chapters were long, ago noted by
scholars as the place in the Book of hzekiel in which zekiel'a
treatment of Israel*s past history can c.-iefly be found. This
judgement is still valid. Tor all this, see, e.g., A. 3. Davidson,
nzekiel, (The Cambridge Bible for hchools and Colleges), first
edition, Cambridge, 1892, pp. xlivf., and very recently . Bimmerli,
-zechiel : Gestalt una iotschaft, (B.S. 62), Beukirchen, 1972,
p. 74.



CHAPTER III

EkEhlHL 20

A ( eucral read in, of this chapter would easily give the

impression that it is a unity. This is so because this chapter

presents an idea which, on the one hand, is conveyed in the

setting of the presence of •the elders of Isx'ael* in front of

the prophet making enquiry of God (w. 1-4» 50ff.) and, on tiie

other, is dominated by two exodus themes, which give the

impression that it consists of two parallel sections (vv. 5ff•J

old exodus; vv. 33ff•J new exodus). The structures of the

presentation of the theme in both sections are similar, i.e.,

the bringing out of the people Israel from foreign lands

(v. 10: Egypt; v. 34s countries of Exile), the wilderness period

(vv. 10, 15, 23 and vv. 35ff«)« and the entry into the promised

land (v. 20; vv. 42f.). In addition, it is clear that the old

exodus is the prototype of the new one, that Israel of the present

is not different from that of the old exodus, acid that in both
1

exodus events it is cod himself who acts and will act.

Scholars are, generally speaking, in agreement in dividing

tliis chapter into two sections, although there is no unanimity

^G. A. Cooke, zoviels (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1936 (reprinted 1%7),
p. 231; W. Simmerli, sec;.iel, (h.h. XIII/'l), ieukirchen-Vluyn,
1956-1969, P. 437.
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about the precise delimitation of these two sections. Bertholet

divides the chapter into two sections, i.e., vv, 1-32 and vv.

33-44, and says t mt they refer to Jerusalem and to exilic

standpoints respectively."'' This division is followed by

Folirer, who points out that in view of their close relationship,

vv. 1-3 and vv. 31b-32 axe complementary to each oilier, and

that they form the beginning and the end of the first section
2

respectively. Folirer dates the first section in the year

591/590 B.C., wiiile for the second he says that it presupposes

3
the catastrophe of 587 B.C..

Unlike Jcrtholet and Fohrer, nermann sees the first
4

section in vv. 1-31 and the second in vv. 32-44, and dates them
t:

in 591 B.C. and after 506 B.C. respectively. This delimitation

is also adopted by nicrirodt,1 and its comprehensive explanation

■*"A. Bertholet - K. Galling', Bzecliiel. (d.A.T. 1. Heihe 13),
Tttbin;en, 1936, p. 71,

2G. Folirer - K. Gallic;, dzechiel, (H.A.T. 1. i eihe 13),
TSblngen, 1955» PP. 107f.» 114. Further, lolirer uses these
two pases, es, i.e., vv. 1-3 and vv. 31b-32, as the a sis of
liis explanation of the historical background of the first
section (ibid., p. 106).

vIbio., pp. 108, 114.
4'J. Hermann, zee .lei. (K.A.T. XI), Leipzig, Erlangen, 1924,
pp. 122, 126.

5Ibid.. pp. 122, 125f..
6
W. Ichrodt, zekiel, (MT. by Cosslett rain), (O.T.L.), London,
1970, pp. 263, 276.
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1
is provided by Zinmerli.

I rom the form-critical point of view Ziaraerli argues titat the

use of the *Schvuraussage * ( s ^ l~l) in the Jook of hzekiel ,

which occurs sixteen times, and with only one or two exceptions,

does not constitute the beginning of a sentence. In most

cases its use is contextual, as for example in hzek. 18:2f.5

3j:10f., 24, 27, in w ich tie •schwurausflage' is used in connection
2

with, and is inseparable from, the preceding quotation. Uased

on this argument, Zimmcrli refers to v. 32 and y, 33, which

contain a quotation from what the people said and a ' chvuraussage'

( * J .H * fl) respectively, and says that these two verses are
3

very closely related and even inseparable. In connection

with t::e division of the chapter, himmerli points out that it

would be unusual to use the quotation in v. 32 as the conclusion

of the first section. Therefore, so Ziimnerli continues, the

first section must end with v. 31, and the second section begins

with v. 32. Thus, the chapter is now divided into two sections,

i*e.» vv. 1-31 and vv. 32-44, and this is the division which

is adopted in the present study.

1
In distinction from all these scholars, Cooke does not divide zek.
20 into two sections. Instead, he says tiiat this chapter seems to
have been constructed on a plan with the following divisions:
vv. 1-4(7); vv. 5-9; vv. 10-14; vv. 15-22, 23-26; (vv. 27-29
later addition?); vv. 30-32; yv. 33-39, end yv. 40-44 (G, A.
Cooice, op. cit., p. 213).

2
¥. Sinsaerli, op. cit., p. 438.
3
V. Zirnorli, op. cit., in loc..
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In view of the purpose of the present study , i»e»9 examinin

Ilzekiel's treatment of Israel's past history, it is necessary

to examine these two sections and their sub-sections further, in

order to find out which section or sub-sections are relevant* In

this connection the second section will be examined first.

According to its form and content, it seems possible to divide

this section into two sub-sections or units, i.e., vv. 32-38

wixieh deals with the theme of new exodus, and vv. 39-44 which

deals with the theme of (re- )"'entry into the promised land and

Israel's worship there. The delimitation of these two units

is based on the fact tiiat both eub-3ections begin with a form of

speech which is characteristic of -zekiel, i.e., the disputation

form (vv. 32, 39)j1 and are ended by an ' rkenntnisforoel' which
2

is also characteristic of ; zekiel (vv. 38, 42-44).

how, as far as the first unit, i.e., vv. 32-38, is concerned,

it is interesting to find that the new exodus theme is used in

connection with tho dispute between Yahweh arid the exiles. To

that extent the theme of the new exodus must be distinguished from

the exodus thene in Pentateuch, since the latter is not at all

related with any dispute between Yahweh and Israel in %ypt.

or this form of speech, see, supra, p. 76.

2
Of. W. himmerli, op. cii., p. 452.



However, in this unit there are some points which could possibly

show that the new exodus is parallel to the old one. This can

be seen, e.g., in that in the old exodus Israel was brought out

by Yahweh frora Egypt (ixod. 15:22; 16:1; 19:If.; Nub. 10:12;

20:1), while in the new exodus Israel will be brought out from

the peoples and the countries in which they ore exiled (vv. 35f •)•

And the judgement in the wilderness which is mentioned in this

unit (vv. 55ff.) could periiaps find its purallelisia in the old

exodus in passages such as eut. 1:35; 2:15; Hum. 14:29f.; I6:31ff.

Nevertheless, despite all these possible parallelisms, the

explicit reference to Israel's past history in this unit is only-

found in v. % :

•As I entered into judgement with your fathers in the
wilderness of the land of Egypt, so I will enter into
judgement with you, says Yahweh'. 1

What is interesting- in this verse is that the verb Q73UJ is used in

2
its Niph'al form, which is also found in v. 35 • Apart from

Esek. 20:35f., the iliph'al of &3UJ is used fourteen times in
3

the Old Testament, and in all of those occurrences it is, in one

1
Omitting 5 21

*Tor the iliph'al of 09(1/, see, G-K. para. 5Id} HDB.

h dam 12:7; Isa. 45:26; 59:4; 66:16; Jer. 2:35; 25>31; zek.
17:20; 30:22; Joel. 4:2; Pss. 9:20; 37:35; 109:7; Prov. 29:9;
2 Chron. 22:8 (Lisowsky).



way or another, related to the disputation form of speech, or

the so called rrb-pattern, cutting it the other way round, in

regard to the formal context of its occurrences, it seems possible

to infer that the word Xtf Q UJ in its Mph'al form is one of

the integral factors of the disputation form of speech."1

However, whereas in both 1 Bam, 12:6ff. and Isa. 45:25-28

the references to Israel's past history are parts of the arguments

in the controversies, the one in zek, 20:32-58 is not. Instead,

the reference to Israel's past history in ksek, 20:36b is one

of the descriptions of the judgement which Yahwah will carry out

against his people. This is so since this judgement is described

in this unit in at least three ways. First, it will be 'face

to face* between Yahweh and the people (v. 35b/3 ); second, it

will be like that which was carried out by Yahweh on the fathers

in the wilderness of the land of gypt (v. 36); and finally, it

will be like the collecting, counting, and sorting out, of sheep

by their shepherd (w. 37f•) • In this connection, it is of

^For the inclusion of the ftiph'al of UPDuJ, ©specially that of
dzek, 17:20; 20:35-36, in the rib-pattern, see, e,. ,, B. denser,
'The RIB- or Controversy-Pattern in Hebrew I.entality•, V.T.dupp..
Vol. Ill, 1955» PP. 120-137, especially p. 131. "

2
For the last one see, J# Herrmann, Ezechiel, (K,A,T, XI), pp.
121, 125f,5 G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel, (I.C.C.), p. 221; W, 2iramerli,
op, cit.. p, 456, Cf, Jer. 35:13; Lev, 27:32; Isa, 40:26;
Ilatt. 25:31ff,.



course possible to regard each one of the descriptions as only

repeating the other two, or one of the other two; but, since

Eeekiel often gives a long, and sometimes repetitious, description

of one particular thing,1 it seems better to regard those three

descriptions of judgement in zek, 20 s 55-58 as having equal

significance. To that extent, it would be a mistake to regard

the reference to Israel1 s past history in v. as the

predominating, or perhaps a subordinate, description of the

judgement. decides, this unit is, as a natter of fact, dominated

by verbs in the imperfect tense which refer to future actions

of Yahweh. In other words, this unit does not seem to be

concerned with Israel*s past history so much as with her future

one. Thus it seems justifiable now to say that this unit is

not relevant to the present study.

As was said earlier, the second unit, i.e., vv. 39-44» is

in a disputation form of speech, as is clear from the fact that

(a) the negative statement wiiich refers to Israel*s unwillingness

to hear Yahweh, as is stated, e.g., in Ezek. 3s7# is now used

as the condition for the strong command to the •house of Israel•

to follow and serve their idols (v. 39)? this command itself

See, supra pp. 75f•» and infra pp. 129ff..

^As far as the text of v. 39 is concerned, and apart from the word
s 11}}, the only word tUat matters much is ; otherwise it does
not seem necessary to make a major emendation or correction.
(Contrast, however, /, Siraaerli, op. cit., p. 437? BHS.). As it
now stands, the waw-copula in the word Tnw seems to be a
dittography of tlie**waw in the word , and that the particle
"□X in the words o3Js>? "0>? was probably confused with the
original suffix n»r of the word ~i ntf, so that in a sense it is a

i lograpuy of it. So, the word inw is probably originally
the word q>_i n>?. Cf« Josn. 23sl6; :>eut. 13?7t 14; 17*3? 28;14;
29?17. lor the word QD3»^, see, G-S. paras, lOOo; 152m,,



is in fact the rovers:, of the prohibition to do the same thing

as is stated in zek. 20:7j" and (b) this unit is ended with the

use of the 'Srkenntnisformel• (v. 44)*

As far as Israel's past history is concerned, there is a

very brief reference in v. 42bs

'the land which I swore to give to your father'.

In the context of this unit, this brief reference is used only

as the explanation of what b>nu/s rwnyus. In that sense, it

seems possible to say that the reference itself has only a

subordinate significance compared to that of the b^1WJ
On the other hand, it is interesting to find that the use of the

phrase i"VTI.tf ic connection with Yahweh's oath

to {jive the land to 'the fathers' is found six times in J zek.

20:1-31, i.e., in w. 5 (twice), 6, 15, 23» and 28. This fact

alone, if need be, seems sufficient to show that (a) this unit,

i.e., • zek, 20:39-44, ear-not by any means be separated from .-.zek.

20:1-31, and (b) the significance of the reference to Israel's

past history in this chapter is not primarily to be found in this

unit. In addition, and like in the unit of w. 32-38, the verbs

which are used here are almost dominated by their reference to

the future actions of Yahweh, In other words, this unit does

not sees to have been concerned with Israel's past history as much

Tor this controversial command, cf. Amos. 4:45 hoh. 3:15;
1 Kings 22:15.
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1
as it does with Israel's future.

So, as fax as Israel's past history is concerned, this unit is

not relevant for the purpose of the present study.

In view of all this, it seems now justifiable to say that

Ezekiel's treatment of Israel's past history in this chapter is

not to be found primarily in the second section of the chapter,

i.e., Bzek, 20:32-44» but in its first one, i.e., Saak. 20:1-31.

However, as far as its formal structure and content are

concerned, there is a part of this first section which seems to

have formed a sub-section by itself. This is vv. 27-29. In the

context of the first section, it is interesting to find that

both vv. 27-29 and vv. 30-31 appear to be two conclusions of what

is said in vy. 1-26. This is so since both of them begin with

two similar prophetio concluding- words which are introduced by

pb (vv. 27, 30). Nevertheless, the two conclusions care
different from each other in that in v. 27 the concludin words

are not followed by a conclusion appropriate for what is said in

vv. 1-26. Instead, it is followed by a new command to the prophet

(v. 27aj3 : "QfT^b-K J1~DQW) j cf. v. 3a) to utter a new aeeusa-

tion against the people (v. 27b-2S). This accusation seems to

Vi. Zimmerli wants to put the whole section, i.e., vv. 32-44» in
front of chapters 40-48 primarily because of its concern with
the future of Israel (op. cit., p. 453).

2
iiotice the emphatic phrase JhT ~]\9 in v. 27bcx. !



be rounded off by the word-play in v. 29 which refers to the

aetiological explanation of the name 71X33.. Compared with vv.

27-29 the concluding words in vv. JOf. contain not only the

summarized reference to what is said in vv, 9-26, but also clearl

refer back to what is said in w. 1-3, i.e., the rejection of

Yahweh to be enquired of (UiTI) by the elders of (the house of)

Israel. besides, it has been shown earlier that v. 31 with

its ♦ Schwurauesage♦ ( ^ Ml) constitutes the end of the first

section.

In view, then, of the close connection between vv. 1-3 and

vv. 30f., it can be said that these t\v*o passages are actually the

beginning: and the end of the first section respectively. To

that extent, it seems justifiable to regard vv. 30f.» and not vv.

27-29, as the appropriate conclusion for the first section.

Having said this, there are now two questions concerning

w. 27-29 which must be answered. First, what is the relation¬

ship between vv. 27-29 and vv. 1-26? Second, what i3 the

relationship between vv. 27-29 and vv. 30-31? Putting these two

questions in another way, does vv. 30-31 conclude what is said in

vv. 1-26 only, or does it conclude what is said in vv. 27-29 as

well? In answering this question it must be emphasized that from

the point of view of prophetic traditions, it seems difficult to

regard vv. 27-29 as addrfeionel secondary/^ or the like. Even if

it is, it is not the intention of the present study to prove it.

iow, as far as the relationship between w. 27-29 and what precedes
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it is concerned, there are some points widch can be made, First,

form-critically this sub-section, i.e., vv. 27-29, can hardly be

regarded as the continuation of what precedes it, which is stereo-

typically structured. Whereas the stereotyped structure of w.

5-26 can be seen, e.g., in the recurre?ice of the similar phrases

in w. 8f., IJf., 21f., there is no such occurrence at all in vv.

27-29Besides, the word £j "7^, which is found in v. 20,
and which can be regarded as a substitute for the recurring word

1X3 in w. 5-26, is found again in the hook of zekiel

only in 5s 15 (as a substantive); and the word Q V D is found

only in 20:28. Second, it is interesting to find that vv, 27-29

clearly deal3 with the hirstory of Israel in the period after the

entry into the promised land (v. 28), whereas vv. 5-26 deals with

the history before that period, and that the histories in both

periods are the same, i.e., they are the histories of sins.

Third, on the bosis of the tv/o points above, Simmerli prefers to

regard vv. 27-29 as containin *einen ungeechickt eingeftlhrten
2

Rachtrag sum Geschichtsbericht 5-26* or as *ein weiteres Sttlck

3
Kachexegese*. Tills preference of ..immerli is supported by

A
G. W. Coats," although the latter*s argument is slightly different

^iee, furtlier, V. Ziraraerli, Jsekiol. (B.K. XIII/l), pp. 459, 450f..

2Ibid., p. 439.
3
Ibid «g p« 450*

^G» W. Coats, rebellion in the Wilderness. Hashville, 1968.
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from that of the former. Due to the subject-matter of his
1

particular study referred to here, Coats takes the murmuring

tradition as Ms starting point, and from there he looks at

Izek. 20;1-51. He demonstrates that Ezek. 20:1-51, in spite

of its Bzekielian characteristic and. uniqueness, does inherit
2 / \

the munauring tradition. But, due to the facts that (a;

the elements of the murmuring', v/ith its wilderness reference,

is found only in vv, 5-26, and (b) form-critically vv. 27-29

is different from w. 5-26, Coats infers that vv. 27-29 is *not to
3

be considered as part of the basic unit*.

From these three points, it seems clear that both form-

critically and ti'aditio-historically vv. 27-29 is different from

w. 5-26. And in that sense vv. 27-2S can perhaps be regarded

as separating w. 5-26 from its conclusion in vv. 30f.. However,

the fact that vv. 27-29 is form-critically and traditio-historically

different from vv. 5-26, does not necessarily mean that it must

be excluded from the context of the whole section. This is so

for the following reasons. First, w. 27b-28 can be regarded

See note 4 on p. 96. What Coats means by the immuring tradition
is the traditions of the wilderness wandering of Israel whose
particular motive is the negative response of Israel to the
exodus event. The key word for this murmuring motive is the
word -1 iS followed by the preposition by (ibid., pp. 15-15*
21f.).

2
G. W. Coats, op. cit.. p. 241.

^Ibicl». p. 251.



as referring' concisely to Israel's past history, i.e., Israel's

history in Palestine until the time of izekiel (Esek, 16:23).

Despite the faot tiuit some of the words need in this reference

to Israel's past history axe different from those in yv. 5-26,

it must be noted once again that this history is also a history

of sin, wiiich is the same as that described in w. 5-26.

Second, apart from the word the phraseology used in

v. 2'/a is similar to that which is used in v. 5a« • This

suggests that the reference to the sinful history of Israel's

past in yy. 27b-28 mi, at be intended to serve the same end as in

vv. 5-26. Third, the phraseology used in v. 28a is interesting.

This is so because s

(a) It is similar to the one used in v. 42a pb. It has been

said earlier that the significance of the use of '' T

is not primarily to be found in v. 42, but in vv. 1-51. This,

in fact, applies also to the one found in v. 28, which means that

the significance ox the phrase i 1 * is to be found

primarily in vv, 5f•» 15» and 2J.3*
(b) It is only in v. 28 and v. 42 that the phrase •>~Ti

is used in connection with the reference to the entry into the

land which is promised to be given to the 'fathers'. Anticipating

i?or this, see, below.
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the inference that the phrase *s genuinely

Ezekielian, it must be said that the phrase which is used in the

theme of the entry into the land can hardly be Izeeielian.

'his is so, not only because the theme of the , iving ( ^51})
of the land to the •fathers* was already known to Israel's

traditionists long before Ezekiel (e.g., JJJ : Gen, 12:3# 7#

13:14-16; 15s3# 7» 18, etc,),"1" but also because the use of the

hiph*il of 3 plus ~| 5~1 3 in the phraseology of this
theme is reuteronomistic rather than otherwise (cf. heat. 6:23;

26:3; 31s2Gf.). Besides, it seems true that there is a close

relationship betwoen zek, 20:27b-2C and eut, 31:20f., in that

these two passages contain the same theme : the saving act of

Yahveh, i.e., his having brought (iiiph'il of^3.) Israel into

the land, is, or would be, responded to by sinful deeds on

Israel*s partAlso, the phrase S ~I ^ in v. 28

(and 42) is clearly a substitute for the outeronomistic terra

^3 \U which normally goes together with the original

Deuteronomistic to ta for the bringing of the people Israel into

the promised land (l^eut, 1:8; 6:10; 7:13; 8:1; 11:9# 21; etc.).

^Cf. G. von Bad, Old Testament Theolo, y, (El , by f, K. G, Stalker),
Vol, I, Edinburgh, 1965, pp« l68f..

2H. D, tW$mm, 3* t IV, 'I.W.A.g., cols, 544ttii*
3
.See also how close is the idea which is contained in feut, 31:21b
to that of zek, 20:32a, i.e., Yahweh knew what was in the minti
of the people.



Fourth, although it is not clear whether in this case Ezekiel

copies from the .i eutercnomietic documents or vice versa, it

is clear that, as it now stands, v. 28a preserves the idea

that Yahweh's bringing Israel into the promised lend is part, or

the last part, of the whole saving history ( ;eut• 26:9).

How, if tills saving act of Yahweh is followed up, ox* is responded

to negatively by the people (v» 28b; cf. v. 2?bj Deut. 31;20be 21),

does it not mean that vv. 2?b-28 has the same structure as that

of yy. 8-26? Moreover, it must be said that v. 28a is not only

the counter-part of the negative statement in v. 15 which is

basically also using ' euteronordstic phraseology, but it is also

the continuation of it.

From all t is, it can now perhaps be inferred that (a)

although form-critically and traditio-historically vv. 27-29 is

different from vv. 5-26, its structure is the same as that of vv.

5-26; (b) as it now stands, vv. 27-2? constitxrtes part of

■zehiel's reasoning to support his conclusion in the disputation

address which is formulated in vv. 501*1 arid (c) due to the fact

that vv. 27-29 also deals with (the last part of) Israel's

past history, its inclusion into the whole section must be

regarded as relevant fox* the purpose of the present study.

*"Cf, G. von Bad, op. cit.. pp. 224f,.
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Having said all this, it is time now to examine bzekiel's

treatment of Israel's past history in this section, i.e., in

vv. 1-31. To begin with, it raust be said that zekiel's treatment

of that history proper is clear only from v. 5 onwards, while

vv. 1-4 and vv. 30f., constitute its framework,

¥er3e 1 : The dating.

This verse is one of the eleven whose dates have no explicit

X
historical reference at all. Battersby Harford argues that on

the basis of the similarity between Izok, 24«If. and 2 -kings 25il

all of these eleven datings might have their reckoning from the
2

enthronement of king hedekiah as does the date of 2 lings 25si.

whatever the historical reference, or the historical references,

of these eleven datings in the Book of kzekiel might be, it is

interesting' to find that among them there are only two in wiiich

•the elders' are mentioned, i.e., 8:1 (the elders of Judah) and

20:1 (the elders of Israel).'' The problem which is involved in the

""They are : L,zek. 1:1; 8:1; 20:1; 24:1; 26:1; 29:1, 17; 30:20;
31:1; 32:1, 17.

2
J. Battersby Harford, Studies in the book of kzekiel, Cambridge,
1935, PP. 40f..

3
Ezek. 14:1 mentions 'the elders of Israel* but without
dating.



mentioning of the names 'Israel9 and *Judah* in the k>ok of

Ezekiel has been very crucial for some scholars. A lengthy

discussion about this can be found in Mattersby Harford's book

referred to above."'' However, despite some possible further

discussions about the historical arid the chronological references

of the dates in the Book of Jzekiel, particularly that of zek.

20si, it is generally agreed that this particular date in ..zek.

20si could be assigned to the year 591 B.C. (Cooke, Biramerli)

or 590 B.C. (havideon), i.e., before the fall of Jerusalem and the

Temple.

The mentioning of the elders sitting in front of the prophet

(Sslff,; 14$lff.5 20:lff.; cf. 33s31)» is one of Bzekiel*s

characteristics. And as has been pointed out earlier, this kind

of situation or setting is not found, in any other prophetic book

or in other books in the Old Testament except in 2 kings 6:32.

Ezek. 20:1 shows that the purpose of those elders who sat before

the prophet was to inquire of God, a special purpose which is also

explicitly stated in 14sIff.. Nevertheless it is not clear what

in fact they were inquiring of God, despite some suggestions that

they might be waiting for some comforting words of Goc through

uhe prophet (dinanerli, hichrodt, Taylor), or that they had some

particular questions to ask (Cooke). What seems to be certain

here is that the presence of the elders in front of a priest-prophet

1
J. Battersby Harford, op. cit.« pp. 27ff.| cf. W. Zimmerli,
•Israel in Such© Bzeehiel1, TT, 3» 1958, PP. 75-90? idem, •The
Special Form- and Traditio-historical Character of izekiel's
Prophecy1, VT. 15, 1965, p. 524.
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like Ezekiel points to an activity which is in some way connected

with the cult."*" To that extent it can perhaps be said that the

setting, or the background, of this chapter, i.e., Ezek. 20, is

the cult rather than any other formal institution. This is also

clear from the vocabulary which is predominant in it, e.g.,

yn?n; l)"]V>ob7etc..
The mentioning of the making- inquiry of God which is followed

by the recitation of Israel*s past history in this chapter is in

parallelism with the structure found in 3zek. 36:37f.» which

the mentioning of the making inquiry of God is followed by the

mentioning of God*s past promise. And the mentioning of the

inquirers* accusation (Ezek. 30sIff., 30f.) is found again in

Ezek. 14:1-11.

Verse 2.

This is a typical prophetic formula which announces the word—
2

event of God's revelation to the prophet. Although the formula

in this verse is very frequently found elsewhere in the Old

iestament, the use of the first person suffix in the word

*Cf. H. Graf Eeventlow, lichter tfoer Israel : fgecirlel und seine
Tradition. J3erlin, 1962, pp. 76f..

2
i-'or the term •word-event *, see, however, K. Koch, The Growth of
the biblical Tradition, (ST. by S. i . Cupitt), London, 19*S9»
p. 202.
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1
seems to "be very characteristic of Bzokiel. Although this

formula does not seem to be the invention of ^zekiel, its frequent

occurrence in the book which bears his name is impressive.

According to Ziimserli, this formula, with some small variations,
2

occurs not less than 52 times in the Book of zekiel.

Verse 5-4.

The use of the phrase is characteristically Bzekielian.

This is so for at least two reasons. First, whereas its

occurrences outside the Book of Lsekiel are found only fourteen

times, i.e., in Hum. 23:19; Isa. 51:12; 56:2; Jer. 48:18, 33,

50:40; 51:435 Fss. 8:5; 80:18; 146:3, Job 16:21; 26:6; 35:8; and

ban. 8:17, it occurs not less than 93 times In the Book of Ezekiel.

Second, whereas in all of those occurrences outside the ;k>ok of

Ezekiel, with the exception of Ban, 8;17, the phrase

could either be a title of king (e.g., in Pss, 80:18; 146:3) or

3
refer to mankind in general, in t ose of ran. 8:17 and the Book

\f. Zinmerli, 'The Special iorm- and Traditio-historical Character
of Ezekiel*s -rophecy*, VT. 15, 1965» P. 516; idem, ■zechiel,
(B.K. XIII/1), pp. 88ff.,

2
W. Ziramerli, Bzeciiiel, (B.K. XIIl/1), p. 88.

% Haag, II. 1$ T.W.A.T.. cols. 685-686; G. A. Cooke,
Kzekiel, (f.5.6'.), pp. 30f«; ... Bichrodt, :,zeldLel. (ZT. by
Coaslet Quin), (O.T.L.), London, 1970, p. 61.
The relationship of the Hebrew phrase ~<| 1 aaA the Aramaic
li/JlK' "11 is both too complicated and irrelevant to be discussed
hare. The discussion of this relationship can be found, e.g.,
in 3, Lowinckel, he That Cometh. (BT, by G. • Anderson),
Oxford, 1956, especially pp. 346-450; G. Balman, The " orda of
Jesus, (JJT. by 1). M. Kay), Edinburgh, 1902, pp. 234-267; HI Haag,
op. oit., cols. 632-689.
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of L'zekiel it refers to a private individual. In Ban* 8:17 it

refers to Daniel and in the Book of Saekiel it refers to Fzekiel

himself.^ As far as its occurrence in the Book of iizekiel is

concerned, most scholars are in agreement in taking this phrase

as referring to the contrast between Bzekiel, a man with Ms human

weaknesses, lowliness, and creatureliness, and Yahweh, the Lord,
2

with his glory, majesty, and almightiness.

As it now stands, its being used immediately after the complete

word-event formula (v. 2) is regarded by Comelis B. Houk as one

of the signs of the authenticity of the passage or the section
3

which follows.

The form-critical and literary-critical significances of the
phrase in the Book of Bzekiel are clear from the statement®
of "both W. Zimmerli and Comelis B. Houk. On the one hand
./« Zimraerli says : *Die formal leitet in der Legel eine neue
.edeeinheit ein und ist infotogedessen eines der wesentlichen
Uilfsraittel zur Ab renzung er einzelnen .edeeinheiten to Btiche
i'-iz' (op. clt., p. 88), and on the other Comelis B. Houk points out
that the phrase is one of the signs of the authenticity of the
passage or the section which immediately follows it ( • Q"! !A ~ ^ .1
Patters as Literary Criteria in Bzekiel•, J.B.L, 83, 1969,
pp. 184ff•).

2
See, supra, p. 104 note 3 * and A* B. Davidson, Ksefclel. (CanbaSldge
Bible for Schools and Colleges), revised by A. W. Streane, who
prefers to translate as •child of man' (pp. 15f.).

3
'Gomelis B. Houk, or . cit.« loc. cit..



In v, 3a<x it is stated that Bzekiel is commissioned by Yahweh

to deliver hie words to the elders of Israel. As was noted above,

this command is similar to that which is found in v. 27, although

the presence of the word in the latter has caused 3ome

problems. The use of the word H~1 (li'ei imperative) which is

followed by waw consecutive plus -Awperfect (= imperative), J1~1<£\H),

and prep. - bx in this command reminds one of the affinity

of Bzekiel to P. This is clear from the fact that this combination

of ~1HI (Pi'el imperative) and plus prep. ~^)X» which

occurs four times in the Book of Lzekiel (14:4, 20s3, 27} 29:3}

33:2), is found again only in P sections of the Pentateuch, i.e.,

in Leviticus (e.g., 1:2; 17:2} 18:2; 22:18; etc.) arid Lumbers

(e.g., 5:12; 6:2; 8:2; 15:2, 18, 38} etc.).

lurther, the interrogative sentence in v. 3&0 seems to refer
to what is stated in v. lap , and that the negative sentence in
v. 3"b is the answer to it. In other words, as it now stands,

1
w. 1-3 appears like a disputation-form of speech. In addition,

the way the negative answer of Yahweh is presented seems to support

this assumption.

The use of the phrases 5 J 4 il and 71 VH * Q J before

and after the answer respectively shows how emphatic the answer

is. Tiie combination of these two phrases is frequently used by

Tor tills form of speech, see, supra, p. 76.
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1
Ezekiel, and certainly is one of his characteristics.

Go, it can perhaps bo inferred that vv. la £ b-3 is actually

(part of) a disputation-form of speech in which the people is
2

confronted by Yahweh through the prophet. In this connection

there are two things which must be said before an examination of

vv. 4ff. oan be made, first, although vv, la0b-3 to ended with

the phrase H1 i~P ( 6 JIJ^) Q^J, it cannot be inferred that

the disputational speech is ended there. This is so primarily

because what is said in vv, la (3 b-3 is found again in vv. 30f..

This means that yv. JOff. is still part of the disputational

speech. Besides, it has been shown earlier that vv. 1-3 ar^d vv.

30f. are actually the beginning- and the end of the whole section

respectively. Second, on the basis of this, it can be said, that

vv. 4ff. is actually the continuation of the disputational speech

in vv. la ^ b-3. So, in the light of these two things, it can

be concluded that the reference to Israel*s past history in vv.

5-29 is actually part of the arguments which are used by Ezekiel

in the disputational speech itself.

How, before i£aekiel#e interpretation of Israel's past history

in this disputational speech is examined, a fow words must be said

Gee, e.g., ^zek. 5*H» 14*16; 16, 20; 16:46, 17*16; 18:3, 20:31,
33; 33*11; 34:8; 35*16, 11.

Cf • H. Graf Beventlow, Gftehter tlber Israels zechiel und seine
Tradition. Berlin, 1962, pp. 76-7§"«"
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about v. 4. The most interesting thing in this verse is the use

of the word 9 UJ31il (;ial irsperf. interrog.). In the Old

Testament this word in its present form is found, only five times,

and ail are in the Book of tsekiel, i.e., i zek. 20:4 (twice),

22:2 (twice), and 23:36."'' In all of these three passages the

word tyQLUSin is folic ;ed by, or more precisely, is

combined with, another sentence which contains the command to the

prophet to make known the abominations (subst. from IlyJTT)
of Israel. The facts that (a) this combination is uniquely

Ezekielian, and (b) in ,zek. 20:4 this combination is used as an

integral part of the disputational speech, suggest that that

combination is o: of the most important parts of the

disputational speech itself.^ And in that sense it confirms

the conclusion drawn earlier, i.e., that Uzekiel's treatment of

".... Inndelkem, Veterie Testament! Concordant iae xi&braicae atque
Chalaaicae, Akadernische Jruck-u. Verlagsanstalt, Craz, 1955*

2
'./hereas in both Szek. 20:4 and 22:2 the word y"!* is used, in
Ezek. 23 s 36 the word 1 ^ J .

z
yIn Ezek. 20:4 Israel is referred to as the •fathers', in 22:2
as 'the bloody city4 of Jerusalem, and in 23:36 as 'Oholah and
Oholibah*.

^Cf. G. A. Cooke, Szekiel. (I.O.C.), vo says that each time the
context explains that the word TV? 53 UJ nH means 'to set out the
case* against the people (p. 214).
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Israel' e past history (vv. 5-29)» which immediately follows that

combination (v. 4)» is part of the arguments in the disputational

speech itself.

Verses 5-29 s Israel's past history.

This section is remarkable in that in dealing with Israel's

past hi: tory it does not use metaphorical language. In other

words, this section is remarkable in tiiat it does not speak about

a foundling baby-girl (cf. sek. 16), or about a vine (of, zek.

15? 19sl0ff»), or about a lion (cf. zek. 19sIff.), or a>out

adulterous women (cf. .zek. 25). Instead, it speaks clearly,

openly, and directly, about the 'fathers' of Israel in the literal

sense of 'ancestors'.^" If the 'elders of Israel' or the current

generation, who are the addressees of the speech in this section,

feel that they are the children of these 'fathers* (cf. zek.

2s2; 18s2, 19; etc.), this direct address must have sounded more

emphatic than if it had been expressed metaphorically. A direct

address which is coupled with a clear mention of the name of the

addressee, is essentially stronger than a metaphorical one. This

is so because essentially the latter is more meditative than the

former. The direct address found in this action gives the

impression that Ezekiel knew very well how to use the social,

"K • Simmerli, bsechiel. (B.K. XIII/1), p. 459.
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religious, and anthropological back round of Ms audience for

the benefit and the effectiveness of his message. This is so

since to the eastern raind, and in a dispxitational speech such

as is found here, the effect ol the mentioning of tne abominations

of the fathers is almost as strong- as that of the mentioning

of the abominations of the cMldren itself. do, by lookin at

Israel*s past Mstory, bzekiel is actually lookin,. at the Mstory

of Ms audience itself.

Further, it is remarkable that this section does not use any

political phraseology or any political tern at all. Instead,

it uses phraseologies and terms which refer to the religious

life of the • fathers*. TMs fact suggests that the issues

of the speech in it are religious, and not political. In

other words, the abominations of the 'fathers* which are made

known here axe religious abominations, and not political ones

(cf. 'zek. 25, below). The fact that these religious

abominations are told in relation to Yahweh's choice of the

seod of the house of Jacob (v. 5) and, most significantly,

to the exodus event, has made this section unique. In tMs

connection dimmerii rightly warns that in dealing with tMs

section one must be very careful not to say that this section

can be understood as containing- an arbitrary remembrance of

Israelis past Mstory. Instead, so Simraerli opines, tMs

section must be looked at in its traditio-historical setting or

background*

^Ibid..



As in Ezek. 151 19: 10-14 in which zekiel puts the stress

of his understanding of Israel on the negative 3ide (cf. Hos.

1-5} Isa. 5:1-7; Jer. 2:lff,), in this section his interpretation

of Israel's past history is also dominated by his negative stress.

As it now stands, the formal structure of this section rewinds

one of the Credo. Therefore, according to Simmerli, Ezekiel's

negative interpretation of Israel's past history in it could, be

oriented antithetically to the outline of the salvation-history

which is found in the credo-formulas.* In this connection he

says that, on the one hand, the elements of Israel's disobedience

in Ezek. 20:1-29 can be related to the ancient traditional

elements of the murmuring of the people in the wilderness, of

the sinning ('Versttndigung') with the golden calf ( Exod. 52),

and the rebellion of part of the people in relation to the sending,

out of the spy to Palestine (Hum. 13f.} Pout. 1:19-46)» and on

the other, in Ezek. 20:1-29 Ezekiel is not called to enumerate

the sins of Israel, but to declare that the great events of

her salvation-history are themselves the 'Jtationen eines eges

2
der greulichen Sttnde Israels'.

As is said above, 0# tf. Coats takes up and develops one

aspect of what Zimmerli says here in that he demonstrates that

1Ibid.. PP. 439ff..

2Ibid., pp. 440-442.



Ezek. 20:1-29 does inherit both the rebellion tradition and the

murmuring one,'1 hat can be inferred from Coats's pparticular

work referred to here is that, from the point of view of both

the rebellion tradition and the murmuring one, the recitation

of Israel's sinful p: ct history in aek. 20:1-29, or rather Ezek.

20:l-?6, is neither new nor unique. This is so because the

traditions of Israel's sinful past history were already in

existence and in transmission long before .zekiel's time (cf.

Exod. 32? Num. 13f •? Pent. 1:19-46; etc.)'1.

However, Coats*s analysis of "zek. 20:1-29 must be regarded

on one-sided in that it has ignored the form and the structure

of this section. Despite the fact that the tradition-materials

which were 'used by Ezekiel were already in existence and in

transmission long' before his time, their being organically used

by Ezekiel in this particular part of the book which bears his

name seems to point to something new and, perhaps, unusual. In

this connection, Zimmerli's remark that the similarity of the form

end the structure of this section to that of the Credo-formula is

very important. Simmerli says that in this section zekiel takes

the elements of the 'little historical credo*. In this 'little

^G. u. Coats, op. cit., pp. 24, 78, 231-241.

2
One of the important aspects of Coats's work referred to here
is to show the rise and the transmission, or the development,
of these two traditions, i.e., the rebellion tradition and the
murmuring- tradition.
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historical credo* the great salvation-aeta of Yahweh from the

exodu3 onwards are praised, whereas in this section they are used

by Baekiel to show the history of the punishable disobedience

of Israel,1 Besides, the fact that in this section there is a

three-fold stereotyped formal structure, especially in vv. 5-26,

is quite distinctive, This is so since in the Book of ;zekiel

there are some passages which also show that zekiel is really

fond or the number three, e.g., the casuistic course of the three

generations in Bzek. 18, and the triple casuistic lay-out of

rzek, 3:17ff.; 14:12ff.; 33:1ff..2
Prom all this it can be inferred that although zek. 20:1-29

depends very much on tradition-materials older than "zekiel

himself, nevertheless its present form and structure show quite

clearly that it is distinctively zekielian. In other words,

although to some extent zekiel depends on the older traditions

he appears to have used those traditions organically and not

mechanically•

This inference is also supported by the result of the

following general examination of some passages outside the Book

of hzekiel in which the recitation of Israel's past history is

found. These passages are, among others, eut. 6:20-24, 26:5-9;

Johs. 24:2-13, 17f.; 1 Sam, 12:8ff.; Pas. 78:9ff.; 105:7ff.J

i
V. Zimmerli, op, cit., pp. 439ff••

gIbid.. p. 440.



106:6ff.j 136:4ff»? -.eh. 3:6ff.. disregarding the dates of all

of those passages, the most outstanding among them arc P3S. 1?6

and hah. 9s6ff•, in that the former begins Israel's history with

the creation (Ps. 136:4-9) and ends it with the occupation of

the land of Palestine, while the latter begins it with the

patriarchs and ends it with the exiles (Neh. 9:2?ff.}. these

two passages are called outstanding because none of the other

passages listed above begins Israel's history as far back as to
2

the creation or ends it as late as the exile. In other words,

what is involved in those other passages is Israel's past history

ranging from the period of the patriarchs to the period of the

occupation of Palestine by Israel. If this span of Israel's

past history is divided themtically, it would be cle .r that some

of those passages have less, or more, themes than the other and

that some of then deal with one or more themes differently.

This can be seen from what follows. The patriarchal theme is

found and is used as the beginning of Israel's past history only

in out. 26:5-9? Josh. 24:2-13? and Pa. 105:17ff«» whereas eut.

6:20-24? Josh. 24:17f.? 1 Sam. 12:8ff.; Pss. 78i$f£,; 136:4ff.,

use the exodus theme as the beginning of Israel's past history.

The term 'occupation* is used here
•conquering', and 'occupying*» the
there»

in the sense of 'entering',
land and Israel's settling down

2
Isa. 51:12-16 does refer the beginning of Israel's history to
the creation, but it is not considered here because it does not
refer to the end of that past history.



The wilderness theme is not mentioned at all in beut. 6:20-24?

26:5-9? 1 Sao. l?:8ff., and is only briefly mentioned in Josh.

24:7b, 17b j Ps. 136:16, althoug h it is mentioned in Ion. thy

measure in es. ?8:17ff.5 105:37ff»? 10o:13ff.5 and Heh. 9.

Finally, the theme of the occupation is found in all of those

passages, except in Ps. 106 in which it is only implicitly

indicated (Ps. 106:34ff•)•

How, if a comparison between haek, 20:5-29 and all of these

passages is made, it will appear that hek. 20:5-29 lacks both the

patriarchal theme and that of the exile because it be,-ins Israel's

past history with the "(heme of exodus (Ezek. 20:5ff.; the same as

in out. 6:20-24? Josh. 24:17f.? 1 bam. 12:Off.; ss. JStJff,»

136:4ff•)1 and ends with the theme of occupation as do all of

those passages, except I'eh. 9» In addition, it must be sain

that, as far as the wilderness theme is concerned, it is only

in Ps. 78:17ff»? fzek. 20:10-24, that this theme is mentioned

in relationship to, and vrith an emphasis on, the people's

rebellion against Yahweh. Whereas Ps. 106:13-33 and Heh. 9

mention this theme in relation to the confession of sins and the

penitential ixrayer of the people, those other passages in which

this theme is found mention it in relation to, and with an

emphasis on, the merciful salvation act of Yahweh. In the light

of tills, a comparison between Ps, 78:l?ff» end zek. 20:10-24 must

be raade. Prom this comparison it is clear that, on he one

hand, 3. 78:17ff. conceives the people who rebelled against

Yahweh in the wilderness as the Iphraimites (v. 9), and that the



psalmist has used this particular them© to juatify both the

rejection of the sortbem Xing&om and the acceptance of Jubah

by Yeaveh (w, 6?f«*)» while on the other, .sek. 2G*10f£» coneeivee
1

the rebel so tho whole of Israel, ■* end usee the refereace to the

wilderness theme as the reason dor the coming Judgement of

Jerusalem,

i'roa all this, it can be concluded that Israel's past history

was treated 9 or recited, in various ways by Israelite treditionists.

On the one hand their treatments snow soao differences, while on

the other* they still preserve sorts similarities, In other words,

Israel's traditions of her peat history wore not transmitted

mechanically, but organically, the result of vdcli saows that

both ainil rities end difference© have equal piece.

In this cozmcotion it is Interesting to fir, both G. von

Bad arid , Both arming thr t within the Hexateuoh or rentateueh

(Ttrateucir each of the thesws alluded to above constitutes a

basic elerent in a confessional states:ant, Von ad believes

that trailtio-hietcically the earliest confessional statement

can be found in Bout, 26#5-9» la which two themes, i*e,, exodus
2

end occrpation, are inseparably Juxtaposed, fo these two theaes,

the stateeeonts of vSiich Initially still confine th< seolveo to

\« Siiaiserli, 'Israel its -uehe raeoitiel*, ¥»T. 6, 1956, pp, 75-90•

p
G, von Bad, Old Teetaeent Pheolo. y,(ET. by i), K, G, Stalker),
Vol. I, : liritnu^-'j"" 1W>5t P« I-"1?} lde;r, The .robiu of He^ateuch
ana Other assays. ( JPa b. £• . -^mesaon" token)', :>Jirburgh, l$'r< «

PP, 3xf#«
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the objective historical facts, were later on added some other

themes whose statements are more theologically elaborated. And

the Eexateuch as it now stands is, according to von had, the

result of traditio-historical growth which is based o.^those basic
X

elements of the confessional statements or themes.

In distinction from von Bad, H, Moth believes that each of the

themes initially had its own cultic setting. ibven the two

themes, i.e., exodus and occupation, which von imd believes to

be inseparable from the- outset, are regarded by loth as representing'

two tradition-themes which were initially independent from each
2

other. Only later these two themes were joined together."

These two tradition-themes and the other ones, which form the

frame work of Pentateuch, were gradually joined together and
3

became the property of 'all Israel* in Palestine.-'

espite the differences of opinion between von had and both,

it is interesting to find that these two scholars do not seem

to regard Pentateuch (Moth) or Hexateueh (von Pad) as a result of

1
G. von Red, Ola Testament Theology, (ESP. by i?» P. G. Stalker),
Vol, I, pp. 122ff•; idem, The Problem of Pexatcitch end other

■ .ssays, (hi', by h. W. Trxieiaan rickecj, pp. 77ff..

Moth, A history of Pentateuchal Traditions, (ET. by 3. W.
Anderson), Rnglewood Cliffs, N.J. 1972, pp. 46f..

"Ibi PP. 42ff., 50ff.
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a Bieohaaieal and rigid processing of those themes. Besides,

they regard the themes of patriarchs, exodus, -il erness, and

occupation, as bein very old. However, von Had is sceptical
1

concerning the date of the joining together of those thymes,

whereas both is of the opinion that that joining together must

have taken place *between the time of the occupation of the land
2

aad tno beginning of the formation of the state*.

Indeed, apart from those four themes alluded to above there

are some others which ere equally important for the analysis of

Israel's Iiistory. Hut, in connection with the rain concern of

the present study, those four themes are mentioned here because

tney are probably the only ones referred to in nek. 20:5-31*

Now from all this, it can be said that, as far as the themes

of Israelis Credo are concerned, there are at least two kinds of

traditio-historical developments. First, if von Had and oth

are right, the Pentateuch or the fiexateuch mu-st be regarded as

the outcome of the development of the tradition themes,

second, the passages listed above, in which all or most of the

themes axe found, show another kind, of tradiiio-histoxical

development which does not lead to any specific end-product.

■*"0. von Sad, Old Testament Theolo v, (HP. by D. Pi. G. Stalker),
Vol. I, p. 122 note 21.

2
K. Hoth, op. cit,. p. 45*
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•These two kinds of development scan to be in contrast to each

other* If bath's dating of t;» joining together of those tneraes

is right, it is possible to argue that somo of those uassnges

Hated above, especially those which do not belong to Pentateuch,

are dependent on the iontateuchal traditions, This caeos true,

not only £pom the foot that they care later thai, the date proposed

"ay ;Oth, >ut also because of she cultic setting of each of the

thomoa, or o- the Credo as a unify, which at the sa.u tine has

became the vehicle for the transmission of t oso thosee end/or

the Orodo. Tills is assujainj.., of oourso, th&L those panties

outaid© the Pentateuch bear the narks of bein cultic In one way

ox* the othor.

However, there ia sera© evidence wtiioh eho .a tlist those

passages outside the .'ent-^teuch do act entirely depend on the

Per.tateuohal traditions. If it ia true th it the ©ntateunhal

troditions are an all-Israelite tradition, one wonders why

Ps. 7Q;Hff. singles out Northern Israel to be thr. subject of

tiioce Credo-like reeltain of Israel's pvu t history. heaidee,

the rejection of Northern Israel an the acceptance of Judah and

Uion (?s. ?8s6?ff,) aeem to presuppose the fact tint the process

of all-Israelialti; of those themes die not take place very smoothly •

1 2
G, von ad and , • Clients have pointed cut that the avid-..ion

iron at', 01: '-cptnnor.t Thcolo,; , (:T, by . ... » talker).
Vol, 3j pp, 4&f••

L
V! fi* Clements, -od and Eecaale. oxford, l$t b, p. «38t

iilPPhecy mi-' ovusinnt., London, 19^5, j # 92,
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traditions lived predominantly in Judah, whereas the traditions

of exodus-wil iemess-occupation lived predominantly in northern

Israel until at least the fall of Samaria.* The fact that some

of the passages listed above miss out one or two of the themes

whereas others elaborate then almost excessively, does seem to

show that there is no dependence of those passages on the

Pentateuchal traditions.. In addition, it is indeed very difficult

to find in the Pentateuch, or in the Herateuch, any parallel

to what is add in Ezek. 20:7-^ I

ixom all this, it can be concluded that the development of

the themes of Israel's past history which led to the formtion

of the Pentateuch or llexatsudh was not the only development which

ever took place. In other words, if some passages outside the

Pentateuch or Herateuch contain some or all of the thomes of the

Credo it does not necessarily always mean that they quote, or

depend on, the entatnuchal/Herateuchal traditions. Instead,

it must be said that both the Pentateuchal/Herateuchal traditions

and those passages which contain the themes of the Credo depend

on a common source, i.e., the cult in which the setting of each

of the themes is found. In this connection the question about

the date of the joining together of all of those themes must be

coupled, with the question of the dates of the successive joining

together of each inuividual theme to the others. .Putting it in

*See below, on Bssek. 16.



another way, it seems Impossible to answer the question, when

were the themes of creation, patriarchs, exodus, wilderness, and

conquest, joined together* This is so, since in the passages

in which the themes of the Credo are found, two of the themes,

i.e., that of exodus and that of occupation, are always present,

whereas the others are not. In other words, although some of

those passages miss out one or two of the themes, they always

have the themes of oth exodus and occupation. It can therefore

be inferred that the joining together of these two themes must

have taken place very early„And, consequently, if there is any

question of the date of the joining to ether of all of those

themes, it must be only the question of the dates of the gradual,

or successive, joining together with the others of these two

themes which had already been combined.

however, before anything can be said about the joining

together of the themes of patriarchs, exodus, wilderness, and

occupation, in zek. 20:5-29, there is another part, or another

line, of Israel's traditions which must he looked at. This
2

is the prophetic traditions. It has been shown earlier that

Ezekiel does not stand in isolation from the traditions of

Israel, or the prophetic traditions in particular. As far as

.Beyerlin argues that the exodus-Sinai traditions were reshaped
as soon as their bearers invaded Canaan (W. keyerlia, Origins
and history of the Oldest incitic Traditions, ((.ET« by 3. Sudaan)),
Oxford, 1965, pp. 151ffT. Cf. G. von Ead, op. cit., p. 122
and note 21.

2
gee, supra, pp. 40f..



the themes of the Credo are concerned, it is interesting to find

that the joining together, or the juxtaposition, of three of

then (i.e., the theses of exodus, wilderness, and occupation)

is found only in Amoa gslOf.1 as parts of Yahweh*s address, or

arguments, against * Israel*} and tiiat it is only in 'Seek* 20:5-29

that the joining together of four of them (i.e., the themes of

patriarchs, exodus, wilderness, and occupation) is found, ?his

fact does not nean that Amos or Jeremiah does not know the theme

of patriarchs, and neither does it nean that the other prophets

who do not iaaka any mention of any of then do not know them at

all. Indeed, the theme of patriarchs can be found in passages

such as Amos 7:9» 16; Hos. 12:lf, 12; ic. 7:20, and

the theme of exodus in Eos. llilj 12:13} lie. 6:4f. (exodus and

occupation)} 7:15} the theme of wilderness in Eos, 9:101'.; and

the theme of occupation, either explicitly or .implicitly, in
2

almost all of the prophetic books. Nevertheless, this fact

means that the joining together of three or mora themes does not

1
dome scholars, not without reason, would like to transpose
v. 9 and v. 10 which, indeed, may make a good result. See, e.g.,
'/• harper, Amoa and Hoaea, (l.C.C.) Ediiiburgh, 1905, in loo.;
G. A. Smith, The Book of the -Twelve Prophets, Vol, II, revised
edition, hew York and London, n. d.f in loo..

2
It is surprising that in Isa. l-59» with the exception of
10:26, there is no explicit allusion at all to any of those four*
themes.
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seem to have been known in the prophetic traditions. "von

that one which is found in Amos 2:10f, or, say, Amos. 2s2-11,

can hardly be regarded as coming from the time of Anos himself.

A closer examination of this passage shows that it is " sutor-
1

onomistie rather tiian purely Anosian. Bg.ain, the juxtaposition

of three themes in Jer. 2:6-7 does not appear very even, since

the themes of exodus find wilderness in v. 6 are in a quoted

sentence, whereas the theme of occupation in v. 7 seems to

continue the theme of wil■verness in vv. 2-3. As it now stands,

v. 6 is parallel to v. 8a in that both of ther. contain the same

kind of quotations. As they now stand, these two quotations

look like two liturgical formulae \r dob were usually used in
2

cultic activities. If it is really so, it is interesting to

find that, as far as v. 6 is concerned, the joining together

of the themes of exodus and wilderness was found, or even

deliberately initiated, in the cult. This fact does not

only support both von dad's and Noth's theses that the joining

together of the themes of the Credo took place in the cult, but

also provides a strong basis for the conclusion that it was this

cult, or the cultic activities, which had become the most

h:» J. /olff, bodekaprophetoE 2s Joel und Amos. (B.K. XIV/2),
i:eukirchen-viuyn,' 196% pp. 137f.t 172f.", 204ff.5 G. ...

Anderson, A. .Critical Introduction to the 01 Testament,
London, 1959 (reprinted with new bibliography 1972;, p. 149?
cf. A. 0, Kapelrud, Central Ideas in Amos, Oslo, 1961, pp. 30ff.,
47f..

2cf« H. Cunliffe-Jones, Jerersiah, (The Torch Bible Commentaries),
second edition, London, 1972, pp. 53f• •



important vehicle for the preservation and/or the transmission

of the .joined themes. In other words, although each one of

those themes of the Credo might well have been transmitted

individually and independently, their gradual and successive

joining together can only be found and be transmitted crdefly

in, and through, cultic activities.

In the light of all this, a detailed examination of ..zek.

20:5-29 can now be made. To begin with, it can be said that duo

to zekiel's priestly origin ( :zek. 1:5} etc.), the joining

together of some of the themes of the Credo must have boon quite

familiar to him. Although among- the books of the prophets it

is only in Jzek. 20:5-29 that the joining together of four of

the theme3 is found, it cannot be said that before the time of

izekiel that joining together did not exist. In other words,

although within the line of the prophetic traditions zed. 20:5-29

is the first to record the joining together of the themes of

patriarchs, exodus, v/ilderness, and occupation, nevertheless

the origin of that joining together must probably be found

chiefly in the cult which is earlier than zekiel himself.

It has been shown earlier that, as it now stands, zek. 20:5-29

is part of a dispuiattonal-speech between Yahweh said Israel.

To this extent it is similar to Jer. 2:2-8 and Amos 2:9ff*»

However, a closer examination of the comparison between ;zek.

20:5-29 and these two passages shows that izek, 20:5-29 is unique :

" 10?f • •



In the disputatiorial-speeches In both Jer. 2:2ff• and Aaos,

;i-l6 Israel*s past history is referred to in its positive

meaning, i.e., as salvation history, and that it is only after

the occupation that Israel snowed her sinful deeds, whereas in

,sek« 20s3-29 Israel is accused as having' sinned from the time

when she was still in •. uyi 11 besides, Bzeh. 20s5-29 tells tho

sinful past history of Israel in four periods, i.e., the period

when Israel was still in Bgypt (w. ('-$■), the period of the first

©neration in the wilderness (w. 10-17), the period of the second

generation in the wilderness jw. 18-26) and the period after

the occupation (vv. 27-29). roia this chronological division

it is clear that uzekiel is also unique in that he aeeas to h;_ ve

conflated the themes of patriarchs and exodus into one period

(vv. 5-10), and that in the thome o wilderness ho distinguishes

the first generation of Israel (yv. 10-17) from the second one

(vv. 18-26). ris uniqueness does not atop here in that the

first three periods are spoken of in a stereotyped structure

with the almost verbatin repetition of some or most of its

phraseologies.

All of these facts show, on the one hand, how bindin the

traditions of Israel were for her traditioniets, while on the

other, how free Esekiel was in handling and transmitting them.

On the basis of this organic relationship between the traditions

of Israel and her traditionists, it seems justified to carry

out a close examination of fzek, 20:5-29 accordin. to the order

of the chronological division mentioned above rather than



according to the themes of the Credo which are involved in it.

This does not mean that tho former order will, or should, exclude

the latter. As a matter of fact, in sek. 20:5-29 both orders

are inseparable.

How, before that close examination is carried out, something

must be said about the relationship between the two orders which

are involved in this particular section, i.e., iiaek. 20:5-29*

First, what is involved in the thematic order of the Credo is

the saving acts of Yahweh, or the salvation history, in which

Yahweh is the subject and Israel is the object. This can be

seen in w. 5-7 (the theme of patriarchs] , v. 10 (the theme of

exodus), w. 11, 18 (the theme of wilderness), and v. 28a (the

theme of occupation). Second, what is involved in the ciironolo¬

gical order is the abominable deeds, or the abominable history,

of Israel.

This is clear in v. 8 (first period), v, 15 (second period),

v. 21 (third period), and w. 27b, 28b (fourth period). Third,

the traditional Credo of Israel is concerned only with the saving

acts of Yahweh or the salvation history. But now the course

of this salvation history is used by ;sekiel to reveal openly

the aboxninations of Israel, so that in this particular section

Israel's ;:*ast history is the histor:, of her unishable abomina¬

tions rather than the history of her glorious salvation.

The first period : Israel in dgy pt (w. 5-9) •

As far as content and structure are concerned, the speech
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depicting the first period can be analysed as follows : (a)

the element of the salvation history (w„ 9f.)» (b) the clement

of lav (v. 7)s (c) the element of Israel's rebellion (v. 8a),

(d) the element of Yahveh's judgement (v. 8b), and (e) the element

of Yahwe'. ' forgiveness or the suspension of the judgement

(v. 9). These five elements are so beautifully and systematically

arranged that no one will fail to reco gnize how artistic is

Ezekiel's speech in this particular port of the book which

beers his name. As a matter of fact, this systematic, and

beautiful, structure is used again in his speeches which depict

the second and the third periods.

a. The element of salvation history (w. 5f»)»

The expressions in which the element of salvation history

is contained are so emphatic that, on the one hand, they look

so repetitious, while on the other, it is difficult to remove

any part of them ' ithout damaging their wholeness. This is

clear especially in the fact that the expression ~Is \JJJ is

found three times, a number of occurrences which soens to be

excessive for a short speech o two verses such as this.

Besides, it is only in its third occurrence, i.e., in v. 6a,

that this expression seems to be appropriate, because here it

is followed by an accusative o»3 act xich denotes the substance of

the oath, whereas in the first two occurrences it seems to be

hanging in the air without any definite accusative cbjeet.

Many soholars have noticed t is uneven literary structure,
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and their contributions towards its solution are worth noting.

Fohrer, who believes that £zek. 20 s 1-32 consists of twenty

strophes with seven short lines each, regards v, 5b as a

•variierende Glo se nach 5a' and it rust be deleted."^ In

distinction from Pohrer, Eichrodt attempts to solve the uneven-

ness on theological grounds. According to him, Yahweh's

revelation ( ^11)$) must precede Yahweh's oath ( "V »

therefore the expression 7]* (J~^ in v. 5b is not in the

right place. However, despite the smooth translation of his

reconstructed text, it is difficult to follow Eichrodt's
2

explanation.' Another solution is offered by Cooke, who says :

1 Jue first I lifted up m,y haM (v. 5&y is not followed as anywhere

else, by a clause giving the substance of the oath; the second

does not go naturally with 1 am fatiweh; while the third (v. 6a)

is in its proper place1.
3

then ne continues : 'The three together can. hardly be original1.

However, it is not clear what Cooke means by hie latter remark,

since in Ms textual note on this particular phrase ho says :

'the second STJ JJ$\ certainly interrupts the sentence, and may

^G# Fohrer - K. Galling, sec'Mel. (H.A.T. 1. eihe 13),
THbingen, 1955, p. 109.

2 \

W. Gichrodt, Tzekiol, (j.T, by Ccsslett uin), (0. Condon,
1970, pp. 258ff. note d-e.

"

A. Cooke, . seinol, (I.O.C.), 1956 (reprinted 19^7)» P« 214.
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1
be an accidental repetition*»

These three examples of the attempt to solve the problem

of the unevenness of vv, 5f. are enough to show that the joining

together of those short sentences is really problematic.

However, all of those attempts eeera to have forgotten one

important feature which is characteristic of zekiel. This

is .zekiel's habit of describing one particular thing by using

several short sentences, vhioh sometimes look very repetitious

or excessive. Given this particular characteristic of sekicl,

it is unlikely that there is any textual or phraseological problem

at all in vv. 5f.. Besides, one nust remember that in these two

verses zekiel has very concisely joined to; -ether the descrip¬

tions of two, or even three, themes of Credo, i.e., the theme

of patriarchs (v. 5fc)» the theme of exodus (v. 6a), and the theme

of occupation (v. 6b). :;o, it seems unnecessary to reconstruct

the text of vv. 5f • ♦ because as it now stair's its form is really

characteristic of the prophet himself.

The word ~| F1H in v. 5a is interesting' because it is not

found again in the Book of fzekiel• This wor; , with Israel

as its-aeonnative object, is most frequently used in the Book of

Beuteronony (leut. 4:57; 7:7; 10:15; 14:2); and scholars have

argued, that tliis word, with Yahueh as the subject and Israel as

1

"V g-':.. * t P* 224 •
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the object, came into use only at a fairly late period, i.e.,

from the time of the euteronomist onward," wen so, the word

contains an. idea which is much older than the Tsuteronoriist,

and Bowley has shown that this idea might well have originated
2

from the time of Abraham.** By mentioning the name of Abraham,

there is now a question of whether the word \ FlH with a

private individual as its object is the same as the word ~\ fllL

with the people of Israel as its object. There is evidence to

show that the word )ff3. is used with private individuals as

its object in the pre-'euteronomic period.' hut since none

of these private individuals is one of the patriarchs, it is

difficult to see their relationship with Israel as a people,

hue only passages which clearly mention the patriarch-'s) as

the ooject of the word""") ("13. are mostly exilic ox post-exilic.

hie can be seen, e.g., in laa. 41i8f., 44s1-2; heh. 9»7»

how, because it was the euteronomist who first used the word

~|f"]IL with the people of Israel as its object, it can be

concluded that the use of this word with the patriarch(s) as

its object came still later. In other words, although there

is a strong relationship between the patriarchs and the people

AG. von Had, op. cit., p. 178 and the notes there? G. J . Kendenhall,
♦Election*| 1.1.3. Vol. II, pp. 76£f«| H. Oeebass,
1X2* 5., T.W.A.T.. cols. 602ff•• -T

* H. Kowley, The Biblical octrine of .flection, London, 1950,
pp. 15-44.

Z

''fee, e.g., 1 far-. 2:26? 10:24? 16:6-10, 12; 2 fan. 6:21; 16:18.



of Israel , the identification of trie former as feeing ciiosen by

Yahweh came latex4 than that of the latter.

eturning to the use of the word "11111 in n'zek. 20:5a, there

is the question whether or not in this case izekiel is dependent

on the euteronomiat. It has been shown earlier that, on the

basis of .zek, 20 in p; rticular, there is a close relationship

between ze«riel and the euteronomist.1 It is certainly not

very difficult to see this relationship again in the use of the

word"1T13.with the people of Israel as its object. But it is not

clear whether this kind of use of the word"!illwas really the

invention of the Deuteronomist. In this connection, it is

interesting to find that most of the scholars t.ive a negative

answer to this problem, altiiough they do not give any clear

solution either as to where, when, and by whom, the word ~1 H2L
2

with the people of Israel as its object originated.

Outside the hook of euteronomy and the Book of ...zekiel

the word TO3.with the people of Israel as its object, or its

;hipra, p. 99, in which it is shown that the word >7\3- (in
niph'll) in iSzek. 20:27b-28 is also found in the euterononic/
euteronoraictic traditions.

2
G. E* Mendenhall suggests that if the word inn was known
before euteronomy, 'the religious meaning- of God's "choosing"
must be looked for within the framework of the religious bond
which held early Israel to: ether, This can only be the
covenant tradition' (op. cit., p. 79)? cf. II. H. Bowley,
op. cit.. pp. 15-44)1 G, von had, op. cit,, pp. ■imraerli,
-.gechiel, (B.k. XIIl/l), p. 442. "
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implied object, is found chiefly in the Psalms (e.g., Pss. 33:12;

47:5? 65:5; 78:67f.» 105:6, 43; 106s5; etc.} and in Seutero-

Isaiah (e.g., Isa. 41:8f.j 44:If.} 45:4; 49:6; etc.).1 In

th case or the occurrence of this particular use of the

word""|niL in the Psalms, X. Tioch asks whether or not there is

any influence of the euterononic circle on the part of the
2

psalmists. Loch's answer is ne,native. Then he argues that

in this particular case both the psalmists and the Peuteronomist

have "been dependent on the eultic traditions of Israel.

The sane is true with the question of the occurrence of this

particular use of the word ~1 Fl 3. in Deutero-Isaiah, Koch has

rightly shown that, on the one hand, in both the Psalms and

Deuteronomy this particular use of the word fl 3. is always

connected with the recital of Israel's heils,-eschichte, and on

the other, in Deutero-Isaiah it is connected with the Heilaorakel

of the prophet,^ The fact that eutero-Isaiah'a lleilsorakel is

or 1 Kin.".s 3:8» see X. Loch, »Lur Geschichte der .rwablungs-
voxsteilung iri Israel', ....... 67 (l. 26), 1955# P. 228 note 45#
whereas for Isa. 14:1# see infra, p. 1?3note 2 .

2
"♦Slnd die ihrwthlungsaussagen der Psalmen, soweit sie sich auf
das Volk Israel boZiehen, auf deuteronomischen dinfluss
zurttckzufuhren?' (K. Eoch, on. clt., p. 214) *

'(ibid. 1 pp. 214, 217» Of. A. .riser, The hoalma, (i?T. by
H« Hartveil), (O.T.L.), London, 1962, pp. 59f«»

'TL. Loch, 00. cit., pp. 206-222.



very much oasod on Israel*a past aoile.:;socnicate"'" suggests that

. eutero-Isaiah has taken this particular use ox the wore from

the same source as that from which both the psalmist ana the

eateconomist do# ahis source is the cultic traditions of

2
Israel. do, from all trie it can be concluded, that the origin

of the irord ~1 F13. with the people of Israel as its object, or

its implied object, is the cult. It is from this critic common

source that both the euterono 1st and hsekiel have taken this

particular use of the word ~~| fl H • In haekiel^ case, this

is strengthened by the fact that zekiel himself was a priest, who

must have been quite familiar with the recitation of the

Heisrcesci ichte in the cult/'

Tor this problem see especially 1# P. Carroll, the iynificance
of the election Traditions of Ancient Israel for the ^ rophets
,T >.u....... I. v. _.... ---xnM - ?: --h ■i 'Fr. ..."thti F ■ km
"(■unpublished thesis'), University of Edinburgh, 19&7, pp. 364-404.

2,h«eh Sfljfcarks : * or fast ausschliesslich Gebrauch von "inn in
r eilsorakel (in T eutero-Isaiali) weist auf die kultische
tradition als .crkunftort* (op. cit.. p. 221).
this remark is al3o applicable for the solution oi the use of
the word "inn in Isa. 14:1. dee also, A. Schoors, I Aia God
"four uviour, (V.f.-vupp. Vol. AXIV), Leiden, 1973* pp. 50f..

3
K. Koch, op. cit., pp. 2Q5-22C. For further discussion of
the use of the word 1 n 1 in the Old Testament, see, e.g.,
Th, C. Vriezen, Pie rw8Mur-.gr Israels nach dec. / Iten Testament,
2urioh, 1953J H« deebass, '-inil'f II-I1I, in T.'/.A.T., cols.
593-608. ~ T *

A

The recital of the 'le ils/-,eschiohte is one of the priests*
duties in the uumran community, .ee, A. V/eiser. op. cit.,
PP. 679f. and the note there.



Thus, on the basis of all 'Luis, the relationship between

Uaekiel and the euteronomic circle in terms of the use^o of

the word | F13. with Israel as its object cannot be explsS**

without the reference to the cultic common source. The direct

relationship between Essen, 20 and , ev-terouoay, or the dependence

of the former on the latter, is also ruled out by the we of the

phrase ~JA by Eaekiel for Yahveh*s oath instead of the

word y ZL\U * Although the word VHIZ/ia also found iu the Book of

Eaekiel (Ezek, l6:8j 21:28 an;? 32s4 ), its use for Ya^rweh's

oath to the patriarchs is almost exclusively characteristic of

euteronomy ( eut. 1:8, 35; 4;31? 6:10, 18, 23; etc,).^"
Besides, the phrase-13 is used by Ezekiel not only for Yahweh's

oath to the patriarchs, („zek. 47:14;» hut also, poite uniquely,

for Yaiiwe i*s oath to the people oi. Israel who, as is stated in

.'Jzelr. 20:5» was to go out from pc/pt.

In ;zek, EC b ■ phrase ~I* oca .re; novo:. tines, and in

vy. 5-6 alone it occurs three tinea. The triple occurrence

of the phrase 1* ^\Z/J in vy. 5-6 MHTfc also be regarded as

zekielian. This is so because the statements, or the short

sentences, in w« 5-6 cannot be understood as referring to the

chronological sequence of some historical events, since the

""•d, iU river, op,., cio,, p, Ixxix; cf. W, Siinaerli, -.zocaiel,
(B.K, XIII/I), p. 443.



introductory MiHTl in v. 6 only specifies , or refers

other words, all tae statements, or the short sentences, in vv„ 5a J3 -6

in v. 5aoc, wiiich are paratacticslly arranged. Bach one of the

descriptions has a significance equal to that of the others, and

to that extent, the triple use of the phrase fff $\ilJ must not be

regards as unusual repetition for Ezekiel. As has been said

above, ^Biin Q\s3. in v. 6a is in fact a repetition of the

statement SkBU/4! s~lflZl Qis3.in v. 5a<x i So, what is meant by

these paratactically arranged short sentences is that the day

when Yahweh chose Israel is also the day when Yakweh swore to

the seed of Jacob, is also the day when Yahweh m,.de himself

known to then in i^ypt, is also the day when Yahweh swore to

them saying 'I an Yahweh your God*. That particular day is

also the day when Yahveh swore to Israel to bring them out of

the land of Egypt to the land which he has searched out ....

liow, from these paratactically arranged sort descriptions,

there are at least two tilings which deserve attention, First,

for zehiel Israel is the seed of Jacob, Although it is possible

to trace the mentioning of the name 'Jacob* traditio-hiatorically

back to the patriaxciial traditions, what is significant here is

that for Ezekiel Jacob is the father of the people Israel, or

the father of the twelve tribes*"1' It is, of course, possible to

1
According to h, hicks, who adopts . Gunkel's analysis of the Jacob
traditions, the making of Jacob to be the father of Israel the
twelve tribes was a very late development of the traditions of
Jacob as an individual. L. nicks, 'Jacob (Israel)', I.F.J.,
Vol. II, pp. 783f..

back to, the statement s~lHH Qi5.! in v. 5a oc. In

are actually repetitions of the statement



understand the name 'Israel® as referring only to the northern

Kingdom (cf. Hzek, 4 s5» 25s 3t 37 s17) {^ hut its being paratacti-

cally joined wit the name 'Jacob', which was originally popular
o

in Judah, " only strengthens iimraerli's argument that for hzekiel
3

the name 'Israel' means the whole people of Israel, i.e., .orth

and South. Second, it is interesting to find that according to

Ezek, 20:5-6 Israel's past history begins in i^gypt, and that

the beginning of that history is associated with an important

salvation act on the part of Yahweh which is described by the

x/ords 1 ill, ™|i , and In other words, the

beginning of Israel's history is the time when Yahweh chose them,

swore to then, and mnde himself known to them (theophany?), and

that these three salvation acts of Yahweh took place in Egypt.'

In addition, this element of salvation history is coupled with

■*"J. Smith, The cok of the Prophet ...zet.iel - A lew Interpretation.
London, 1931* PP. 55ff.» of. J. B. Hartford, Studies in the hook
of Hzekiel. Cambridge, 1935» PP. 31f«, 93-102.

o

L. Hicks, op. cit., pp. 783f*»

JZiiamerli, 'Israel in ;uchc kaec-iel*, V, . 8, 1958, pp. 75-90.

^The similarity of .sen. 20:5 to ixod. 6 rnuat be understood as
originating frora the common cultic source wlxich was used by
the authors of these two passages. V. himmerli regards the
phraseologies of both passages as referring back to the priestly
way of speech, or to the priestly circle (Esechiel. ((B.K. XIIl/l)),
P. 443).
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Yahweh*e oath ( "7 1 ^l//l) to bring the people out of Ifeypt

to the land which Yahwei has searched out for them (v. $)» The

Ion* statement of the oath in v, 6a b can be divided into four

or five snort sentences ox- descriptions, and their respective

parallelisms can very easily be found elsewuexs.^ But, as it

now stands, that statement of Yahweh*s oath comiots only of

two important points, i.e., the oath to brin*; the people out of

iigypt (mid trie oath to brin, them in-}to another land. This

land is then described ay two short sentences which follow the

statement VH>$n j>^in v. 6b, Those two points in fact constitute

two themes of Credo wiiioh, as has been shown earlier, were from

a very early time joined to< ether in tii© cult. This fact alone

sJiowo that here Eaefclel has a direct relations! iip with the cult.

This relationship i© also clear from the paratactical arrangement

of the three esoriptions of the land, which innerli calls *die
2

droifachc, fast liturpiec feierliohe trfldlkatioh*, The uniqueness

of zo lei is also clear in that in statin*,; all these acpecto

of the beginning of Israel*s hiator , especially that of the

exous, h«s does not make any mention at ell of the elements of

oppression by the gyptians, the cry o the oppressed , and tiieir

delivei-aiicc (cf, xod, 3{ 6), In other words, the promisee of

*Tor this, see in particular, G, A, Cooke, sekiel. (I,C,C«),
p« 2145 • wimsaerli, .aeefl&l, (B,K. XIIl/l;, p. 444 •

2Ibid.c
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the exodus arid of the bringing into the land which Yehweh lias

searched out do not seem to be linked to the traditions about

the slavery in Egypt, Whether Ezeklel knew these traditions

or not is difficult to decide, because there is no hint at all

about it in the book which bears his name (cf. Ezek. 23'. 1-4,

for which, see be low).

Having said all this, it can be concluded that in referring

to, or in reciting, the beginning of the salvation history,

Ezekiel is both standing in the cultic or priestly line and

emphasizing only the saving acts of Yahweh without contrasting
2

them with the situation of the people in Egypt. lioreover,

despite the fact that some of the aspects of the salvation acts

of Yahweh recited here could refer to different saving ants of

Yahweh which began outside Egypt, for Ezekiel all of them began

in Egypt.

b. The element of law (v. 7)»

As it now stands, the form of the statement of law in v. 7

reminds one of that of the statement of law in Lev. 19:13* in that

it begins with W ft and ends with a self-proclamation formula

Even in the big collection of the addresses against Egypt in
chapters 29-31 there is no hint at all of the traditions of the
slavery of Israel in Egypt.

2
The constant use of the first pers. sing, verbs in w. 5-6
is quite impressive.
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QDTlbM ilYiT • 1" terms of the Old Testament
law, this concluding self-proclamation formula is also called the

motive clause or, more specifically, the motive refrain. As

it is found here, the motive refrain is connected with the

command asyndeiically, arid to that extent it reminds one of the

similar structure of some of the commandments in the Code of

1
Holiness.

The similarities as well as the dissimilarities of the command¬

ments in the Code of Holiness and in the Book of Ezekiel,
2

especially in Ezek. 40-48, have long been noticed by scholars.

How these similarities and these dissimilarities are to be

explained is outside the scope of the present study. However,

there are some points which are worth noting. First, as far

is asyndetically connected with a commandment, is found again

in the Book of zekiel only in Ezek. 20j19. Second, the asyndetic

connection between this motive refrain and a commandment, or a

compound commandment, is very frequently found in tire Code of

for this, see especially, B. Geraser, 'The Importance of the
Motive Clause in Old Testament Law', V.T. Gupp., Vol. I, 1955»
pp. 50-66, more especially p. 55. Gemser also regards the
motive clauses as being attached to Old Testament law from a very
early time, and that they are not later redactional additions.
Contrast, however, W. Ziraraerli, Bzechiel. (3.K. XIIl/l), p. 445.

2
"fee, e.g., infra, p. 147 note 1 % L. Gunz, *BibelkritiacheB II s
Ezechlel', ...'•.M.G. 27, 1875» PP. 676-689,

as form goes, the motive refrain which
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Holiness,* and it could perhaps be regarded as one of its

characteristics•

Third, Simmerli rightly points out that, on the one hand, the

parallelism between zek. 20s7 and some commandments in the Code

of Holiness cannot be denied, and on the other, the language

of Szek, 20s7, i.e., the use of the words 0^ *1pUJ and D.^ b ^ ,
is exclusively .zekielian. Iron these three points it can

perhaps be inferred that, as far as the commandment in zek. 20:7

is concerned, "Izekiel could not have been dependent on the Code

of Holiness. The formal similarity between the commandment in

Zzek. 20:7 and that in Lev, 19:3 is due to their common source

rather than to the dependence of the former on the latter or vice
2

versa. This is so, primarily because Uzekiel was himself a

priest and Lev. 19:3 is generally regarded as a priestly commandment. ^
Now, although formally Jzekiel seems to be dependent on the

common and priestly source, essentially he seems to be free to

handle the legal or judicial traditions. This is clear in that

(a) in Eaek. 20:7 he uses his own vocabulary, i.e., pl/J
and Q s b \ bA , and (b) there is no other recorded evidence that

Yahv/eh had ever given his corraaandment to the people of Israel

"3. Gemser, op. cit.. pp. 55.

2
0. issfeldt, The Old Testament : An Introauction. (:.T. by
P. H. Ackroyd), Oxford, 1966', p. 238.

"'Ibid., pp. 204f..
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ia hgypt before the exodus except in Hzek. 20:7. A few words

must be said about the fact stated in (b) above. As it now

stands, what is stated in v. 7 is actually one of the descriptions

of the beginning of Israel's history. This is clear in that

form-critically vv. 6-7 is parallel to v, 5« This parallelism

can be seen in the following evidence : a) the words >Vl i~l il L^M

in v. 6 ia parallel to the words^lun vini Q?lin v. 5} b) the

self-proclamation formula at the end of v. 7 is similar to that

at the end oi' v. 5« "Due to this fact, the significance of the

way-cons©cutive in the word at the beginning of v. 6 is also

to be recorded as equal to that of the waw-conseoutive in the

words tfU/M (twice) and in v. 5. This is to say that what

is stated in v. 7 cannot be regarded as an event which historically

took place after those which are stated in vv. 5-6. Instead,

the statement must be regarded as a part of the descriptions

of the beginning of Israel's history. In that sense, the

statement must be regarded as the continuation of the descriptions

which are stated in w. 5&Pb-6; and it is so, because of one

of Uzekiel's characteristics, i.e., his habit of arranging

such long and detailed descriptions paratactically. All these

descriptions of the beginning' of Israel's history ere to be

understood not as referring to some events in a chronological



order.1 Hather, they refer to the aspects, or to the dimensions,

of the beginning of Israel's history as it is •understood by

Zzekiel.

So, if it was said above that the day when Yahweh chose

Israel is also the day when he swore to the seed of Jacob, made

himself known to them in Egypt, swore to them sa ing *1 am

Yahweh your God', swore to them to bring them out of hgypt into

the land which he has searched out it must be said that that

very day is also the day when he commanded each individual

Israelite to cast away the detestable things of their eyes arid

the idols of Egypt. In other words, according: to 1 sek. 20:5-7

the beg,inning of Israel's history cannot be sep;irated from the

commandment, or the law, of Yahweh. Putting it the other way

around, the commandment, ox* the law, of Yahweh is from the outset

an integral part of the beginning of Israel's history. This

does not mean, however, that for zekiel the salvation history

is conditional (cf. l6:3ff.; 23:2-4)• father, it means that for

him the salvation history cannot be perceived without its legal,

or judicial, element.

1
Contrast J. van Seeters, 'Confessional eformulation in the
Hxilic Period*, V.T. 22, 1972, who , translation of zek. 20:5-6
shows how he would understand the descriptions in v. 5a ftb
as referring to events in the chronological sequence. His
translation reads as follows :

'Thus says the Lord, Yaliweh : "On the day whe; I chose Israel,
I made an oath to the descendants of the house of Jacob alter
having revealed myself to them in Egypt, an after h, viiv, made
an oath to them stating : "I am Yairweh your God", On that very
day (pp. 440f.).
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In this connection there are at least two thing® which must

be examined. First, Esekiel*s thought that from the outset

the salvation history is not conditional, yet cannot be perceived

without its legal element. In his book The Law and 'The ixophets~

Ziimaerli has pointed out that theologically the Old Testament

law is embedded In the covenant between Yahweh and his people

Israel.2
Within the context of the covenant the law can neither be under¬

stood as a threatening power nor be ignored. Although on the

one hand '"law* is a commandment which has the power to expel
3

men, or even the whole nation of Israel, from the covenant*, on

the other, and in its relationship with the covenant, 'the law

stands ... as something which hides a curse behind it, even though,

because of its connection with the covenant, it recalls God•s

great act of salvation, and so is continually a reason for

rejoicing'." ith this understanding of the function of law,

Siimaerli rejects the opinion of von had, i.e., that the prophets

* Zinrnerli, The Law and The rophets, (ET, by li, E. Clements),
Oxford, 1965.

2Ibld.. pp. 51f..

5ibia.. p. 51.

"'Ibid., p. 60.
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were the preachers of law full of threat arid judgement.

Instead, he is of the opinion that the prophets always used

the lav; in its relation with the covenant. This is so, because

the addressee of the prophets is the covenant people of Israel,
2

who for a lone time ,had lived with its divine law*. further,

according to Napi«.c, the covenant ( ) between Yrnweh

and Israel cannot be separated from Yahweh's election ( "^DH )

of the people of Israel. Mapiey says s 'lection with reference

to Israel is perpetuated and realised in covenant^ Although

the terms i-0 end "lllH are very rare in the classical

prophets, 'the notion of covenant is unrdstakably and persistently-

present : covenant as the working extension and implementation
A

of election

Prom all this it can perhaps be inferred that the concepts

of election, covenant, and law, with reference to Israel, are

not the invention of the prophets. Rather, they are the property

of the people as a cultic community and/or, before that, cultic

^Ibid.. pp. 51, 6lff.»

2Ibid., p. 76.

^B. I. Kapler, 'Prophet, Prophetism', I, „h.« Vol. Ill,
P. 913.

4Ibid..
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ooMuaitieB, and that from there the prophets took them over.

Tills is also the line which E. E. Clements argues i'or in his

book Erophecy and Covenant,^ Moreover, Clements quite rightly

shows that for the pre-exilic prophets the traditions of the
2

exodus, the covenant, and the law are inseparable. Although

it is not clear' when the joining together of these three

traditions took place, the use of the law by the pre-exilie

prophets presupposes the function of the law within the covenant

context. In other words, for the pre-exilie propiiets the law,

which was already extant, is not a lire-condition for the covenant
3

or the election. Bather, it is a part of it. In terms of

the salvation history, the law or the commandment is not a pre¬

condition for Israel's deliverance by Yahweh, rather, it is part

of Yahweh's saving act itself. As far as nzekiel is concerned,

it can hardly be denied that he also follows this line of the

theology of lav. This is clear, for example, from the fact

that in aek. 20:5-7 he describes the election of Israel by

referring to the covenant and the covenant law (v. 7) • So, as

E. Clements, Eropheo;-. arid Covenant. (S.3.T. 45)» London, 1965.

2Ibid., pp. 45ff..

3Ibid., pp. 69ff..

^Cf. W. Zinanerli, op. cit.c pp. 80ff.«



in other pre-eadLlio prophets, the salvation history for hsekiel

is also unconditional, yet inseparable from the obligation of

the commandment(s) or law.

So;/ever, as far as hlzek. 20:5-7 is concerned, it is remarkable

that this passage shows quite explicitly both the element of

salvation history (vv. 5-6) and the element of law (v. 7). This

explicit statement is not found in the parallel passages of the

other pre-exilic prophets. In the latter in which igypt, or

exodus, is regarded as the beginning of Israel*3 history, it

is only the element of salvation history which is explicitly

mentioned, whereas the element of law is sometimes only presupposed.

This is clear, e.g., in Amos 2:5-11? 5*7? Hos, 11:1; 12:10?

15:4f»? Jer, 2:6. 'The explicit mentioning of the element of law

is also missing in the passages such as Jer. 2:2f«? 31*2f. in

which the wilderness period is regarded as the beginning of

Israel*s history. Coupled with the fact that the words

aBd U'blbA in hzek. 20:7 are characteristically Ezekielian,

tlie exp licit mentioning of the element of law here must be

regarded as unique. This uniqueness is also clear in that in

the other pre-exilic prophets and in the other collections of

laws in the Old Testament the element of law is almost always

associated with the wilderness period or Sinai event, in hzek.

20:7 it is associated with the period when Israel was still in

f^gypt.

Second, this uniqueness of Ezek. 20:7 creates a question of

the historical reference(s) of the commandment stateo there.
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Elsewhere in the Old Testament a commandment which is similar

to this one is found only in Lev. 18:3. Apart from its form-

critical problem and its fmiction in the context of the wholej
Lev. 18,1 the commandment in Lev. 18:3a does not seers to refer to

any prohibition of religious idolatry as does the commandment

in haek. 20:7. However, the mentioning of the names of Egypt

and Canaan in such a parallelism In Lev. 18:? could give the

impression that in this particular passage the Egyptians * way

2
of life is regarded as similar to that of the Cmnaanites. This

is so, because as it now stands Lev. 18:3 (of. Lev. 18:24ff.)

presupposes^Israelite cult in Palestine end not at Sinai (v. If.),
how, although it is difficult to find other evidence for the idea

bhat the Egyptians' way of life is regarded as similar to that

of the Canaanites, it might well be that in Israel's cultic life,

Tor this, pee, e.g., H. Graf heventlow, ,as heili, keitsgesetz :
fonageschi|lich untcrsucht. (V.K.A.II.T. 6), T,eukircheu, Krei's
i oers, 19«1» who notes that in lev. 18:1-5 there is a double
situation : the linai situation (vv. 1-2) and the Palestinian
situation (v. 3)• About this, Eeventlow says : 1Liese oppel-
heit ler Situation ist aber ... ein wesentliches Kennzeichen
der Bunaesfestsituation* Im untesfest findet sozusagen eine
Begegnung zwischen Gegenwart und Geschichte statt ...' (p. 60);
K. illliger, Leviticus. (H.A.T. 1. ileihe 4), Tfibin en, I966,
pp. 233ff..

2
Cf« M« Noth, Leviticus, (EP. E. Anderson), (O.T.L.),
London, I965, p. 134.

3
tee, note 1 above.



in which commandments played their important role, this idea is

not entirely strange or alien. To that extent it is not surpris¬

ing that sek. 20s7 must have had this idea too as its background.

Thin is based on the fact that zok. 20:7 is form-critically
1

unintelligible without a eultic setting or cultio b;/3kground.

In Lev. 8:3 this similarity is understood in ethical terms, i.e.,

sexual licentiousness (w» 6ff,, especially vv. 24.fi.), whereas

in Esek. 20s7 it is understood in religious terms, i.e.

worshipping deities other than Yahweh. Vhetlier this similarity

really has any historical and factual evidence, is not clear.

rom all this it can now be concluded tliat duo to the cultic

covenants! setting of the recitation of the Credo, the reference

to the element of salvation history cannot be separated from the

element of law. As Eeekiel here takes Egypt as the place of

the beginning of Israel*s history, so he puts the element of

law in that locality too. As for as this element of law is

concerned, nzekiel is uuirue in that he makes it explicit that

this element is really present in the covenant relationship

between Yahweh and Israel. In other words, Lzekiel has taken

those two elements, i.e., that of salvation history and that of

Form-critically .zek, 20:7 similar to Lev. 19:3s for the
Site Im Leben of which see, e.g., H. Graf eventlow, op. cit.,
pp. 31ff., 68.
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law, gathered their; together with the other descriptions of the

beginning of Israel's history, and localized then in Egypt.

Tor this Simierli's remark is undoubtedly appropriate : ' io

eigenwillige R&ffuBg ist la's eigentumliches V'erk und soli der

Bichte seiner Yerkundingung dienen*.1

c• Ihe clement of Israel's rebellion (v. 8&).

The relationship of v. 8a and v. 7 is in itself clear. In

the whole proclamation of zekiel, the 'detestable things'

( D^SpUJ } arid the 'idols' ( ) which profane
Israel are always regarded as the opposition or the rivals of

2
Yahweh. The mentioning of these two things in w« 7-8a

must have belon. ed to .zekiel's interpretation of the similarity
3

of the Egyptians* way of life and that of the Canaanites,

However, the mentioning of these two things in v. 8a is now

associated with a double statement which describes the deeds of

Israel against Yahweh :

'But they rebelled against no and would not listen to me...'
(v. 8a<x ).

"H;. Siamarli, hzechiel, (B.K. XIII/l), pp. 445f..

2Cf. ibid., pp. 149f», 446.

3
See, supra, p. 147f..
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iii this connection the use ol' the word iTV-O ('to rebel*)

is very important. This is so, because hzekiel also uses this

word to create a new name for Israel, Hot less than thirteen

times Israel is called IX3 SI"*11 ('house of rebels* or

•rebellious house*) by bzekiel instead of

The meaning of this new name is not directly clear without a

close examination of its context, save that it sounds very

pejorative. This new name is used as a motive clause no less
2 5

than seven times, ' and once as vocative, in which its meaning

is not explained, however, in four pieces, i.e., kzek. 2:5,7}

5:27} 12:2, this new name is related to either the willingness

or the unwillingness of the people to hear- ( V'/^LZi / the words of

Yahweh through the prophet. In other words, the net/ name must

have been used partly because the people are no Ion, er willing

zo hear- the words of Yahweh. The significance of the word

in its eultic setting can be seen, e.g., in its use in Leuteronomy

in which, apart from out. 6:4# it is frequently connected with

the announcement of Yanweu*s statutes ( rUpH ) and ordinances

( G9QUJ&) (leut, 4:1} 5:1} etc.). And in creating and using

that new name bzekiel, who is himself a priest, has undoubtedly

known the significance of the word "y"/CiUJ too. Besides, the

1They are fzek. 2:5, 6, 7# 8; 3:9# 26, 27} 12:2, 3, Si 17:12}
24:3 (44:6?).

2In Ezek. 2:5, 6, 7} 3:9# 26, 27} 12:3.

^Ezek. 12:25.
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root of the new name, i.e., 7"0$ , can in some cases be

understood as the exact opposite of the root-word ^ X)UJ $

especially if it is used with Yahweh or his commandments as its

object. As for example, in Fiicah 5*14; Isa, 1:19; 2 Sam. 22:45

(» Ps. 18:45)* the word S'XiU) can be understood as meaning 'to

obey* or Ho be obedient1, and in Seut. 1:26, 43; 9*23; Josh. 1:18;

2 Sam. 12:14; etc., the word H-1)0 can be understood as meaning

Ho show disobedience', or Ho be disobedient*. Prom all this

it can now be inferred that the use of the word i~l ~) >0 for the

new name of Israel by Ezekiel has an emphatic meaning in that

it shows exactly the rebellious deeds of the people against

Yabweh.1
The rebellious deeds of Israel against Yahweh are described

in various ways by zekiel. In z. 2:3 the word n~lX) is

replaced by a stronger word, i.e., ~] ~] X3 (Ho rebel*, or 'to

revolt*), arid Israel is called Hhe revolteri1 ( Q Tl^OH )»^
In this connection Israel, i.e., both the current generation

and their fathers, ie described as having rebelled ( VlUD)

against Yahweh *to this very day'. What is meant by this

1Cf. W. Zimmerli, Szeehlel. (3.K. XIII/l), p. 74.

2
for the text of this verse, see, e.g., G. A. Cooke, .zekiel,
(I.C.C.), p. 36; W. biiaraerli, azechiel. (B.K. XIII/1), p. 9.
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description is not specified, save that it can already indicate

the pejorative identification of Israel, both in the past and i

the present. Another general description of the word 71")$
is found in Bzek. 2s8 in which it is the prophet who is coinnanded

by Yahweh to hear- ( ) what Yahveh says to him and not to

be rebellious ( <>~) 50 ~ s i~I il ~ ) like the rebellious house.

The context of this verse shows that what is meant by ~

is to do what is commanded by Yahweh. Jy doing what Yahweh

commands him to do the prophet is then regarded as not rebellious.

Nov, if these general descriptions of the word 71IX) are

applied to the house of Israel, it is clear that their being-

called s~) /Q ITU io because they ore disobedient ( 71 IX)) and

revolting ( ~T I /0 ) a ainat Yahweh, and do not do what Yahweh

commands then to do. It is in this context that zek. 20 can

be regarded as the place in which zekiel specifier what he

means by the word 71 '<0 when he ubes it with Israel as its

subject.

In ICzek. 20 s8aa the statement that Israel rebelled ( 71~)X))

against Yahweh is strengthened by a negative statement in which

the word V 53 Ik/ is used s

♦and they would not listen to me*.

The two statements in v. 8atx, are actually the same, although

the former is positive and the latter is negative. But their

being juxtaposed as such indicates that they are meant to emphasize

what is stated there. What is emphatically stated in v. 8aor

is then opacified in v. 8a:
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•they did not east away the detestable things of their
eyes, and they did not forsake the idols of figypt•. 1

How, what bsekiel means by 'the detestable things of their eyes'

and 'the idols of i&ypt* is very difficult to understand. This

is because the words (•detestable thing') and Dsb)bA
(•idols') are characteristics of zekiel. nevertheless, there

is one thing which is clear here, namely that the two statements

refer bac to the commandment of Yahweh in v. 7»
mm

Although the word 1T^ in v. 8a ^ seems to have a more general
meaning than the word in v. 7&p , it is clear that the
commandment of Yahweh is not obeyed at all by Israel. Israel

rebelled against Yahweh and would not listen to him. It is

this rebellion of Israel against Yahweh, i.e.; the unwillingness
and the total refusal of Israel to obey Yahweh's commandments,

which seems to have occupied zekiel's mind.

That this rebellion of Israel took place in Egypt has created

a special historical problem. There is hardly any other evidence

to support what zekiel alludes to here. G. A. Cooke (1936), for

instance, makes two points on this. First, he believes that

while the 'fathers' were still in Egypt they no doubt practised

the rites xtfhich were common to their race but in some cases would

2
have seemed heathen enough to Ezekiel. Second, on the basis

Per the deletion of the word lii'tf , see, G. A. Cooke, W. Ziamerli,
w, Uichrodt.

p
G. A. Cooke, -ggkiel, (l.C.C.), p. 215.
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of the language used by Mzekiel, here hzekiel might -have been

thinking ol" the wilderness period and reading back Israel's
1

outstanding rebellious character into the Egyptian period.

More than twenty years later, the problem of the historical

reference of what ,-aekiel says here, does not seem to have been

solved. This is clear from dichroat's commentary on the

book of _zekiel (1955-1966), in which he says that although

there is hardly any historical ground for such a remark of hzekiol,

iior does this feature appear in the whole exodus tradition, 'yet
2

uzekiel lays remarkable, if not excessive, stress upon it'•

However, there are some passages which could be regarded

as illuminating this charge of hzekiel. f irst of all nxod.

4il-9 and uxod. 5J15-21. The theme of Lxod. 4s1-9 is Moses*

second refusal to the call of Y&hveh to come to the people of

Israel in Ifeypt (4:1), In this passage the miraculous signs

which Yahweh was going? to give to Hoses are presented in an

antithetic way against the possibility of the people's disbelieving.

Liasfeldt assigns this passage to what he regards as the oldest
3

source of Pentateuch, i.e., L."

•'•Ibid..

2W. Siohrodt, Hzekiel, (JP. by Cosslett Quin), (O.T.L.), London,
1970, p. 266.

3
"u. Kiasfeldt, The Old Testament ; An Introduction. (ST. by
P. E. Ackroyd), Oxford, 1966, p. 194f»«
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If sfeldt is right here, then hxod, 5»13«2l (Jli) can perhaps

be regarded as containing a small reminiscence of the tradition

of Israel's disbelieving ^Hoses in Lgypt (w. 20f.).i
Moreover, it might be true that iixod. 5i20f. does not refer to

2
Israel's unfaithfulness in terms of worshipping idols in iigypt?

but it is possible that in this case hzekiel received this trad¬

ition and articulated it in terms of Israel's worshipping deities

other than Yahweh in Egypt. In the time of Lzekiel Egyptian

cultic practices seem to have been regarded as similar to those

of the CsnaarJLtes, The author of Lev. 8:3 arid .zekiel both

describe Israel's rebellion against Yahweh in Canaan and. in
3

Egypt by using the same words. Despite all this, however,

it is not clear liow ..zekiel received that tradition of Israel's

disbelieving in hoses in Egypt.

The second passage is Josh* 24:14. On this passage

G. V« Coats remarks that the word L}s_l <^20H<I is secondary

addition, and that there is no reference to the gods of Egypt

whatsoever," He then says that there is 'no basis for supposing

That the tradition of Israel's disbelieving in Hoses in Egypt is
different from that of Israel's murmuring and rebellion in the
wilderness has been shown by G. W. Coats ixi his ebellion in the
ilderness. Hashville, New York, i960, pp. 225f.» 255f••

2
Cf. ti, Zitamerli, op. cit.« p. 4461 G, W. Coats, Leoellion in the
Wilderness. Nashville, 1968, pp. 255f• •
3'Cf. supra., up. 146f..

"'G. W. Coats, op. cit., p. 233? of. . ichrodt, op. clt.. p. 266.



that this verse is earlier than Ezekiel and evidence for a pre-

exilic tradition of Israel's apostasy in 3gypt'.1 Sow, as far

as the written tradition of Israel's apostasy in Zgypt is

concerned, perhaps Coats's opinion can be accepted, namely that

the -writing down of that tradition, as found in Josh. 24:14*

did not take place until a very late tine, presumably in the

post-exilic period. But the case is not yet solved by this

acceptance.

The third passage is ?a. 106:7• To begin with, Ps. 106

shows that Israel's past history is recited in connection with
2

the people's confession of sins in the cult, However, it is

remarkable that a rather comprehensive account of the sinful

history of the 'fathers' is presented here, and that this sinful

history begins with the period when the 'fathers' wore still in

Egypt. To that extent it i3 true that in v. 7 the sinful

deeds of the 'fathers' are emphasized, yet it seems difficult

to extend the meaning of this verse and to understand it in terms

of idolatrous sins as is required by hzek. 20:8b. This is so

because (a) in this verse there is no explicit reference to idols,

and (b) the sins of the 'fathers* here are understood in term

1
G. V, Coats, Rebellion in the l/il&eraess. p. 235«

2
3. Mowinekel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, (ET. by I). R*
Ap-Thomas), Vol. II, Oxuord, 19&2, p. 112. Cf. A. eiser,
The .i. sains, (hT. by Herbert Hart-well), (O.T.L.), London, 1962,
pp. 679, 681,
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of their having neglected and forgotten Yahweh's wonderful

works and grace.* At Lest what is likely to be feasible here

is to refer this psalm bach to its cultic hits ixa Icben. and to

say that it is in this cultic circle that the traditions of the

sins of the 'fathers' are preserved. It is from this cultic

source that both isekiel and the psalmist have taken their
2

reliable materials*

from all this, it seems justifiable to say that it is

impossible to deny the sinful deeds of the 'fathers' when they

were still in Egypt. Although the passages mentioned above

give a variety of information about those sinful deeds of the

'fathers', it seems impossible to say tliat they are without

basis. The fact that each of those passages lias its own termino¬

logy and phraseology must not be regarded as unusual. ver

the writer of .cts 7» especially vv. 22-29, 55* has his own

terminology and phraseology tool In this connection, .zek. 20s8a

must be regarded as unusual only in that it interprets the sins

of the 'fathers' in Egypt as idolatrous sins, which are centred

in two characteristic words of aokiel, i.e., ^"VpUJ and
.3

1
Cf. A. . eiser, The -salas. ( T. by Herbert Hartwell), p. 681.
Notice the word n11> is used in connection with the fathers'
rebellion at the heed Sea ( rpD Q*)* and not in Egypt.

p
ibid.. pp. 68Gff„.

3
Cf. G. . Coats, op. cit.. p. 234*
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Sow the relationship between Ezek, 20:7 and zel:, 20:0a

Ernst once again be examined. iroza the examination of their

historical problem above, it is clear that what is specifically

mentioned in w. 7-3a does not find any parallelism elsewhere,

end that the question of its historical reference(s) cannot be

pressed too far. Instead, the examination reveals that a cultic

circle, or cultic setting, plays an important role behind the

mentioning of both Yahweh*s commandment and the people's rebellion

against it. In other words, as far as w. 7-Sa is concerned,

the question of its historical refex*er.ce(s) does not seem to be

more important than that of their oultic setting and traditio—

history. It does not seem important to ask what kind of connand-

mont Yahweh gave and what kind of rebellion the people did. But,

it seems very important to know that Yahweh has given his

commandment and that the people have transgressed or rebelled

against him by disobeying the commandment * This is so, pertly

because in w. 7-8a the specification of both the co-imandment

and the rebellion is entirely the responsibility of Lzekiel himself

As far as the two characteristic words, i.e., pth and
ore concerned, elsewhere in the Book of Eaekiel'they are always
used to denote the detestable things and idols of Israel in
Palestine, or those which were brou^jht from Palestine ( </~l ? U/ s
5:11; 7:20; 8:10; 11:18, 21; cf. Hos. 9:10; Jer. 7:30; 16:18;

: 6:4, 5, 6, 9, 13? 8:10; 14:4, 5, 7; 18:6, 12, 15; etc*)
With this evidence it can probably be said that the specification
of both the commandment of Yahweh 'in Egypt' and the rebellion
of the people there is a reading- back of whit .zekiel saw as
a specific rebellion of the people against Yahweh•s commandment
in Palestine.
About the word D^.i bi in Ezek. 50:13, see, e.g. G, A, Cooke,

who prefers to regard it as addition (op. cit., p. 533), and
W. iclirodt, whose translation implies the emendation of the word
l1 3 i> » b A to D ' 5 \ ~i ^ (op. cit., in loo.).
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and partly oecausc in vv. l-IJa, l$-21a, the phraseologies of

which are similar to that of w. 7-0a, both Yahweh'u ccmsaandmentF
1

and the people's rebellions are also stated in general terms.

So, once again, as far as Israel's rebellion against Yahweh

is concerned, what hzekiel seemi. to have been concerned with in

this chapter is not primarily the details of that rebellion, bat

the fact that, on the one hand, Yahweh had given the people

his commandments, and on the other, the people had rebelled

against, and disobeyed, those commandments. Whatever the details

of the people's rebellion were, they were clearly and empiiatically

understood by haeklel in terms of rebellion against Yahweh.

d, The element of judgement (v. 8b),

Again, the question of the historical reference(s) of tiiis

element is very difficult to answer. But, the fact that this

element is put inrmedi' tely after the statement of Israel's

rebellion or transgression against Yahweh, indicates that hzekiel

here follows a logical structure, i.e., Yahweh's fury ( il)Q il )

will be poured out (Qal of and his anger ( >9) will be

spexit (Pi'el of hSd) because of the sin of the people (contrast

For the mentioning of the sabbaths, see below.
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..xod, 4:24; 2 Sam. 6:7)* -tie juxtaposition of these two

expressions, i.e., DH'Sv "jSUib and D/1H S.D.K
is interesting. This is so, not only because these two expressions

basically mean the same thins, out also, and primarily, because

their being juxtaposed shows .-jsehiel's eaphasis on the judgement."

.'or that reason it is not necessary to ■ elete the second
p

expression as fohrer would do, although it is true that in v. 13b

it is only the first expression which recurs, whereas in v. 21b

both of them are found. The absence of the second expression

in v. 13b does not mean that originally bsckiel used only the

first expression. This is so, because in v. 13b Ezekiel has

ut.ed another expression vliich is by no means less emphatic than
3

the one wliich is absent.

These two emphatic, but also similar, statements of

Yahweh's judgement have their own peculiarities in that they are

1
See below.

p
*"(*• 1'ohrer - i*. Galling, fzechiel. (H.A.T. 1. Eeihe 13),
TQbingen, 1955» P# 109. "

The expression >J18rT is found again outside chapter
20 in 9s8; 14:19? 22:22; 30:15; 36:18} cf. Jer, 10:25? Isa.
42:25. for the second expression, i.e., QH1 ''Sri ill bob,
cf. 6 s 12; 13:15 in which the word 71)017 is used instead of the
word «] K» These two words are actually synonymous (8. T.
aiilbevg, »./rath of God', 1. a., l.f.B.. Vol. IV, p. 904).



mostly used to describe Yahweh*s judgement against Israel's

idolatrous sins (Eocod. 32:1-10; bum. 25:1-5? beut. 11:16-17?

13? 29:16-28; Judg. 2:11-15? 2 Kings 22:16-1/? etc.). In that

context the judgement usually means the annihilation of the

idols' worshippers (cf• aek. 7s1-23? 9»1-11)• So, the fact

that these two statements are now used together by Eaekiel in

iaek. 20:8b against the idolatrous sins of Israel in Egypt, means

that for i.zeuiel the threat of Israel's annihilation has also

begun since Israel was still in Egypt.

because of the difficulty to look for the historical

reference(s) of this threat of annihilation, and because of the

fact that there is not likely to be any other evidence in Old

Testament which could support this allusion, it seems better to

examine this statement of threat against its cultic background

as in the case of the elements of Yahveh'e commandment (V. 7)

anu the people's rebellion (v. 8a). It was shown above that all

of the elements of salvation history, commandment or law, and

rebellion of the people, are very frequently taken from the cult

in which, in connection with the commemoration of the covenant

between Yahveh and his people, they are preserved and transmitted.

In this connection, ahlberg has s own that there is a close

relationship between the threat of the wrath f Yahveh against the

sinful people and the renewal of the covenant,1 According to

T. la lberg, 'Wrath of God', 2. e.f., 1.0.3., Vol. IV,
pp. 905f.
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. alilberg there are at least two ways which lead to the renewal

ox the coveiiant. First, through the people's repentance, i.e.,

•a complete turning about and return to the obedient.service

of Yahweh', wiaeh would lead Yahweh to turn his wrath away

(jer. 4:4j 36;'/} Amos. 5*131 hal. 3*7» 16). Second# if the

requirements ior the deliverance are 'found to lie beyond human

accosplisiiment ... the fulfilment of the necessary condition

is carried through by Yaiiweh himself', i.e., 'by his establish¬

ing a new covenant with Israel* (leut. 30:6} Jer. 31*31-545

32:35-40} cf. hack. 36*56-37)• Out of these two ways, the

second one seems to be relevant for i>zek. 20:8b. But, in order

to understand the relevance of the second way, the threat of the

judgement in usek. 20:8b must oe understood in connection with

the question of whether or not the threat is executed by Yahweh.

For this purpose Laek. 20:9 must be examined.

e. The element of forgiveness (v. 9).

The ch. e of the statement of v. 8b to that of v. 9 is so

drastic that G. A. Cooke points out that here 'we must supply
2

in thought but I did not or but 1 relented', ' It is surprising

1Ibid..
2
G. A. Cooke, zekiel, (I.C.C.), p. 215.



thai haekiel, whose detailed and lengthy at&tesaents i« aaocwie

one of aie oiiaxacteriatios# should matte such a drastic change •

nevertheless# the context oi vv. 8b»10 shove that t is meant

by lauwe- «s action for the sake oi his own same is set that he

executed trie threat ©: 'the judgement in v. 8b, but# on the

contrary# that he postponed the judgement# or with row that

threat^ at afcfc. . aether this postponement should be understood
as either Yahweh'e forgiveness or Yaaweh*s own fuli'ilsent of the

necessary condition for tne cultic renewal of the covenant#

or both, is just a matter oi choice# but, in view of vlavt

bahlbeiv; pointeu out above# tiio nignificfUiO® of this or, otic

statement seenns to lie in that it quite clearly shows tiurt the

survival oi Israel and the nniewal of the covenant depend entirely

on Yahweh's .racioua act. 1 .is is so, not only because the

contradictory Btat^uents in v. 8b and v. L) have* Yanweh as their

respective subjects, but also because there is no call to the

people to repent, ana neither is inure any hint that the people

uoulo like to do so.

Now# before a conclusion can be drawn* the examination

of v. $ oust be carried out further. As it now stands, this

verse le in fact a loiv, sentence with several clauses. The

■Sin part of the sentence is to be found in v. $&pi# i.e.#

m*n i)nn ^nbaS
and the clauses begin with 71 /OH ~1UJ)% onwards* The function of

these clauses in to describe OMA/1 in tne main part of the

sentence, and to that extent t ey runt be regarded as subordinate



to the main sentence. Hie question of tho historioal reference(s)

of what is stated in this verse must not be pressed too far,

since there ia a historical anachronism in mentioning 'the

pi. ( DM AH ) in the Egyptian context. Therefore it

is better to examine this verse form-critically against its
2

cultic background, bearing in mind that here sekiel is still

describing the beginning of Israel's history. It was said above

that the postponement of the judgement by Yahweh is not primarily

for the sake of Israel's salvation, but for the sake of Yahweh*s

name ( b ), that it should not be profaned in

the sight of the people ( 0 * ) A t~I J> )• The use of this

"lor the probleKts of these clauses, see, e.g., A, Be tholet -
: . Galling, Hesephielt (k.A.T. 1, lieihe 13), Tttbingen, 1936, who
would like to regard the last clause as a doublet of the first
three words in v. 10, which are lacking in JIXX's version
(p. 70)i G. fohrer - K, Galling, op, cit., would like to delete
the first clause, i.e., 0 Dlilh n&.l "1 U/tt , because it is a
•iiaherbestimmende Glosse', and to opine that '4 Kurzverse sind
ausgefallen* between v, 9bot and v. 9b3 (p. 111), ''/'hat these
'4 Kurzverse' are is not clear, and therefore it is difficult
to follow Johrer's effort to unite these missing '4 Kurzverae*
with the last clause in v. 9b and the whole of v. 10, to
reconstruct a strophe of seven 'fursversen*• Finally, V.
kirsmerli, op, cit., would like to insert a few words in between
v. 9bot and v, 9bp which he translates ' .it Ien Versprechen'
Tp. 432). This insertion is adopted by W, Eichrodt, with a
comment 'unless one prefers to delete the last clause altogether'
(op, cit.. pp. 259* 261 note h).

'This is also the case with the references to the election of
Israel and the revelation of Yakweh's name which are juxta¬
posed in v, 5 with, anachronistically, -gypt as their locality,
ee supra, op. 126ff..



motivation for the postponement of the judgement by hzekiel

must be re-arded as unique. She verse recurs almost verbatim

in vv. 14, 22,and in the same context as wall, i.e», in connection

with the postponement of Yahweh*s intended judgement, She

uniqueness is also clear in that in these verses i,zekiel combines

three or four* ideas which elsewhere stand inuependenily.

first, the iaea of Yahweh*s action. In the Old Testament

t. o use or the wor, ,~l (//V with Yauweh as i^s subject can be

classified in two ways, (a) It is used in combination with an

object of historical events (e.g., xod. 18:9, nun, 14*11, 22;

35:4; fout. 1:30; 10:21; 11:5, 7; Josh. 24:17; 1 Sao. 28:13;

bzek. 5*8, 10; 25:11; 28:26), (b) It is used absolutely,

i.e., witnout an explicit object : 1 kings 8:52, 39; Jsr. 14*7;

Psa. 22:32; 57*5; 52:11; Ezek. 20:9, 14, 22; arid Dan. 9*19.

hven so, it is only in bzek, 20:9, 14, 22 that the act ( 71 li/^ )

of Yahweh means iris postponement of the judgement against Israel,

In other words, whereas in most cases the act of Yahweh means

positive action, it is only in nzek, 20:9, 14, 22 that it means

negative one. iioreover, as far as judgement as the object of

Yahweh's act is concerned, it is only in _zek. 20:9, 14, 22

that the act of Yahweh means its postponement, whereas elsewhere

it means its execution, How, as far as Ezek. 20:9 is concerned,

it can be salt that despite its negative meaning, the use of the

word TWUV 8ti?.l retains its legal, or judicial, background,

Shis is so, because the postponement of a judgement cannot have

any other setting or background than a legal or a judicial one.
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Second, the idea of 'for tlic sake of my name* ( yah).
With Yahweh in the suffix of the word QW, the phrase TX^lI ^yxib
occurs not less than fifteen tines in the Old Testament*x Iron

the context of its occurrences, it can he inferred that the Sitz

in hehen of this phrase is the cult, or at any rate, chat this

phrase has a very close connection with the cult, Except in

1 Kings 8:41i in all those occurrences the phrase is used an

the motive of Yahweh's own act, either in the past, or in the

present, or in the future, Even so, the combination of this

phrase with the word flUiV occurs only in Is, 109:21; Jer. 14:7

and daek, 20:9, 14, 22,

..iiile in Ps. 109:21 and Jer, 14:7 the word i~l hL/y is used in

connection wioh the psalmist's, or the people's, confidence in
o

Yahweh's will to help, in hzek, 20:9, 14, 22 it h^s nothing

at ail to do with that confidence. nesioes, the use o. the word

(1 U/y with its legal/judicial background shows that those

passages, i,e., . zek, 20:9, 14, 22, refer to Yahwah's judicial

act rather than otherwise.

Third, the ioea of the prevention of the profanation of

Yahveh'e name ( bnn >5ib>3.b>. As it stands, the whole

X1 Kings. 8:41; Pes. 23:5: 25:11; 31:4; 79:9? 106:8; 109:21;
143:11; Jer, 14:7, 21; ,.,zek, 2o;9, 14, 22, 44; lea. 48:9-

2
G, von Ead, Old Testament Theolo.-y, (UP, by : , G, dtalker),
Vol, I, Udinburgii, 1965, p, 184.



statement in v. 9 presupposes the idea that Yahweh's name is

holy. This idea is certainly not the property of bzekiel

alone. It is found elsewhere, e.g., in Lev. 20:J; 22:52}

Pes. 33»21j 105:1; 105:5i 106:47? lea. 57:15; Amos. 2:7; etc..

However, the idea of the profanation of Yahweh'b holy name seems

to he found only in the Code of Holiness (Lev. 18:21; 19:12}

20:5; 21:6; 22:2, 52) and in the Book of Lzekiel (fsek, 20:9,

4, 22, 39; 56:20-22; 39:7, 25; 45:7, 8). Whereas in the Code

of Holiness this idea is always related to cultic activities,

in Lzekiel this is not always so. This is clear from the fact

that in i.aek, 20:39; 39:25; 43:7, 8 the idea of the profanation

of Yahweh*s name is related to the bilateral relationship

between Yahweh a: ;i Isr el, whereas in zek. 20:9, 14, 22; 36:20-22

39:7 it is also related to the role of foreign nations. However,

as far as Esekiel in concerned, it is interesting to find that

the mention of both the profane." ion of Yahweh'a name and the

foreign nations in relation to the legal decision of Yahweh

against Israel are only found in zek. 20:9, 14, 22 and 36:20-22.

In fzek. 36:18-19 it is clearly stated that the scattering of

the Israelites aaony the nations is the result of Yabweh*s

judgement; and in Hzek. 36:20-22 it is stated that Israel's

being scattered outside their land has given rise to the saying

of the nations which profanes Yahweh*a name. In other words,

what is involved in '.zek. 36:20-22 is not the profanation of

Yahveh's name in its cultic sense, but in its legal sense.

This is so because in :zek. 36:20-22 there is no mention at all



of either foreign gods, or idols, or the cultic association of

the profanation. It is also in this legal sense thai the idea

of the profanation of Yaliwen's name in Gzek, 20:9, 14, 22 must

be understood. Otherwise, the postponement of tat judgement

would only make the idolatrous worship of Israel in Rgypt continue

and Y&hweh's name would he culiically profaned.

Fourth, the idea which is contained in the plirase 0*^71 visy

H. Graf Reventlow has rightly shown that this phrase nrust have

its Site in heben in legal practices." In that legal setting

the function of those who are referred to, or mentioned, after

the word (in the construct state), is to witness what
2

is taking place. This is clear especially in <ssek, 5*8;

1( ;41 in which the nations ( D* "> A >1 ) era 'many women1 ( QSH~) LP^j)
will become the witnesses of Yahweh's judgement against Ms

people•

But, as far as Jzek, 20}9, 14, 22 is concerned, it is clear

that the function of the nations ( 0 M A i~! ) here is not to

witness the judgement of Yahweh or its postponement. In vv. 14,

22 it is explicitly stated, that these nations were the witnesses

of the leading out of Israel from gypt by Yahweh. According

to Rum. 14:13-16 the exodus event was witnessed by the Egyptians,

*11, .r.f event low, 'lie Ydlker ale Jahves .en ?.ev. bei zechiel*,
71 (M.P. 30), 1959, PP. 38f..

2 /
According to U, Graf .ueveafclow, tne combination of the word >iiyb
(in the construct state) and a noun (in the absolute state) occurs
thirteen times in the Book of hzekiel : with D> iin (3:3; 20:9,
14, 22, 411 28:25; 39*27); withUM A (22:16); with crm D>U(58s
23); with other nouns v.5sI4» 16:41; 28:18; 34:34) iibid.. p. 39
notes 25-28).
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but the profanation of Yahweh's name would be made by the nations

in Canaan whom the , jyptians told about the event, whereas in

Beut. 9s26-29 the profanation would bs made by 'the land• from

which Yahweh had brought out Israel. bow, what is interesting

here is that the nations ( XIs \ A i~l ) in Num. 14:13-16 and 'the

land• in eut. 9:26-29 would only profane Yahweh's name when

Y&hveh executed his judgement against Israel, as far as they are

not the witness in the judgement itself. This distinction

between the witness in the judgement and the witness of Yahweh's
1

mighty acts is very important. The witness of Yahweh's nighty

acts could profane Yahveh's name, whereas the witness in the

judgement could not.

If M. both is right in regarding Hum. 14:15-16 as a Teuter-
2

onomistic insertion," it can be inferred that this distinction

is not a strange thing for the Deuteronomistic circle. This

distinction is found very clearly in zekiel in that in „sek.

20:9» 14* 22 he is talking about the witness of Yahweh's mighty

acts, or Yahweh's promise to do mighty acts, and not about the

witness in Yahweh's judgement against Israel, whereas in zek.

5:8| 16:41 he is talking about the witness in the judgement and

1
Cf. II. *eaf ■:event low who ioas not seer, to have made this
distinction t all (ibid., pp. 33-45.)

hot:., Numbers, (hi. by J, •<, hart in";, (O.T.h.), London,
1968, pp.* 108f..
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not otherwise® The profanation of Yahweh's name would be made

by the witness of Yahweh's mighty acts, or by other nations,

but never by the witnesses in the judgement itself.

Whether the similarity between the : euteronornistic oircle
•

and iizekiel in this case can be understood as the dependence

of the latter on the former or vice versa, is difficult to

decide. In any case the quotations in both Hum. 13s 16 (=» Deut.

9:28) and Jzek, 36:20 seen to suggest that the profanation is

judicial rather tl'ian reli ious. Therefore the profanation

must have originated from legal activities rather than from

cultic ones. Yet the probability that the intercessions of

hoses, which arc recorded in Hum. 14:13-19 and Peut. 9:25-29,

are used in the cult can hardly be denied. This is so, since

these intercessions fine their counterpart or parallelism in

Bxod. 32:30ff., the origin of which may have been the responsibility

of 'some specific event in Israel's cultic history'.* In this

cultic setting the idea of the postponement of Yahweh's judgement

against the sinful Israel must be very important for both the

continuation of Israel's existence and her cultic activities.

Nevertheless, in the context of dzek. 20:9» 14» 22 it must be

reemphasized that the postponement is not primarily for the sake

of Israel's salvation, but for the sales of Yahweh's name.

1Beyex-lin, Orf.iiis a. d , i.jtory of the Oldest Inaitic Tradition.
(ST. by S, hu'baac), Oxford, 19&5, p. 133 ami note



So, to return to ISzek. 20:9, 14» 22, there are three

conclusions which can be drawn. First, what is involved in

the phrase DMAil is not the idea of the function

of 'the nations* an the witnesses in the judgements, but of their

function as the witnesses of Yaweh's rai; V.ty acts for Israel.

With that function those nations could certainly profane Yahweh's

name if he executed his judgements against Israel. Second,

there is a close traditio-historical rel.itionship between daek.

20:9, 14, 22 on the one hand, and Num. 13:16} : eut. 9:28 on the

other. But, their difference is also clear in that Earn. 13:16

and But. 9:28 are closely attached to a cultic setting whereas

Bzek. 20:9, 14, 22 is to a lerral or judicial setting. Third,

what is called *t e element of forgiveness* above is in fact

the reference to the postponement, or the suspension, of Yahweh's

judgement against Israel, despite her punishable sins.

With the presentation of these five elements in such a

composition, i.e., the element of salve ion history, the element

of law, the element of rebellion, the element of judgement, and

the element of forgiveness, v.eklel has described the beginning

of Israel's history in -Egypt (izek. 20:5-9), 4s they now stand,

it is not clear which element(s) is, or are, occupying the mind,

of hisekiel most. Whet is clear here is that the arrangement of

those five elements in such a juxtaposition is really remarkable.

As far as that arrangement and that juxtaposition are concerned,

it seems true to say that they are only found in Esek. 20, and

to that extent they must be regarded as unique.



The second period i Israel la the wilderness (vv# 10-1?)

To begin with, it must be said that the structure of this

subsection is similar to that of the preceding one. This is

clear in that the five elements of the preceding* subsections

axe found here in an exactly similar composition and juxtaposition

However, this subsection (vv, 10-17) is different from the

preceding one (vv. 5-10) in t.at it has an additional length in

which the elements of law, judgement, and forgiveness, are

repeated in a slightly different order (vv. 15-17)• If the

preceding subsection has those five elements in the order of

1-2-5-4-5, the present subsection has them in the following

order t 1-2-3-4-5 (vv> 10-14) plus 4-5-5 (vv. 15-17).
In view of the repetitions of these three elements, the

only problem which seems to have arisen is whether or not the

repetitions of the fourth and the third elements in vv. 15-16

is to be excluded from the unit of vy. 10-17. The only evidence

which seems to support their exclusion is that v. 16 is similar

to v. 13 and that v, 15, which is introduced by the word 0^)»

is in contradiction to v. 14 and v, 17. However, the contra¬

diction of v. 15 to yv. 14, 17 is not a strange thing in the

context of both this unit and the preceding: one, since this kind

of contradiction is already found in v. 8b and is repeated in y. 1

and v. 14. Besides, despite the fact that there is a similarity

between the structure of this unit or subsection and that of the

preceding- one, it would be a mistake to use that definite and
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stereotyped structure to be a measure to rale out any verse

which causes structural unevenness or structural disturbance.

In connection with . sekiel's characteristics, it would be a

mistake to regard any repetition of either phrase or word as a

1
sign of an additional or secondary insertion. So, it seems

better to regard w. 15-17 as an integral part of the unit or

subsection, which gives a further explanation of the three

elements repeated there.

a. The element of salvation history (v. 10).

It is remarkable that this element if contained in a concise,

but clear*, statement :

•And I led them out of the land of Jgypt, and I brought
them into the wilderness1.

The allusion here is clearly to the exodus event, for which the

use of the word XtS* (in •fiph'il) is characteristic.2 :ith

Yahweh as its subject, this word is used to refer to the exodus

event (hxod. 18:1; 20:2; Josh. 24:6; Num. 20:16; Lev. 19:36;

22:33; out. 1:27; etc.), althowsh in some passages it is hoses,

or Loses and Aaron, who is, or are, its subjects (loses s Lxod.

Contrast A. Bertholet - X, .ailing, jezechiel, (h.A.T. 1. Heihe 13)»
1936, who regard vv. 15f. as a redactional insertion which has
destroyed the clear context in the unit (p. 73).

J% /i jngaards, 1 >**3Sn and 71 Sy 71 a Twofold Aoproaon to the
ibcodus', VhT. 15, 1965, PP. 91ff..



5:10-12? 14:11; Hoses and Aaron : Hxod. 6:13, 26). In the hook

of hzekiel the use of this word with Yahweh as its subject, and

in reference to the exodus event, is only found in Ezek. 20.*
This means that, as far as the Book of Bzekiel is concerned, this

chapter must have something to do with the exodus traditions.

Lven so, it oust be said that Ssekiel does not receive and

transmit these traditions mechanically, but organically. This

is clear from the fact that Mr. statement is simple and straight¬

forward (v. 10), without hintin at any element of Israel's cry,

or complaint, in Egypt. And neither does Ezekiel make any

reference to the plagues, hoses, or other things, which are

integral parts of the exodus traditions. hat he seems to have

been concerned with is that the exodus event is a mighty act

of Yahweh for Israel which was witnessed by the nations (vv. 9,
p

14, 22). However, the concise statement of exodus in v. 10,

in wMch no mention of the nations is made, seems to suggest that

Ezekiel knew perfectly well that the exodus event is primarily

for the benefit of Israel and not for that of the nations

(Cf. v. 6). In other words the simple mentioning of the exodus

"""It is used eight times altogether : five times in reference to
the old exodus (vv. 6, 9» 10, 14, 22), and three in reference to
the new one (vv. 34, 38» 41).

2
notice the statements of Yauweh's ni., ity hand, Ms outstretched
anas, and the pouring out of this wrath in Ezek. 20:33 are
not connected with the exodus event. Instead, they are
connected with Yahweh'e claim to be the king over the people of
Israel.



event in v. 10 refers only to the bilateral relationship of Yahweh

and Israel, and in that sense it points to the Credo-theme of

Israel itself.

How, before an. examination of the other individual elements

in this subsection or unit (w. 10-1?) is carried further, it

seems necessary to have a general look at the unit itself.

After the leading out of Israel from the land of •gypt, the

locality of both the scene and the elements in this subsection

is now chan ed from Egypt to the wilderness. The short mention

of the wilderness in v, 10b is as interesting as that of the

exodus event itself (v. 10a). This is so, since there is no

mention of either Harah, Meribah, Sinai, Kadesh, or ary other

bi. eve t which took place durin' the wilderness ward-ring.

Instead, what is mentioned by zekiel is that Yahweh gave his

coimnaiidments again (cf. v, 7)» and that Israel rebelled again

(yv. l^a, 16), and that Yahweh thought again to punish them

(w. Igb, 15), but again postponed it (vv. 14, 1?}. With these

recurring elements, and with the fact that 'the wilderness' is

not described further, it might well be that the historical

references of all of these things, which are mentioned in this

subsection or unit (w. 10-17), axe less important that the case

which fzekiel is arguing. It is of course possible to say that

the giving of both the statutes ( rHpf! ) and the ordinances

( U* ) by Yahweh (v. 11) refer to the Slant event, and

that Israel's rebellion (v. 13a) refers to the golden Calf

event (cf. xod. 32), etc., but it seems difficult to see whether



what Eaekiel is stressing is those individual events themselves

or the law, the rebellion, and the postponement of the judgement.

However, granted that .zekiel puts his stress on the law, the

rebellion, and the po stponemont of the judgement, more than on

the individual historical events behind those individual elements,

it is interesting to find that he presents the case of Israel's

rebellion by following the course of Israel's history. It is

in this connection that zekiel'a treatment of Israel's past

history must be understood : on the one hand, he follows the

course of Israel's history as it is set out in Israel's Credo,

while on the other, he has his own stress on the interpretation

of that history. For that pur-pose he leaves out the details

of that history, but, instead, confines himself to the case which

he wants to present and to argue. Therefore, it is no wonder

that zekiel devotes more space to the elements of law, Israel's

rebellion, and Yahweh's suspension of Ms judgement, rather than

to the element of salvation history and/or the descriptions

of Egypt, the exodus event, and the wilderness wandering.

Now, this result of the general look at vv. 10-17, surpris¬

ingly enough, applies also to what -sekiel is dealing with in

the third period of Israel's history, i.e., vv. 18-26. Although

it is the children of the generation who came out of rjgypt who

are now being dealt with, the locality of the scene of this

period is still the wilderness (vv. 18, 23}• moreover, the

order of the juxtaposition of the five elements in this sub¬

section (vv. 18-26) is similar to that in the receding- one,



despite a small difference in the extension of sone of then.

In vv, 10-17 the order is 1-2-3-4-5 plus 4-3-5» that in w. 18-26

is 2-3-4-5 plus 4-3-1/5.1 Because in this unit or subsection

dzekiel also devotes nor© space and proportion to the elements

of law, rebellion, judgement, and postponement of the judgement,

than to the details of the history, it can be said that, as in

vv, 5-9 avid vv. 10-17, here Pzehiel is following the course of

Israel's history set out in hex' Credo, but applying his own

stress of interpretation to it.

The similarity between this unit {vv, 10-26) anc its

preceding one (vv. 10-17) can also be seen in that moat of the

words and phrases of both of them are the sane, oughly

speakin , the following similarities or parallelisms are

undeniable : vv, 11-12 with vv. 19-20; vv, 13-14 with vv. 21-22;

vv, 15-16 with vv. 23-24; and the vocabulary ox vv. 25-26 is

similar to that of vv. llff., 16. Besides, the fox*n-oritical

structures of both of these subsections are similar. The formulas

in w. 13-14 are repeated almost verbatim in vv. 21-22, and both

These numbers refer to the following elements : 2«law (vv* 13-20,
25f,)j 3=rebellion of Israel (vv. 21a, 24); 4=judgement (vv. 21b,
23); 5!=forf iveness or postponement of the judgement (v. 22j.
If v. 17 could be regarded as ixaplyin the element of salvation
history (elej-ient l), it would be possible to include it in
the present unit (vv. 18-26) as well, so that the order of these
elementa here would be : 1-2-3-4-5 plus 4-3-2.



the introducing words, and the concluding- ones, of the giving

of the cosBTBandsients and the sabbaths in vv. 11-12 axe similar to

those of vv. 25-26. despite the fact that the form-critical

structures of v. 1?' and vv. 18-20 do not find any parallelism

in either of these two units, if can be said quite definitely

that all of these similarities suggest that the c :se of the

first generation in the wilderness (vv. 10-17} and that of the

second (vv. 18-26) are the same. And a comparison of these two

similar cases with that of the generation in ,gypt, i.e., the

generation at the beginning of Israel's history (vv. 5-9)» shows

that all of the three oases are the same.

Having rioted all of these similarities, one rust not forget

that there are some differences too among all the three subsections

or units. These differences will be noted in the detailed

examinations of the second and the third periods of Israel's

past history below. Returning to the second period, we are

now in a position to examine the second element of the unit

concerned.

a. :hfe element of law (vv. 11-12).

The substance of this element consists of two groups of

commandments, i.e., 1) the statutes and the ordinances and 2) the

sabbaths•

1) The statutes ( Jl Vpn ) and the ordinances ( CP CO fDhJ/O ).

In his small but important book Tie Iirsprurtge des israoliticchen
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.cents,1 A, Alt describes these two words, i.e., STipn end 0 s©DUJ^
as the termini technici of the apodictic laws and the casuistic

2
laws respectively. " This description could perhaps be accepted

only as far as these two Hebrew words stand independently from

each other. As they are now found in zek, 20;11, 13, 16, 18

( LP?!! , raasc.), 1§, 21, 24, 25, their being used together

as a couple suggests that they have a different tradition-

history from that of their being used separately. In the 3ook

of Ezekiel alone this couple occurs not less than thirteen

3
times, whereas elsewhere in Old Testament it is only found in

the Code of Holiness (Lev, 18:4, 5» 26; etc.) and Deuteronomy

(always LPpfl, ssasc.; eut. 4:1, 5» 8, 14, 15? etc.) '

Although in both Ezekiel and Leviticus the order of these words

is either Q"10SUJ>O il'ipfl or 5~UpTI'"" lF£Z)DUL0»
whereas in euteronomy always DS(Z)HDU/X) Q^pll , it seems

justifiable to say that due to the frequency of its occurrence,

A. Alt, Lie Ursurihi e des israelltischen ncchts, Leipzig, 1954*
now also as • Jhe Origins of Israelite lav/1 in his ssays on
Old Testament Istory arid heligion, ( jT. by A. ilson}'
Oxford, 19^6, pp. 81-132.

2
Ibid., pp. 17, 59 note 2, (ET. pp. 92, 123f. note 106).

5Ezek. 5:6, 7; 11:12, 20; 18;9 (cf. 18;19, 21); 20:11, 13, 16,
18, 19, 21, 24, 25.

^G. A, Cooke, hzeklel. (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1936 (reprinted 1967)*
P. 59.
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i.e., not less than t Irty-eight tines altogether in the Old

Testament, the use of the couple crust not be confused with the

use of each of the words,

'Bio fact that the couple is very frequently found in both

the Code of Holiness and eutercnory, may give rise to a iraditio—

historical question of the relationship of these two literary

collections with the Book of Jackie1. how, as far as the two

terms ( il ^ pH / and ) are concerned,
it can be said that H. Graf Reventlow is right in pointing out

1
that the Gits iia Leben of their coupling is the cali." It is

from there tliat both the Code' of Holiness, leuteronomy, and
2

L-iaekiel, have derived their respective uses o_ the couple.

It must also be said that despite its cultic Jitz in leben, the coup¬

ling of these two terms does not seen to have boon transmitted

mechanically. Instead, it was transmit Led organically. In

ether words, despite the fact that both zekiel an., those who

were behind the Code of Holiness and outeronomy can to a large

extent be regarded as cultic persons, they still have freedom
3

in receiving and transmitting: the use of these coupled terms."

1
. * braf event low, .lichter tfber Israel : zechiel und seine
tradition. (B.2.A. , 82), Berlin, 19o2, p. 110.

2
Ibid., pp. 9ff; G. A. Cooke, op« cit., pp. o2f.«

3
Cf • u. Cref eveitloxf, on. ext., pp. 9ff• •



Shis is clear not only frost the fact that these two terms are

found in an intei'changeab1e order, hut also from the fact that

the verba which always go with then are interchangeable as well.

The latter can be seen, e.g., in i.zek, 20:13, 16, 19, etc., in

w ich the words H "jbil az'o used with the tern SI "ipfl §
whereas in v. 24 the word "D K>Q is used} in a positive

statement the tern Os©I)<i/>5 is used either uitn the verbs J1UJ9

(lev. 18:4» 5)» or both, /!U/\> and ~~l ft 12/(Dzck. 2C;19)»

whereas in a negative statement it is used with either

( zek. 20:13, 16), cr 1 ftui ~ b>? ( zek. 20:18), or 1ft UJ "Kb

( ?ek. 20:21), or (useR. 20:24).1
/ 2

".'■t t ' f ■ sitpn /xi'pn ) in
by no means clear. The only descriptions in this unit are

found in vv. 11, 13, and all are positive. In connection with

these descriptions, it is of course possible to argue that these

two terms, i.e. 0s ■£?)£) if/ft and 511 pf7, must be treate M lately
3

because they are described individually.' But, due to the fact

1lbid.. p. 10.

2
It is not clear why zekiel uses JU?n in 20:11, 13, 21 and TP pn
in 20:18, 25. However, due to the fact that Q4?n is preferred
by Deuteronomy, it seems justified to say that these two terms,
i.e., HI j?n and D*pn » are interchangeable,

3"In vv, 11, 13, 21 the descriptions use a masc. suffix which
refers only to 'Oi3)5>U//a • Gee ale* v. 25 in which the
description of OPpn is different from that of HJ /£©0J'&.



that the coupling, of three two terras has its ow Sit.z im heben,"*"
it seems better to treat them toother as referring to a single

idea* This togetherness is also cleat from the fact that in

• zck. 18:9 the walking' in Sahweli's statute-.; ( jl i pfl ) and the

observance of his ordinances ( Q 3 0 D IilYS ) are related

only to one idea, i.e., life (cf. Lev. 18:5)•" So, on this

basis it can perhaps be concluded that the observance of those

positively described statutes and ordinances (i zek. 20:11, 13)

would bring life.'

2) The sabbaths ( J] ) Jl HIL/ ).

The fact that in t iis section, i.e., zek. 20:1-31, the word

JM 51 HIZ) is always used in its plural form (w. 12, 15, 16, 20,

21, 24) indicates that (a) it must not be confused with its use

in singular form and in that sense (b) it is in a parallelism

to the plural forms of both the words Jl 1 pfl/DspP? and

O5 LB 3 . As in the case of both jlipn/lP jTl and Qs ,

the question of the detailed meaning of (~l\ tlHif/ must not be

pressed too far. It seems sufficient to say tiiat what is meant

1
oe» -hdhra, pp. 180f.,

2
It is of course possible here to combine the ideas of righteous¬
ness (pHS) and life ( JVn) as G. A. Cooke did (op. clt.. p. 199)»
But, cinec the idea of righteousness is mostly related to the
observance of the casuistic laws (cf. the detailed casuistic
laws in zek, 18:5-8), it seems better to distinguish it from
the idea of life. Cf. • himmerli, zeoliiel. (jj.h. XIII/1,
pp. 398f.» 406ff.; .. hichrodt, zekiel, (hT. by Coeelett uin),
(0. ,L.)t London, 1970, pp. 238ff. and the references on p. 288
note 1.

5
^0n the contrary, the observance of the negatively described
statutes and ordinances in Bzek. 20:25 will brin, death.



by these 'sabbaths1 is all the sabbatical 1-ws or the sabbatical

activities, be it the day of sabbath or the seventh day, or the

day of rest, or the sabbatical years, or other things referred

to in the sabbatical regulations. but in connection with its

particular use in sek. 20 it is interesting to find that (a)

these sabbaths axe in fact given by Yahweh to be a sign between

Yahweh and Israel (v. 12) and in that sense they should be

hallowed (v. 20) and not be profaned (cf. vv. 13, 16, 21, 24)?

and (b) by hallowing and observing' the sabbaths the people will

know that it is Yahweh who sanctifies them, i.e., the people of

Israel.*
In the Old Testament the description of the saobath(s)

as a sign between Yahweh and Israel is only found five times,

i.e., licod. 31s13, 16, 17? Ezek. 20j12, 20; whereas the relation

of their hallowing and observing and the sanctification of

Israel by Yakweh (v. 12b) is found again only in xod. 3:15»

The fact that zekiel's descriptions of the sabbaths are similar

to tiiat of .rod. 31sl3ff•, suggests that there is a relationship

Taking the third per* maso* pi* suffix in the word Qu/lpb
in v. 12 as referring bac to Israel, and not to the sabbaths
( n ■) Ti3.UJ ) which is in feminine form. however, see,
G-K. para. 135° which shows that the third pers. maso. pi.
suifix could refer to feci. pers. pi. noun. On its application
in Ssek* 20s1 , cf. Lev. 21:23; 22:16.
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between Ezek, 20 and jcod. 31;l>ff,»

lor the problem of this relationship, Kiel-Erik A. Andreasen

has ri htly pointed out that this similarity is due to the fact

thai both Lzekiel and the author of xod. plslJff• shared the

traditions of Israel from the cult, and therefore, the allusion

to the sabbaths in Ezek. 20:1? passim must not be regarded as

addition or secondary.1 Further, Andreasen points out quite

rightly that the two descriptions of the sabbaths as found in

dzek. 20;12, have their functions in the covenant relationship

between Yahweh and Israel, and that it io in this covenant context

that Esekiel has used the word iTlilllUJ tliroughout the book
2

which bears his name.

With these two general instances oi' the element of law, it

is clear- that _zekiel is referring to the covenant relationship

between Yahweh and Israel, The fact that both of these

instances are understood by him as being the 4..iits ( "j bl J )
of Yahweh to Israel also points to the covonantal setting, in

which, alter having done a saving; act for Israel (v. 10),

hiel-Srik A*Andreasen, The Old Testament Sabbath. (S.I3.L.
Dissertation eries 7)» ublic ed by the Society or biblical
Literature, no place, 1972, pp. 42-47» 210.

gIbicl.. pp. 204-213.
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Yahweh requires her to keep the covenant by observing his

statutes and ordinances and hallowing his sabbaths (vv. 11, 12).

e The element of rebellion (v. 13a).

As in v. 8a, the details of Israel's rebellion against

Yakweh in v. 13a is described in terms of Israel's total rejection

of Yahweh'e commandments : Israel did not walk in Yahweh's

statutes ( JlSpn), rejected his ordinances ( "D^ ©DliJXi),
and profailed his sabbaths ( )• In other words, in

terns of t e covenant relationship between Yahweh and Israel,

the reiellion of Israel is total, which means that Israel's

life or death depends entirely on whether or not Yaiiweh would

like to renew the covenant or to forgive her.

d. The elenent of fovi ivenoss (v. 13b).

As in v. 8b, what Is called the element of forgiveness here

i3 in fact the postponement, or the suspension, of Yaiiweh's

judgement against Israel. The difference between v. 8b and v. 13b

lies in that in the former the judgement is not explicitly

described, whereas in the latter it is, i.e., D3Th Sob ('to
finish them'). Even so, this explicit description does not

actually make any essential difference, since it was shown above

that the intended judgement in v. 8b is the annihilation of

Israel in Egypt. Besides, the motive of the forgiveness or of



the suspension of the judgement in v. 14 is similar to that of the

suspension of the judgement in v. 9« The only difference here

is that the reference to the exodus in v» 14 is chronologically

more accurate ttian tliat in v. 9*

\*ith the mentioning of this motive the whole case of the

first generation in the wilderness is understood by Ezekiel

as exactly the same as that of Israel in Egypt. However, the

fact that in this subsection (vv. 10-14) Ezekiel elaborates the

element of law still further, i.e., by using the terms Dlpll »

Q * © i) Ui>0 , and J1 ^ II H l/J , which have wider meaning s

tiian those used in v. 7 do, su, , ests that hzekiel measures

Israel's past history in terns of her obedience to do what those

terms convey.1 This is also clear in vv. 15-17 in which Yahweh's

judgement is announced because Israel does not obey the command¬

ments of Yaiiweh which are classified in those three terms (v. 16).

iJaekiel's elaboration of the element of law can be seen again

in bis treatment of the third period of Israel's history in

vv. 18-26.

As it now stands, w. 15-17 is problematic in terms of both

formal structure and content. lirst, as far as the stereotyped

Of. G, von Had, Old Testament Theology„ (SP. by D.M. G.
Stalker), Vol. II, Edinburgh, 1965, p. 224 and the notes
there.
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formal structures of both vv. 5-9 vv. 10-14 are concerned,

the introducing words J >V~ D A V in'v. 15 suggest that vv. 15-17

does not seem initially to have belonged to the original

structure of the section (vv. l-Jl). This seems to be strengthened

by v. 17 which does not have any parallelism in vv. 5-9•

It is perhaps because of these reasons t at A. Bertholet regards

v.17 as 'die ursprungliche . ortsetzung* of *Jahwes Fiandeln1 in

v, 14s and that w, 15f. is a *redaktlonelier, nur umliegendes

Material verarbeitend inechub1 which destroys the smooth contest
2

of vv. 14» 17ff•• Second, some scholars treat vv. 15-22 as

3
a unity, although they do not explain why.

4
It was shown earlier that in w. 15-17 there are recurrences

of the fourth, the third, and the fifth elements, i.e., the

elements of judgement (v, 14), law (v. 16), and forgiveness

(v. 17). This repetition must not by any means be regarded

as strange for Ezekiel. A closer examination shows that

vv. 15-17» taken as a whole, is in fact the description, or the

clarification, of what is otereotypically presented in vv. 15-14.

*A. Bertholet - K. Galling, op. clt.. p. 70.

2Ibid., p. 75.

3
Cf. G. A. Cooke, op. cit.. p. 217? G. Pohrer - K. Galling', op.

•, p . 112.

4
oupra. pp. 175ff..
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What is stated in v. lja is clarified in v. 16, what is stated in

v. 15b is clarified in v. 15» and what is stated in v. 14 is

clarified in v. 1?. In this sense, and from the point of view

of prophetic traditions, to regard vv* 15-17 as additional, or

secondary, or an insertion, seems to be baseless. Besides,

compared with the content of vv. 13a-14» what is stated in vv. 15,

17 seems to have clearer historical reference(s) : it is

Ezekiel's interpretation of what is recorded in Gum. ljf. and

Dent. 1:19-46.~ This interpretation is organic rather than

mechanic, and, in the context of Ezek. 20:1-31, the negative

statement in v. 15 is extremely emphatic over against the

positive one in v, 6. The mentioning of the idols in v. 16b

reminds one of wliat Ezekiel seorns to have been particularly

concerned with in this section."' The historical reference(s)

of these idols of the wilderness period (cf. vv. 24, 26) are

as difficult as that of the idols of the Egyptian period (vv. 7f•)•

So, in this particular connection it must be said that Izekiel

reads back Israel's religious life in Canaan to her religious
3life in the wilderness, as he does in the case of Israel's

■*"Cf. Zimmerli, op. cit.. pp. 447f.»
2
Contrast G. 1 olirer - K. Galling, who regard v. 6b u:, an
•erl&utemde Glosse' which must be deleted (op. cir.„ p. 111).
Cf. G. A. Cooke, op, cit.» p. 217.

3
G. A. Cooke says : 'Israel in Canaan might isave deserved this
sweeping condemnation, but not Isr. in the wilderness'. Yet he
continues, •,..only two outbreaks of idolatry during the wanderings
axe recorded, Ex. 52:l-6(l), eut. 9:16 (tie golden calf) and
Hum. 25:1-3, os, 9:10' (op. pit., p. 217)«
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religious life in the beginning of her history in Egypt (v. 8).

The third period ; the second generation in the wilderness

(yv> 18-26).

As was stated earlier, v. 1? can be regarded as implicitly

containing the element of salvation history for the birth of

the second generation in the wilderness. Yet Ezekiel does not

seem to have been concerned with this element as much as he

does with the elements of lew, rebellion, and judgement.

Therefore he begins his interpretation of the third period of

Israel's history by statin^ explicitly the element of law (vv. 16-20)

which he elaborates still further in vv. 23-26.

With the lack of explicit statement of the element of

salvation history, the ox'der of the other elements in tills

subsection is as followss 2-3-4-5 plus 4-5-2 or 5.^ With this

order, it is clear that this subsection still preserves the

stereotyped structures of vv. 5-9 and w. 10-17. The stereotyped

structure is also clear in that this subsection has some verbatim

repetitions of the formulas or the statements used in vv. 5-9

and/or in vv. 10-1?« However, this subsection is in many

respects different from the preceding two. These differences

^lor the references of these numbers, see, supra, p. 177 note 1.

2
E.g., vv. 21, 22 is similar to vv. 8-9 and vv. 13-14? w, 23-24
is similar to vv. 15-16? w. 25-26 is similar to vv. 11-13.



will be hinted in the detailed examination of this subsection

below.

As far as the content of this subsection is concerned, it

is cloar that zekiel is now dealing with a part of Israel's

past history in the wilderness (w. 10, 21, 2.) in which Israel

is referred to as the children of the generation who was led

out of Egypt by Yahweh (vv. 10, 18). Again, it is very striking

tliat in this subsection the detailed information or reference

to the history of these 1 Vnildren' is as little as that of the

generation dealt with in the preceding two subsections.

However, despite all this, it is clear that zekiel is still

following the course of Israel's history as it is set out in

Israel's Credo, and that it is against this creedal background

that he presents his interpretation of that history. In other

words, .zekiel knows very well the course of Israel's past

history, but his interpretation of each period of that history

is entirely his own.

a. The element of salvation history (v. 17).

It was said above that tliis verse does not state explicitly

the element of salvation history for the birth of the second

generation in the wilderness. Yet it can perhaps be justified

to regard it as implying this element. This is so, since the

negative sentence in v. 17b uses vocabulary which is similar' to

that of v. ljb. It was also said above that v. 17 is actually

the ex lanation of the stereotyped formula in v, 14? therefore
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a statement similar to that of v, 10 could be expected after v. 17.

The lack of this statement shows that kzekiel's interest does

not lie in this element of salvation history. So, once again,

the element of salvation history in the third period is only-

implied in v. 17.1

• ^he element of law (w. 10-20).

There are two kinds of commandments here, i.e., (l) the

statutes, tho ordinances and the idolatry, of 'your fathers'

(v. 10) and (2) the statutes, the ordinances and the sabbaths,

of Yahweh (v. 19-20). The detailed meanings of the statutes

and the ordinances of 'your fathers' are as vague as those of

the statutes and the ordinances of Yahweh. However, the explicit

reference to the idols of the fathers in v. 18b su. gests that

the idolatrous worship of Israel lias become the particular

interest of Dzekiel. It is in that particular reference that

Israel's rebellion against Ya weh is manifest at its clearest

(cf. vv. 7, 6b, 16b, 24b, 28).

Form-critically t c use of particle plus an imperfect

or a jussive in v. 18b reminds one of the prohibitive law in

Lev. 18*24; 13:4» 29, 31* Yet the difference between them is

"*■
:ee, also on v. 19a oc , below.

2
For the interclmigeability of Jllpn and O'^n, see, supra,
pp. 179ff..
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also clear in that in Ezek. 20:13b the particle follows the

substances of the law, whereas in Lev, 18:24; 19:4# 29, 51

precedes them, and that in the former it is used in combination

with the preposition 1, whereas in the latter with either the

preposition 2, or J") <V, or Whether these different

prepositions signify anything is not clear, lioreover, the use

of the motive clause /IVfP UN in the prohibitive law

does not seem to be regular. This motive clause is immediately
used after the prohibitive law in Lev, 19:4# 31# whereas in Lev,

18:24} 19:29 is not. If this irregularity means anything at

all, it must be that the prohibitive law can be ended either

with a motive clause or without. As far as Lzek, 20:18b is

concerned, the form of the prohibitive law here is still a

little problematic. This is so since in v. 19arx there is a

motive clause [DM ilVff ^ which can be regarded as either

concluding the prohibitive law in v. 18b or introducing the

command in w, 19aj3 b-20. However, as it now stands, the

commandment in w, 19a p, b-20 has its own motive clause, i.e.,
the .rkenntnisformel in v. 20b Q , a formal structure w .ich

suggests that the motive clause QD^rTjtt /TlTf UVin v. 19aoc
should belong to v. 10.

In tiiis coimection W, hinanerli is right in referring to
Lev. 18:2f, in which the formula ilVils 43^?constitutes
the preamble of the commandments stated there."'" Jut the fact

1W. Simmerli, Szechiel. (B.K. XIII/1), p. 448.
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that the coBBaandment in Lev, 18:2f, is not concluded with another

motive clausesuggests that this formula cannot he used

together with another motive clause. And to that extent its

role is determined by the context and the place in which it is

used. In Lev, 16;2f, the formula must be regarded as the

introducing motive clause or the preamble of the coraaandment,

whereas in Lev, 18:4 it constitutes the concluding one (ef. Lev.

10:30; 19s3» 4» etc.). So, in the light of all this, it seems

better to regard the formula DD s n S X H 'liT in Ezek.

20:19a as the concluding motive clause of the i>rohibition

in Ezek. 20:18 (cf, nek, 20:7),

The reference to the statutes and the ordinances of 'your

fathers' here is unique, i,e», it does not occur anywhere else

in the Book of kzekiel. Its being juxtaposed with the positive

admonition in w. 19a 3 b-20 suggests that Ezekiel elaborates his

description of law so straightforwardly that Israel is faced v/ith

an either-or situation. Tide straightforward elaboration, or

this straightforward presentation of the either-or situation,

is also clear in that (a) Ezekiel uses the same terms for both

the fathers' statutes and ordinances and those of Yahweh and (b)

^Taking the prohibition in Lev, 18:2f. and the commandment in
Lev. 18:4 as two separate things,

2
Cf. W. Limmerli, who says that in Ezek, 20:19f. the role of
the motive clause is not clear (op, cit., p, 448).
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in w, 19a|ib-20 ho uses verbs in imperative snood., whereas in
w. 11-12 he mentions none of them,

c, The element of regellion (v. 21a),

Although fora-critically t;ls liali'-verse is similar to,

or the stereotyped repetition of, w. 8a, 15a, its being juxtaposed

with tue positive admonition in w. 19a g b-20 shows how emphatic

EzeidLel's presentation is, hut, the fact that the positive

admonition in vv, 19a fi b-20 is still preceded by a o idition

(w. 1 -19a i* ), makes this presentation more emphatic than that

which is found in vv. 7-Sa. This is so, since the rebellion

of the children against Yahveh in v, 21a is understood by Ezekiel

as their having made the wrong choice in the either-or situation

set out by the elements of law in w, 18-20. By doing; so the

children's history is worse than that of their fathers.

d. The element of judgement (v. 21b).

The formula in v. 21b is a stereotyped repetition of that

which is found in both v. 8b and v. 15b. Its occurrence in

v. 21b i3 the list in this chapter. Even so, a close examination

does not find any major elaboration of it, except the change of

a phrase which makes the formula relevant to each period of the

history being; dealt with.^ In the first period, or in the unit

rhe presence of the phrase DJlibDband the lack of the phrase
DDI jubnb in v. lja do not seem to signify anything which
can be regarded as an elaboration of tie element of judgement
contained in the whole formula.
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which deals with the beginning of Israel's history (vv. 5-9)»

this formula has the phrase Lls-1^^0 ~p513.(v» 8b)» and in the
second and the third periods {w. 10-17 and yy, 10-26 respectively)

lias the phrase ZLIXVIL (vv. 15b, 21b). 3o, in comparison

with Bzekiel's treatment of the element of law in this subsection

(vv. 10-26), it can be concluded that Fzekiel's elaboration of

the element of judgement is only minor. In other words,

; zekiel is putting his emphasis snore on the element of law rather

than on the element of judgement.

e. The element of forgiveness or postponement of judgement
(v. 22).

Apart from the phrases *~]b "J] 4513.LZ/ 71*1 » the whole

formula in v. 22 is similar to that which is found in vv. 9t 14.

hue to this fact, some scholars prefer to leave the phrase
_

>~li~JlK-iil.ZLUJ71i out. lor instance, G. fohrer deletes this

phrase because, according to him, it is a 'variierende Glosse',"3"
2

whereas W. bimmerli notes that it is not original. In contrast

*G. Fohrer - K. Galling, op. cit., p. 111.

2
After noting that there is no trace of the phrase \blisJJTW
in LXX, Yulg., and Gyr,, W. iimmerli says s 'has im
rezahlungssjusaamenhang 21f. sehwer entrdgliche perf. cons., die
bei Ez sonst nie von Jahwajgeteauchte hedewendung "Is DSUlh
(von hemch 10:8, 175 58:12) und das Fehlendes Passus in den
parallclen AuafOhrurigen 9.14 scheinen die Aussa. e als nicht
ursprUnglich su erweisen' (op. cit,, p. 455). ee also W.
Eiohrodt, whose reason for the deletion of the phrase io
similar to that of .. bimmerli (.zekiei, ((EP. by Cosslet Quin)),
p. 261 note q).
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to both. G. Fohrer and "U niaataerli, A. Bertholot and G. A. Cooke
1

retain the phrase although they do not give reason for it. Shis

is also the position which is adopted in the present study.

From the point of view of prophetic traditions, it seems better

to retain the phrase. W. Biramerli is right in pointing out

tliat the phrase "Is "PU/Fl in the Book of Bzekiel is only used

for man (18:8, 17; 38*12)But the fact that this phrase is

also used for nan in Josh. 8:26 is interesting. In this

particular passage in the Book of Joshua the phrase "I6 IPlAlilis

used exactly as the opposite of the word n£#l(»to stretch out').

The word 71 ©J is often used in the phrase ~P 71 ©3 wiuLch is

used for Yahweh in Isa. 5*25; 9*11» 16, 21; 31:3; Jer. 21:5,

which denotes that Yahweh*s anger is (still) burning. In other

words, the phrase Is 71©3 is used for Yahweh as a gesture that

Yahweh#Q Judgement is not yet finished. On the basis of this,

it can perhaps be said that the phrase ~P TuJTI is a suitable

opposite of the phrase Is 71©3. This is so since the opposite

of the phrase ^ X3 5 71 ©J (Bxod. 15*12) is also the phrase

(Lament. :3)« Besides, the phrase"1s 3MZ/ for

Yauweh is found in ?s. 74*11 in which the psalmist appeals to

1A. Bertholet «• K, Galling, op. cit., pp. ?2f.; G. A. Cooke,
op. cit.. p. 218.

2
v. Zteaerli, op. cit.. p. 435*
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Yahweh. to help him face hiss enemy. Jo, the use of the phrase

i> i>um for Yahweh in Ezek. 20:22 cannot be regarded as

completely unusual. Therefore the phrase v"V~ 51 ^ 4 31 IlW/M
in 2zek» 20:22a is kzekiel's own description or elaboration

of the stereotyped formula in the rest of the verse.

If this description means anything at all, it must be that

it emphasises the postponement of Yahvek's judgement. This

is so, since the use of the phrase ~I s 1IW elsewhere means

self-withdrawal or self-suspension from doing something (cf.

Szek, 18:8, 17; 38:12; Ps. 74:11).

So, as far as vv. 18-22 is concerned, it is clear that, on

the one hand, Ezekiel is emphasizing the rebellion of Israel

by elaborating: the element of law, while on the other, he is

emphasizing the postponement of Yahweh's judgement against

Israel. With these two emphases, it is also clear that for

zekicl the course of Israel's past history is the course of

the increasing tension between Israel's rebellion against Yahweh

and Yahweh's postponement of his judgement against Israel. This

tension is still developed further by Ezekiel in vv. 23-26.

1
It might well be that the phrase is the counter¬
part of the phrase >14 ^Uij) which frequently occurs in
fzek. 20, But the fact that the latter is never used in
connection with Yahweh1s oath to punish, or to execute his
judgement, makes it difficult to regard the former as the opposite
of the latter*
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As now stands, yv> 25-26 is problematic in terms oi' both

formal structure and content. This is so, primarily because

(1) the use of the phrase s J DA") in vv. 23, 25 can be retarded

as showing its additional cnaxaeter, and (2) the recurring

stereotyped formulas are not found in an order similar to that

of the preceding subsections (w, 5-9; vv. 18-22), and (J) the

content of this subsection is irrelevant for the situation in

the wilderness. However, it was shown above^ that, despite

these three reasons, vv. 25-26 still shows many features in

terms of both formal structure and content which support its

being aw integral part of bzekiel's presentation in this chapter.

Besides, due to the fact that this subsection (vv. 25-26)

preserves some of the elements found in the preceding subsections,

i.e., the fourth, the third, and the second or the fifth,
2

elements, its exclusion from the chapter as a whole, or its

pejorative labelling^, would really be baseless. As far as its

content is concerned, its irrelevance fox* the wilderness period

can be compared with that of the substance of laws referred to
3

in vv. ?f .s 18. moreover, it was shown above that in chapter 20

Xnuora, pp. 177ff..
2
.For the references of these ordinal numbers, see, supra, p. 177 note 1.

3
•'.arpra, pp. 156ff., 173ff..
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Szekiel's interest in the details of Israel's past history is

far loss than his interest in Israel's rebellion against Yahweh

and his coimriandiaeiits. Therefore, it is better to keep this

subsection as it is mid where it is, and regard, it as an integral

part of the chapter as a whole. And in tnis sense it seems

justified to say that vv. 23-26 constitutes a further description
2

of wiiat zekiel stereotypically lays out in vv. 18-22.

The repetition of the fourth, the third, and the second

elements in tiiis subsection snows how close is the relationship

of this subsection to that which precedes it, i.e., vv, 18-22. In

fact, v. 23 can be regarded as explaining v. 21b, and v. 24 is

similar to v. 21a (and v. 16); and vv. 25-26, which is form—

critically similar to vv. 11-12, can be regarded as both the

counterpart of vv. 18-20 and the explanation of v. 22.

"Contrast A. jJertholet - K, Galling, who argue that like vv. 15f.»
which disturbs the smooth context of vv. 10-14 arid v, 17, so
does w. 23-27 disturb the context of v, 22 and v. 28.
Accord in to them the rebellion of Israel (v. 21) is again
answered by Yahweh's gracious act in that Yahueh led the people
to Palestine (v. 28). It is because of Israel's sinful deeds
in Palestine that Yahweh tlireatens them with what is stated in
vv. 23-27. Therefore, so A. iiertholet - K. Galling opine,
v, 28 crust be transposed after v. 22 and before v. 23 (op. cit..
pp. 73£.)» Tiiis opinion of A. Bertholet - K. Galling is later
on adopted by » Hichro&t (op. ojt., pp. 259» 269ff.). See also,
G. Pohrer - X. Galling, who regard the alestine period as
beginning with v. 23, although they do not transpose v. 28
before it. (op. pit., pp. 107# 112),

2
In this sense the function of vv. 23-26 is similar to that of
vv. 15-17 in its relationship to vv. 10-14. fee, supra, pp. 186f..



A close examination of t'-is subsection elxows that the

substance of both the description of judgement in v. 23 an- of the

law in w. 25-26 are problematic.

First, the element of judgement in v. 23. In the preceding

subsections the elements of judgement, which are contained in

the stereotyped formula in w. 8b, 13b, 21b, are described by

the reference to the substance of judgement relevant to the

period of history being dealt with. In v. 8b the judgement

means the annihilation of the whole people of Israel, although

there is no explicit statement of it.* The meaning of the

judgement in v. 13b is the same as that of the judgement in

v. 8b. But the description in v, 15 shov.'s that the substance

of the judgement in v. 13b is the- prohibition of the first

generation of wilderness to enter the promised land. This

description is also implied in v. 17. In reference to what

historically took place during the Egyptian and the wilderness

periods, these two descriptions of the judgement are relevant.

This is so, since, on the one hand, the exodus event presupposes

that the annihilation of Israel did not take place, and on the

other, it can be said that none of those who went out of Egypt

ever saw the promised land at all.

1
In v. 10 it is implied that had the judgement referred to in
v. 8b been executed, the exodus event would not have taken place
at all.
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In comparison wita these two descriptions, what is stated in

v» 25 does not seem to ye historically relevant at all for the

second generation of wilderness. the description in v. 23 would

be relevant only for the generation in Palestine, for whoia

exile Gaii really be regarded as judgement.

She reason why Bze&iel uses this irrelevant description

for ti.e threatening judgement mentioned in v. 21b is not clear.

Yet it seems clear that in doing so • zexiel shows that his

concern with the details of Israel's past history is less than

his concern with Israel's rebellion arid Yahweh's judgement on

it. moreover, the juxtaposition of the threat of judgement

with the stereotyped reasons of it (v. 24) shows how hzekiel

develops that descriptions of the judgement. It was noted

above how contrasted are the formal structure and the content

of the description of judgement in v. 15 to tuoee of the promise of

the land in v. 6,~ Now, in vv, 25-24 the form of the description

is the same as that of the description in vv. 15-16, but its

content is more drastic. In v. 15 it is stated that the first

generation in the wilderness is not allowed to enter the

promised land, whereas in v. 25 the promised land will not be the
2

final destination of the second generation either!

"

;iaxea, p. 188.
2 „
■ Cr. h. . ohrer - K. Galling, op. oit., p. 112.
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What is more, the reason for the latter is the saiae as that which

is stilted, in v. 16. Tiiis reason is centralized by izekiel in

the Idolatrous worship of Israel yvv. 16b, 24b; •

Llsevhere in the Old Testament, the threat of deportation

ox* exile is always based on Israel's idolatrous worship.

This can bo seen, e.g., in Peut. 4s£5-26; 28:64f»; Lev. 26:27**35l

Jer. >:13-15; of. lout. 28:15, 36, 58, 64ff.. Although the

precise datings of these passat.es outside the Look of nzekiel

are difficult to decide, their similarity in this particular

case presupposes a kind of theology, or traditions, about the

exile and its reason. The question of when this kind of

theology began is difficult to answer. However, the fact that

in Israel's history exile per ae diu not iiappen until the fall

of oaiiiaria (722/721 B.C.) suggests that tMs theology did not

arise before then. In the light of all this, it can be concluded

that ..zekiel himself must have known this theology or traditions

of exile (of, fzek. 1:1-5; 3:12; 22:15; etc.). Yet Jzekiel is

different from those behind the passages listed above in that

he applies the threat implied in this theology not to Israel in

Palestine, out to the second generation in the wilderness (hzek.

20:23). Whether this application is historically accurate or

not does not seem to concern him very much. Besides, from the

very beginning of his treatment of Israel's past history,

Ezekiel does not seem to have been concerned with the question of

whether or not his detailed historical references are accurate.

This kind of tendency is in fact not a strange thing in the Old
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Testament, After all, each one of Israelite traditionists

can be re aided as showing freedom in his interpretation of
1

Israel's past history.

second, the description of the element of law in vv. 25-26.

The historical irrelevance ox this description is clear in

that it is in Palestine rather than in the wilderness that the

idolatrous worship of Israel can be regarded as really flourishing

and destructive for the covenanted relationship between Israel

and iahweh."

This irrelevance can perhaps be understood, like in v. 23, as

one of the indications tiiat hzekiel is not concerned with the

detailed historical references as much as with what he is arguing

for in this disputational speech. However, the most puzzling

problem of this description is that it is Yahweh himself who

is said to have given all the bad commandments which led to

3
Israel's appalling idolatrous worship.'' Accordingly, it is no

wonder that some of the scholars have devoted more space to

discussing this problem than to discussing other parts of this

chapter.^

*This is clear from the survey of C. R. North, The Old Testament
Interpretation of History, London, 1946.

2
W. Kimmerli related this situation particularly to the times of
King Ahaz and Kirn Kansaseh (op. cit., pp. 449f.).

3'Notice the emphatic use oi the first person pronoun in these
two verses (25-26).

^A. B. Davidson, op. cit.. pp. 143 1. A, Cooke, op. cit.,
pp. 218f•} W. Eichrodt, op. cit., pp. 270-273-
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It has been shown above that form-critically vv. 25-26 is

similar to vv* 11*12, and that substantially the former is the

reverse of the latter." However, what is the meaning of the

•statutes which were not good, and ordinances in which they could

not have life* (v. 25) is as vague as that of the 'statutes ...

and ordinances by whose observance man shall live* (v. ll).

It was said, above that fzekiel's specification of what he means

by the 1statutes• and the •ordinances* (and the 'sabbaths*)

in v. 11 can be seen in his attitude towards Israel's idolatrous

worship. In parallelism to this, it can be said that what

Ezekiel means by the 'statutes which were not good, and ordinances

in which they could not have life' (v. 25) is also specified in

his reference to Israel's idolatrous worship in v. 26.

The fact that in v. 26 the word 'idols' ( ) is not used

does not mean that what is described there is not idolatrous

worship. That what is described in v. 26 means idolatrous

worship seens to be clear in that the phrase "Qfll IfcHrbl) "VHyjlO
in v. 26afi is used to specify what is meant by the phrase

0511mm in v. 26a* ,2

Although the thrkenntnisformel in v. 26 is slightly different
from the usual one, it is difficult to regard it as late or
additional. Cf. .. :ichrodt, ot>, ext., in loc.; contrast
V. Zimmerl:., 0. Fohrer, G. A, Cooke.
2

nilbO , in pi. or la sing,, is one of the terms wi'iich are
used to denote sacrifices as gifts in general. dee, T. H.
Gaster, 'Sacrifices aM Offerings, 0,1.', I»D,.u., Vol, IV,,
p. 148.
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is found only in sotU 13:1, an part of a eegas»i>dtte&i« "he

problest about thin phrase lies in that moat scholars would like

to add the weed 1l/^H to it vaieh would — ire a —ntinfill

■ >1© ; Il/^IL ~13V H-c pas; tnro'iif •. y fires*."' '.•'•.ir;

ootnbinvfcion is supported by the fact that it is already found

in out. 18:10} 2 dings 16:5} 17:17} 21:6} 25:10 «uad «©3c» 20:31*

ith this conbination or addition* it ia than possible to 3£gU0

that in both ..xod, 15:12 and xek. 20:26 the ocaBaadaent of Yohweh

does norni the coiummdment to sacrifice the human first bom

(ciiilti sacrifice}. However, a closer exa: i.iation shows that

in all of these pasoogea tise phraue U7 "lliy is nevsag used

Qil") - - - -■ ■'

p/D'Hor jl/QTi »l ill. iiUi. And it ie with these
two cos, ox cnetii . ta ore. VIP, th ..

child onerifice is expressed (sec also, lew. 16:21} 2C:2f«;

Jer. I9»5l 32:35s ieut. 12:51s :-bsek, 16:21} 23:37)» but tew

Oil") C bD)
_

om ~1 &?£) io corse axed,'" iv« oecurre..c< in the i : ..... I,

i ox Exod. 13:12* see* e*.t*» G* is* river. The Book of rodxts.
Csr.bridgs Bible for iohoolis and Colleges/, Cambridge * 1^11,

p. 108} for .aek* 20:26, see, e. • » a* Bortholet - I* Galling,
op. cit.. p. 7;j ..;. foiirer - . . Galling, o. elt.« p. 1131
G, A. :ooke, op. clt., p. 218} • hichxodt, oinToft.. p. 259»

2
ee, ®*g*» i xod. 26:58} .ev. 23:37f.| »«» • 18:^, 11, 25} out.
16:17} Pa. 68:19.
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with soe variations, is found not more than seven times, i.e.,

Exod, 13:2, 12, 15} 34:19} 3:12} 18:15 and Lsek. 20:26.

It is only in Exod. 13:15b tliat the phrase is used as the acc.

object of the verb (TUT ('to sacrifice1). Yet Exod. 13:15b

states quite clearly that human fix*st born is not included in

that sacrifice. The same is true with Bum. 18:15 in which the

verb TTpie used. In bcod, 13:2} 34:19 and hum. 3:12 it is
stated that 0)1"!" St 11D*D "TOlIx) and Q lT T "l^bD
are Yaiwoh*s, although in Hum. 3:12 they are substituted by

DMbn < •the Levites')• Besides, although the term

H TTl X) , or plural Tl) , means . ifts in general and

offering or sacrifice in particular," in none of its occurrences

in the Old Testament does it include child sacrifice. As a

matter of fact, in Ezek. 20:31 the •gifts* and the •child

sacrifice* are very clearly distinguished from each other.

With all of this it can be concluded that although the phrase

Dm or its variations, denote the first born

as the substance of sacrifice, it never included human first born

at all. What happens with the human first born is that they

should be passed over (TTV, Exod, 13:12) to, or be consecrated

( di p, Exod. 13:2) for, Yahweh, because, like other non-human

first borns, they are Yahveh's.

So, to return to Ezek. 20:26, and in parallelism to the

1See, supra, p. 204 note 2,
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reversal of Yahweh'e statutes and ordinances in l&ek. 20i25»

it can be said that what is meant in hzek. 20s26 is also the

reversal oi Yahweh's commandment concerning; the human first bom.

In the light oi the examination above, it ©an be said that here

Israel did what was forbidden by Yahweh, i.e., to include their

human first born in the sacrifice.1 In that context they ore

not worshipping Yahweh, but worshipping their idols. The fact

that her idolatrous worship is tescribed as her obedience to

the commandment of Yahweh cannot by any means be regarded as

2
kzexiel*s reference to the permissiveness of Yahweh." Instead,

and in the context of the disputational speech in this section,

it must be regarded as Xahweh's explicit accusation or blame

against Israel. In that sense Yahweh's threat against Israel

is clear, i.e., Israel will have no life.

In contrast to the historical inaccuracy of all these

descriptions, namely their application to the wilderness period,

what is unique here is that aekiel has elaborated his arguments

in such a way that w. 23-26 can be regarded as approaching the

1Cf. li. de 7aux, Ancient Israel % Its Life and Institutions,
(ET.by John HcHugh), London, 1961, pp. 442ff,,

2
"Contrast E. de Vaux, who says that in Saek. 20:25-26 Ezekiel
•is attributing to divine causality all the actions, good and
bad, of men', and here Ezekiel 'is referring to the permissive
will of God' (ibid.. p. 444)•



climax in which the judgewent of Y&nweh against Israel will be

decisive and final.

The fourth period ■■ Israel ixi Palestine (vv. 21-2$),

What is interesting in this subsection is that it only

contains two ox the five elements found in the preceding sub¬

sections *

They are the elements of salvation history (v. 28a) and the

rebellion (w. 27b, 23b, 29?)} and as they now stand, the

latter is predominant, since the former is in fact found within

the latter. Due to the fact that none of the stereotyped

formulas occurs here, fcnese two elements can be regarded as

further descriptions of their counterparts in the preceding

subsections. The element of salvation history (v. 28a) shows

that the locality of the scene is now in 3 alestine, whereas

the element of rebellion (vv. 27b, 2Gb, 39) describes further

the details of the rebellion itself,

a, The clement of salvation history (v. 28a).

The introductory formula in this half-verse, i.e., ~ )\\2.

is similar to that which is used in Israel's Credo in Deut. 26 j 9}

Josh. £4s85 and so is the substance of this element to that of

the Credo in both passages. These similarities show that Eaekiel

is really reviewing Israel's past history as it is set out in her



Credo. To that extent the inclusion of the Palestinian period

to the review is to be regarded as natural.

b» The element of rebellion (vv. 27b, 28b, 29).

Instead, of using the recurring stereotyped formula s3~ 'H/OM

this subsection uses the words and Sv>0 SVX) •

The fact that the word fJlA in the Book of Kzekiel is found
again only in Ezek. 5J15 (as subst.) does not mean that it is

not dzekielian. The use of Svx) Sv>o in tiiis book is

found again in dzek, 14515» 15*8; 1?:20; 18:24; 39*26; whereas

in 59:23 only /) • The juxtaposition of the two clauses

in v. 27b, the predicates of which are the words *~| ~~l ^ and
respectively, must be regarded as unique and emphatic.

With Yahweh as their acc. object, both of these wox'ds arc more

straightforward than the word n~))D in its stereotyped use in

the phrase s i» What is meant by the straightforward

expressions in v. 27b is described in detail in w. 28b-29

which points to Israel's idolatrous, religious activities. Tlie

description is also unique in that it does not explicitly accuse

Israel because of her idolatrous activities, but describes these

activities in a very humiliating way. It begins with Israel's

seeing the high hills and the leavy tree, then proceeds with

Israel's worshipping there (cf. the etype of Hzek. 23:14-16).

Compared with vv. 25-26, this description is shorter, but

more straightforward and specified. However, both of these
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descriptions, i.e., that in vv. 25-?6 and that in vv. 27b-?3b,

have an important similarity in that they do not show a rough

or a rigid style. Their style is smooth end calm. To eastern

mind, a smooth or a cairn style of expression could very often

he a veiiicle of em accusation and/or a blame stronger and

sharper than otherwise.

Having; read this description of the element of rebellion,

one may expect that a. threat of Yehweh's judgement would follow

afterwards. But the threat, is lacking here, ;md so is the

element of forgiveness. Yet, if the description of the element

of rebellion is connected with the conclusion of the whole

disputational speech ir- this section, which is found in vv. 30f.,

it is possible to detect why they are lacking.

(l) The interrogative sentence in v, 50a p b^ must be

understood in the same way as is the bad cormiandment in vv. 25-26.

3y putting that question forward Ezekiel is in feet stressing
2

what his audience has been doing. In a sense, such a question

night sound very cynical, but in a disputational speech it is

very appropriate. This Is so, because in what follows, i.e.,

in v. 31a*X , jQsekiel describes in detail and in an emphatic way

"^icr the use of 71 plus forte in this interrogative sentence,
see, G-K. para. 1001.

2
G-K. para. 150e.
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what is implied in his question in v. 30a 3 b.

The description in v. 31&<* » surprisingly, not only corresponds

with what Ezeiciel describes in vv. 25-26, but also emphasizes

further that idolatry is the main content of Israel's rebellion

against Yahweh 'to this day*.

(2) For this reason Yahweh is not willing to be inquired

of by the 'house of Israel' (v. 31a|3 b) ♦ This is expressed in
two ways. First, in a form of an interrogative sentence, the

1
answer of which is definitely negative (v, 31a3 ). Second, in

a descriptive sentence which is preceded by a 'nchwurausssi ,e'

(v. 31b). The combination of these two emphatic sentences will

not fail to impress any in sekiel's audience, ox the reader

of tMs section, that Yahweh no longer thought tiiat he would

pour out his wrath upon Israel (vv. 8b, 13b, 21b), but he lias

already begun to carry out his judgement. And if the date in

v. 1 really means the year 591/590 B.C., the judgement which was

then threatening must be the fall of .Jerusalem in 578 B.C..
2

aving said all this, one may wonder, with 0. Fohrer,"

how Lzekiel could single out idolatry to be the kernel of his

argument in this disputational speech, and how could he not say

G~K. para. 150a.

2
C. Fohrer - K, Calling, op. oit., pp. 113f..
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anything about David, Solomon, the Temple, Josiah, etc.. This

question can easily be answered in that all of these non-idolatrous

historical references are not included in the Credo of Israel,

and therefore they are not included in ;,zekiel*a review of the

whole Israel's past history in this chapter."*" This can be

compared with the lack of other non-idolatrous historical

references both in the Egyptian period and the wilderness pex'iod
2

such as hoses, Seed iea, Sinai, Joshua, etc.. Nevertheless

it would really be a mistake to say that this lack means that

kzekiel does not know t ose particular references.

1
It is indeed questionable whether C-. : ohrer's philosophical
answer of the question is appropriate (ibid,).

2
It is astonishing that in the Book of Ezekiel very little
mention on these names, or even none at all, is made.
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Conclusion.

1. Having examined hzekiel'a treatment of Israel*;; past

history in this chapter, which is found particularly in vv. 5-31,

one is struck, first of all, by the stereotypically forulated

presentation of the prophet. The stereotyped formulas begin

in v. 5 and are carried through until v. 27 in which they break

up into more descriptive and straightforward expressions.

The fact that the stereotyped formulas are composed in a

structure, which in its turn makes three stereotyped units

(vv. 5-95 w. 10-175 and vv. 18-26), is very interesting.

However, there are two things which must be said in connection

with these stereotyped formulas and units.

a. To a large extent these stereotyped formulas and units,

which are never used in so an extensive scale by other prophets

or other Israelite traditionists, make 2zekiel*s interpretation

of Israel's past history very clear ri ht from the beginning.

This is so, since this interpretation is presented as his

argument against Israel In a disputational form of speech. On

the one hand, Ezekiel is answering the inquiry made by the

representative of the 'house of Israel', while on the other,

everything that he said recurs in each one of the units. In

other words, by lookin; at the first unit (vv. 5-9)* which also

deals with the beginning of Israel's history, one could find.

straitht away what kzeklel's interpretation of that period is.

decides* the fact that each of the three stereotyped units, plus



the last non-stereotyped one (vv» 27-51)» deals with one period

of Israel*s past history, makes it clear that hzekiel'a inter¬

pretations of all of these periods are the same. In short,

for hsekiel, and particularly in this chapter, the history of

Israel ri ;ht from its beginning, until his time is the same.

b. The stereotyped formulas and unite liave in fact limited

the content of Kzekiel's interpretation of that history. It

is true that, with the exception of vv» 27-29» each unit or

subsection contains five elements, i.e., the elements of salvation

history, law, rebellion, threat of judgement, and forgiveness

or suspension of judgement. But the fact that the phraseology

of each of these elements is repeated almost verbatim in each

of the units, does not seem to provide large room for other

historical details or references.

And the fact that out of those five elements only two which are

developed or elaborated in the third, fourth, and fifth units,

shows quite clearly the particular emphasis of dzekiel's

interpretation of Israel's past,

2, As far as content is concerned, it is interesting to

find that in this section .Szekiel regards the -..ayptian period as

the beginning of Israel's history (cf, zek. 235 but contrast

Ezek. 16), and that the chronological division of t e history

corresponds with that of the structure found in Israel's Credo

(Deut. 26s5-9» Josh. 24:2ff.). It is also interesting to find

that the phraseology of the element of salvation history in

each of the units, i.e., in vv. 5-6, 10, 28, whicn refers to the



themes of election, exodus, wilderness, and conquest, respectively,

is similar to that of the salvation history recited in the Credo.

On the basis of all this it can be said that zekiel follows the

course of Israel's past history as it is set out in Israel's

Credo. And to that extent it is unique that his interpretation

does not ignore what is said in the Credo.

espite the fact that these similarities between Peek. 20;5-31

and Israel's Credo cannot be un&ex'stooi as the dependence of

Ezekiel's historical review on the Credo-formulation in Deut.

26:5-9 anc Josh. 24:2ff., nevertheless they do show that

traditio-historically it is against, or with the background of,

that Credo that zeriel does his historical review. Besides,

the fact that the element of law is the first which is elaborated

by kzekiel, means that hzekiel is also standing- in Israel's

Judicial traditions. Coupled with the mentioning of the

sabbaths, it is clear that his concern with Israel lies more on

this judicial aspect than on the salvation history itself.

However, the fact that this judicial aspect is seen in the context

of salvation history, it would be a mistake to regard dzekiel

as the champion of the legalistic life of Israel, Instead, he

is the champion of the eovenantal life of Israel rather than

that of her legalistic life.

It is within the covenant tradition that zekiel does his

review of Israel's past history, in which the obedience, or the

disobedience, of Israel to Yahweh is his main concern. This

is 30, since the elaboration of the elements of law throughout

thi3 section (w. 5-31), and the constant reference to Israel's



rebellion a, ainst, and/or disobedience to, that law, show how

dzekiel measures the life of Israel throughout her history.

In this particular part of the book which bears his name, i.e.,

kzek. 20:1-31, it is clear that for ze.iel the history of

Israel, from its very beginning in L'gypt until Ms time, is a

history of rebellion against Yahveh.

Further, it is interesting to find that this rebellion

is understood by PzekieX in terms of Israel's disobedience to

Yahweh's oo; mandrients, an - that he specifies the manifestation

of it in the rank idolatry of the people. As a matter of fact,

this kind of rebellion and its manifestation are suitable chiefly

for the situation of Israel in Palestine rather than elsewhere.

And nzekiel has undoubtedly been content with this situation for
1

Quite some time (of, Ezek. 8-11; 14? 16; 18; etc.). But his

application of the same measure to Israel's histor: both in

.. ypt (w. 5-9) and in the wilderness (vv, 10-26), seems to be

inaccurate as far as historical references are concerned.

The exaaination above has shown, however, that this inaccuracy

does not signify anything;* The reasons are : a) kzekiel is in

fact not concerned with the detailed historical references

X
It is not true that in chapter 20 Ezekiel thinks that Israel
never entered Palestine as is argued by J. bust. (I am unable
to get access to his book on this particular chapter). See,
also . . Ziaaaerli's review ex v. bunt's bock in J4« 1971»
cols, 258ff., and that of h» , Schoeriberg in C.3.Q,. 33* 1971 >

pp. 126-128.



of what he presents in this particular chapter. This is cot

surprising since he is in fact not concerned with the bright

aspect of Israel's history as much so he ia with Israel's

rebellion in the course of her history, b) He is reading

the current situation of Israel's history back to its very

beginning and onwards* This is possible since iii terns of the

covenant the current Israel is the 5*«we as their 'fathers*

and vice versa. And Esekiel • s review is in fact covenantal

rather than otherwise.

Finally, the suspension of Yahweh'e judgement in the first

three periods will no longer be applicable to the current

generation. The salvation history in which Yahweh is the prime

actor is now reversed to a history of rebellion and idolatry,

in which Israel is the prime actor. The land which was sincerely

promised to then and to their fathers will now only become their

temporary place. Ihe judgement of Yahwek is inevitable.

^zekiel shows all this in his elaboration and detailed description

of the element of lav, against which 'us resents the element of

rebellion.

Piiis is veryclear in w. 23-26, and still clearer in vv. 27-29,

in w: ;ich it is only the element of rebellion which is described

in detail.
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CHAPTER IV

EZEEIEL l6 «

As with chapter 20:, a quick look at chapter 16 gives the

impression that the whole chapter is a unity which consists of

three elements, i.e., accusation (vv. 1-34)» judgement (vv. 35-52),

and promise of a bright future (vv. 55-63) • However, the investiga¬

tions which have so far been carried out by scholars show that this

chapter can be divided into some sections. Despite the fact that

it is difficult to find agreement among scholars on what criterion

or criteria which should be used in the analysis, most, if not

all of them, are agreed in dividing the chapter into two or three

sections."'' Although it is diffioult, or perhaps impossible, to
2

formulate a precise delimitation of each of these sections, it

1 t!
G. Fohrer - X. Galling, Ezechiel. (H.A.T. 1. Reihe 13), Tubingen,
1955» PP« 83, 92; J. Herrmann, Ezechiel. (K.A.T. XI), Leipzig,
19241 divides the chapter into two sections, which he divides
again into some subsections (pp. 98-102). J. Herrmann's division
is adopted by W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. (ET. by Cosslett Quin), (O.T.L.),
London, 1970, pp. 201f.. Unlike all of them, W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel.
(B.K. XIIl/l), 1969* examines this chapter according to its formal
structure and content, and finds that there are three sections
in it, i.e., vv. 1-43; vv. 44-58; and vv. 59-63 (pp. 341ff»).
W. Zimmerli's division is adopted by J. W. V/evers, Ezekiel.
(The Century Bible - Lew Series), London, 1969» P. H9» To all
of this, however, contrast, A. B. Davidson, Ezekiel. (The Cambridge
Bible for Schools and Colleges), revised by A. W. Streane, Cam¬
bridge, 1916, p. 109.

2
Cf. W. Zimmerll, op. cit., p. 342.
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is the intention of the present study to take vv. 1-43 as its main

concern. The reasons are, first, many scholars are agreed on

regarding this section as the kernel of chapter 16, and second,

Ezekiel's treatment of Israel*s past history is to be found in

this section.

In taking up the first reason, one is faced with the question

of whether or not the whole section is authentic. This question

is, as a matter of fact, inseparable from the question of delimita¬

tion, which deals with the problem of deciding which part is

authentic and which part is not. In this connection it must be

said that it is not the main concern of the present study to deal

with these two questions. Yet, it seems good and helpful for the

purpose of the study to have a brief look at the discussions which

have so far been carried out concerning them. J. Herrmann regards

vv. 1-43 as 'die ursprtingliche literarische Linheit* to which

vv. 44-58 and vv. 59-65 were later added."1" Further, he believes

that vv. 1-43 is derived directly from Ezekiel himself, and
2

therefore it is authentic. In distinction from J. Herrmann,

1 ••

J. Herrmann says s 'Fllr die literarische Analyse des Kapitels hat
sich ergeben, dass die ursprungliche literarische Einheit von
1-43 reicht, an die eine Fortsetzung angefugt ist* (op, cit.,
p. 102); of. W. Eichrodt, op. cit.. p. 202.

2
J. Herrmann, op. cit.. pp. 98f..
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G. Fohrer regards vv. 44-58 and vv. 59-63 as unauthentic because

they do not come from Eeekiel."'' In addition he does not regard

the whole of vv. 1-43 as authentic. Instead, he says that w.

16-21, 26-29 are later additions, and that yv, 30-34 is 'ein von

einem anderen Verfasser herrlihrender Zusatz'. Further, G. Fohrer

believes that the authentic verses within the section of vv. 1-43

are in a poetic form which consists of twenty strophes with five
2

lines each. In distinction from G. Fohrer, but in the same line

as J. Herrmann, A. B. Davidson, J. W. Wevers, and G. A. Cooke, seem

3
to regard the whole of vv. 1-43 as authentic.

Despite the variety of their opinions concerning the authenticity

and/or the unauthenticity cf vv. 1-43 or part of it, all of those

scholars are the same in that they do not provide any reason at

all for their respective opinions. In contrast to this, it is

interesting to find W. Zimmerli who treats the chapter differently.

Referring with disapproval to both G. HBlscher's thesis of the

poet Ezekiel and G. Fohrer's attempt to reconstruct the poem out of

the so called authentic verses,4 W. Zimmerli says that 'hier wirkt

^G. Fohrer - K. Galling, op. cit.. p. 92.
2
G. Fohrer - K. Galling, op. cit». pp. 83f.j see also, G. Fohrer,
Introduction to the Old Testament. (ET. by David E. Green),
Nashville, New York, 1968, p. 410.

5A. B. Davidson, op. clt., pp. 108ff.j J. W. Wevers, op. cit..
pp. 119ff.; G. A. Cooke, Ezekiel, (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1936
(reprinted 1967), p. 159.

4W. Zimmerli, op, cit.. pp. 342f..
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die Abtrennung der Rurzverse zur Gewinnung des Strophenmasse oft

wenig Uberzeugend'. Then he opines that the whole of chapter 16

is neither pure prose nor pure poetry, but like chapter 7 it is

'eine gehobene Prosa' which consists of short sentences with two

or three beats each, which are mostly arranged in a paratactical

sequence.'*' As far as the division of chapter 16 is concerned,

W. Zimmerli is of the opinion that form-critically vv. 44-58 and

vv. 59-^5 should be regarded as two units which axe different from
2

vv. 1-45 • However, W. Simmerli does not regard these two units

Zimmerli says t '... die Kurzversthese ... fuhrt hier nicht gu
einen einleuchtenden strophisch-metrisehen Erklarung des Gesamtge-
bilaes*. Then he infers : 'So wird man denn im Grundbestand von

Ez 16 mit einer freien Handhabung gehobener Zrzfcilsprache, die sich
von reiner Prosa unterscheidet und gelegentlich die Form der
ParallelsEtze streift, aber sich keinem straffen Metrum fiigt, zu
rechnen haben. Kennzeichen dieser gehobenen Prosa ist vor allem
der knappe, mit zwei oder drei Akzenten zu lesende Kurzsatz, der
im Eingang von Ez 16 in meist parataktischer Reihung herrscht*
(op. cit«, p. 545).

2
The delimitation of these two units is clear from the following
facts. a) The 'Gottespruchformel' in v. 45bx is the concluding
formula of yv, 55-45a, whereas v. 45bf3 is a new connecting verse
which introduces a new charge in vv. 44-58. This new charge is
concluded by a 'Gottespruchformel' in v. 58b. b) Verses 59-65
is introduced by a 'Botespruchformel' in v. 59a-x and is ended by
a 'Gottespruchformel' in v. 65b(3 . For this, see, W. Zimmerli,
op. cit.. pp. 341f..
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as separable from vv. 1-45 because they are thematically dependent

on the latter.* Therefore, instead of regarding the two units

as unauthentic, he regards them as a result of a 'Traditionvorgang'
2

which derived from the tine after the fall of Jerusalem. In

other words, on the one hand, W. Zimmerli does not want to exclude

both vv. 44-58 and vv. 59-63 from the rest of the chapter, while

on the other, he regards vv. 1-43 as the 'Kemstttck' of the whole

chapter.

Further, W. Zimerli argues that this »Kernstiick' consists of

what he calls *der Grundbestand' and/or *der Grandtext' to which

• rleuterangen' and/or 'Erweiterungen' are later on added either

by Jzekiel himself or by his disciples. From his analysis and his

reconstruction of the 'Grundtext' it is clear that V. Siromerli

regards the following verses as 'das unkommentierte Wort an

Jerusalem' s vv. 4*» 5* 6, 7, 8, 9*» 10, H» 12, 13*, 15, 24,

25a (J b, 35, 36ac* , 37a<xii, 39, 40, 41a. ^

\v. Zimmerli, op, cit.. pp. 341f».

2W. Zimraerli, op. pit., pp. 342, 365, 369*

. Zimmerli, op. cit.. pp. 353-364. Cf. W. Eichrodt, who, on the
one hand, seems to regard w. 17-21, 26-29 as disturbing the
evenness of the speech (op. cit.. pp. 196ff.), and on the other,
excludes vv. 30-34 from the section, saying that these verses
•leave the general direction of the parable' (op. cit., p. 208).
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With this opinion of W. Zirunerli, it is clear that the problem

of authenticity and/or unauthenticity of the whole, or the part, of

vv. 1-43 cannot easily be resolved. Apart from the possibility

that this section does have a *Grundbestand' or a 'Grundtext*,

it is, however, difficult to give a pejorative label to those verses

which do not belong to that •Grundbestand' or 'Grundtext'. There¬

fore an alternative way of dealing with this section nrust be sought.

In this respect it seems justified to say briefly that from the

point of view of the prophetic traditions it is better to regard

w. 1-43 as a piece of production of the prophetic traditionists'

activities in which the question of authenticity and/or unauthenti¬

city is less important than that of the traditio-history.

Now, about the second reason. As far as content is concerned,

it is clear that beginning with v. 44 there is a new topic which

to a large extent is different from that of vv. 1-4 3a. This is

so since beginning with that verse it is no longer Jerusalem alone

which is dealt with, but the comparison of Jerusalem's life with

that of whom Ezekiel calls Jerusalem's sisters, i.e., Sodom and

Samaria."1' Another new topic is found in vv. 59-63 *n that this

This comparison of the lives of the sisters is different from
that which is found in Ezek. 23sllff.. This is so since in Szek.
16:44-58 the comparison is made under the proverb fin21 n/JSO
('like mother, like daughter* - v. 44b), in which three sisters
are dealt with, whereas in Ezek. 23:llff. no such proverb is
mentioned and the comparison deals only with two sisters. For
further discussion of this difference, see, infra, pp. 35lff..



passage deals with the covenant and the future of the three sisters.

Although the reference to the covenant reminds one of v. 8 in which

covenant is mentioned, it is clear that this passage or subsection

has closer relationship to vv. 44-58 than to vv. 1-43. Besides,

the fact that vv. 59-63 deads chiefly with the future thing, it can

be inferred that this passage is not relevant for the purpose of

the present study.

The irrelevancy of these two units or sections (vv. 44-58

59-63) to the purpose of the present study does not

necessarily mean that it could become a reason to regard the units

as non-Ezekielian or secondary additions. As a matter of fact,

it is always difficult to argue whether a section or part of it is

addition or otherwise without imposing certain criteria which

are mostly alien to the text itself. Especially in the Book of

Ezekiel, and particularly in chapter 16, a changing of the topics

and/or an excessive description of any of them, cannot be ■understood

as an evidence that one of them is authentic while the other not

or vice versa. However, as far as this particular chapter is

concerned, it is clear that the topics of the last two sections

are different from that of vv. 1-43. And since Ezekiel's treatment

of Israel's past history is found chiefly in vv. 1-43» it is

therefore appropriate to say that this section is the most relevant

one for the purpose of the present study.

Before a detailed examination is made, it seems necessary

to have a general look at this section of vv. 1-43. To begin with,

this section can be regarded as a big unit which is introduced

with a 'Vortereignisformel' (v. 1) and ended with a 'Gottespruchformel'
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(v. 43b<>-). Despite this, it seems possible to see that this big

unit consists of some smaller subunits whose respective ending is

a 'Gottespruchformel' which is found six times in it.* However,

the fact that throughout the whole of the big unit it is Jerusalem

which is dealt with, this division must be regarded as only super¬

ficially possible. This is so since (a) throughout this big unit

Jerusalem is personified as a woman who is addressed constantly in

the second pers. fem. sing., and (b) neither of those six

•Gottespruchformelen' is followed by an expression which can be

regarded as an introductory formula for the subsequent passage.

What is found after each of those 'Gottespruchformelen' is either

a verb in 1-consecutive imperfect (w. 8-9, 14-15» 19-20, 25-24)

or an infinitive (vv. 50a-50b), which shows that the speech does

not really stop with the respective •Gottespruchformel•.

Nevertheless, there is a part of this big unit which in

this respect deserves further attention, i.e., vv. 55-43_b<y • As

it now stands, this particular part has a clear form-critical sign

which makes it possible to be regarded as a small unit. This

passage begins with a formula of 'appeal for attention' (^>3*6/v. 55)»

which is followed by a 'Botenspruohformel' (/!)/"!3 IXLV TO,

v. 56), and ends with a 'Gcttespruchforr.el' ( HUT' ~I.V\ OXj , v, 43b'X).

*They are vv. 8b<3 , 14b5 , 19b, 25bj? , 50a3 , and 43ba .
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Besides, this passage is self-contained in that it contains a

prophecy of disaster.^" So, it can be inferred that this passage

is a self-contained unit. However, this self-contained unit is

inseparable from the rest of the section because the diatribe in

v. 36a £b has a very close, and essential, connection with what is

said in vv. 1-34* As a matter of fact, that diatribe can be

regarded as a concise repetition of what is said in vv. 1-34»

which means that what is said in vv. 35-43bc* cannot be understood

without that which is said in vv. 1-34. Putting it the other way

around, what is said in vv. 1-34 would be aimless -unless it is

2
connected with that which is said in vv. 35-43"b<* . In addition,

within the context of the prophetic traditions and especially

Ezekiel's characteristics, this kind of repetition is not a strange

thing. Therefore, in spite of its being a self-contained unit,

vv. 35-43bcx is still relevant for the purpose of the present Btudy.

Verse 2.^
As has been said earlier,^ Ezek. 16:2 can be compared with

^K. Koch, The Growth of the Biblical Tradition, (LT. by S. M.
Cupitt), London, 1969, pp. 210-213.

2
Cf. W. Zimmerli, op. cit., up. 359I.J H. GtefPeventlow, Wachter
liber Israel : zechiel und seine Tradition, (B.L.A.W. 82), Berlin,
1962, pp. 90f..

3
?or Ezek. 16:1, see the explanation of Ezek, 20:2, supra, pp. 103f..

4-,
oupra, pp. 10/1..
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both Esek. 22:2; 23:26 and 20:4» In this context it is clear

that Ezek. 16:2 is different from all of these other passages in

that it contains only one command, i.e., the prophet is to make

known to Jerusalem her abominations. However, if the section which

follows this single command is read through, it will also be clear

that the command is later on confronted with the fact that w.

35-43bo< no longer speaks about the making known of Jerusalem's

abominations. Instead, this -unit of vv. 35-43bor speaks about

the judgement which will befall Jerusalem. Due to this fact, the

question which now arises is this : How is the command to make

known Jerusalem's abominations (v. 2) to be related to the announce¬

ment of the judgement (vv. 35-43b <x )? In answering this question,

a comparison must be made between the form of the command in Ezek.

16:2 and that which is found in zek. 20:4b; 22:2b; 23:36b. Apart

from the fact that in Ezek. 16:2 there is only one command, this

comparison seems to show that there is an established, stereotyped,

form of command of this kind which Ezekiel seems to have been

familiar with. V. Zimmerli has shown that the command to make

known the abominations of the people of Israel can be compared

with the task of the priest in giving guidance ( H "1 f fl ) to the

people and in differentiating between the sacred and

the profane.'1' If this is really the case, Ezekiel*s acquaintance

• Simmerli, op. cit., pp. 344f»



with this kind of task crust be taken for granted since he himself

was a priest.

Further, the juxtaposition of the command to make known the

abominations of the people ana the command to judge them, as is

found in Ezek, 20s4» 22:2 and 25:56, seems to show that the two

commands have often been combined and used together. Apart from

the fact that this kind of command is unique in that it is only

found four times, and all are in the Book of Ezekiel, it is not

clear whether this combination could be understood as a guarantee

that if one of the two is missing then the one which is present

presupposes the other. However, the combination of these two

commands has a parallelism in the prophetic speech, especially

that which is called the prophecy of disaster. In the prophecy

of disaster, the announcement of judgement is very frequently, if

not always, preceded by the announcement of the sins of those who

are to be punished.'*' The announcement of the sin is usually called

the diatribe, i.e., part of the speech which generally shows the

reason of the announcement of the judgement. As a prophet,

Ezekiel must have known this kind of speech as is shown in, e.g.,

Ezek. l6:55-43bor . Koreover, it is shovm above that the diatribe

found in this particular prophecy of disaster, i.e. -zek. l6:55-43bo<

is closely connected with what is said after the command in Ezek.

16:2.

Koch, op. cit,, loc. cit..
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On the baais of all these facta, it seems possible to infer that

.zekiel's be in*: a priest and a prophet might well have something to

do with the combination of the command to make known Israeli

abominations with the command to judge her, as is found in :zek.

20x4} 22:21 25:36. Consequently, it seem possible to say that

in the c ae of zek. 16x2 the presence of the command to make known

the abominations of Jerusalem might well presuppose the oommcnd to
of

Judge her as well. In other words, the making known/Jeruoalera1s

abominations in zek. 16x2 cannot be unerstoo' without relating

it to the announcement of the Judgement for Jerusalem, which in

this particular case is found in Ixek. l6:35-43bOc -

fhe important word in this command to make known Jerusalem's

abominations is \ H. This word is used in the aaae command in

Izek. 20:4b; 22t2b, but is cubetituted by the word 1 ^ il in

23»36b# According to V* Ziamerli, the word /~hno«n be regarded

as belonging to the vocabulary of the priestly office as is shown,

e.g., by zek. 32:26; 44x23 (ef. rod. 18:16, 20; 1 am. 6x2;

10x8; 16x3; 26:15). This is also supported by the fact that the

vocabulary of zek, 16:2 is itself priestly,* a phenomenon which
2is not surprising in the ease of zekiel.

*V. Zimsierli, op. pit., pp. 344f..
2
Accordiiic, to . aul .iurabert, in his ' Le subst&ntif tofeba et le verbe
tfb dans lHnoien Testament*» 2.A.W. 72, i960, in the '©ok of Izek-
iel tue word nyp as is used in ;zek. 16x2 occurs twice as a verb
ani fortyeight times as substantive (p. 219). Irs no other book of
the Old Testament does it occur so often as in the hook of 1 aekiel.
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However, it seems difficult to see how is this priestly language

to be connected with the office of a reprover (F1VD/J) in the

procedure of the justice in the gate as W. Zimmerli wants it.1 It

is true that the wordjTDX)as is used in Isa. 29:21; Amos 5sl0f and

Bzek. 3:26, refers to this ditz im Leben. And it is true that the
2

priests were very frequently involved in the problem of justice.

But whether the priestly word^~M77in tzek. 16:2 is to bo related

to the procedure of justice in the gate seems to be doubtful. What

seems to be feasible here is that this word .ylfiT has its Sitz im

Leben in the priestly court in the sanctuary. What is the differ¬

ence between the priestly court in the sanctuary and the court in

the gate is not clear, since in Israel the distinction between the

civil and the religious laws does not seem to exist. However,

R. de Vaux shows quite clearly that there were at least three kinds

of judges in ancient Israel's court system, i.e., the Elders, the

professional judges, and the priests. Whatever the similarity

and the dissimilarity among these three kinds of judges might be,

the most appropriate judge in front of whom the priestly language

\l. Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 344-

2
It. de Vaux, Ancient Israel : Its Life and Institutions, (BT. by
John FcHugh), 3econd edition, London, 1965, pp. 153ff.

'Ibid., pp. 152-155.
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of Ezek. 16:2 is used seems to be the priests. Now, according to

Eeut. 17:8-13 this priestly court is the place in which the most

difficult legal cases are brought in and resolved; and the judgement

issued from there is without appeal.^ Whether this means that

the priestly court is only meant to deal with the most difficult

cases, or that this is only one of its functions, is not clear,

nevertheless, the fact that in Ezek. l6:3-43bot Ezekiel does not

refer to any appeal either from the part of the people (cf. Ezek,

18:2, 19, 25) or from himself (cf, Ezek, 9:8; 11:13) seems to

indicate that the legal case presented there can be regarded as

one of the most difficult. In other words, the legal case presented

in Ezek, l6:3-43boc is not an ordinary one which can be resolved

in the court held in the gate, but it is one of the top level which

must have its Sltz im Leben in the priestly court in the sanctuary.

Verses 3-34,

It is in this part of the chapter that zekiel's treatment

of Israel's past history is to be found. The uniqueness of this

treatment lies in that Israel is referred to in the name of

Jerusalem, which is in its turn personified as a woman. With this

personification, Ezekiel•s treatment of Israel's history in this

section takes its form in a metaphorical language. To that extent

it is similar to his presentation in Ezek. 23 but different from

that in Ezek. 20. However, despite the similarity between the present

1Ibid.. p. 153.
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section and chapter 23» the former is different from the latter

in that it deals only with one woman, whereas the latter with two

women. The significance of this difference will be shown later

in the detailed examination of this section and that of chapter 23.

In the context of the priestly court, it must be said that

what i3 presented in vv. 3-34 is an accusation against Israel, and

that which is presented in vv. 35-43hot is the announcement of her

judgement. In other words, in the present section the woman

Jerusalem is addressed as the accused, and the accusation is told

in a form of metaphor.* It is in this accusation or in this

metaphor that Ezekiel's treatment of Israel's past history is

contained.

In this connection it is interesting to find that Jzekiel

begins his metaphor by unveiling the curriculum vitae of the woman

Jerusalem, Coupled with the fact that to the eastern mind the

mentioning of one's parents in its bad sense is almost a taboo

(cf. Eaek. 20:5ff.)» the beginning of the present metaphor with the

unveiling of that curriculum vitae shows how strong is the tension

of the accusation. Besides, the fact that this metaphor is

dominated by direct addresses, in which Yahweh, the accuser, is

Some other scholars call it allegory (.Davidson, Cooke, Fohrer).
This designation is perhaps applicable only to part of the story,
and not to its whole. Moreover, it is very difficult to accept
V. Zimmerli's remark that *Ez gilt unter den at,lichen xropheten
als der eigentliche Vater der Allegorie1 (the italics are mine).
espite all of this, and despite the fact that some other stories of
this kind are found in the Book of Ezekiel, e.g., Ezek. 15; 29:2ff.;
38f.» etc., such a remark is quite an exaggeration. However, as far as
Ezek. 16 (and 23) ana the meaning of the term 'allegory' are concerned,
it is a great relief to find Zimmerli's further remark, in which he
says ! 'Ms ist nun aber bei Ez 16 and 23 noch zu sehen. wie die Form
gesteigerter Bildrede ganz unmittelbar aus einer Israel (und seiner
umwelt) ganz gelaufigen Afaschauungsform. die mit der Allegorie
zunRohst nichts zu tun hat, herausvachat1 (op, cit., p. 343).
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referred to in the first pers. sing, and the woman Jerusalem, the

accused, in the second pers. fem. sing., has unmistakably shown that

the accusation is really presented with full of tension.

This strong tension has in its turn unmistakably given a strong

impression that Jerusalem has occupied a very, if not the most,

important place in the speech of ,'zekiel. In this connection,

however, it is worth while to remember that this section is by no

means the first or the only place in which Jerusalem has occupied

the mind of Ezekiel. This is clear from the fact that the great

prophetic symbolic actions in Ezek. 4, especially vv. 6ff.,^ have

pictured Jerusalem being menaced in such a way that she will not

be able to escape the punishment of Yahweh. The picture is shown

again in Ezek. 5 (cf. Ezek. 12:19) with a more dreadful symbolic

action, i.e., the population of Jerusalem will be destroyed by fire

and sword, and will be scattered 'to all the winds' with but a few

of them left behind. Further, the great vision of the prophet

which is reported in Ezek. 8-11 puts Jerusalem and the Temple right

at the centre of the scene, and the happenings which took place in

these two places are reported with a full tension similar to that

of the report of the symbolic actions in Ezek. 4» The abominable

deeds of the Temple officials have caused Yahweh's an er and wrath,

that he will inevitably punish his people, 'my eye will not spare,

and I will have no pity' (8:18), and those who are in the city of

"''The 'Jerusalem' of 4sl is generally regarded as a later addition
(Simmerli, Eichrodt, Cooke).



Jerusalem will be smitten, except those who have been marked.

All these descriptions of and judgements on Jerusalem, which

are full of negative tension, acquire fresh emphasis in other passages

in which the name Jerusalem is mentioned. This is so, since out

of the twenty six occurrences of the word 'Jerusalem1 in the Book

of Eeekiel,it is only in two passages that this word, or this

name, is mentioned with approbation, i.e., in 26:2 and 36:38.

Besides, it must be said that with the exception of 'Jerusalem'

in Izek. 33:21, the other twenty three explicit mentioning of that

name are found within the confinement of Ezek. 1-24, i.e., in the

part of the Book which is generally agreed to contain Ezekiel's

oracles of Judgement. With all of this it can be inferred that
2

Ezekiel's view of Jerusalem is from the outset very negative.

This negative view is of course not without traditio-historical

background. And in this context a traditio-historical examination

is very appropriate. In the part of the Book of .zekiel dealt

with here, i.e., Ezek, 16:3-34• the name 'Jerusalem' occurs only

twice, i.e., in v, 2 and v. 3. However, the fact that Jerusalem

is personified as a woman, who is addressed constantly in the

2nd pers. sing, throughout this section, means that this section

is really speaking solely about Jerusalem. It is true that

or the number of these occurrences, see, Kelson's Complete
Concordance of The revised Standard Version Bible, Edinburgh,
1957» under 'Jerusalem'.

2
ior more information on this, see, w. Zimmerli, Grundriss der altes-
testaroentlichen Theologie. (T.W. 3), Stuttgart, 1972, pp. 181ff.
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'Jerusalem* here is used only metaphorically, which means that she

represents something else} hut, the fact that Jerusalem predominates

the whole speech, suggests that ?zekiel is here standing- within

the traditions about Jerusalem rather than otherwise. It is

therefore desirable to carry out the traditio-hi ctorieal examination

of the section within the confinement of this particular tradition.

The use of the metaphorical language is not a strange thing

in the Old Testament, and, particularly, in the prophetic traditions.

It is interesting to find that in most oases in the prophetic

traditions the metaphorical language is used in addressin* Israel

as the people of Yahweh. In this connection Israel herself is very

frequently addressed, or desoribed, either as a woman (Ros. 1-3

ct al.) or as a vineyard (lea. 5} Jer, 12:10), or even as a lioness

( zek. 19), or something else.

Among these metaphorical, or figurative, descriptions of Israel,

the woman figure is the moot significant for the present study.

This is so since throughout zek, 16:3-34 Jerusalem is personified,

and addressed, as a woman.^ The personification of Israel as a

woman in the prophetic traditions can be re arded aa outstanding

in that Tsrael is not only personified as a grown up woman, but

also as a baby-girl (.'-zek. 16:3ff.)» or as a 'daughter of Zion'

(Jer. d: 31 , or as a 'virgin of Israel' ( 51^513.^
Amos 5*2), or as a bride (Jer. 2:2), or as a married woman or a

XCf. dzek. 23
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mother (Hos. 1-3). In other words, the use of the woman figure

as the personification of Israel does not confine itself to a grown

up woman, but comprises almost all the steps of the whole life of

the woman, right from her birthday until her marriage. The common

practice in the prophetic traditions is, however, to deal only with

either one or two steps of the life of the woman figure. In that

sense Ezekiel is unique because in this particular section, i.e.,

zek. 16s3-34, he deals with almost the whole life time of the

woman figure.

His personification of Jerusalem begins with her birthday and

continues right through until her marriage. Moreover he describes

every step of the growth of the woman figure in a very characteristic

way.

But, in reference to the Sltz im Leben of the speech in this

section, it seems clear that Pizekiei's descriptions of this woman

figure at the same time constitute both part of Yahweh's

accusation against Israel and 'Ezekiel's interpretation of Jerusalem's

past history. In this sense, it can be said that Ezek. 16:3-34

is similar to both Ezek. 20:1-31 and Ezek. 23:1-20, in which

Yahveh's accusations against Israel are also constituting as Ezekiel's

Interpretations of Israel's past history."*"

"*Tor -"'zek. 20:1-31, see, supra, pp. 86fi. 5 3115 for Szek. 23:1-20,
see» inl'ra« pp« 30Sff..
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Row, before this interpretation is examined further, it seems

necessary to have a look at the significance of Jerusalem in

connection with the history of the whole Israelite people. This

is so since as is shown above, Jerusalem is the sole subject in

the speech of the prophet in this chapter. Tor this purpose we

will confine ourselves to have a look at Jerusalem from two points

of view.

First, from the point of view of political history, it seems

right to say that the significance of Jerusalem begins only after

she was taken over by T;avid. This is so since before that event

Jerusalem does not seem to have anything at all to do with the

political history of Israel as a people of Yahweh. In other words,

the inclusion of Jerusalem in the political history of Israel begins

only after she was taken over by David (2 3an. 5s6-10). The

occupation of Jerusalem by .avid has at least two important meanings.

a). Jerusalem then became the centre of David's overnment, whence

David, as a kin , reigned bot . Judah and all Israel (2 Sam. 5s5)•

As a matter of fact it is beginning with David that Judah and all

Israel were politically united into one kingdom for the first time."''
b). Eespite the fact that "avid made the stronghold of the city

his own personal abode, from which the name 'city of David' arose

(2 Sam. 5:9), it is in and from Jerusalem that a new political

^G. W. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 54f.» J» Bright, op. cit., pp. 193ff»*
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identity of the people Israel as a nation has arisen. It is this

event which has made Jerusalem so meaningful to the political

history of Israel as a people of Yahweh, in spite of the fact that

the presence of the non-Israelite elements are still to be noticed

(2 Sam. 24:18-25).1
However, the problem which is to be discerned concerning the

political significance of Jerusalem in relation to izekiel is to be

examinee1 further. This is so, since the political significance of

Jerusalem had, in the course of Israel's history, undergone some

developments in both for the worse and for the better. And one

of the results of these developments is that what was true during

the time of David or of Solomon might have no longer been true at

the time of Ezekiel and vice versa.

However, before discussing this problem further, it seems

wise at this stage to have a look at the significance of Jerusalem

from the second point of view. This time from the religious point

of view. In speaking about the religious significance of Jerusalem,

one is soon reminded of the building of the Temple at Zion. The

buildin, of the Temple had, in fact, been intended by David himself

(2 Cam. 7:lff*)* But, due to Yahweh's own will, only later his

intention was carried out by his son Solomon (1 Kings 6:1-9*1). A

close examination of the religious significance of the Temple,

however, seems to show that without the Ark the Temple alone would

*C1. J. Bright, op. cit., p. 195•
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certainly be less si nificant. In other words, from the religious

point of view, the existence of the Temple would not be understand¬

able and meaningful without the presence of the Ark in it. This

is so since from the beginning, the Ark is inseparable from either

the tent of meeting", or the shrine, or the sanctuary.Therefore,

if the Tenple is to be si nificant at all it must be related to the

Ark. And this is exactly what Solomon did. After he finished

building the Tenple, he then brought the Ark of God, or the /ark

of the Covenant, into it (l Kings 8:1-9, 21). With this event

the Temple can now be re arded as really the religious centre of
2

the whole people. But, to return to the beginning; of Jerusalem's

religious significance, what Solomon did seems to be only a later

development of what was previously done by David. This is so,

since despite the fact that the Temple was built by Solomon, the

initiative had in fact been taken by David years before (2 Sam.

7:1-3)• Moreover, the Ark of God or the Ark of the Covenant is

most certainly neither Solomon's own invention nor of "avid. Even

when "avid took over Jerusalem, he was faced with the fact that the

P.. E. Clements, God and Temple, Oxford, 1965, PP« 40f.j
G. . Anderson, op. cit^,_pp. 39f*» 44, 55j idem. 'Israel:
Amphictyony : ' *AR, k5HAL , CKTAK' , in Translating and
unaerstana in,!-, the Old Testament: Assays in Honour of H. G. May.
Ed. by H. T. Frank and V. L. Reed, Nashville - New York, 1970,
pp. 144ff.; it. de Vaux, op. cit., pp. 299ff.«

2
J. Bright, op. cit.. p. 214; G. W, Anderson, The History and
Religion of Israel. London, 1966 (reprinted 1969, 1971),
pp. 54f.; R. de Vaux, op, oit.. pp. 320f..
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Ark of God had already been playing its important role for a long

time in the religious thinking of the people.1 And it is perhaps

mainly for this reason that soon after his victory T,avid felt it

absolutely necessary for him to bring the Ark into Jerusalem

(2 Sam. 6:lff.). With this action, not only did Pavid enhance

the honour of his own name in the sight of the people, but he also

enhanced the meaning and the function of the newly converted

Jerusalem.

The significance of Jerusalem was, then, increased to its

utmost : As the capital of the newly united kingdoms, she is both

the centre of Pavid's government and the centre of the religious

ij\ identity of the whole people of Israel.^ In other words, the
'supreme significance of Jerusalem is now established, and therefore

she can fully be called the centre of the Israelite people. In

the lisht of this it is clear that despite the fact that the Temple

1Jee p. 259 note 1.

2
The exact name of the place from where this Ark was taken is rather
difficult to identify, owin0 to the vagueness of the name mm* * VAA.
The Chronicler identifies it as Kir'iath-je'arirn (1 Chron. 15:6);
but according to Josh. 15»9» 60; 18:14 RirHath-je'arim is called

71 or ■??□•• fPTp.

3Cf. J. Gray, A History of Jerusalem. London, 1969, pp. 66f. and
the notes there. There is no clear information, however, about
the place where lavid put this Ark in 2 Sam. 7:17. For the
discussion on it, see, R. El, Clement, op. clt., p. 42, and the
inferences there; {. H. Rowley, op. cit., pp. 71ff.
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is Solomonic rather than Davidic, what Solomon did is only the

continuation of what David did. In other words, the birth of the

religious significance of Jerusalem for the people Israel must be

looked for in what both David and Solomon did."*"

Having said all this, the problem of the development of

Jerusalem's significance through the course of Israel's history

raised earlier can now be examined. In dealing with this problem,

however, it is very important to distinguish between the question

of Jerusalem as the central identity of the people of Israel and

that of Jerusalem as a city. Although the investigation carried

out earlier has shown that both of these significances have been

established by both David and Solomon, the course of Israel's

history later on shows that both had developed differently. This

is true in relation to the severe schism which had divided the united

kingdom into two sister-kingdoms, i.e., North Israel and Judah,

which took place soon after Solomon's death. Despite the fact

that there were some intervals in which both sister-kingdoms were

re-united, or at least were on good terms (l Kings 22:2-38; 2 Lings

3:4-27; 28:26; 9sl6ff.)," the significance of Jerusalem had, in

ror all this, see also, M. Hoth, 'Jerusalem and Israelite Tradition'
in his The Laws in the Fentateuch and. Other Essays. (ST. by D. R.
Ap-ThomasT, Edinburgh and London, 1966 (reprinted 1967)» pp. 132ff..

2
Cf. K. Roth, The History of Israel, second edition, (ET. revised
by f. R. Ackroyd), London, i960, pp. 234f» and trie notes there.
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fact, bean considerably changed or reduced. lames such as

Samaria (1 lata 16:24; os. 8:5-6), an and bethel (1 Kings 12:25-

53; ,2ios« 7:10-15), to mention but three of then, rea.in one of the

fact that the significance of Jerusalem was, to a very large extent,

denied by t e leaders of the bigger group of the people. Although

the significance of these three cities seemed to have ended in the

catastrophe of the pear 721 . C., i.e., the year w; ion is generally

regarded as the te.rr.lnus a-' nne of the existence of orthem

Israel (2 Kings 17tl-6),* sr. although the »o called Israelite

traditions do not elaborate their significances as they do

Jerusalem's, it voul be a mistake to i nore t .cir effeots on the

p
latter's significance.

Anyway, despite the political and the religious achievements

of orthern Israel, two things which are more decisive for the

religious identification of the whole people of Israel are still

left in Jerusalem. These are the '■ eaple am the Ark of :od. ue

to the difficulty of separating the relis-lous si nificance of
x

Jerusalem from her political one, and this is perhaps one of th®

ee, e.g., , P* 262; J. .'right, > P* 2/4) b. .•».
'morson. The Hlntory and ells-ion of Israel, lendon, 1966
(re-printed 1971/, pp. 103, 187.

2
ovever, some seuol&rs are of the opinion that the religious
activities c» Tied out in both "an and ethel (and smarts?)
were not of kaalism, out xehwisa. nee, e.g., K. d. Kowley, . o: iil;ip
in ncient Israel, lendon, 196?, PP. 70, 02, and the references
there.

3
• ee the worries of Jeroboam concerning the religious habits of
his subjects in 2 hinge 12:26ff..
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reasons for Jehu's rebellion against the house of Omri (2 Kings

lOjl^ff.),1 in the final analysis all the religious efforts of the

kings of Northern Israel seemed to be 'unable to compete with the
2

Ark in Jerusalem and its •unique traditions'. Therefore Jerusalem

remained the sole identification of and for the whole Israelite

people.

However, the superiority of Jerusalem over the cities of

Northern Israel does not seem to mean that she was free from any

threat and defilement which came, directly or indirectly, from the

part of the kings and/or the people of Judah. Indeed, the reforma¬

tions of Hesekieh, Josiah, and the threats of the prophets,

especially that of Ezekiel, would mean nothing if this did not
3

happen. Although it is sometimes very difficult to discern

whether or not the defilement of Judah had anything to do with the

whole Israelite people since Judah's sovereignty was often confined

only to her territory, nevetheless the effects of the defilement

Jehu was pernaps strongly influenced by, or at least in the same
belief as, the liechabites} cf. 2 Kings 10:15; Jer. 35sl-19*

2
II. Noth, op, cit., p. 231; cf. H. H. Kowley, op. clt.,
pp. 78f.

3
In this context, however, it is very interesting to find that
both the cult centralization programme of euteronoray and the
programme of the restoration of the city and the Temple in Ezek.
40-48 do not specifically identify the place for their purposes
as Jerusalem. Cf. H, H. Eowley, op. cit., p. 106; see also his
from i,ose3 to . umxan, .buttQxuogtn Iress, London, 1963, PP» 198f.;
G. A. Cooke, op. cit., p. 427.



on the significance of Jerusalem axe hardly possible to be confined

to the territory of Judah. Putting it the other way, despite the

fact that the non-Yahwistic religious activities within and without

Judah were to some extent the result of the foreign influence,
jryfCT^ 3-fr\#l/V0

their having been so 'flourish shows that the significance of

Jerusalem was clearly less than it used to be.

Yet, the fact that there is no evidence which could show the

effort of the Samaritans to revive the political and the religious

life of Northern Israel to the level of rivalling Jerusalem, at

any rate until as late as 587 B.C. when Jerusalem was plundered by

the Babylonians, seems to show that the survival of Judah,

especially that of Jerusalem and the Temple and the Ark, until

about two centuries after the fall of damaria, must have meant more

positively rather than negatively to all the Israelite people.

This can be seen chiefly during the reign of King Josiah. On the

one hand, King Josiah was considerably successful in restoring

the political unity of Judah and Northern Israel, and on the other,

his religious reformation was not confined only to Judah, but was

extended to Northern Israel as well (2 Kings 22f.; 2 Chron. 34f.).*

"H. H. Rowley, orship in Ancient Israel, p. 107; G. W. Anderson,
The History and Religion of Israel, pp. 124ff.; K* both, op, pit.,
pp. 273ff.; J« Bright, A History of Israel, second edition,
London, 1972, pp. 3l6ff..
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In other words, although Jerusalem's significance has "been reduced

by, during, and after, the schism to such an extent, her survival

after 721 B.C. has given her a great chance to regain and develop

it for all of the people Israel, both in Judah and abroad.

So far the investigation presented here has only dealt with

the historical development of the significance of Jerusalem in

terras of both politics and religion. It is now time to have a

look at the relation of this development to the history of the

tradition of Jerusalem in connection with Ezek. 16:3. The amazing

thing which one finds in this endeavour is that, to begin with,

the birth of Jerusalem can only be understood in connection with

] avid."*" Of course it would be a mistake to ignore the tradition

of Jerusalem in its connection with the tradition about the blessing
2

of Abraham by the king of Salem as it is recorded in Gen. 14:17-24*

And R. . Clements has clearly shown that there is a close connec¬

tion between the traditions of the Davidic covenant and that of the

3
Abrahamic covenant. But, as far as nzek. 16:3 is concerned, it is

not the latter traditions which '»roouppenad- its text, rather it

"'"Gee, ii. Doth, op. cit.. loc. cit..

2
Clements argues that the story in this passage has come from a
time after David conquered Jerusalem, 'when the worship of
Yahweh was introduced there*. However, he goes on and says :
'It is in fact in every way probable that the story itself is an
adaption of traditional material used to explain and legitimize
certain developments in David's reign' (op. cit., p. 45 and see his
note there).

'r. E. ClementS.Abraham and avid, (S.B.T. Second Series 5)»
London, 19671 PP* 55f..
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is the former. This is so, because in their early tra&itio--

historical developments and amalgamations, the traditions of the

Davidic covenant turn out to be predominant compared with that of

the Abrahamic covenant."'' R. S, Clements demonstrates that the

Tavidic covenant is also different from the Sinaitic covenant in

2
that the former is promisory whereas the latter is not. This

means that, although 'the avidic covenant was simply an extension

and adaption of the earlier covenant of Horeb-Sinai', the former

3
will remain forever, whereas the latter will not. With all this

it can be concluded that in this passage Ezekiel is standing in

the line of "avid-Jerusalem traditions which is different from

both the Abrhhamic traditions and that of the Sinaitic covenant.

This also means that in this passage Ezekiel is not standing in

the line of the exodus-wilderness-conquest tradition. This does

not mean, however, that zekiel did not know the exodus-wilderness--

conquest tradition. The investigation of chapter 20 carried out

earlier has shown very clearly that in that chapter he is almost

completely standing in this tradition. If now in chapter 16

Ezekiel employs the Eavid-Jerusalem tradition, or more popularly

"'"Ibid.; K. Roth, op. cit., loc. cit..

2Ibid., pp. 52ff..

5Ibid..
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the David-Zion traditions,'" to accuse the people Israel, then, it

is imperative to find out what this tradition is.
2

According to both G. von Had and R. E. Clements the Pavid-

lon tradition consists of two traditions, i.e., the tradition

about Yahweh's election of -avid and the tradition about Yahweh's

election of Zion. \7hen were these two traditions joined together

is not clear. On the one hand, G. von P.ad, on the basis of Ps.

78:68ff., says that 'the choice of 21ion and the election of T,avid

are clearly differentiated as two separate acts', and that they
5

represent two separate traditions, and on the other, he does not

seem to deny that later on these two separate traditions were

amalgamated.4 In contrast to von Rad, R. 3. Clements is of the

opinion that the Zion tradition is 'indissolubly connected with the

(tradition of the) divine election of Pavid and his dynasty to be

the ruler of Israel', and that the dates of their amalgamation might

It must be noted, however, that Ezekiel does not use the word.
'Zion' at all in the book which bears his name.

p
Cf. G. von Rad, Old Testament Theology, (ET. by i). M. G. btalker),
Vol. I, dinburgh, 1970, p. 46; R. K,Clements, op. cit.,
pp. 48ff..

3Ibid.. p. 46.

4Cf. ibid., p. 47.
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go back to the Davidic-Solomonic age.* As far as the kernels of

these twofold traditions are concerned, most scholars seem to be

in agreement that the election of David refers to the establishment

of David's dynasty to be the ruler of Israel and that the election

of Zion refers to the doctrine of Yahweh's having chosen Dion, or
2

the Temple in Jerusalem, as his dwelling' place. ihatever the

origins of these two electional traditions might be, it is in any

case true that the David-Zion tradition was 'fostered in Jerusalem

3
and Judah'

To that extent it is different from the exodus-wil emess-conquest

traditions which lived on predominantly in Northern Kingdom.^
In addition it must be said that the David-^ion tradition does not

only show and preserve the significance of Jerusalem, but also
5

becomes the vehicle of it. The investigation presented above has

li. E. Clements, op. cit.. p. 49 and note 2. In other place R. E.
Clements points out that the assertions of the divine election of
mount ^ion as Yahweh's dwelling place, anu oi „avid's house to
provide Israel's kings, became central features of the religious
traditions of Jerusalem (Abraham ana David. ((S.3.T. oecond Series
5)), S.C.N. Press, London, 1967» p. 52.

2
G. von Had, op. cit.. pp. 46f.; . £. Clements, God and Temple,
pp. 49f*} idem.. Abraham and David, p. 52? M. Noth, The Laws in the
L ent.vteuch and Other .'ssays, pp. 139ff«, £. de Vaux, ncient Israel :
Its Life and Institutions, pp.|325ff».

3
G. von Rad, op, cit., p. 47, cf. R. E. Clements, Cod and Temple, p. 58.

4
G. von Rad, op. clt., p. 47.

5This tradition can be regarded as one of the common sources of the
similarity of some passages within or without the prophetic tradi¬
tions in which Israel is figuratively addressed as the woman
Jerusalem, or as the woman Zion; see, e.g., Isa. 1:8. 21? Mic. 1:13?
Hos. 2? Jer. 2:2ff,? Lam. 1-2? etc..



shown that in the time of Esekiel Jerusalem was still the signifi¬

cant symbolic identification of the whole people Israel. And it

is against this background that now the prophet launches his

accusation against the whole Israelite people.

Verses 3-7.

It is shown above that in dealing with the personified Israel

or Jerusalem in this chapter Hzekiel is unique in that his metaphor

comprises the whole life of the woman, beginning with her birthday

until her etting married. The way "zekiel presents the metaphor

is also interesting in that he begins with unveiling the curriculum

vltae of the woman Jerusalem. In this connection it is worth

noting that the first three or four names which one should write

in filling in a curriculum vitae form in modern time, especially

in eastern countries, are his/her own name, the name of the place

and the date of birth, and the forenames of each of the parents.

Whether "zekiel and his contemporaries knew this kind of thing is

not clear. Yet, it is remarkable that he be ins his accusation

against Jerusalem by reciting this kind of record. It is not

clear whether this kind of recital was always made before someone

wa3 accused in the court of ancient Israel or on other formal

occasions such as marriage or divorce, nevertheless the record

recited by Ezekiel here can be regarded as unique. This is so

since this kind of recital finds no parallelism at all in the Old

Testament.

With this recital 1 zekiel reveals concisely both the
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identification and the origin of Jerusalem.

(Your name is Jerusalem, your sex is female),
♦your origin and your birth are of the land of the Canaanites,
your father (was) an Amorite,
and your ©other (was) a Hittite'.

In this recital it is clear how Ezekiel looks at the origin of

Jerusalem. The mentioning of both bYjlfT have

rightly reminded most scholars of the pre-history of the city of
2

Jerusalem in the land of the Canaanites. It is well known that

before Jerusalem was taken over by David she was a city of the

Canaanites.

These canaanites people were not in themselves a homogeneous people.

They consisted of both bemitic and non-Semitic elements, which had

been intermingling for quite some time (cf. Gen. 15:16, 18f.|

26:34; 48:22; Deut. ?:!» Josh. 3»10} 24:11} etc.).''

lor the article 71 here, see, zjimraerli• s note, on. cit., p. 334•

2
For the discussions of this, see the Commentaries of ichrodt,
Cooke, ;eavers, and nimmerli, and their bibliographies. bee also
J. Van Seeters, 'The Terms "Amorite" and "Hittite" in the Old
Testament', V.T. 22, 1972, who argues that the references to the
land of Canaan, Amorite, and Hittite in Ezek. 16:3 are 'all
rhetorical and pejorative' rather than 'to give a quaint historical
footnote on Jerusalem's ,great antiquity' (pp. 72ff., especially
pp. 78, 80).

**A. HalGar, 'Aiaorite', I.D.d.JVol. I, pp. 115f.} I. J. Gelb,
•Hittites', I, .33., Vol. II, pp. 6l2ff.j M. Noth, The History of
Israel,(JT. revised by P. h, ACKroyd), second edition, nondon,
I960, p. 1/1 note 1; J. Bri ht, A ?7irstory of Israel, second edition,
London, 1972, pp. 114f.} G. Anderson, Trie history and religion
of Israel. London, 1966, p. 44. To all this, contrast, J. van
beoters, op. cit., pp. 64-8I.



If this recital is compared with what was commonly knovrn as

the significances of Jerusalem as they are contained in the David—

Zion tradition, it is clear how E'zekiel challenges the people of

Israel. It is shown earlier that the birth of the significances

of Jerusalem as the central identity of the people was both the

glorious political and religious acts of 1 avid and oolomon. In

that sense not only does zekiel reveal the non-Yahwistic background

and origin of Jerusalem, but also reverse what is gloriously stated

in the Pavid-Zion tradition.

'.'hat is interesting in this challenge of Yzekiel is that

Yzekiel firmly stands on an historical basis. In other words, no

one will fail to see that what zekiel recites in the curriculum

vitae of Jerusalem is historically right. In this connection it is

certainly probable to argue that the part of Jerusalem's history

referred to by 1zekiel here does not belong to the history of

Jerusalem in her connection with Israel as a people of God. But

it is precisely with the background of this glorious history of

Jerusalem that Yzekiel is here presenting his accusation against

the people.

In other words, instead of telling the history of Jerusalem beginning

with her glorious birth by referring to "^avid's conquest and empire,

Ezekiel looks at that history by referring to the birth of Jerusalem

from a non-Israelite people.

In what follows Szekiel elaborates his metaphor in a more

detailed description in which he shows how different is his inter¬

pretation of Jerusalem's history from that which is contained in the
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Tavid-Zion tradition. He looks at the beginning- of Jerusalem's

fate and describes it as the fate of an unwanted baby-girl. The

birth of Jerusalem is like the birth of an unwanted baby-girl,

to whom no maternity customs or ceremonies were performed. Her

navel strin was not cut, nor was she washed with water. She was

not rubbed with salt, nor was she swathed with binds. The meaning

of all these customs is clear in that in ancient Israel, these

four things must be performed if the newly born baby was wanted to

be alive."1"
The description of this unwanted baby-girl (w. 4-6) is

characteristically Ezekielian. As it now stands, the word ~js5inb)XH
2

i"' in a c sus pendens. This word is followed by some short sentences

which are paratactically arranged until the end of v. 5* Coupled

with the fact that these short sentences are in themselves self—■

contained, it seems possible to understand the word ~js 5~U ~T b\^ as
if it is implicitly followed by a colon. In other words, the

function of the short sentences in vv. 4-5 is to describe what is

meant by

"he description begins with the words "151^ JllblD QVl in v. 4a,

or this see, V/. Zimmerli, Zzechiel, (B.K. XIII/l), lieukirchen—
Vluyn, 1969> P* 349 and the references there; R. de Vaux, op. cit.,
P. 45.

2
W. Zimmerli, op. cit.. p. 348.
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and ends with the <ords ~jsi.K illbfl QhH in v. 5*>. Respite the
fact that the latter words are defective, this verbatim repetition

is not a stran e thing in connection with zekiel's characteristics.

As a matter of fact, this verbatim repetition enhances the emphasis

of what is described there, i.e., the newly born baby-girl Jerusa¬

lem was really an unwanted baby-girl.

In dealing with the detailed description of the fate of the

newly born-baby, '•/. Zimmerli is right in pointing out that the

phrase y>> i~ibn>?bin v. 5a is unique]-, izekielian.
Although the significance of this phrase is similar to that of the

individual short sentences in the rest of vv. 4-5» i"t is worth

notin that this phrase occurs again in hzek. 5sll» 7:4, 9? 8:18;

9:5, 10. In all of these passages the phrase means that Yahweh

will not protect or spare Israel from his wrath or jud ement. In

this sense it mimht be possible to understand the use of this

phrase in Ezek. 16:5a as meaning that the newly born baby girl is

really without protection or charitable act-. hhis meaning is

strengthened by the following descrintion in Ezek. 16:5b in that the

2
baby was disposed of, or cast out on the open field and left there.

"H/. Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 349*

2
According to . Zimmerli, op, cit.. p. 348, the style of the
narrative in vv. 4-5 is to be connected with that of the priestly
narratives in Gen. 2:4; 5*1? 6:9? 10:1; etc.; and clue to the fact
that the introductory 5T>lg'in.l in Gen. 1:1 is, so Zimmerli,
the substitute of t]V43. in all of these passages, so ^zek, 16:4-5
must also have a connection with the creation stoxy in Genesis.



This is really a very dreadful condition for a newly born baby,

even more dreadful than the condition befallen to Ishmael when he,

still in his mother's womb, waB expelled from the household of

Abraham (Gen. 16).

Having said all this, one wonders whether there is any

historical reference(s) at all of what zekiel here is presenting.

In connection with the dreadful fate of the newly born baby in the

field, it is easy to see the analogy of the baby's condition to that

of Israel in the wilderness. Or even to say, as A. B. Davidson

does, that the baby's condition refers to 'the history of the family

(of Israel) in Canaan, in its descent to Ggypt, when it was feeble,

unprotected, and in danger of perishing'.^" But, since it has been

pointed out earlier that hzekiel is here standing in the David- —

Zion tradition, it is difficult to adapt this view. This is so

since this view refers to the patriarchal traditions and the local¬

ity outside Canaan. Instead, and as far as Jerusalem is concerned,

it seems better to look at the condition of the newly born baby by

analogy with the geographical situation of the city oi Jerusalem.

Compared with the great cities known to kzekiel, e.g., Tyre, Babylon,

Tel-Abib, which were situated near river(s), or were surrounded by

"'"A. B. avidson, op. cit., p. 110.
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water, Jerusalem means absolutely nothing.^" This is so because

she is always threatened by drought and death! And such was the
2

fate of the newly bom baby.

In this connection one wonders whether Ksekiel was the first

to interpret the beginning of Israel's history by usin the metaphor

of a baby which is exposed in the field and threatened to death.

As far as prophetic traditions are concerned this metaphor is found

again very briefly in Hos. 2:5 (RSV. 2:3)» in which the birth of

baby girl Israel^ is associated with both wilderness ( )T20 )»

a parched land ( f{ b H ) and thirst ( &>3hr)« Yet, there are

at least two things which make it difficult to see the relationship

between Hosea and Fzekiel in this particular case. First, it is

generally agreed that Rosea is standing entirely in the exodus—

wilderness-conquest traditions. This does not mean, however, that

Gzekiel does not know these traditions, but in the case of rzek. 16

e references to the river and water which are positively connected
with Jerusalem are only found in chapters 40-48 in the Jook of
Ezekiel. And in the context found in these chapters, it is better
to understand them in their ideal sense rather than in their real
ones. Cf. R. E. Clements, God and Temple, p. 107.

2
It is perhaps possible to see Ezekiel's usage of here in
contrast to the glorious title 0iven to Jerusalem, "Wil, the city,
in Ezek. 4:3, 7j 5:2 et al., which was then well known. Cf. W.
Zimmerli, op. cit.. p. 349*

3
In Hos. 11:1 Israel is called 'son', which refers to a baby-boy
rather than a baby-girl.
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it is difficult to see how Kzekiel devis?s those particular tradi¬

tions. Second, vocabulary in Hos. 2:5 (RSV.2:3) is different from

: ,zek. 16:5, in that the former uses~l 3.~J50 and the latter p ~j \jj.

As a matter of fact the word ~|H~l£is more at home in the exodus--

wilderness-conquest traditions rather than the word • "*"
So, if the similarity of zekiel and Hosea in this particular case

must be understood in terms of traditio-history, the best that

can be said seems to be tixat zekiel applies the metaphor of a baby--

girl, which he receives from .oseanic traditions, to Jerusalem in

the land of the Canaanites.

liy doing so ^.zekiel is, on the one hand, similar to Rosea in that

he interprets the beginning of Israel's history as a newly bom

baby-girl, and on the other, different from the latter in that he

is standing in the Savid-rion tradition.

To return to rzekiel's usage of the metaphor, it must be said

that the dreadful fate of the unwanted baby was soon afterward

completely changed, as is told in w. 6-7. rora the context of

the metaphor, it is clear that this ohange did not tane place long

after the baby was exposed in the dreadful condition. The baoy

was still weltering in her bloon when Yahweh passed by, saw, and

2
said to her : 'rive, grow up like a plant in the field'." In

See also, below.
2
There is a dittography in v. 6b.
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connection with the expression used in this speech, ¥. Simmerli

has rightly pointed out that the combination of the words iJ^ and

H 3.1 has its counterpart in the combination of the words 71"7D and 713-1

as is used by P in the story of creation (Gen. 1:22, 28; 9:1» 7}

cf. Gen. 17:20} 28:5} 35:11)The use of the emphatic meaning

of the combination of the words iTil and 71X1 in this metaphor shows

quite clearly how contrast will be the fate of the baby before and

after Yahweh'3 passing: her. Instead of facing 'e^th in the field

she is now commanded emphatically by Y'ahweh to live an 1 grow. In

view of the contrast, the command of Yahweh can perhaps be under-

2
stood as referring to a new creation of the fate of the baby. In

other words, by this command it is shown that Israel's life or death

depends entirely on Yahweh's intervention in her life right from

the day when she was born.

In thi3 metaphor the intervention of Yahweh is told as a very

unexpected act. Yahweh was just passing by the baby

when he saw and commanded her to live and grow. So, it is not the

intention of Yahweh to find and help the exposed newly bom baby—

girl. Or, in other words, the finding of the baby by Yahweh is

only a fortuitous event. Yet, in spite of all this, Yahweh's

willin ness to look at the baby in compassion must be regarded as the

Zimmerli, oo. cit., p. 550.

2
Cf. the creation story in Gen. 1 in which the chaotic situation
is changed by Yahweh into an orderly, and live, one.
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beginning of the change ox the baby's fate. with this willingness

of Yahweh, the salvation history of Israel begins.

The interesting thing about this salvation history as is told

here is that it began precisely in the land of the Canaanites, on

tiie open field ( fl~1 KL/71 b^ - v. 5b),'1 where the baby was cast

out ana left dying. This is also clear in that if compered with

the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions, zek. 1< does not say

anything about a possible movement of the baby from one place to

another, which could be regarded as a possible parallelism to that
2

of the exodus- ildemess-conqueat traditions. . verything pictured

in this chapter is located at the same place. And according to T. 3»

the name of the place is the land of the Canaanites (cf. -.zek. 5s5) •

The change of the baby's fate is described in v. 7a Rb.

nevertheless, apart from the fact that zekiel seems to be the first

to put in writing the detailed description of the physical growth

of female body, the picture he escribes in v. 7agives an

impression that he is referring to a country ^irl rather than to a

city girl. This does not mean, however, that the girl is less

"Notice that in the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions the
frequent word is "DTDO and not nib.

2
Contrast, however, , dimmerli, the Lav; and The prophets, (HT. by

R. F. Clements), Oxford, 1965» who says that 'fabweh took her up
from the field ...' (p. 81).

For this, see, ,. Zimrnerli, x.zeohiel, (3.K. XIIl/l), Reukirchen--
Vluyn, 1969» P» 350. Cf. 1 Cam. 2:21b, 26.
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civilized than the city girl, but, rather, to the eastern mind,

being a country girl or a country people means bein; a simple people

and not sophisticated. Besides, the picture given here could

perhaps remind one of the picture of Eve and Adam described by J
1

in C-en. 3s 1-7> although the differences between them are obvious*.

Verses 8-14«

The metaphor goes on in describing the curriculum vitae

of the girl. This time it begins with a phrase similar to that of

v. 6, which again shows that the meeting of Yahweh and the girl

Israel is a coincident happening. But, clearer than the first,

the coincidental character of the present meeting is soon over¬

shadowed by the intentional act of Yahweh, in which he proposedj^the
irl, betrothed her, and married her, so that she became his (v. 8).

As far as the metaphor is concerned, it 'oes not seem appropriate to

ask questions like for example : what has taken place in the time

between these two meetings?,^ although zekiel did refer to the

rowin • up of the baby to becoming a girl in v. 7a£b. To that

extent, therefore, it is out of the proportion to mention or discuss

the childhood of the girl, since "Bzekiel himself did not mention

■about whet—and-how—was the relationships between Yahweh and the

Tor the form-critical relationship between zek. 16:6-7 and the P
narratives in the Book of Genesis, see, W. iimmerli, op. cit.,
in loc..

2
For the textual problem of this verse, see, G. A. Cooke, op. cit.,
in loc.; W. Eimmerli, op, cit., in loc..

5W. Zimmerli, op. cit.. p. 349•
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adolescent girl.J" The obvious thing- in both of the meetings, which

coincidentally took place at the decisive periods of the girl's

life, is that Yahweh saved the girl from a probable death, and then

married her. bobody will fail to understand these acts of Yahweh

as his saving and gracious acts. Therefore it is a great mistake

to hold that uzekiel is here occupied by the darker side of Israel's
2

past history, as he probably is in chapter 20. This saving act

of Yahweh is told in detail in vv. 8-14, in which ^ze*d.el quite

remarkably and almost exclusively uses the language of betrothal

and matrimony. xiowever, w'. Zimmerli has rightly demonstrated

that, although izexiel here tends to be unique, uis uses of these

matrimonial and betrothal phraseologies is not without parallel.

It is true that the childhood ( "1^1 ) of Israel is mentioned
in both Hos. 11:2 and Jer. 2:2, but both of these passages refer
to the kxodus event and therefore belong to the exodus-wilderness--
conquest traditions. However, the similarity of Hosea and
Jeremiah, namely that both of them say that this period of the
childhood of Israel was full of positive attitude from the part
of the child, could perhaps illuminate the silence of zekiel
here.

2
It is again to be remembered that in chapter 20 the saving acts
of God always go side by side with, or even presuppose, Ezekiel's
accusation against Israel.

3
Zimmerli, op. oit., in. loc.t anu the references there; see

also, . de vaux, op. cit., pp. 26ff., whose questionable inter¬
pretation of ,zek. 16:8 is followed by John B. Taylor, kzekiel,
( yndale Old Testament Commentaries), London, 1969, in loc..
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The spreading of the end of the skirt in v, 8 is again found with

a similar context in Ruth 3*9- The entering into the matrimonial

covenant (v. 8) is also found in Prov. 2:17 and Hal* 2:14? while

the crucial vf!£n in v, 8bp could perhaps be compared with the

statement of Laguel to Tobias his son in Tobit ?:12.1 However,

despite the fact that Israelite people also allowed their young

people to choose their bride-to-be (judg. 14:2; Gen. 26:34f.) or

vice versa (l Sam. 18:20), it seems better not to talk about the

idea of choice in the context of the passage dealt with here,"'

because the idea in this metaphor is the absolute kindness of God

to Israel and her absolute dependence on him, beginning from her

birth onwards, and that she is now belonging to him alone. This

is also clear from the fact that the idea of choice does not lie

primarily in Yahweh's having taken care of Israel, but in his having

been compassionate to her. In other words, seen from the side of

Israel this event cannot be regarded as her being chosen by Yahweh,

whereas seen from the side of Yahweh his having done all the saving

acts only means that he has chosen to be compassionate to Israel,

4
and not that he has chosen Israel herself.

"'"Of. K. de Vaux, op. oit.. p. 33* ~>ee also the discussion of Ezek. 23:
'

, infra, pp. 32of+ ..
2
R. de Vaux, op. clt., p. 30.
3
Contrast, however, W. Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 351.

4
It might well be possible to see the relationship of this act of
Yahweh with the idea of Yahweh's havin chosen Israel to be his own

people or Jerusalem to be the place of his dwelling. However, there
are at least two difficulties which mi ht well prevent seeing this
relationship. Pirst, in this passage the wording (to choose) is
not used. Second, despite the fact that the idea of Israel's being
chosen by Yahweh does not always mean her having glorious privilege
(see. e.g., H. H. Rowley, ihe biblical octrine of Election, London,
1950), it seems right to say' that it is precisely m challenging
the idea of Israel's beiri, chosen by Yahweh that here bzekiel chose
the metaphor of the foundling girl.
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So, with v. 8, in fact the curriculum vitae of the girl seems to

have ended. She is now no longer alone, She is married, and

therefore she becomes the possession of her husband."5"
The picturing of the relationship between Yahweh and Israel

as that of the husband and wife is by no means peculiar to .zekiel.

Already Eosea used it (Hoe. l~j), and £0 did. Jeremiah (Jer. 3sl>

0). For t is, we maintain that zekiel ano Jeremiah were

2
contemporaries, " therefore it seems more acceptable to understand

3
both of them as depending on Hosea.' In any case, it is clear

that tlie idea of the husband-wife relationship used for the

relationship between Yahweh and Israel was one of the current ideas

at the time of Jeremiah and .zekiel. And as far as 'aek. 16 is

concerned, it is at this point that .zekiel clearly shows his acquain¬

tance with the tradition from Northern Israel, i.e., Hos. 1-3.^

beginning with v. 9 the scene of the metaphor is changed.
5

The phraseologies used herev remind one of the phraseology of .xuth

~lJ-or wife*s being possessed by her husband, see, K. de aux, op.
oit.. p. P.C, an, some of the passages referred to there.

2Irj:ro, pp. 383, 39$f..

3
See also, J, w. Miller, Das Terhaltnis Jeremias und Heseklols l
spractflich ~ai.i theolo, iKch unteraucht. Keukirchen-Freis, Moers,
1955» especially p. 107.

^
or the origin of this idea in the Book of Hosea, see, J. L.

Mays, Hosea, (O.T.L.), London, 1969, pp. 8f.j cf. G. von Had,
Old Testament Theology, ' , by . . V. G. '."talker), Vol. II,
Edinburgh, 1970, pp. 141f..

5
For the possible omission of v. 9a& * see, . bicanerli, op.
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3:3a. [Despite the possibility of understanding this phraseology

as part of the ritual ceremony for a bride,^ the use of the verb

(A pj , which also occurs in 2 Sam. Il:2aj3 in a more customary
sense, seems to refer the meaning of this verse, i.e., v. 9> "to

other point. In Ruth 30a the context is hardly of ritual ceremony

at all. It is, rather, referring to one of the current customs

(cf. Exod, 2:5)» namely, it is customary for the woman to take a

bath, anoint herself, and put on clean clothes. The purpose of

this custom, therefore, is not always to prepare oneself for a

ceremonial occasion. How and when did this custom become an

essential part of certain ritual ceremonies, is very difficult

to trace. In any case, the mentioning of this custom as part of

the care given by Yahweh to his filthy wife is, first of all, to

be understood as referring to the custom rather than to a ritual

ceremony. Besides, one must remember that the story here is a

metaphor, and is not an historical or a ceremonial record. The

comparison to the language of Ruth 3i3a and Exod. 2:5 has shown

that here Ezekiel is using the popular, secular language in order

to be able to move his addressees or to make them vulnerable.

This popular, secular language is still used by Ezekiel in his

description about how Yahweh clothed, ornamented, and looked after

his wife in vv. 10-13. The comparison of V. 9 to Ruth 3*3a also

w. Zimmerli, ibid..
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shows that the clothing is missing in the former. But in these

verses, i.e., .zek. 16:10-13> the clothing of Jerusalem is described

almost to every detail. It is of course difficult and probably

unnecessary to ask what does the 'best clothes' in "uth 3a mean.

owever, the context foun the e will be sufficient to be used as

the basis for perceiving- that what is described in dzek, l6:10-13ac*.

is undoubtedly referring to the best of the best.'*" This 'the best

of the best• does not mean only that both the clothes and the

ornamentations given by Yahweh to Israel are complete, i.e., he

provides her with everything the woman mi lit need, but also that

the materials of those things are of the best quality. Even the

stuff with which Yahweh feeds Israel (v. 13aj3 ) is not ordinary.
If one looks again at the language and the phraseologies used

in these verses, one is impressed by the detail.; which Ezekiel seems

to be keen on. However, since the inclusion of detailed and lengthy

descriptions is one of izekielcharacteristics, it is unnecessary

to raise any question aoout it. But, the contrast between

detailed and len thy description in zek. l6:9-13a and the sketchy

description in zek. 16:3-8, w ich are juxtaposed as such, certainly

cannot be ignored. ipart from their difference in style, these

or the detaile. explanation; of each oi t ie things mentioned here
see, . Zimmerli, . .. :ooke.

2
Cf. the domestic life oi the woman at Zarephath, 1 Kings 17:8ff.;
see also the quality oi the food w ich zekiel has to eat in his
symbolic actions, zek. 4:9ff••
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two passages have in fact presented two different scenes as well.

Ezek. 16:3-8 tells the story of a very simple, and perhaps poor

country girl, while Ezek. 16:9-13a tells the story of the same girl,

now she is married woman, who is superbly dressed, and perhaps

even sophisticated."'' Moreover, in vv. 13b-14 it is said that this

woman now achieves the highest rank in the society, and even becomes

well known among the nations. Prom the point of view of social

psychology, this contrast could mean at least two things. First,

the sudden change of the woman's life from her birth day until the

present stage means nothing else but that she is indeed a very

lucky woman. Second, seeing that this change happens presumably

only in a very short time and without her active participation, it

is no wonder that she will not be able to be responsible in using

all the things she now has. However valid such a point of view

is, it seems justified to say that the primary concern of Ezekiel

in this metaphor is not this. Father, he is concerned with the

fact that all the glories of Israel, as both political entity and

religious community, are neither the result of her own efforts

nor that of the efforts of other deities. All of them are the

gifts of Yahweh. Even the very existence of Israel itself is not

and will not be understandable apart from this loving Yahweh. In

"However, W. Zimmerli, sees this contrast differently. He says :
'Dab ei scheint das Tun Jahwes bei dem Armutsstand des Madchens,
wie er im Yorgehenden geschildert war, anzukniipfen'(op. cit.,
P. 351). * ^
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this context it is certainly not a coincidence that in Ezek. 16:

3-14 the metaphor is dominated by verbs in which Yahweh, who is

speaking in the 1st. person singular, is the subject of the

sentences. It is he who is actively acting. hhile Israel,

addressed in the 2nd. person, feminine, singular, acts only as the

dative object, which has no participation at all. In other words,

from her birth, i.e., from the beginning of her life, until she

is now at the top of the world, it is Yahweh alone who cares for

and looks after her. do, as far as Ezek. 16:8-14 is concerned,

it is this saving history of Yahweh alon which has dominated

hzekiel's mind and his metaphor.

Verses 13-34»

The first fact to be found in vv. 15-34 is that the structure

of the sentences here ir. different from that of vv. 3-14 •"*"
Although the speaker here is still Yahweh, the subject of most of

the sentences is now Israel. It is now Israel who is told to be

acting. And Yahweh, who is pictured as her loving husband in

vv. 3-14, is now more clearly acting as her accuser. The accusing

For the form-critical analysis of vv. 15-34, see, Zimmerli,
op. cit., in loc.; he says t st vv. 30-34 i the 'weitere
usfuhrunen* o: -•v. 26-29; while vv. 2< ~ is, in turn, the

• achite -pretatior' o; vv. It-23. The theme of vv. 26-29 is in fact
the basic theme of eh ter 23, and therefore tais passage cannot
be authentic, .ince vv. 16-23 is in itself in the same line as is
Hos. 2, 4, it cannot be re arded as authentic either. So, W.
Zimmerli concludes, ' rr-undbestand fin schilderung ist
danach in ten knar pen A s/fihrurgen It. zu finden' (op. cit.,
PP. 353*.).
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status of Yahweh is in fact already clear from the scene set forth

at the beginning of the metaphor. But it is not until v. 15 that

he exposes the guilt or the abominations of Israel his wife."1"
What are the abominations of Israel? Before answering this question

one must realize that here he is again faced with a lengthy and

detailed description of the guilt. And in some cases he will

find that there are some descriptions which are only repetitions

of what is said before. Like for example, the taking;/garments in

v. 16a is repeated in v. 18a; the building up of the vaulted chamber

etc. in v. 24 is again found in v. 31a; v. J>Ib is repeated in v.

54a. Nevertheless, the most remarkable thing in this passage which

one will never fail to realize is also found in the style of
2

repetition, namely the word H3T dominates the whole description.

So, despite the lengthy and detailed description found here, it is

justified to say that the guilt and abominations of Israel are

mainly connected with the connotations of the word iUT, i.e.,

idolatry, abomination, fornication, and harlotry. Yet, in the

context of Ezek. 16:15-34 the meaning of HIT is very ambiguous.

It is used not only in describing the practice of a prostitute with

^About the possibility of a husband accusing his wife, see, Eeut.
22:13-22; cf. R. de Vaux, op. cit., p. 35*

2
According to V/. Zimmerli's counting, the word HIT occurs twenty-
eight times in chapter 16, and twenty times in chapter 23 (op. cit..
P. 354).
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any passer-by (vv. 15f •, 24f.), but also in describing the worshipping-;

of deities other than Yahweh, -the worshipping' of "IDT -

whatever these words might mean"^ (v. 17ff•) , in describing the foreign
\J^ 2

policies of Israel, which ft-r-in itself ambi uous (vv. 26, 28f.),

and in describin the practice of a real prostitute (vv. 32ff.).

So, apart from this ambiguity, a close look at the descriptions

which in some cases refer directly to the current and actual

happenings, will indicate whether or not Izekiel here is still

speaking metaphorically.^ The problem of the ambiguity of 713 T and

the question of the abomination of Israel nosed above are actually

one thing. This thing is in fact also found in zek. 16:3-14,

A. 3. : avid3on translates this word to *ima, e of man*} and V.
Zimmerli leaves it open, although he relates it to the cult objects
made of costly jewels or ornamentations as is mentioned in ocod.
52:2-4, 24; 53s4-6; 55*22; Judg. 8:24-27. However, he also mentions
the names of hhrlich, errrann, and lohrer, who tiiink of a phallic
image (op. cit., in loc.). o these names, however, the name of
ichrodt is to be added, tnli. all of them, G. A. Cooke thinks
only of the image of Baal.

2
The ambiguity of the meaning of 'adultery1 in connection with
Israel's foreign affairs in this passage is ealt with by 0.
Eissfeldt, ' fesekiel ap. 16 Pis Geschiehtsquelle*, in :■ leine
wChriften II, Tubin en, 1965, pp. 101-106, who argued. t ^at this
word means bot olitical and religious submission to any stronger
foreign nation. e says : '"enn politische Verbindungen brachten
in der Antike auch immer kultische Beziehun en mit sich ...'
(p. 105). Bee also J, B. Taylor, or. cit., pp. 158f.; G. von ad,
Old Testament Theolo, , (; . by . . . italker), Vol. II,
inburgh, 1970, . 22S notr 16 .

3
h. L'ichrodt, not..ces t : t ze .iel here is abandoning his
parable and 'continues in a ifferent way' (op. cit., p. 206.,
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especially in vv. 9-14. The description found in these verses is,

indeed, ambiguous. It can refer directly to the real, current

customs of a newly married woman, or even woman in general; yet, it

is still part of the metaphor. This ambiguous explanation is

without doubt also applicable to vv. 15-54. So, despite the fact

that some parts of the descriptions of f!3T here directly refer

to the current realities, that passage of Ezek, 16:15-34 is, therefore,

still to be regarded as part of the metaphor. And it is in this

metaphorioal sense that the meaning of il3 F here is to be understood.

Now, a close look at the various, and ambiguous, descriptions

of i 13 T in vv. 15-34 will reveal that behind all of them there is

only one idea, namely, the unfaithfulness of a wife to her husband.

And this is exactly the idea which Ezekiel wants to present here :

Israel is, indeed, unfaithful to Yahweh. And if the metaphorical

descriptions of this unfaithfulness could directly refer to the

actual, but not necessary current, happenihgs, this would be a

great help to understanding that the case presented by Ezekiel is

not without basis.'1' In other words, the prophet knows exactly

Tor the historical references of each of the descriptions of the
adultery here, see, 0. Eissfeldt, op, clt.t ¥. Zimmerli, op, cit..
in loc.t W. Eicjarodt, op, cit., G. A. Cooke, op, cit., in loc.;
J. B. Taylor, op. cit., in loc..
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what he is saying.

The picturing: of unfaithful Israel as an adulterous wife is

by no means Essekiel's invention. Already Jeremiah (jer. 3sl»

20; 4s30) and Hosea have used it (Eos. 2).^ But the difference

is that hzekiel has elaborated and elevated, or even exaggerated,

the picture to such an extent that the adulterous character of

Jsrael becomes unique. This uniqueness can be seen not only in

the clarity of the reason why Israel becomes so adulterous (v. 15a),

but also in her lewdness to accept any passer-by (w. 15b, 25)» and

in her insatiability with the foreign lovers (w. 26, 28f.), and,

moreover, in her being prepared to pay rather than to be paid

(w. 31^-34)• Besides, and unlike in chapter 20, here Jzekiel

regards the adulterous deeds of Israel as not taking place at the

beginning of her uistory when she was a chile or a baby, but at the

time when Israel has achieved the peak of her glory.

*Por this, 3ee, e. ., J. . iller, op. cit., especially pp. lllf..

2
It is true that in lea. 1:21 Jerusalem i3 also personified as an
adulteress or harlot ( ilJJT). But the fact that (a) Isaiah does
not relate this i.bonification with the idea of Jerusalem' being
a wife, and (b) the word TlJlT is used as an opposite of the
word *1 >3makes it clear that the degree of Isaiah's personifi¬
cation is milder than that of zekiel. It would of course be a

mistake to deny ; e traditio- ietorical relationship between
•-'.osea, Isaiah, Jt. nirV-., an-, zekiel in hi: articular case, but
it would also be : i.. >... ke not to recognize that zekiel has
elaborated the metaphor ok the woman Jerus lem to its climax.

Lor Isa. 1:21, see, e.g., K. il berger, Jesa.ia, (B.K. 4/1),
lieukirohen, 1972, pp. 59±'».
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Verses 55-43.

In this passage, the judgement for the adulterous Israel is

announced. First of all, it is interesting to find that this

passage can, in itself, be regarded as a self-contained unit of a

prophetic speech. There is a messenger formula (v. 36atxi ),

followed by diatribe or indication of the situation (v. 36a<xiib),

which is in turn followed successively by the announcement of

judgement (w« 37-41a), the concluding motive (vv. 41b-43a), and

finally by iM i~P OH J • But, as has been pointed out

earlier, this passage actually belongs to the preceding ones, i.e.,

vv. 3-14 and vv. 15-34» and in itself announces the judgement

suitable for the accusations launched there. This is confirmed

by the fact that the diatribe found here is in fact more than just

catching words which could easily be regarded as connecting this

unit with the previous ones; it is, in fact, the repetition of the

2
accusation in vv. 15-34* And as far as a repetition of this

kind is concerned, it has also been pointed out earlier that it is
3

one of the reasons which have made the metaphor lengthy and detailed.

Therefore, despite the possibility of regarding vv. 35-43a as a

"'"See, supra. p.|226 and note 1 .

2Compaxe v. 36 with vv. 15-18, 20-22, 25.

^See, supra. pp.22Cf. .jlhe repetitions, either only of the style or
of phraseology, is also found in chapter 20, which are generally
regarded as one of Bzekiel's characteristics.
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separate unit, it is better to look upon it as the concludin, part

of the whole metaphor. And in this context it is interesting to

find that the picture of the a uilterous woman presented in vv;. 15-

is clearly continue here.

low, a close look at the jud ement announced in this passage

will reveal that, like the descriptions of guilt in vv. 15-34» its

description here is length; a. very - . iled. Repetitions also

occur, e.g., the gathering of the woman*s lovers is found in

v. 37a and in v. 37b, the uncoverin of t! woman's nakednesr i

found in v. 37b and in v. 39h. It i er ia.rs partly because of

these repetitions that Zimmerli argues that there are actually

two phrases of punishment here. f first is the punishment

carried out by the individual lover (v. 39)» and the second is that

which is carried out by the nost (5?np» v. 40)» The first

punishment will be so executed that the woman will be left alive

but 'naked and bare* (v. 39) as she was before (vv. 3-8), while

the second will be carried out according to the punishment of

adulterous woman, waieh ends with the woman's death (v. 40a; cf.

Deut. 22:21-24; < en. 38:15ff.; zek. 23:47). Although the

executors of bot punishments are different one from the other,

i.e., the first by the in ividual lovers and the second by the

these two punishments, so Zimmerli goes on, are

described, or rather, interpreted theolo ically in vv. 36-38 as

the punishments of Yahweh himself."'"

Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 360, and the reference there; cf. K. de
Vaux, op. cit.. pp. 36f..
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Whatever the details of the punishments might be, there are

at least two things which can be noted of them. First, like in

chapter 20, it is clear that the punishment is inevitable. Israel

will be punished. On the basis of the date of this passage, which

is genez-ally agreed to be the years before the fall of the city

of Jerusalem in 587/6 B.C.,1 it seems obvious that the main

objective of this punishment is the fall of Jerusalem itself. In

the light of this objective, the two kinds of punishments above

can be explained easily. The first punishment will be so carried

out that Jerusalem, as a city in the literal sense of the word,

will be stripped so that all her beauty and glories will be

finished. She will be left 'naked and bare' at the place where

she is and was, i.e., on the open field, T\~)^CJ)1 by (£• 5b).
While the second punishment will be so carried out that Jerusalem's

significance as both the political and religious identity and the

centre of the people Israel will be finished too. The kingdom

of Israel and the religious community of its people will be

destroyed, so that from then on there will be no indentification

for their existence (cf. Ezek. 7 and the situation of Israel pictured

with dry bones in Ezek. 57slff»)« So, both of the punishments

actually mean one thing, i.e., the total punishment of the people

See, e.g., G. Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament. (ET. by
David E. Green), Hashville - Hew York, 1968, p. 408; G. A. Cooke,
op, cit.. p. 159.
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Israel. Second, this interpretation of the punishment is

strengthened by the fact that in this chapter ..zekiel does not Ciive

any hint at all at the idea o exile or of remnant.

The mi-coin- of these two idea3 in the whole/chapter 16 is very

astonishin . In the whole took of zekiel one will not fail to

find that hot ox" these ideas ; : outs I rding. In fact ti e

chapters which contain th otails of nishment appropriate for the

accusations in chapter 16 clearly announce either one or both of

these ideas. The punishment announced ii 6:1-7 is followed the

statement that Yahweh will 'leave sor of you (i.e., Israel) alive',

which is immediately related to the i ea of exile (w.8f.). And

the punishment announced, in chapter 7» which announces the absolute

•end' to the land of Israel, which is parallel to the capital

punishment in 16:35-43» is also coupled with a hint at a possible

idea of remnant, although it is not related to the idea of exile

(Ezek. 7:16).

hatever may be the differences of 16:35-43 from other

passages of imilar concern, it is clear that this passa e is

unique in that it contains a metaphor which speaks only about

a woman, who is the personification of the whole people Israel.

It is due to thi uniqueness, and nothin else, that the

punishment of the personified Israel cannot be analysed into
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detail. If the woman is dead, then, everything about her is

finished.1

"It is possible, however, to use the argumentum e silentio to
suppose that here the ideas of both the remnant and the exile
were in the mind of i-zekiel. And the fact that vv. 41b-43a can
be looked upon as part of an embryonic salvation oracle
(Hellsaussage), perhaps justifies this hypothesis. Por the
accusation, 'Because you have not remembered the days of your
youth' (v. 43a; cf. v. 22a), see, S. J. de Tries, 'Remembrance
in Ezekeil', in Interpretation 16, 1952, pp. 58f*» B. S. Childs,
Memory and Tradition in Israel, (Studies in Biblical Theology 3?)»
London, 1962, pp. 46ff..
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Conclusion.

1. espite the fact that it is impossible to isolate zek. 16:

1-43 from the t of the ch- t r, the resent examination o:

Ezekiel' treat ent of Israel's oast history confines itself to

this particular section. The exa ination carried out above shows

that this tction deals with I a el* st history in a unique

way. Form-critically the section reminds one of the procedure

of the judgement in the priestly court, in which the guilt of the

whole Israelite people is revealed (vv. 3-34) after which the

judgement or the punishment is announced (vv. 33-43)• All of this

is told in a metaphor in which Israel is addressed as a woman,

represented by the >e: Bonification of Jerusalem. The metaphor

itself is unique in that it is not confined to a part of the woman's

life, but looks like a curriculum vitae which described the whole

life of the woman beginning with her birth nay until well after

she got married.

The unicueness of .zekiel's interpretation of Israel's past

history can also be seen in that in this metaphor he does not be. in

his description about Israel by referring to her being Yahweh's

chosen people. Instead, and in a humiliating way, he begins by

describing' Israel as an unwanted baby-girl of non-Israelite parents,

who soon afterward becomes Yahwen's foundling child.

2. iistorico-critical examination shows that the significance

«f.Jerusalem for the people ol ol did not emerge until

taken over from the Ganaanites by I avid. bince that event, and
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with the building of the Temple and the installation of the Ark

of God in it, Jerusalem can be called the identification of the

people Israel. It is due to this fact that in this passage

Szekiel is, traditio-historically, to be regarded as standing in

the David-Jerusalem, or the David-Zion, tradition, which was

fostered primarily in Jerusalem/Judah. And this is also the

reason why his recital of Israel's past history is different from

the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions. According to this

passage Israel was born, grew up, and became the people of God

in the land of the Canaanites. Besides, and apart from her dark

pre-history, beginning with her birth onwards, Israel's past history

is in fact inseparable from the saving history of Yahweh. In this

case, there is presumably a significant parallelism between the

David-Zion tradition and the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions.

3. Apart from the exclusive use of the David-Zion tradition,

however, the picturing of Israel as an unfaithful wife by Azekiel

is by no means unique. Jeremiah and Hosea have already employed

this picture. But due to the fact that Jeremiah was Ezekiel's

Contemporary, it is better to hold the view that, traditio--

hiitorically, both Ezekiel and Jeremiah are deriving the picture

from Hosea. Consequently, it is at this point that in this

passage Ezekiel shows his acquaintance with the tradition from

Northern Israel. Returning to zekiel's treatment of Israel's

past history, it is very interesting to find that in the course of

Israel's curriculum vltae this passage shows quite clearly that

Israel does not begin her abominable deeds until she is at the peak
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of her glory. One will not fail to see that this view is, in eo',

in an absolute contrast to the view in chapter 20.

4. The announcement of the ju; . er nt for this adulterous

woman is il-o (resented in a tr morical way. Apart from the

ambiguity of the meaning of the word HIT, the woman will be

punished accordin; to Israelite : • oi ulterous woman. owever,

vv. 55-45 see to present t o kin e o_ unishment, i.e., one in

v. 59 and another in vv. 40-41a. The study presented above has

shown that these two punishments are actually one thing,

different appea ances are in fact d e to the possibility to

interpret 'Jerusalem1 both literally, i.e., the city, and

metaphorically, i.e., the woman 1; . el. And it is due to the

metaphorical character of the pass- e that the woman will be

punished with a capital punishment, which means that Israel's

identification will be finished.

Despite the fact that the question of the detailed historical

references of what is metaphorically said here cannot be pressed

too far, yet it 3eems acceptable to say that this punishment means

nothing else but that Jerusalem is to fall. And with it is also

Israel.
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CHAPTER V

EZEKIEL 25

By a quick and. general look at the chapter as it now stands,

one will find that, as in Ezek. 16 and 20, the redactional unity

of Ezek. 23 is undeniable. In a very systematic way the chapter

deals with both kingdoms of Israel, which are metaphorically

personified as two sisters of one mother. This systematic way

can easily, and clearly, be seen in the facts that : w. 2-4

deal very concisely with both sisters together; vv. 5-55 deal

with them individually, i.e., first the elder sister (vv. 5-10),

then the younger (vv. 11-35)J and finally in vv. 36-49 both sisters

are once again dealt with together. This general impression of

the systematic structure of the chapter is so strong that it would

certainly be a mistake to regard it as a false or misleading

impression. However, a close and careful look at the chapter will

show that that systematic structure is not without problems. These

problems can be seen not only in the facts that some parts of the

text of the chapter, especially in vv. 42ff., are very cryptic,

and that vv. 13, 18 with their 1st. pers. sing, inflexions seem

to have disturbed the evenness of the speech in the chapter, but

also from the facts that (a) v. 21, being direct address, does not

seem to have belonged to what precedes, and (b) the introductory

formula in v. 36 ( rhHs HXi^i) is different from the

characteristic introductory formula of ..zekiel 1 HI sn^

e.g., in v. 1; 22:1; etc.).
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These uaevennesses nave actually been dealt with by scholars

in their analyses of the chapter; and, naturally, their opinion®

axe varied. home prefer to leave the disturbing veraea out while

others prefer to regard thee as secondary, or additional, or

extensional, or even authentic. Indeed, their opinion® vary so

moh, ranging from the most radical to the most raoeest, that one

crust be very careful in trying to look at the chapter afresh. In

this connection, and whatever the most acceptaole opinion regarding

the above mentioned facts of the chapter might be, it is necessary

to have a look briefly at what scholar® have said about the structure

of the chapter.
1 2

Eelsoher, whose thesis of *&er " ichter" E»' is well known,

has radically scrutinized this chapter. As a result, he left

some 16 verses, all within vv. 1-27» ae the original part of the

chapter. He believes that these 16 original verses are ori inally
5

in a poetic for®.' He is also of the opinion that vv. 28-30 axe

Hfllscher, hecekiel. her ^ichter un das rfuch. (h.h.i. 39),
1924, PP. 120ff..

2
• iiimerli, .zechlel. (B.K. XIII/1), 'euklxchen-Vluyn, 1969,

P. 342.

*

Eolseher says : 'In Kap 25 folgt wieder ein heaekielisehes
Gedieht, auch dies®, wie gewohnlich, stark iibexarbeitet.
T ie Attssehelduag des ursprtiivlichen Bestandes is natSrlich nur nit
relativer ..icherheit mSglioh. Aber die rhythicioche truktur des
ursprtbv:lichen Textes 1st urrwerkennbeur' (op. clt., p. 120).
See also his reconstruction of what he regards aa the original
poem, op. clt.. pp. 120-122.
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a •Nachtrag* added to the original part of the chapter? and that

the poem in vv, 32-34 has nothing at all to do with the original

poem of Gzekiel? and that vv. 36-49 are »eirie weitere Anhang*.

Going along a line more or less similar to that of HOlscher,

Fohrer believes that apart from a few parte of trie verses in it the
2

authentic part of tne chapter is also to be found in to, 1-27?

and that this authentic part, which is introduced by a prose formula
3

in v. 1, is a poem consisting of 15 strophes with 7 short lines each."

Fohrer also believes that, following this authentic part, there are

three •HachtrSge Eesekiels*, i.e., vv. 26-30 , 31-54, and 35* which
4

♦zeitlieh nach ben vorangehenben Stiiok entetanden eind* ? and that

5
these •Kaektxdge Hesekiels* are also in poetic form. Following

EClsoher again, Fohrer regards w. 36-49 as unauthentic. He is of

"*"0. IldlBcher, op. cit., pp. 123ff.
2
'"G. , ohrer, ie :.auptproblems dos Juches . zechiel, (J3. ,W. 72),
1952, p. 85 and note 86 tere. ohrer re girds vv. 4b, 9b, and
20-21 as Vitusadze*.

"u. a'ohrer - K. Gallin, , i izechiel, .?. 1. Beihe 15)* 'Cttbingen,
1955, P. 130.

^G. Fohrer, ie haaptproblemc dea Suches Fzechiel, (.B.l.A.W. 72),
Berlin, 1952, p. 65• He regarded v. 28 and part of v. 35 as
prosaic introductions, Cf., G. Fohrer - Kt -Falling, op. cit.,
p. 130.
5
G. iohrer - K. Gallin, , op. cit., p. 130.

JG. iohrer, ie fauptprobleme des .lueses ...zechiel, pp. 75f*s 99•
He says that vv.36-49 ' ittrfte ait rooser ■ .'a' rscheinl iohheit als
unecht zu beseicimen sein* (p. 75)• In other place he continues :
,7 as ort (of. -"V. 36-49) stajaf.it . debt von aber sein Verfasser
hat sich eng an l6slff.j 23*Iff# angeiehnt* (G. Fohrer - E. Galling,
00. cit., p. 136). See, also, G. ''ohrer, Tntrodu tion to the Old
Testament. (hi', by David Green), London, 1970, p. 410, in which he
includes vv. 36-49 in his list of the later passagee in the Book
of Bzekiel.
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the opinion that these verses, i.e., vv. 36-39* a*"® & poem consisting

of 6 strophes with 7 short lines each.1
In distinction from both Holscher and Fohrer, Hermann,

concerning Ezek. 23, says that 'die literarische Einhoit reicht

zunBchat von (vv.) 2-35' and that 'eine eiterftihrung des Thomas 1st
2

vv.) 36ff. angeschlossen'. However, although the problem of

authenticity and unauthenticity does not seem to have come into

'nermann's! concern, what is interesting in view of Ezek. 23 is his

opinion that vv. 28-30 'scheint einc Art Variants zu (vv.) 22-27

zu sein1, and that 'bereits init (v.) 27 war sachlioh der Abschluss
X

erreicht, den Anfang des tttckes (i.e., vv. llff.) entsprechen';

and that vv. 36-49 cane from a later time than the previous verses.4
Slightly in distinction from Hermann, Bertholet is of the opinion

that vv. 36-49 is a •Haohtrag* which has come from the hand of a

5
redactor. In this respect it seems obvious that for Bertholet

these verses are later than the preceding ones, similarly v. 55»

which he regards as 'ein sekunddrer liachtrag* further, Bertholet

1C. Fohrer - h. Galling, op. cit.« p. 130.

2 r , .

J. Hermann, Ezechiel, (K.A.T. XI), Leipzig, Irlangen, 1924, p. 144.

3 /
J. Hermann, ibid., p. 146} in the brackets are mine.

4Cf., ibid., pp. 146f..

A. Bertholet - K. Galling, Bzeclrlel (H.A.T. 1. heihe 13),
Ttlbingen, 1936, p. 85.
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says that vv. 31-34 is sich geschlossen* and that vv. 1-30
1

•nicht aus einem Gussen sind*. It is on vv. 1-30 that Bertholet'a

opinion is very close to that of Hermann. Rejecting Itdlacher's

attempt to reconstruct the original poem out of this section

Bertholet says that 'vielleicht aber vernag gerade bier die

Beobachtung tats&chlicher Rubletten una : arallelen (cf. besonders

22ff. mit 28f.) etwas waiter zu ftihren bis zur rke ntnis, dass as

sich hier ire ganzen un eine Zuaamroenarbeitung zweier in sich
2

geschlossener Kelationen handeln dBrfte'. Respite the fact

that Bertholet does not seem to have developed what he says here,

his translation of Ezek. 23 shows which verses are the doublets and
x

which are the parallels.

At this stage, however, there is one thing concerning zek, 23

which seems to have gained acceptance by the scholars. This is the

fact that w. 36-49 has been regarded by all of them as a section

which is in some sense distinct from the rest of the chapter. Of

course this acceptance does not mean that the section has not

problems of its own. The fact that the delimitation in this

chapter could not, suae may not, always mean a literary separation,

makes t is section still deserve great attention in the context

of chapter 23. G. A. Cooke, for instance, regards this section

1Ibid..

ibid., pp. 82f..

X
These doublets and parallels can be seen within vv. 3-10, 11-20,
and 22-30. See, A. Bertholet - K. Galling, Ezechiel, (H.A.T.
1. Reihe 13), Ttlbingen, 1936, pp. 60 , 82.
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as 'a new address* which 'was added as an appendix to vv. 1-35»

(and) perhaps by zekiel himself'.1 While ichrodt regards it as

the result of some Lsekiel'e disciples' work, who 'den Meister nur
2

sehr unvollkomsen naohahat'. To these two opinions 3hould be

added that of evers who says that this section is 'a later expan¬

sion to verses 1-35* and that its secondary character can clearly

be seen 'from the fact that the two sisters are described, judged,
3

and sentenced together in contrast to verses 1-27'• In distinc¬

tion from all that has been noted above, and it is the only opinion

of its kind which has come into notice in the present study, is

the opinion of avidson. Concerning this section 1 avicson says

that 'the passage is not a continuation of vv. 1-35» but an indepen-
A

dent description* which is parallel to it. Indeed, this remark

of Davidson is very surprising, not only because it has gone further

G. A. Cooke, .zekiel. (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1936 (reprinted 1967)*
p. 256. Cooke also warns that 'we need not be so positive as
xiOlscher that EX. has nothing to do with the section w. 28-35•
or accent the view that vy. 36-49 were dictated by the criminal
procedure of later Judaism' (p. 248).

o

V. Lichrodt, her Prophet Szeohiel, (A.T. . 22), GOttingen, 1959-
1966, p. 222. (ST. by Cosslett " uin, London, 1970, p. 332).

■2

J. evers, hzekiel, (The Century Bible - t«ew ^eries), London,
1969, p. iht.

^A. B. lavidson, zekiel, (The Cambridge Bible for chools and
Collets), revised by A. W. treane, Cambridge, 1916, p. 186.
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than just showing the delimitation of the section, but also reminds

one of the theory of Kraetzschmax. Since Kraetzschmar's theory

of two recensions has long been challenged, and finally discarded,

by many scholars for one reason or another,'*' it is also difficult

to follow what Davidson means by his remark. Besides, it is a

pity that neither Davidson himself nor the reviser of his book

makes any attempt to explain what is, or are, the implications of

the remark.

I'rom all that has been said a )ove^i . it is clear that on the

one hand the scholars are in agreement on regarding vv. 36-49

as a section within chapter 23, while on the other their opinions

on the relationship of the section with the rest of the chapter

are varied. However, there is another attempt to explain this

relationship which, due to its method, deserves special attention.

This is the attempt of Zimmerli. According to Zimmerli there are

at least two facts within this section itself, which 'weisen 36-49
L_ 2

als sekund&res, stark von Zitaten lebendes Sonderstttck aus'.

First, there is the fact that this section is introduced by

* HtiT i.e., by words and a form of expression
3

which are unusual in the Book of Ezekiel. Second, from the point

"'"Seei supra, p. 5.

^W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel, (B.K. XIIl/l), Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1969*
P. 537.

^In the Book of Ezekiel these words and form of expressio n occur
again only in 9?4 with instead of ; whileflsTl*
occurs twice, i.e., in 44s2, 5} and niTP occurs only
once, i.e. in 4*13* For the explanation of the unusual form of

rnrP "lXJtfM, see, W. Zimmerli, ibid., ad loc..



of view of the content and the linguistic usage of the section, it

is clear that tiiis section depends on -zek. 16 rather than on the
1

rest of chapter 23. About these two facts, it must be said that
2

the second has long been noticed by scholars, although they did

not cose to the conclusion that the relation between 23:36-49 and

chapter 16 can be understood as the dependence of the former on

the latter, or that the dependency could overrule the relationship

of the former to the rest of chapter 23• Besides, it has been

said earlier that in chapter 16 itself the problem of the secondary

and/or primary part(s) of the chapter cannot easily be solved.

Therefore it is also difficult to hold the view which says that any

dependency of part(a) of chapter 23 on chapter 16 could mean that

within the context of chapter 23 this part is secondary. And if

one looks baok at the variations of the opinions of scolars

recorded earlier, one might say that the main reason for that

variation is the lack of the definition of what is primary and what

is secondary. Nevertheless, it seeras clear that in drawing his

conclusion dimmerli does not stand solely on this lack of definition.

The first fact within the chapter under consideration which he

pointed out aoove is really strong and decisive for the solution of

the problem, durther, despite the similarity of the form (and.

... Zisaaerli, Lzechiel. (B.K. XIII/l), heukirchen-Vluyn, 1969,
PP. 537, 552ff..

2
See the explanations of the individual verses of this section,
in, e.g., G. A* Cooke, op. cli..pp. 256ff.j G. HOlscher, op. cit..
p. 124 and notes 2ff.; G. Fohrer - K. railing, op. cit..pp. 15^ff.1
r., send, , er .rophet zecniel. (/.urz. B.A.T. 6. Lief.), Leipzig,
1880, pp. l65ff..
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content?) of the words in v. 36 and those of 20:4 and 22:2, there

is another fact which also strengthens Zimmerli's conclusion.

This is the fact that the 3rd. pens. fen. pi. pronoun seems to have

dominated the whole speech which follows the word of command in

v. 36.^ As a matter of fact, this pronoun of 3rd. pers. fem. pi.

does not at all dominate the speech in 20:5ff. or in 22:3ff.J and

nor does it in the rest of ch, 23.

Having said all this, there are still two other things about

this section which are worth noting. First, from the point of
2

view of the prophetic traditions, it is actually difficult to

regard this section as either secondary or primary. As far as

Ezekiel's characteristics are concerned, this difficulty comes into

view not only because the metaphor of the previous part of the

chapter is still continued in this section,^ but also because (a)

this section is concluded with an •Hrkenntnisspruchsformel*

n\ns O Oil VlM which is characteristic in the

Book of Ezekiel,^ and (b) the vocabulary of this section strongly

reminds one of the priestly language, which Ezekiel must have been

^Cf., W. Zimmerli, op. cit.. p. 553.

2
See, supra, pp. 38ff.

x

The names Oho1ah and Oholibah in vv, 56, 44 could not have come
from other source except that which precedes this section.
Cooke says that in vv. 36-49 the allegory (sicl) of vv. 1-35
is still kept up (op. cit.. p. 248).

4
See, W. Zimmerli, op. cit.. pp. 55*ff«? also his •Erkenntnis Gottes
nach dem Buehe Ezechiel', in his Gottes jfferibarun, , (T.B. 19),
Mtinchen, 1965» especially pp. 42-54*
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I
quit© familiar with. The latter can he seen from the fact that

the list of the sins of Oholah and Oholihah in this section points

heavily to religious sins (e,g», w. 37-39) rather than to political

ones. Although this fact does not mean that the priestly language

should be regarded as exclusively containing: reli lous matters,

but it means that in this section the dominating point of view is

religious rather than other thing;©. And in this religious context

it is now clear why these two women are dealt with together.

Granting that Oholah and Oholibah are the metaphorical names of
2

Northern Israel and Southern Israel respectively, in religious
3

problems there was only one Israel in the mind, of zekiel.

The second thing about tills section is the fact tint the list of

the sins of both Oholah and Cholibah does not only present the

reason why they should be punished (w. 45ff•) but also refers

to the history of their lives. Although it is not clear when and

where that history began, it is clear that it is full of religious

sins. This sinful history is expressed by usin, words which, as

5
is pointed out by Simmerli, mostly resemble the words used in

*
ee, supra, pp. 39, 70ff..

2 , _

ee, inira, pp. 334ff..

3
-Tf., W. Ziwaerll, * Israel im Buche i zechiel', V.T. 8, 1958. PP.
75-90. ee also the discussion on zek. 16 presented earlier.

A
Keadin, . tniU^ instead of Dnjl|>? in v. 45a<* , with Cooke and
: inner11.

5
ec, ci-g,,pp. 28pf.,



chapter 16. The word which is found again elsewhere in

the Book of Ezekiel only in 16:32 (Pi'-el, ptcp. fexn. sing. ) and

16:38 (Qal, ptcp. fem. plur. ), is found in this section in v, 37

(twice, Pi'el, pf. 3 plur. ) v. 43 (as subst. m. plur.) and

v. 45 (twice, Qal, ptcp. fem. plur.),1 And the ideas of

worshipping idols and of child sacrifice (w. 37, 39)» the decking

of oneself to please other men than the lawful husband (v. 40),

the preparing of the table for gods other than Yahweh (v. 41), and

the punishing of these adulterous women with 'the punishment of

adulteresses and the punishment of bloodshedders' (v. 45) are

ideas similar to that found in chapter 16, especially vv. 15-21, 38.

The similarities between this section and chapter 16 are actually

more than what has been noted above. But, as far as the past

history of Israel is concerned, there is one important thing which

is found in Ezek. 23:36-49 but not in Ezek. 16, i.e., the mention¬

ing of the defilement of Yahweh's sanctuary and the profanation

of his sabbaths (23:38, 39a6 ).

Now, as far as the mentioning of the profanation of Yahweh's

sabbaths is concerned, it is unlikely that anything new can be

said here, because its phraseology has already been dealt with

earlier, i.e., in connection with its occurrence in the stereotyped

speech in Ezek. 20, However, what is seemingly special in the

section under consideration is the mentioning of the defilement of

1Eee, S. iiandelkern, Veteris Testanenti ooncordantiae Hebraicae
atque Chaldaioae. Akademische Bruck-u, Verlagsanstalt, Graz, 1955•



Yahweh*s sanctuary : jlSf 1b v. 38bcx . And, what is

intpresting in this expression is the fact that the verb

with vg/1 pA as its accusative object is only found twice in the

Book of zekiel, i.e., in 5:11 and in the verse under consideration

here (23s38)* Of course the verb Hcould have some

connotations and synonyms, and perhaps this is proved by the fact

that, e. ., in v. 39a the verb is used instead of the

verb •1

But, in the context of the problems of the whole section, what is

involved in this unusual plsraee is the question of whether or not

it bears any basic significance at all so that the whole section

could be regarded as offering something other than that offered

by ohapter 16 and 20.

This question can be answered in two ways. First, by

comparing the phrase in 23:38b<x with that in 5:11* lisregarding

the differences in the order of the words and the person of the

verb in both passages, there is another difference which

is decisive in determining the significance of the phrase. In

Ezek. 5:11 the phrase clearly constitutes a very important part in

the .form of the prophetic speech found there. It is the diatribe

without which the speech could not have been completed. The

irailar case can be seen in Lev. 20:3 in which <Z/~1 pJO is used
as the accusative object of tho verb ^>3© , while in Lev. 21:12,
23 the verb is used instead of the verb A Ta . The
connection between the Book of bzekiel and Leviticus 1ms been
noted by scholars, e.g., Cooke, Zinraerli.
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diatribe is preceded by j >>"> and, more significantly, a * Schwurrede*
nifl5 j □>€! 4J5JT » which are in turn preceded by <jjb.

The use of j D b—"" 19'i is very frequent in the prophetic speech,1
especially in the prophecy of disaster, Therefore, as far as

j 3>i> ~ J 9^ is concerned, it is impossible to include it in the
characteristics of Ezekiel, However, the position is different

with the • chwurrede' This form of speech

is one of the characteristics of Ezekiel and occurs not less than 16

2
times in the Book which bears his name, Now, the question which

immediately arises in this connection is whether or not the

appearance of 3^ slz/l pK)~jn>^ in 5:11 can be regarded as

basically from Ezekiel himself. It is surprising to find that

Simmerli's answer to this question is negative. He regards Ezek,

5:11-15 as one of the interpretational addition®' which were given

3
by Ezekiel*s disciples.

As far as the characteristics of Ezekiel are concerned, it is

clear that the * j7/0 ~51.X in 23:58bC* is not used in

such form as that of 5:11, although its role as part of the

diatribe in the speech cannot be denied. So, if this phrase

.X X35? * ^ ~T pX3 i7.H , which is used with a form of speech

1K, Koch, The Growth of the Biblical Tradition, (ST. by S, M.
Cupitt), London, 1969, PP. 210ff, and note 8 on p, 212,

2W. Zimmerli, Ezechiel. (B.K. XIIl/1), p. 135,

5Ibid., pp. 100f., 135.
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ciiaracteristic of Lzekiel, could not basically b© fro® Lzekiel

himself, how much more is this true of the similar phrase found

in 23t58b which is used otherwise! hecond, this suspicion that

the phrase ^^/~i pX) " J1.X in 25*38bo< could not have had a

basio significance in the context of whole chapter is strengthened

by the fact that the word h/1 p yj is not frequently used in Lzek.

1-24. In the hook of l&ekiel this word occurs not less than 30

times, which is the biggest number compared with those found in

other books of the Old Testament.1 This number is distributed as

follows : 8 times in zek« 1-24, 4 times in .zek, 5-39# -and 18
2

times in zek, 40-48, By lookin; at this distribution, it seems

possible to say that the word kf/"Tp>0 must have its significant
role in ciiapters 40-48 rather than in other parts of the Book of

3
hzekiel.'

With these two answers it seems now clear tiiat the phrase

5 W ~7 p/) )>?>0^9 in 23 »38b<x , which is unique in the sense

that it only occurs again in 5:11 in this whole book, cannot be

regarded as bearing a basic role in the context of chapter 23. Bo

In the Old Testament this word occurs not less than 75 times.
The greatest distribution is found in the Books of ksekiel and
Leviticus. See, S. Kandelkera, op. cit., p. 1016.

2They are 5:11| 8:6; 9«6| 11:16; 21:7? 23:38, 39; 24:21; 25:3;
26:18 (of 1 re); 37-26, 28; 43:21; 44:1, 5, t-9, H# 15f.| 45:3,
4, 4, 16; 47:12 and 48:8, 10, 21.

3It is unlikely that the meaning of this word can be interpreted
as Temple per se as is implied in the use of the word 5 J1VZL in
v. 39b. The word JVHil in 48:21 is in the absolute state,
therefore it is different from that in 23:39b. While in 9i6 the
word jrnn seems to have been only part of the meaning of the
word WB?#.



despite the fact that this phrase and the whole section do give

hint3 about the past history of Israel, i.e., of Oholah and Oholibah

together, it is unlikely that the basic treatment of this history

in chapter 23 can be found in this section. Therefore, it is now

time to turn to the other parts of the chapter, i.e., to w. l-35»

From the opinions of the scholars briefly recorded earlier, "*"
it can also be gathered that the majority of them seem to have

agreed on dividing Fzek. 23:1-35 into sections. The division which

is so far alleged by most of those scholars is as follows: first

section vv. 1-27, second section vv. 28-30, third section vv. 31—

34» and finally fourth section v. 55* Although this division cannot

be regarded as absolute in the sense that it might lead into a

conclusion that one section can be isolated from the other,

nevertheless it seems acceptable. Indeed, the reasons and the

explanations of this division have been varied as ranging from the

^ee» suPra'. pp. 260ff..
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most radical to the most modest.1 The radical reason and explana¬
tion prefers to regard some verses as original and retain them,

and leave out those which are not original^ while the most modest
prefers either not to involve itself with this problem or to be

silent about it. hichever attitude is better, it is interesting

to find that each of those sections is introduced by a form of

prophetic speech familiar in Ezekiel. The first section is

introduced by n)i~T 1H1 *71*'I , a forr, of prophetic

speech characteristic of Eaekiel, while the other three are

HOlscner would like to accept only some verses of the first section,
i.e., witiin vv. 1-27, as original and to leave out the rest of
it, and te rest of the chapter. According to him the non—
original parts of the chapter are either the result of the working
over of the original verses or later additions. Cf. HOlscher, op.
cit., pp. 120-123. Slightly different from Ildlscher, Fohrer*, says
that '23:1-27 1st un unumstritten echt'. But Dohrer continues,
say in, that 'in 23:28-30, 31-34, 35 scDliessen sich drei Nachtrdge
Eseohiele an ... die zeitlich nach dera vorangehenden Stllck
enstanden sind' (G, Kohrer, Die Hauotprobleme des Buchea Esse; lei.
B.Z.A.W. 72, Berlin, 1952, p. 85).

Bertholet's opinion is modest. Respite hia saying that 'wiederum
ist das 3ild des Bechers 31-34 in sich gesChiossen, w&hrend 35 fhr
sich steht, ein sekundMr Kachtrag*, he is of the opinion that in
w. 1-30 'vielleicht aber vermag gerade hier die Beobaciitung
tatsfichlicher ubletten und arallelen (cf. b&son era 22ff. ciit
28ff.) etwas weiter zu ftthren bis zur irkenntnis, dass es sich im
gansen uri eine -usantmenarbeitun, zweier in sich geschlossen
elationen dttrfte* (A. Bertholet - K. Galling, op. cit.. pp. 81,
83). Cooke's opinion is also modest. Be says that vv. 28-31,
32-34* and 35, are three paragraphs which give further description
of the punishment contained in vv. 24b, 25, 27 (G. A, Cooke, op.
cit., p. 248). To these two last names can probably be added the
names of ichrodt, Zinsserli, and Wevers.

Further, the most modest opinion is represented by scholars,
e.i ., A. B, Davidson, who seems not to have seen any problem at
all in accepting the whole ehapter. He divides the chapter into
four- divisions, i.e., vv. 1-10f vv. 11-21} vv. 22-35? and vv. 39-~
49 (A. B« Davidson, op. cit., p. 180). Equally very modest is the
opinion of J. B. Taylor, Gee J. B. Taylor, Ezekiel, (The Tyndale
Old Testament Commentaries), London, 1969 (reprinted 1971)»
pp. 170f..
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introduced by a similar form of prophetic speech, but slightly

different from that of the first, i.e., fD(^).
The only major difference in the use of this introductory speech

is found in the third section in that it does not seem to have

really introduced the section. Besides, the third section is

different from the others in that it ends with a concluding

formula Hi ,T 53l>^ LbX3 in v. 34.

With these two facts, indeed, the identity of vv. 31-34

as a section inherent in the whole chapter is shaken. This is

mainly because the existence of these forms of prophetic speech

could set vv. 32-34 as an Independent unit apart from what precedes

and what follows,"'" and that by this fact the weight of v. 31

could easily be reduced to a mere connecting verse which connects

the unit with what precedes it. This, however, does not mean that

it is now possible to leave this section or to attribute some

pejorative labels to it. This is so, despite the fact that the

text of this section, 5,e., vv. 32-34» is very difficult to render.

However, as far as the treatment of Israel's past history in the

passage under consideration, i.e. 23s1-35» is concerned, there is

one important reason which could lead either to the leaving of

this section out of the present consideration or to the retaining

of it. The reason is that this section speaks about the figurative

Cf. K. Koch, op. cit., pp. 205» 208; W. Zimmerli, op. cit.,
PP. 537? 551f.. It is also interesting to find that BHS puts
w. 32-34 between two D's.
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cup, which, on the one hand.,will be drunk by one of the sisters,

while on the other, it belongs to the other sister, Sow, in

order to be able to clarify this reason, it seems helpful to have

a look at the ramnatical structure of the word DID*cup' in the

passage. In the passage as it now stands the word DO occurs

three times t w« 52a c*. , 53b* , and 54a £ f all are in the same

grammatical structure, i.e., in the construct state. as far as

DO in the construct state is concerned, its figurative

meaning is also found in Pas, lls6| I6s5j and 23I5*1 In all of

these three passages of psalms it seems clear that the figurative

meaning oi the word DO denotes or refers to the life, or the
2

fate, or the destiny of the person who owns the •cup1." In Ps.

11 j t the lives of the wicked men ( Q will be tnreatened

by wrath,' in Pa. 23*5 the life of pBalrdst is overflowingly full

of blessing,^ while in Pa. 16:5 it is God himself who is the life
5

or the destiny of the psalmist. So, from these tnree passages

xIn Ps. 23:5 DID could also be understood literally; see, C. A.
3ri gs, The Book of Psalms. Vol. I, (I.C.C.), Edinburgh, 1906,
p. 94. or the figurative meanin, of DO here, see, e.g., . 0.
Oesterley, The ■ sains. Vol. I, London, 1939» who say3 t'iiat the
expression is *a figurative expression ... roeanin that he (i.e.,
the psalmist) is fully supplied with his needs' (p. 184).

2
A. «©iser, The rsalma. (iJT. by Herbert liartwell), (O.T.L.),
London, 1962, pp. 157, 175* W. 0. r. Oesterley, op. cit.. pp. 148
156f., 184.

5Cf. A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book of Psalms. (The Cambridge Bible
for ciooIb and Colleges), Cambridge, 1933# P- 60«

4Cf. J. H. .aton, fgalas. (The Torch Bible Commentaries), London,
1967, p. 78.

5
'• 0. . Oesterley, op. pit., pp. 156f,| cf, J, H. aton, op, clt
p. 59• Io* the mentioning of the 'cup' in Jer. 25»15f»* ©•£•
H. Curiliffe-Jonee, Jeremiah, (The Torch Bible Commentaries),
London, i960, p. 170.
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it can be inferred that T)\D (•cup1) in its figurative meaning

could refer to man's life as either full of blessing or full of

wrath# Between these two references, the one which denotes the

life full of wrath is relevant to :aek. 23J 32-34• This is clear

from the apposition of the word "D^Dwith the mm TlWMiA 71 XSUJ
1 2

in v« 33b«x , which means that the content of the 'cup1 ' is some¬

thing (i.e., J! X3QU/1 71X3LZ/ ) closer to the idea of wrath rather

than to the idea of blessing.* In the sequel, the idea of wrath

brings the question of whether or not the figurative meaning of

0^3 could be related to the idea of God's judgement. The

answer to this question is positive. 'The explanation of this

positive answer is as follovrs : If the nitz fa Leber. of the

figurative cup is one of the oultic feasts in which the cultic

meal was served, and in which the '"festival cup" of Yahweh' was
*

passed around," it is not difficult to understand why in Ps. 75s9

the psalmist couiti talk about the cup which is in the hand of the

Lord. Moreover, in ?s» 75*7-9 if is clear that the judgement of

God, w -ich he will execute, is spoken of by using the figurative

Respite the opinions of some scholars that the word nam in
v. 33b is later addition; cf. Himerli, Cook, BHS (crit. app.).

2
For the meaning of such an apposition, cf. G-K para. 132 c-e.

^See, e.g., Jar. 25:17f»» 43*12f..

4Cf. A. leiser, op, cit». p. 1575 * 0. « Oesterley, op. cit.,
pp. 140, 156f.i«4* Tins perhaps './ill answer dimmerlT*s 'remark
when he tries to find the traciitio-historical origin of the use
of the figurative cup. He says ; ' as 3ild von dean mit kauechtrank
gefttllen Becher, an desn, wer davon trinkt, zu Sohwanken und Fall
korni, 1st vor schor bei Jcraoia unc Hoibvleak nnchzuweisen. ...
Jer,25:15» 17» 28 zeigt das Bild in eine tort aus der oeit Jojakims
in der Ausweitung auf das <j8ttliohe Vfllker^ericht. Nach Eab 2:16
soil n )7l> on* do dem geheimnisvollen Gewallherrscher dargereicht
warden, der "sein^i-./*ohsten' trunken gemacht hat. Keine von diesen
beiden Italian dlirfte die hrstver,/onlung- ies 11 es, da;- in Beiden
schon /«mz,spezifisch abgewardelt ist, belegen* (v/» ''iSimmerli,
EzecMel, ((S.K. XIIl/1)}, pp. «551f.).
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cup which he holds on his hand :

(7) 'For not from the west and (neither) from the east,

and not from the wilderness (comes) lifting up,

(8) But it is Yahweh (who) judges,

making one low and lifting up another,

(9) For a cup (is) in the hand of Yahweh,

full of foaming wine, (well) mixed,

and he will pour out from it a draught,

and all the wicked of earth shall drain and drink1.

o, reverting to the figurative Di9 in zek. 23*32-34> there are

two things which can be said now. First, from the text itself

it is clear that the 'cup* is associated with 'horror and

desolation'. In the light of Pss. 11:6; 16:5; and 23*5» it cannot

be doubted that the 'cup' denotes the fate of one of the sisters,

and that this fate is full of wrath and destruction. econd, in

the light of Ps. 75*7-9 it is also clear that the horrible fate
2

of that sister is nothing else but the judgement of God. Besides,

it is very interesting to find that outside the Book of zekiel

the idea of judgement is often related to the drinking of the

figurative cup. The content of this cup is more or less similar

to that of the figurative cup in Jzek. 23*32-34* Phis can be

"*"Cf., e.g., Briggs, Barnes, I.issane, who would like to regard the
word j vo1 -* as a gloss.

2
"host of the scholars are in agreement on regarding the word jildV)
here as a later addition.
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found, e.g., in Jer. 25:15ff*J 49:12} Isa. 51:17} etc.. Indeed,

this idea is common in the Old Testament,* that the appearance of

the drinking of the figurative cup in zek. 23s32-94 could not

have any other cleaning : the other sister will liave to receive the

judgement of God too.

The text in ,zek. 2J;32-34 as it now stands could give an

impression that the giving of the cup from one sister to the other

could mean freedom for the former and judgement for the latter.

Yet if the cultic f-itz in Leben of the figurative cup is correct

there is no evidence at all to support this idea. In other

words, the passing around of the '"festival cup' of Yahveh* means

that all who are partaking in the feast do drink from the same

cup. And in the passage under consideration it is clear that there

is only one cup which seems to have already been passed on to

one of the sisters but will be passed on to the other.

So, because it is one cup only that is passed around, the idea

that the judgements on both sisters are the same is unavoidable.

And it is because of this idea that v. 31 has come into existence.

In other words, since the judgements conceived in the use of the

fii urative cup expression are the sane, so the reason for that

must be the same too. And this is what is said in v. 31 :

^ee the remarks of Briggs, Barnes, hissane, irkpatrick concerning
Pb. 75:7-9.
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'In the way of your sister you have walked,

so I will give her cup to your hand'.

Now, what is interesting here is the fact that v. 31a is the same

as v. 13b s

'(There is) one way for (or, which belongs to) both of them'.

Since it is said earlier that v. 13 seems to have disturbed the

evenness of the speech by its being a comment on what precedes,'*"
and that for this reason it can be excluded from its context,

therefore it oan be said that v. 31 is also liable to the same

treatment. loreover, it has been shown earlier that the idea

2
of the sisters' similar judgement is found in vv. 36-49» in a

passage dominated by religious issues, therefore it seems justified

to say that all these passages, i.e., vv. 13, 31-34» and 36-49»

show themselves to have belonged to the same traditionist(s) who

stressed the similarities of both wicked, abominable ways and

horrible, disastrous judgements on the two sisters. With all

these arguments, it is now possible to differentiate all the

passages examined above from the remainder of chapter 23. Their

main differences can be seen from the fact that (a) in the

remainder of the chapter there are elements which show that the

two sisters are not the same (e.g., in n. 11, 14, 19)» (b) the

•ec, .. '-:a, pp.279f"Z.rmerli even says that w. 12-14a 'einen
ausmalenden "achtrag darstellt' (Mgechiel, ( (B.". XIIl/l)),
P* 545)* pee also, J. V/evers, op. cit.. p. 181.

2.
pee, supra, pp. 282f..
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remain er of the chapter is dominated by political issues and

political vocabulary, and (c) the treatment of Israel's past

history is found mostly and very distinctively in the remainder

of the chapter. So, it seems possible now to exclude these

three passages, i.e., vv, 13, 31-34» 3'-49» an some other

passages wrich will be shown later, from the present consideration.

Iookin at the remainder of the chapter, one will find that

vv. 22-30 raises the first problem. It has been said earlier

that this passage lias two introductory formulas, i.e., at the

be.-inning of vv. 22, 28, and two concluding sentences, i.e., vv.

27, 30.* Although neither of these concluding sentences is

followed or accomplished by the usual concluding formula /IIif* QW3

as at the end of v. 34, it seems certain thou h that their function

is to sum up wiiat is said after their respective introductory

formulas. However, before the examination of the passage is

pursued, it seems wise to have a look briefly at what the scholars

say about it.

It is interesting to find that avidson does not seem to have

noticed that there is a problem in the passage. o, he has no

relevant comment to make. In distinction from avidson, Cooke

remarks that vv. 28-31 is 'a secon threat of punishment' which

is 'not quite so harsh as vv. 22-27'. Although Cooke does not

heading "j *511 IF 111 "|51>dT(\)in v, 29b/? aa the beginning of v. 30,
and \<#y instead of 7ivtfy in v. 30a<x . See, the crit.""apps.
in BH3 and MS. in loo..



ive any further explanation of his remark, it is clear that he

notices that there are two threats of punishment in the passages.

The mentioning of the two threats, however, has actually been

noticed, by commentators loxg. before Cooke, raetzscluuax, whose

theory of two recensions is well known, a.--«ya that vv. 28-30

'wie .erholen nur die Gedanken von vv. 22-27* and that 'vv. 26ff,

sind wohl nur eine :ubl. davon, von .R(edaktor) aus der kttrzen

fextgastalt des .z.-bucnes entnosmeii'. next, ohrer regards

w, 28-30 as the rirot of the three *1 fichtrfige • in which Jzekiel

•wiederholt ... noch oiruaal zucammenfassend und knapp die vorher
2

ausgesprochene rohunf;*, i.e., vv. 22-27. Of course this list

can still be enriched by adding to it the varied opinions of the
3

other scholars. hut, as far as the reason ant; the explanation

Lraetzochmr, as mob hzechiel, (ii.A.T. III. 3), Gdttingen,
1900, p. 192.

2
G. Fohrer - K. tailing, on. cit.. pp. 130, 156.
3Like for example, (a) E. Sraend, er Prophet geoaiel, (furz.
li.A.T. 8. Lief.), Leipzig, 1880, says thai 'vv], 2§2T. sind eine
iederholunt, von vv. 22ff., wobsi nur noch sTSrker als dort
betont wind, dass <Tas Englttck Jerusalem© die Strafe fUr seine
Unzucht, d.h., vor allem den Cbtsendienst 1st' (p. 163)5 (b) J.
Herrmann, Lzechioi, (K.A.T. XI), Leipzig, 1924» says that ' cvv. j
28-30 scheint e'in'e Art Variants zu (vv.; 22-27 zu sein* (p. i2"6;«
w'ith this remark Eerraan seems to have modified a livtie what he
said before, i.e., following Jahn he regarded vv. 28-30 as an
•abschw&ehende :ublette,zu 23-27* (J. Hevrmjtnn, ."zec" ill rfcu ion,
Leipzig, 1908, p. 23;5 (c) A. Bertnolet - K. aim*.;; say xnax w.
22ff. and vv. 28ff. are two of the •tats'ic lich... L'leiten unJT"
iaraileienT"in w. 1-30 f and that the case might be concerned
with 'eine busa-rwenarbeituir: zweier in sich gesclossener
Relationen' jo, . ext., pp. 81, 83)5 (c) F. Lofthouse, slightly
in distinction xrosi all the scholars mentioned above, says that
vv. 28-30 'axe in the main a repetition of the thoughts already
expressed in vv. 22-27, but the expression (in vv. 28-30) is too
independent to warrant us in putting them down as a gloss or a
'•doublet" • ( . . ... . Lofthoi.se. . .zekiel. ((f.F. lentusg Bible)),Edinburgh,
1907. p. 198), The opinion 0T~S0HT3bu.se is somewhat modified and
clarified by J. severs in the new series of The Centxary Bible,
fevers says that in w. 28-30 *a second judgement bus been added ...
which is parallel toTlie first (i.e., in w. 22-27) but takes verse
17b as its point of departure' i,...zekacl. p. 178). further, he rem¬
arks that vv. 28-30 1 is an expansion on verses 1-27* (ibid., p. 184).
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which have led the scholars to their respective conclusions are

concerned, it seems better to have a look at what the later

commentators have to offer. However, it is a great pity that

among the latex commentators it ia only diramerli who, so far, seems

to have elaborated his arguments for his conclusion.1 Therefore,

there is no other comparison for it.

o begin with, Ziramerli points out that vv. 28-50, which is

introduced by a 'dotenspruchformel', shows itself as *ein©

biassere, in allgeneineren orten gehaltene usanmenfassung von

2
vorher Gesagten'. looking more closely at this passage, himmerli

If compared with irxaerli's explanation and. reason, those of the
others are only remarks. This can be seen in the following
facto : J. f'uilenburg remarks that "the original threat ... ends
appropriately by an allusion to hgypt (27; of. 5 a**d 19-21).
In sharp contrast to the concrete detail, 28-31 are general,
though the motif of harlotry is pronounced* (J. euilenburgfc,
* zekiel*, in Leake's Commentary on the Bible, eel, by f . Black,
and d. h# aowley, London, etc., 19&2, para. 507i* P» 581)*
uilenburg's remark is quoted by talker, who in his turn remarks
that vv. 28-30 'are a doublet or later expansion of vv. 22-27'
(7 . I . G. Stalker, zekiel, (The Torch Bible Commentaries),
London, 1968, pp. 192f.). While on ichrodt• s commentary on the
hook of eekiel, one could only ask whether or hot the number
'23J23-30* snould be read •23i28-30' (w« ichrodt, er mrophet
l esekiel. ((A.T.h 22)), COttingen, 1959-1966, p. 221; ST., p.
330)•If it should, it is very interestin; to find that
ichrodt regards the passm e, i.e., vv. 28-30, as a postscript,
with non-allegorical language, and that it is a simplification
of the case according to the euteronosistic points of view
(of. laid.).

2W, Ziraaerli, 'zechiel. (B.K. 7III/1), p. 537.
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says further : 'Die hrweiterung- 28-30 bringt die Gedanken der

erichtsansage 22-27 ... nochmals nit leichten Varianten des

Ausdrucks und der Burchftthrung vor* Zimmerli shows these

'leichten Varianten' in the fact that the words Vp4 ' "VpJ
in w. 17, 22 are interpreted by the word ^J W in v. 28; and

that the second ~l4.3-sentence in v. 28b 'macht den Eindruck

2
einer nachholende Bezugnahme auf 17» 22'; and that the word

pi lOna in Z> 25 is replaced by the word il V3 V/3. in v. 29a<xi;
tliat v. 29a ii modifies v. 26; that the expression of 'naked

and bare* ( 71 i ~1 ^ ^ ) in v. 29a £ is taken from

16:7, 22, 39, that v. 29b stems from v. 10; and that the

defilement of the sister in v. 30 is derived from v. 7« Based

on all this Zimmerli concludes that vv. 28-30 'ist ... als

Fomrulierung der Schule Ez's zu beurteilen, die, wohl schon unter

dem Bindruck der ltinderung Jerusalems (29), das itrafreschehen

in enger Anlehnung an 23:1-27 ... nochmals zusammenfasst und in

der mchgestellten Begrttndung (30) auf die Buhlerei und Verunreini-

gung nit den Volkern und ihren Gbtzen als die TJrsache des Cerichtes

3
weisst'.

With all this, it can now be said that most of the soholars

^Ibid., pp. 551. For these 'leichten Varianten', cf. E. omend,
op. cit., in loc.; .. iIraetzschmar, op, cit.. in loc.; G. A.
Cooke, op. cit.. in loc..

2
W. Zimmerli, op, cit., loc. cit..

?Ibid..
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are Ik agreement on differentiating vv. 26-50 f*®» vv. 22-27 •

Along the line of differentiating thee# two passa ©s, there are

two other things w ioh can be pointed out here. First, as far

as vv. 28-50 is concerned, its ooncio© forn reminds om of the

concise for® of vv. 9-10, i.e., the passage which recalls the

judgecicnt of Oholsh. Besides, there is a sirailarity between

tbsia in the fprt tiiat th© two ~IJ i-sentfe ce® in v. 28 with the

precedir. veib j £13 are fours. ir» v. $, ooond, the
religious sin referred to in v. 50 is not only witirout parallel

in vv. 22-27» but also reminds one of vv. JCff. in which the

religious issues are dominant.^ low, one ssust be very careful

in drawing a conclusion concerni** vv. 28-30, especially if he

remembers the nature of the prophetic traditions and the character¬

istics of Tsekiel. However, on the basis of what is said above,

it seen* acceptable now to exclude vv. 28-30 fro® the examina¬

tion of the treatment of Israel*® past history in copter 23.

How, an examination on v. 33 must also be made. This is

a self-contained passage, whose introductory formula is basically

the ears as that of w. 28ff., 32ff., and 46ff.« Indeed, its

concise form reclines one of that of vv. 9-10, 28-30, which is

rather unusual in view of sekiel's characteristics • The phrase

451l K Jill 3^ is only found again i». 22 s 12 in tis® Book of
2

Seidell this time in reverse order, ' 2m word /7DW *to forget*

Concerning thie passage» see, supra, pp. 280ff..

2
On !':tsek# 23s12, see especially . innerli, op. cit.. p. 511.
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with 'Yahveh* or 'Go 1 as its accusative object is very frequently

found outside the Book of V'zekiel, e.g., in tho look of Jeremiah

(3:21* 13:25; 18:15); Pss, 9:18? 3;:2; 50:22; Beat. 6:12; 8:11,

14* 19? Foe, 2:15, 1?:6: etc.. Further, the phrase 'you cast

(do) behind your back' v.hich occurs only here in the Book of

Sseklel, is found in 1 Kings 14:9 and :'eh. 9:26 in which

the fieuteronomistic character is dominant,Finally, something

about the verb HlZ/3 * 'to bear' or 'to carry', must be said,

respite the fact th t this verb occurs fairly frequently in the

Book of Bzekiel* an in each case is in a context acre or less

similar to that of v. 35*^ the phrase U ]T1^-Q)l0)ocours

again with a different accusative object in 16:52, with all

these facts, but without forgetting the ru iture of the prophetic

traditions and the characteristics of zekiel, it seeris acceptable

now to exclude this passage (i.e., v, 35) from the main concern

of this study.

Having said all this, it is now time to pursue the main

concern of the present study, i.e., to examine how izekiel

treats the past history of Israel in this particular chapter.

On the basis which has been argued above, the examination will

"L0n 1 Kings 14:9* see, e.g., J. Gray, 1 4 2 Kings, (O.T.L.),
London, 1>04, p. 3071 on Leh, 9:26, see, e.g., . ..udolph,
i.zra und heheinia, (H.A.T, 1. Beihe 20), Tflbingen, 1949*
p. 161.

2Bee, e.g., Ezek. 4:4f.; 14:10; 16:54* 58; 23:49; 32:24f, 30;
36:15.
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be confined to vv. 1-27 in which the past history of Israel

is uniquely presented. To begin with, it is very interesting'

to find that this passage* i.e., vv. 1-27 is a metaphor. But as

the metaphor goes into detail, one is struck by the use of

vocaoulary which is almost entirely non-metaphcrical. This

vocaoulary is so dominant and its content is so clear, that one

could not fail to recognize that the whole passage contains only

one issue, i.e., political harlotry. In the sequel, it is very

interesting to find that the division of the passage into some

sections is in itself so clear, that if there is anything at

all about the passage which should immediately be agreed upon,

it must be its division. The division is as follows : first

section : vv. 1-4; second section s vv. 5-10* and third section :

vv. 11-27.

The passage is introduced by an introductory formula wliich is

quite characteristic in the Book of Ezekiel : 'The word of Yahweh

cane to me, saving'.' In most cases this introductory formula

is immediately followed by words of command (1Botenspruchformel1)

from Yahweh to the prophet to do or to say something, e.g.,

17:If.; 16:If.; 13:If.; etc.. However, in 23:If. the intro¬

ductory formula is not followed by anythin ; but a lone; reporting

speech in which Yahweh is the speaker and the 'son of man' is

'or this see, supra, pp. 71f •
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the only hearer. The reporting speech goes through to v. 21,

in which it breaks up into a direct address which in turn

dominates the rest of the passage. As far as the reporting

speech is concerned, it is indeed unusual that the speech should

last so long. .lsewhere in the Book of hzekiel, the reporting

speech with the introductory formula similar to that of 23:1 is

fount in ll:14f.; 22:17f.; 33:23f.; 36:16-21. ho-.-ever, cespite the

fact that the reporting speech in 36:16-21 is the longest among

these other passages, nevertheless that of 23:Iff# remains the

longest of all. Besides, these other passa, es of reporting

speech are different from 23:Iff. in that they are followed by

words of coromand from Yahweh to the prophet to do or to say some-

thir:.; : 11:16( 1** pb )?X 22*19 ( TtfX pb);2
"3:25 (""" pb); 36:22 (bttnW4 " JVnb pb).
'Jhe Ir-re^ter- of the ♦ Botenspruchformel * at the end of reporting

speech in 23:1-20 has made the changing of the speech into the

direct address (w. 22ff.) rather uneven. This unevenness is

even worsened by the fact that v. 21 is, accordin to MT, in

for j,l. "*l)0y see notes of nimmerli, op. cit., p. 200;
3HS. crit, app., in loc..

2
or t:ie insertion of 1:0a » see, . .immerli, o,.;. cii,.. pp. 514,

519? BHS. crit. app. in loc..

^In E X the direct address even begins in v. 19.
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Itself a direct address.

Oi with or viihOBt v. 21 the ©see me:.® to he just the sara©.3'
With trie change of the reporting apeeeh Into the direct address

the seen® is sow also changed. la tho direct address Cw. 22-27)

it la m lon er Yaliweh# but the prophet who speaks. la other

words# the addressee of the speech is ao looker i';»e *eon of can*,

but is Ohollbah; and the speaker ia the prophet who does to or.

behalf of Xahweh. Further# the direct address no loader talks

about vimt Oholibah did or does; instead* it talks about what

her lovers ( ~j * 1H >3 ) will do to her. Thie ie clear fnm
the fact that tfse subject of usost of the sentences in the reporting

speech Is Otvolah and/or Gholibah (i.e.# 3rd per. fen. plur./eing.)#

while in the direct address it is Cholibah'a lovers (i.e.# 3rd.

pars, naec. plur.). Like isoet of the Judganent sentences

(Gerlcht ^aussa^cnin the Book of zekiel, the direct address is

ooeinated by verbs of teperfaot sods, i.e., the forss of both

wav-conscc. porf. and inpf. tense (G-K paras. 112x, 107)# which

ost 02" the bc olare regard this vers© as an addition, secondary,
or the like. Cf. . Eisraerli, op. oil., p. 5481 G. iohrodt#
Bar rojiUet eneziel. (A.?. . 22;# p. 211 note 4 (hT» p. 319
note k.;{ A. Bertholet - X. Galling* 00. clt.. p. 82. ionrer
even wants to delete vv. 20-21 because they are *wiederhol©fi&e
Glooae* (:.. Fcbre® - K. Galling# op. pit., p. 133). However#
there are two other thir^js which can be said about v. 21, aaiaoly#
first, the vrords J1X1P do not actually refer
to ] >!\yj oi" Cb 19) or to (▼. 3)1
it ie not necessary to change trie preposition ^ >0 into 1 in the
word lP~i <* x)>o # since Wttt prepositions are interchangeable.
or the interchnjr©ability of t ese two propositions# see,

M• H« Sanaa# *fhe Interchange of repositions BffEB wad Hi;- in
Biblical Hebrew*, J.d.I,. 78, 1959# PP. 310-318.



means that to® b&ppciJLti,. is not yet or will be accoeiplished.

Baffin* noted all IMa, one is still faced with the fact that in

the dlreet «Mnn there i» a jnemoi which, theelcgloally

speaking, l& very important* h'Uie ia let* per* pronoun, the

*1*, i*e#» Yshweh himself* Although t .e Jrd* pore, maso. pltxr*

jwedesiruitea the speech, it is, after all, Yakveh himself who is

the tester of the judgement announced there* ho, since the

direct addrees is a&inly concerned with the judgement which will

oca© to Cholibah, therefor® it seems justified to cay that the

question of how f.zekiel interprets the past history of Israel

should not primarily be looked for in the direct address* Instead,

it Bual bo looked at primarily in the reporting speech, i.e.,

vv* 1-20.

As was eel.; earlier, sok* 22:1-20 is ui i us in thai after

the introductory foxnula 1)3^!? ninnil J iTI there is no word

of eosn&ftd or another kind of prophetic speech formula, ©•*.»

Hill* /70 or the lite* In t w tost as it now

stands, one could not foil to recognise iano.-; lately that it is

Yahwoh himself who is speaking and the prophet is his sole

hearer* In the speech Yahweh is acting like a reporter who is

reporting; about something to the prop set* It is from this scone

that the texta •report in. speech* has eosse into us® throughout

this study* Ae far as the term Is concerned, it is of course

possible to ae« questions about its appropriateness or its

euitability, or even to rejc-ct it completely* However, what

strongly impresses on® in looking at the passage under consideration
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ic the fact tiiat it presents a kind ©f scene in which there are

three parties, ami that the first party tells the second about

the third. i'he first party hoes no so iates&sly that the whole

speech has becone aoaeliitt without the interruption f!ro» either

the second or the third party. it is fxom thia t at the "report-

is. opeech* is derived.

further, it is very interesting to find tiiat the report is

so systematically arranged. Its sentences and its clauses are

so oeautifully composed that the whole piece presents a work of

high quality. It is partly because of tide beautiful composition

and a;, ateniatis&t ion tliat ti«* atleapte by sane scholars, e.g.,

Mttlscher. to reduce ths passage into a concise poos do not gain

ouch acceptance. However, it is alac rather difficult to regard

the passage as plain prose, since the rtytheieel and the metrical

structures in it arc too obvious to be ignored.* It ii» true

that the sentences in the passage are sometimes very lotg, with

clauses and sub-clauses or repetitions. It is aJUo true t.%at

for the sake of straightforwardness of expression these clauses,

sub-clauses, and repetitions, can be left out without too mush

reducing the aeassge of the paseag®. But, if one reaenbers

that it is one of fcokiel*s characteristics to go into retailed

*
or this problea, see, • Itaaerll, o -. pit., p. 558.
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sand Ian -thy description® in presenting his rwaoara, as for ©xai-ipla

in F4Mk« Iff 16, it soors thara is no re- eon why thee© elements

should b© out off or loft out, o, as in zefc. 16, here on© is

rot dealing with ©ither pros© or poetry, but with what Eteserli
1 ?

calls *eine gebobena room* or *cin© eebbbans ftesfthlatil*.

Vcuuaa 1-4.

This section constitutes the beginning of the passage and

ib entirely in s aratophorioal fore. As far as the oafcapvsor

itself is concerned, it must be said that the ©ezitioniBt, of the

two uoaen { Qs^/J [3*51160 simultaneously i:, verv interesting.

Tide is so not only because it has presupposed the exiater.ee

of t .e two Biotar-king ioma of Israel, but also because it is the

word DS^J and no othor words, •„ ., D^ilH, which is used hare.

The word Q'V/J it the plural of 71160^ vMcfr acccrdiz... to

Z 3 i.,cati.s *vaaan, wife*, i.e., a grown up wcoaa* In this

B8u»e it is clear that the section deals with two grown up women.

If the cetaphor is to refer to the people of Israel at all, the

question which arises is this t does the mentioning of the two

hiraoerli points out that 1Kennseiohnen dieoer gehobene roea
iat vor allots der knappe, nit zwei Oder drei Akzastsn zu Is—ode
.^uraaatz, der ... in meist par&taktiacher deihuag heme it*
io-jm oit.. p. 543)• fhie is the kind of corapoeition w Ich on©
actually finds in . zefc. 25i1-20.

2
htasaerli rsi».rks t *So wird nar aucn bier ait einoo gobobensn
rsetthletil, der aieh gologentlioh Strang oatvisohair ShyttaalaietURg
annlhren kann, abar darrn wilier su freioror Efawegung surfickkehrt
... zu rocMien haben* Cod. pit.. p. 538) •



ggvtm up women make way aemo at all? If it does, in what way?

Before answering this queotior one oust tevs, a look at the clause

in £m 2b , i.e., |»n £inti"0K5ttll» tbic'. e;iv3S a short

description of the two worsen. fcecr&iaa; to this clause, the two

worsen are the daughter* of one isother, therefore they are slotere.

The aetaphorloal uee of eieter-eralationehip for the two kingdoas

of Israel, i.e., Northern Israel and Southern Israel, outside

zefe. ?3j1~20 ic only found again ir l.se. . Ifs45f«? Z3»*l| 33l and

Jar. *»7f10. However, the question which immediately srireo

in connection with the clause in beck. 23t2h is j who is the 'one

mother*? r, putting tho question in another way i how is the

i >/l JinV~0>? Jttll to he rrTcratood? The only passage in the

Book of Fsoklel which explicitly neations who la the mother of one

of the »latere is zak. 1613, *your aother was « ittite*. But,

from the study on "sek. If:l-43 present®J earlier, it has been

shown that what is iseartt in Fsok. If jJ is applicable only to

Joruaalem. At beat the laeaning of Rack. 1613 cm be applied

only to Judah or the Southern Kingdom, but not to both ktnytioas

of Israel. J oreover, neither .cok. 2*»31» 33, nor Jar. 3»7f»«

10 could give a clear clue to answer the question of who ie the

•one usothfi •. So tho noanlny: of the sister-relationship and'the

idea of fone mother* must bo sought from other sources, i.e.,

the issues which ,zekicl night iiave been familiar with. First,

the religiose ieeue, which raises the question t does oekiol

think tlaat there were two reli iouss groups within the people of

Israel? In the study presented earlier, especially that of : «ok.
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16 s1-43, it his been shown that aekiel has n^ver thought of ouch

religious dtvieion within the people of God,

lor hits there is only one God, Yahweh, and one people of God,

Israel. There has never been any idea of two people of Co for

Baakiel. Therefore, if he usee the idea of division within the

people of Israel, he must refer it to sttftetlklng other than religion.

With this negative result, the aeeond issue must be examined.

This is the political issue, which raises the question : does

sekiel think that there were, or there are, two political iproups

within the ueople of Israel? In answering thie question one is

faced with at least two difficulties. (a) It is not true that

. aekiel thinks entirely politically, or that the political issue

was his main concern. (b) If there is any passage in the Book of

i-attklel which ©cot outstandingly speaks about Israel politically,

it rust only be aek, 2311-20 (or 3:l-?7)» ' ven eo, the issue

here ie not only politics. Ven the political issue itself is

pi'eeumebly not the invention of aekiel himself either. With

these two difficulties it eeeme clear that the political issue

found In 2*tl«20 cannot be regarded as genuinely aekielian. It

is, rather, something which lias come to hiia and • -nich he simply

accepts. Indeed, the sentence tvfl ylH^'0!^ JlGl O.^ Q'ilVJ

does not sound derogatory or coatrove. sial j and. throughout chapter

23 there ie no hint at all at either rebuking or criticising the

existence of the two political groups of the people Israel, or

interpreting it as a breech of Israel*© unity,

o, if one is to answer the question of political issue posed

above, it senna se a table to say that rekisl himself does not
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particularly think of the people of Israel is tc?rss of politics,

but he is confronted with the fact that there wore already two

political ,groupe within the people themselves. fills is the

existence of Northern Israel and oathem Israel.

The political interpretation of the metaphor of two sisters

in Seek. 25«2 seems to be applicable also to the stellar metaphor in

Jar, Ji7f., 10, These two prophets were contemporaries which means

that the historical issue around them was more or leas the same,

fat Sseklel talked only about 'two women*, i.e., purely in a

metaphorical way, while Jeremiah showed the lelitleal identification

of the® t 'fait: less Israel' and 'false Judah'. The comparison

between these two prophets' metaphors will be elaborated later.

or the moment it is suffice to notice that these two prophets are

uain$ similar rsota >horical lan-.ua,.® to express their tmdersian<iin<c:

of the two siater-kingdomy of Israel. In connection with this

interesting fact the question of the traditio-listorlcal relation-

ship between t:.ose two prophets certainly cannot be ignored,

however, reverting to ti e interpretation of . rek. 25i2, it meat

be said that the political application of the metaphor of the 'two

women* seems to be in difficulty if it is to be related to the lest

clause in the paeesee i I571 7171^ "Q>^ 7111 H. low ie this

phrase to be understood? I'oea it mean that initially there was a

powerful kingdom vitoee political expansion had resulted in the

existence of the two sister-kingdoms of Israel? Or, does it only

presuppose i'-iat initially there was one political unity of Icracl

which eventually split up into two political entities, i.e., orthero
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Israel and out.em Israel IbMt the laet two quest ions it car*

be saisi that* theoretically, the former could be the right esse?

while historically, it is tne latter which could be the ri.; hi one,

However, thtee two possibilities do ret solve or answer the first

question, laetesd, they create a In this lihetioit tie

only way out is to go back to the nature ol the metaphorical language

itself, I: going back to the metaphor in : sex, 23*2, it scene

provisionally sufficient to amy that there was only 0*1© political

unity of the people Israel, but later there were two; and it is due

to the nsetapnorioel language employed by haekiel that these two

political entities, i,e,, : ortismi Israel and ; outhern Israel, are

called *t ?o women*, and tv>at the one previous to then is called

'one aether*.

This aneh may be said a. out religious and the political

issues which can be examined in connection with the metaphor in

xek, 23*2, As far as trie result ef the examination is eortoerned,

it mist be aai that those two issues have been helpful only in

providing general illumination for the metaphor, since to icmi

extent they ere external factor® vatbc than internal ones.

Therefore, a closer oxaria&tion of tue passage itself must now be

made.

In carrying out the embation, it is very Interesting to

find that there is m important fact in the aetaphor itself.

This fact is the phases U'bJ] Q^n^v which can be understood in

two ways * * ir»t, grammtieally, it cmi b# understood m on ordinary

numerical expression, namely the* there era two vomer., each stands



independently, without any relationship between them, econd, due

to the f&ote that (a) the wore (J\S1L/ can be re, ~rd®<: as a dual noun,1
(b) the phrase refe.s to the two-sister kin dom» of Israel, end (c)

the two sisters are the daughter* of one mother, it sight well be

that the phrase QJW] 0s119 refers to the wholeness of the two- -

sister kingdoms rather than to their being two separate kingdoms.

In other words, beside the fact that the phrase TP *#3 oan

moan that there are 'two women*, it retains the connotation that
2

the *two* are actually on®.

lscwhere in the Old Testeaent the phrase Qi(Z/3 CP-SW, with both

woree in the absolute state, ia found again only in 1 .-lac* 5*6

and Zech. 5»9l while in 2 Chroa. 24*5 it occurs in reverse order.

Of these t'ire© or four occurrences, It ie only in zek, 2Jj3 that

the phrase is used as a metaphorical expression, foreover,

whereas in the other three passages the ordinary numerical idea

is strong, the case is slightly different in zek, 2}t2. his

is clear dross the fact that,on the one hand, it is not impossible
to conceive n*ore than two women to be the wives of Jehoiada (2 Chron.

?4i3)» r.ore than two women to prove doloaon*a wisdom (1 Kings 3s

l6ff,), end saoi'o than two women in the vision of Zeeharish (Zech.

5»9t cf. 5*7)t while on the other, it is impossible to conceive

*-ee, B. #B»

2'
-he case might be compared with that of the dual noun, Cf,,
G-K para, 88, 97»-bj James Kennedy, Intro uotio?4 to lblica.1 Heb¬
rew. Loadoa, 1898, para. 140d, p, 100. *



more than two women to express metaphorically the existence of the

two eieter-kiiifTiotsa of Israel ( aek, 23*2. Jex. 3iC—10),

So, it is clear that elthou,',h sekiel is referring to the

existence of the two slotcr-king-donn of Israel, i.e., Borthsra

Israel and ouihern Israel, the problems of separation, of contra-

diction, of hatred, of enmity, and of the like between these two

kingdoms are out of his mind.1 Instead, the ideas of harmony and

wholeness behind the division are very stxon « his can be eeen

once a * it, in the use or the uel noun Q^Jlv// end i'wm the phrase

5111M ~ Q . It is these ideas of harmony and wholeness which

have enabled zekiel to speak about the deeds of the two women's

youth (v. 3) without pointing out or giving hints of any difference

between their deeds| he speaks about their deeds as if there was

only one woman:

nr ynmy]^ on^i npjtsmcx'*o*2
In referring tqV. 3 it io very interesting to find ttet there

are three things mentioned together in it i harlotry of the two

women ( ,l]T)i <«rp* ( an the youth of the two

women ( j H b VJ ) • These three things are in themselves inter¬
related, namely the name of kgypt is related to the youth of the

women, and both are related to the time when the women, or ratter

V imperii, 'Israel im Buohe zechiel', T,T. 8, 1958, pp. 75-90.

2
Tm use of tli© 3rd, per, fee, plur, in v. J it: to be understood
as referring to the dual idea end not otherwise, Cf, OK pares.
88a, 145n.



the young women, began to play the harlots Elsewhere in the Book of

Szekiel the interrelation, or the association, of the name of Egypt

with the time when Israel began to play the harlot is at best only

found again in Ezek. 20:5-Ga. Even so, the difference between Leek, 20

5-8a anu 23t3 cannot easily be ignored, Leek, 20:5-8a does not speak

in metaphorical language, and its issue is religion rather- than politics

while ssek. 23:3 speaks in metaphorical language, and therefore its

issue is rather vague. However, it seems acceptable to say that

the clue to understand what is involved in the association of the

name of Egypt with the harlotry of young, Israel in Ezek, 23:3

lies in the verb 71.1 7 . In the passage under consideration, i.e.,

Ezek, 23:1-20, the word HIT occurs 13 times, both as verb and

as substantive. This number is not only extra-ordinarily big

for a passage of 20 verses sue! as zek, 23:1-20, but also clearly

gives the indication that the whole passage must be dominated by

the word concerned. About the word 71 J 7 it is generally

acce .ted th t its metaphorical use with Israel as its subject and

foreign nation(s) as its object could mean both religious and
1

political harlotry, and that these two meanings are to a

great extent inseparable. Consequently, it is due to this

double meaning of the word that its metaphorical use in Ezek. 23:

1-20 is also liable to a double interpretation, levertheless, -zek.

23:1-20 is different from both L-zek. 16 and lisek. 20 in that its

metaphorical use of the word 711 T is coupl il with the real

"*"0. Eissfeldt, 'Hesekiel Kap, 16 Als Gesohiehtsquelle*, in his
hleine Sduciften II, Tttbingen, 1963, pp. 101-106.



description of the military or political power of the foreign

nations involved. This can be seen in w. 5t*i 7a, llf14f».

froa this fact it is also clear that the whole passa. ;® ie dottixt tod

by the issue of the political harlotry store than by the rsli lout?

one. However, concerning v. 5 there ie a fttettiai of whether

t.C: wor: flJT is also -o be u::-'.eretoo-i an beit\; .'oainated by

political issues or not. The answer to this question ie likely

to be negative. It ie so, oec.uee of at ISf.ct two reasons s

first» ae far as Israel's political history is co: ceraed,* the

passages which could support the indication that Israel had

political alliance with Egypt in the early years of her existence
2

are 1 ..irca Jilj 7«B| 9*16* 24." 411 of these references have

one sirail -rity in that either directly or in irectly toey speak

about oioaon'e carriage to haxaoh'a daughter. it ie true that

oloswn'e ararriagee to foreign woiaen (1 kin,"# llsl) cowl have

both political a; I religious isplioatioos. It ie equally true

that the euteroncssiatic historian always connects the presence

of foreign woBt'ii in the royal household with the presence of

It is actually difficult to say whether thare was *my political
history of iar&el as such. But this tens is used here In an

iitter.pt to describe the foreign political affaire of Israel,
for the problem of now one should see the history of Israel as
©oaprehvnaive as pec sidle, see, J. >ri ht, arly Israel in oco..,t

rlfclr*:. London, 1956* or t >e inseparable eas of
Israel's polities! and religious histories, see especially,
G, Anderson, " be latoi-y and ;-eli,-ion of Israel. London, 19C6
(reprinted 1971).

2
"1 Kings llsl is not included ham because meat aei-ol xa agree on
regarding the word nV"19 ITl'nrti there as a gloss or an addition.
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foreign idols.3, lot, as far as , oloson's ©aTriage to Pharaoh*«

daughter la concerned# it seems that all of the references above#

particularly 1 Kings 5s 1 emd 9**6» atrees the political implies-
2

tioa more than otherwise.

However, it is difficult tc regard Solomon*e political affalra with

ypt as Israel's political harlotry. T.-iis la so, because

Solomon's foreign political affaire happened primarily due to hie

mighty empire rather than to his political weakness. This means

thrt, on the one hard, Israel is superior than her foreign counter¬

parts, and that yypt is leas powerful, and on the other, it is

impossible to make this particular foreign political affaire

cones; on. with sekiel'a explanation of political harlotry in

*h# >"oth, ne istory of Jewel, (&T. revised by ?• A. Ackroyd),
saeonc edition, London, 19^0, p. 216.

o

J. dray* 1-2 -.ifec. (O.f.L.), London, 1964, in locii J. A.
I ontgomery and II. f. Gaboon, The ookof .:ir»; a. (I.J.C.).
Edinburgh, 1951 (1 test iapie-aaioe is&oTT in loci} A. Alt,
Israel un-1 ''Vypteu. (B.W.A.T. 6), Leipzig, 1909, especially
pp. I6ff..

5soe, on the one hand, ft, lloth, op. clt., who identifies the
.yyptiaui woman as 'a daughter Iron the harem of out,- u.; the
unimportant : horaohs of the 21st gyption yeasty* (p. 216,
italics ere mine), and on the other, J, bright, .. ristory of
Israel, second edition, ondon, 1972* who remarks that the event
recorded in 1 Kings 9»16 'illustratee both the relative importance
of Israel end the low estate to which ;vrypt had sunk 1 Pharaohs
of the umpire did not give their daughters even to kings of
Babylon or ritann.it * (p. 208). Cf. 0'. »'• Anderson, Ant? History
8B&„.■ » ?• 61.



v. 3b which eugijosts that Egypt to superior m& thai larael is?

weak, -pccnd, ho on ls®k» 20*5-8* sow scholars say that hzekiel

ei^ht ho referring to the time when the tribes of Israel were

ao^oominr in ffe-pt,1 or even to the tine when they were to slavery
2

service there* however, alth©u fa these two events are histori¬

cally well warranted (cf* Ge: . 45:30; 46:2-5? 4?:lff»; B*od» l*8ff.?

5|5ff»t oto."!» it le a,rain very difficult to understand them as a

political harlotry, Furtherrore, according to zekiel the harlotry

was initiated by Israeli

So, if the word 713T to v. 3 doee not refer to political

harlotry, then ioea it refer to religious harlotry? a far as

tha problem of Israel's religious harlotry in ^ypt is concerned,

it is only in Irak. 20«5-8 that the in !lcation of it is alluded

to. Yet, the study of eek, 20:5-8 presented above has ehown

that the hi torical evlc- r.ee for such an allusion is very meagre.

Ho- ever, if the comparison of aek, 23*3 with 2015-6 is to be

meacin ful at all, the beat that can be said here ia that to :.sek.

23*3 "aekiel is also reading the harlotry of the people Israel

to Palestine into Israel's earlier htotory. And to that extent

the reactor; back wuat be regarded as unique. .his ia no, because

of two re.rcna s i iret, there to no evtoei.ee that sekiol is

u. Fehrer - k. GaUiik repack i *hx (i.e., ' eekiel) sou-sate eich
natur.-.emAae der ton snr-Snglichon ftwrlitfcnoK vo» Aufenthalt
ssua Xsr el to Xgypten tmsciilleesen* (op. cit.. p. 132)| cf. G. A,
Cook©, so lei. (I.C.C.';, p. 249? *?. overs, op. cit., p. 17$.

2
J. rCrm'i m, o:-. cit.. ... 144.



copying or elaborating thread of a aiailar tradition* In

other words, the interpretation of Israel*s pxe~oxodu» relation

with ^pt as a heulotry oa t .c part of Israel is entirely his own

invention. Second, zeiel could only do so by osaployir^: a

aetapiiorioal language which presumably could give his somo Kind

of flexibility to express what he had in aincl. It is eu© to this

■ataphorloal usage that the word f| i T in j;. 3 cannot he analysed

into a epeelfle aeanlnc or a specific detail* The only

elaboration of its taeanit^, is founc in v. 3b^ Hero one is

again faced with a aetaphorieal explanation which oould .five an

ieea of jot: lewd the deeds of the young Israel are, ,athough it is

etill very difficult to speoify what tine ceede were. It la Iiinted

above that the explanation la v. >b Bight refer to the exploita¬

tion of Israel by ..jypt during the tiae of Israel *a slavery f but

it is also said above tiiat the slavery exploitation vaa the desire

of aypt and not of Israel*

o far, what nus been disoussed her# is only the association

of the nam of ngypt with the tine when the young Israel began to

play the harlot. k'ov the association of the two things with the

youth of the two woaea (*|H5 ~liy]) oust be examined. First of all
it is very interesting to find that the Metaphorical use of the

This elaboration ia unique in that it is not found in any other
proph tic book or in any other book of the Old Testasent. 1 veu
in the Book of xekiel itself such an elaboration ia found only
twice or three tiaes, i.e., in zok. 23*3b» 8 (incomplete), and
21.



construct myj ia the Book of iiaokiel is only found in 16*22,

43* 60 (with 2nd* pera. fan* sing* suffix) and in 23s'5» &♦ 19* 21

(twice) (Liaowsky). Although the meanings which are conceived in

the use of this word, in all of those passages are the asm, there

is a bit.- difference between olmpter 16 and 2?« In 16:22* 43* 60*

the word, is used to denote the early life of Jerusalem in ..ales-

tine, while ia 23 »5* S, 1§, 21* it is associate** with tiie naae of

Eig/pt* Moreover* it has been aoown earlier taat traditio--

hlatoxical ly i.iere is no alga whatsoever which coul-.: indicate that

chapter 16 has any influence iron the exodus-wilt. emess-eooqueat

tradition* instead * it is cased on the .> ion-Jerusalem tradition

wiJLca is quite different from the exodus-wil emeae-oonqueat

tradition* *ince the influence of the latter' ia strongly felt

in chapter 23* therefore, it seems Justifies to say that the uee

of the word I")?) here is not to bo oonfteaed with that of

chapter 16, in otiter words* the tradition which is followed by

ettiel in chapter 23 is different froa that of chapter 16, viich

taeans that although the same word is used* yet its application ia

different*

Farther* it is very interesting to find that the word (o)'* "113^3
is sseta. oorioally used in the same connection as in 23 by

two other prophets* i.e.* by Hoeea and Jtreatah* whoee traditio- -

historical influence(a) on ■ aekiel has often been noted by

scholars* By the former it i© found in Hoc* 2il7» while by the
1

1 tter in Jer. 2:2* The surprising tiling found in these two

^For Jer. 3t24f*l 22»?Xf 31:19; see* u* uhra. an -juch Jeresiia*

(V*N*AJF.?. 41), ^eukriirS-V^ii, 1573. PP.""86I'.V B5*
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passages is that both of the prophets are talking about the sane

thing • tine joutb of Israel is associated with the wil. erneea

wandering and the faithfulness of Israel to Yahweh (cf, :ioa. 11si

Jex*. 5:4} • I» this particular connection there are at least two

differences between the two prophets* and haeklel. first, eekiel

associates the metaphorical use of the word (q)5_11with the

period when Israel was in gypt, while ouoa and Jsrwalah associate

it with the period when Israel was wande; ton in the wilderness,

boeou., zc lei t^siociatea th« ;.outh of Israel with the tine when

Israel began to play the harlot, i.e., disobedience to Yahweh,

while ~o«ea and Jeremiah associate it with the tine when Israel

2
was obedient to Yahweh. tJven in the passage in whioh bxskiel

clearly refera to the vll.eraess wandering, i.e., back. 2G:10ff.#

the wiliexaess period is also associated with Israel's disobed¬

ience to lahveh. Despite the two differences, there is a

siiailariiy anottg these three prophets in their metaphorical use

of t ;e word in tnat in tne pneeages rote rod to above

fovever, Hoe. 11:1 ooold be understood as roferring to the tine
when Israel was still in --gypt, en, W. *..udolph, ;..oaea. (K.A.T.
"TIlA)f fiterleh, 15fC, p. 214. :.ven so, there is no indication
that here osea associates this perio; with Israel's disobedience,

2
Or Hos. 2:7, see especially H, vollf, rodekaprooheton 1 8
Hoses. (£. .. XCT/1), beukirchen-Vluyn, 1961, pp. 51-531 • udolph,
op. 9,it., pp. l€f,j 3. ' aba, op. cit., pp. ICf.f iu'olph,
vh:re ia. (li.A.T. 1. Helhe 12), "%bingeri, 1947# p. 11*
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the word is a«?o©iaied with the beginning of Israel'a history.

In this similarity It is again very into eating to fin" that for

Hosea and Jeremiah the beginning of the history of Israel is full
i

©f obedience, while for eekiel it ie the bejinning of Israel*e
2

harlotry.

Having said that, there is now a question of how should

hxekiel'e dark view of Israel's early hietory be related to the

bright view© of both Sosea and Jeremiah. : ©fore an.waring this

quo it for on® must be rerinded that the passage under ooxiaideration,

i.e., «ek. 2J»2-4 is concise ar.!, unfortunately, does: not provide

any clear clue for its possible detailed Maoisation, Here

.eekiel ioea cot make any hint whatsoever at the wllderaese

wandering and the conquest of alestina, i.e., the events or the

periocla of Israelis history whiob are usually regarded aa the

bright periods i» Israel's credo (e.g., Josh. 2k«2-13)." Instead,

or oaea's interpretation of Israel's harlotry, see further,
e.g., 0, von ad, Ola Testament Tat-olo, y. („;V. by . . h. G.
:>talker), Vol. II, . dinbu. gh, 19* 5 (reprinted 1970), p. 1401
cf. J. Yollcer, ueaohicntlltihe Uckblrcke un x>tivc in <ler
rophctle des J-^a,#.Hoaea, yand Jeregia, Berlin, 1971, pp. 55ff.»

2
It in po&eible to ln£&-.. that for Hoaaa and Jereedah the beginning
oi Israel's harlotry is asoooiated with the settlemmt in Palestine.
»'©o, e.g., J. .... - - y*-1 pat-'gti {(» .5 .), London, 1^3i PP. 133f• t
152tf.t von .-.ad, -p. cit.. pp. 142, l^Jff.f • I.u iolph, .-.oaea.
(5 .A.?. . .111/1), pp. ©5f •» • hia»orli, »Tht or of Cod in the
Book of zeKiel* (at. ay Jares P. Joss;, in •.ietor.v and Beraaeneutlc»
(a. Ji'j. 4;, Bow fork, 1967# pp. 1—13.

3
for the lacking of mentioning of inai in the credo, see, K.B.
Buffoon, 'the Eaodos, Sinai and Credo*, C.3.0. 2?, 1965# pp.
101-113, who, following eiser, crfcues that the inai event was
not a oa ivation-oveiit as were tit© , xodue and the Conquest?
therefore the inai ovr-t cannot be inolufeJ into th Cr do,
watch in itself is historical prologue of the covenant.
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after reationlng two early history of Israel with its tluee

dlEumaions (v* 5) hsekiel goes back to the aentioniiag of the two

sinters with their respective naev.ie and their relationship with

Yahweb, and their dilldres. (v. 4a) • 2f vv. 2 and 4a are read

through without v. 3 they will give the iraprecsion that . «ekiel*e

ilsto.ical starting point is the situation when Israel had already

been divide4 into two ai®ter-kiagdone* la this connection, it

is again very interact in; to find that no hint st . avid or SoIomh

or other tri; ht period» of Israel is found* What does this
(yyvxd/Q/vTW-

wean? It ncano that, on the one hand the laci-l-ag could reniad

one of the siailar case in sea* 20:1-31, w die on the other it

could aake ono ask how coul. raUel do that*

In ana ering the question of 'ho* could keekiol do that* it would

be a iifh:.® to argue that ksekiel did not know the important,

ar-d bri, t, events in the history of Israel* The phrase

o m>snni in 2* 4aB could give the evidence that

IwekUl at any rata knew w;,at was involved i.». the important, aisd

bright, eventshe even oes further in his mentioning of tl»e

woman*b bavin,-: sons end ri—ghters (v. 4aj )• Although the phrase
DM plus preposition b> occurs very frequently

in the Old Testament, it is interesting to find that it is also

usee: «u?horloftily to denote Israel*a beeasing the possession of

1
;ee also the hints at the «<lvntien acts of Yahveh beside the
re&arke or. Israel*s rebellious deeds in 20:iff.j cf» supra,

pp. 259ff.»
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Yahvoh in connection with the ainal Covenant ('.rod* *

*b~T]$]"m str:.3 turn nob?3)o ^Tnn).
It is ©•; course difficult to argue that when eeklel used the

phrase >b npM51I in 23»4aj he was referring- to the Sinai
event. ..rat the idea of Israel's bein: possessed by Yai-tvoh is

UKEiEtakot'ly contained in the phrase there. This is supported

by the fact that in J?any p&ssa^en in the Old T< stasse it the phrase

b TIM is mostly used to denote similar ides of possessing,

Cti„ hen. 20:12} 24:#:7t '-«v. 27:15? hurob. 3:1' f. etc.. Moreover,
with 3rd. pers. fern, as the subject of the verb 71 m the

phrase is used to denote the women's* or the wutsan's, becoming

the wives, or the wife, of nan, aa ia shown, e.t., in den. 20x12

c nwab ^"Mni ) and 24167 ( n^Mb ib'Msif ).
So, bach to £ssk. 23»4a£ , it is r.ot surprising that many scholars
liave bee:, puzzled by the question involved, nanoly, how is the two

women's beoonirv Yahweh's wives to be understood?

Before lookin at the question further, it aeecta better

to examine v. 4 according: to the sequence- of what are said there.

In v. 4a« the names of the two eietex's are told x Oholah the elder

and 0:.olibah her sister. Jn the Old vestaaent these two names

are only mentioned in nek, 23, and tills is a sign m: an evidence

t at here aekiel is unique. Although there are similarities

in the naming of northern and southern kingdoms of .erael by

faekiel and Jeremiah (4sr. 3i6-»U), the differences oetwsan thsm

arc also oovioua. i.similarities cox: be seca, e in the

following facts t first, cm two dw&a axe me.spoorloally
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ealled lwo alatere woo oolong to x'aaweu («ler« >#6-12} task, 23»2»

4)I eeeond, too two viators play toe harlot ( 713T « Jar*

>#60, db, 9a# au*« 2>t>}) tuii-d, Judaa*e harlotry is greater then

l«raol'e (Jer. >#&b, 9» 11), i-a Idea which is found in an

elaborated length in .asek, 2>#>lX.. While tneir differences are

ole&i" uoa the following facte j first, in dor. JiC-12 the names

oX tde two <»iSbOre are not really metaphorical, ainco they are

atill coupled with the real names oi to© xi&edotso »

bVfW nO^^Uor. >#6, 8, 11; a...:. 711171' ("") HliAl
(Jera >#7, «» 101.)j* second, w.oll# neither 717LV7X) ,.i.

/2HlAl ooovub in the oooic oX rsckiel, the nmn

S V) 1 end 71 1171* in the passage oX Joresiaa concerned

ucixoue ^litioal identity ratiter than otherwise} third, while

tub harlotry 711 T in Jer* >#6*11 is aseoclated with
*

religious affairs rather titan with politico, the ease is on the

other way Suwki win* ~zeka 2>il-*.G.

These similarities and dii'Xe* et-cea can oX course be added by other

1
3-or this ' irwrli caye »*Jer 5 hatte die bolder?- .Fraoec 5® ait
einem qir.lifiaierer.d&n ,-einajaen ale and Hllil
( Tl.lja ) beaoichriet, daze aber bel bolder) gone tmbefon^en die
in politischtfn bearish gelftufigen beasra Israel wic d«da geflgt*
('■ gechiel, ((B,K, Xin/1)), p. 5*1) • or further discussion on
dor, • j*'—12, see, J, hri h*., oe ate ox* t e rose erscse of
Jeremiah*, ,V;.i, "70, 1951, p« 3r»? W» Thiol, or, elt«, pp. 83--
91 and the notes there} J* w« Miller, '.as Verhftltnia dereetiae
und Heseklols t sprsohiloh und th^lo 'isch xrnteraucht, Heuklrohen—
arsis, i.oWro, 19i>5» MP* 35* »*

2
Tee, J, -right, ibid..

^Thi© can be seen as for example in the use of the verb
and the phrase ^yn "Jitfl *)Z1>27I~J7>^ in Jer, 3#8Xa, which are
lr-eklnp- in . zefc. ?3»i«20, out are found in dssck, 2>»45« . ox- the
religious concent of Keek, 2>#45, see, sjup.a., pp. 288ff.,
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evidences,* but a® for as the metaphorical namim*; of both bortbera

and ^eutbern kingdom® of Israel i® concerned, it tent that those

facte noted above are sufficient. On the basis of those facta

it is now possible to draw a conclusion on this particular case

that trad it io-i;iiatoi-ica1ly there is a close relation between

Jeremiah end iaekiel* However trie trsditio-nistorioal aspect of

this relation is to be explainer, there is one thin* about the two

prophets wiiioh is certain, namely, that in their respective

historical review examine hare neither of them m i© any mention

of avid or Salomon. Ae in £so;:iel*a e«se, the missing of the two

name© from the account of Jer. ?s£-ll doe© not mean that Jerenieh

did not know what their ai, nificancea for the history of Israel

were. acaages like Jer. 35»15» 17* 21f.; 2- , could ©t least

prove that Jeremiah did know. . o, as far as the metaphorical

anr eeri-r-.taphoriccl account of Israel*3 pest history in that

particular pass?/;ec of Jeremiah and .'aekiel is concerned, there

is now another intorestin fact, i.e., that both Jeremiah and

Isekiel are subject to the question of why did they not give any

hint fit all &t the ©i.nifica-*cas of r avid or of blomor although

they knew it perfectly well. ' itb this question one is led further

to a traditio-historical question Involved there, namely, whether

or not i; ore ia any record in the Old Testament in which Israel*®

history is metaphorically reviewed In the ass# way am that in both

i.gg, ©. ., J. o filer, ooPit., pp.
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Jeremiah and i zekiel, i.e., by using husband-wife relationship

for Yahweh's relationship with Israel, which was transmitted by-

Israel's traditionists earlier than the contemporary Jeremiah

and Ezekiel. The answer of this traditio-historical question

is positive in the fact that Hosea (in the second iialf of the 8th.

century B.C.) had been dealing with Northern Israel in symbolic

actions which to a certain extent can be regarded as metaphor,

the kind of which is relevant here.* In the most disputed

passage of Hosea, i.e., Eos. 1-3, especially Hos. 1:2-9; 2:4

(EST 2:2) and 3:1-5* it is stated clearly that the woman of
2

harlotry, whom Eosea was to marry, symbolizes the people of Israel.

It is very interesting to find that there are at least two other
kinds of metaphor which are also yery frequently used for reviewing
the history of Israel, particularly her relationship with Yahweh.
They axe the metaphor of the father and son, e.g., Hob. 11;
iBa. l:2f.j 30:9? Jer. 3:19* 22; 4:22; 31:9* 20; and the metaphor
of the vine and/or the vineyard, e.g., Hos. 10:i; 14:7 (sic.);
Isa. 5:1-7; l6:8f.; 27:2-11; Jer. 2:21; 6:9 (sic); 8:13; 12:10f.;
48:32; Ezek. 15; 17:1-10 (sic); 19:10-14; Pa. 80:1-19 (sic.).

2
See, G. W. Anderson, The History and .-:eli,;ion of Israel. London,
1971* PP. H6f.; in other place Anderson remarks : •Hose 's
marriage to Gomer, her infidelity, and his enduring love For
her, were counterparts of the bond between God and Israel,
Israel's lapses into Baal worship, and God's loving purpose to
win her back to Himself' (a Critical Introduction to the Old
Testament. London, 1959 ((reprinted with new bibliography 1972)),
p * 144-) •
In addition to Anderson's remark, it is interesting to find
Fo'hrer's which reads as follows : 'Hosea heiratet eine lime ...

ura das Verh&ltnis Israels zu Jaawe zu syrobolisieren : Es steht
vor ihm wie eine Dime statt als treues Lheweib da' (Hie
Symbolischen Uandlunge der I-ropheten. ((A.T.A.N.T. 54))* Bttrich/
Stuttgart, 1965* p. 25).
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In Hos. 2:4 (EST 2:2) the ease is the same, i.e., Israel is called

Yahweh*s wife. It is not clear, however, whether or not Hosea

was the first to employ the marriage relationship as the metaphor

or symbol of the relationship of Yahweh and his people.1 But in

either case it is very interesting to find that a similar kind of

metaphor or a similar symbol is found in both the Book of Jeremiah

and the Book of Bzeklel, This at any rate means that the metaphor

or the symbol is not the invention of either' Jeremiah or Ezekiel.

Further, from the fact that Eosea employed the metaphor in connec¬

tion with his polemics against the people because the people had

adopted the Canaanite fertility cult practices, and that it is in

the Canaanite religion that the symbolism of marriage and love
2

was preeminent, it seems justified to say that the metaphor or the

symbol itself, to a large extent, cannot be derived from the
TL

traditions of the salvation-history (Heils&eachichte). In other

words, the metaphorical use of marriage relationship by Hosea was

originally developed, or perhaps invented, in Palestine? and as

such, it is perhaps one of the results of the settlement. There¬

fore, so long as the marriage relationship is used metaphorically

^See, e.g., W, Brueggemann, Tradition of Crisis ; A otudy in Rosea,
Richmond, Virginia, 1968, pp. 51ff.» 0. J. Baal , •Marriage', in
I.D.B. Vol. Ill, pp. 285f..

2
Cf. G. W. Anderson, The History and Religion of Israel. London,
1971* V* 117? W. Brueggemann, ibid..

3
It must be emphasized that the metaphor of husband-wife which is
used for the relationship between Yahweh and. Israel has at least
two inseparable elements, i.e., the marriage and the unfaithful¬
ness of the wife.
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or symbolically for the relationship of Yahweh and his people

Israel, in most cases it refers to the dark side of Israel*s

history and not to the bright side. So, in this case Hosea,

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel axe the same. And from the point of view

of the traditio-historical criticism it is possible now to say-

that the later prophets must have inherited the metaphor from

the earlier one. Besides, from the fact that there are similarities

and differences between Jeremiah*s and Ezekiel's handling- of the

metaphor, it is clear that the transmission of the metaphor had.

not gone under way without any dynamical development. As a matter

of fact, the metaphor which was used only in Northern Israel for

her situation following the settlement is now used by both Jere¬

miah and Ezekiel to denote the relationship of Yahweh with the two

sister-kingdoms of Israel. Instead of one woman there are now

two women."'' While in Hosea and Jeremiah the issue connected

with the harlotry is religious rather than political, in Ezekiel
?

it is the other way round.

Perhaps the most characteristic development of the metaphor

is found in the Book of Ezekiel, i.e., in the naming of the two

sisters 2 Oholah and Gholibah. As is said earlier, no other

The verb HIT and are perhaps characteristic of the
metaphor. They are playing significant role in those particular
passages of Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel referred to above. In
the rest of Ezekiel*s passage they are strengthened by another
verb i.e., BAV ; see, infra, p. 346.

2
For the comparison of Jeremiah's and zekiel's handling of the
metaphor, see, supra, pp. 328ff..
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prophets or any other Israelite traaitionist load, over mentioned

the names; even in the I3ook of .zekiel itself they are only found

in chapter 2%

The attempts to explain the meaning: of the names can he outlined

as follows s Host of the scholars agree on analysing the names

as if they are derived from the word b il }•( • hile most of them

agree on associating the meaning of the word bn>* to the tent(s)

of religious purpose in Palestine,* it is only Zimmerli who prefers

to associate it with the tents in which the Israelites lived when

they were wandering in the wilderness. There are at least two

main arguments of Limmerli in rejecting the traditional explanation
2

of the names. First, although the two names seem to he in

analogy with the name rlH£)f] in 2 Kings 21:1 (cf. Isa,

62:4)* it is impossible to read them rlbn.R instead of

fl 3 H ^ and irbnx instead of ilD-^bn.^, because the

consonant i-i in the name <7] is clearly preserved in the

KP. Seoond, although both names are derived from the word

1 y
J, Hermann, maintaining the older •inhaltiche und philologische*
explanation of the names Oholah and Oholibah, says that
is similar to,T]3n>t meaning '"ihr Celt" d,h, "die ihr oigenes
Zelt d,h, Heiligturn hat*" and that ,1 is similar to ,11 *11W
meanin •"mein Zelt in ihr" ■ "die, in welcher mein Selt d.h,
Heiligtum ist"* (op, cit.« p, 144)• Cf, C. P, Keil, Biblical
Commentary on the Ixophecies of Ezekiel, (i:,T, by J, Martin),
Vol, I, Edinburgh, 1876, p, 322.
Slightly in distinction from the opinions of Hermann and Keil,
Fohrer - Galling' say : •Auch Juda ist von Anfang an stindig, so
dass die Hamen dieselbe Verschuldung bezeichnen, die verhassten
Htthenhei1igthmer. Ohola bedeutet demnach "die Belt hat",
Oholiba "Belte in ihr"* (op, cit,. p. 132). See also, 3ertholet -
Galling, op, cit,. p, 83.

Simmerli, BzecUiel, (B.K.XIIl/l), pp. 541f»
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, it is impossible to relate them to either the Temple

in Jerusalem or the sanctuaries in the high places, because (a)

apart from Lzek. 41 Jl in. which the word b>7~\>? is a •Textfehler*,

the Temple in Jerusalem is never called SriM at all in the Book

of Bzekiel; therefore any connection of names nb/~l>? and ,131 bi~l
with p»s ivixi b>n:n i3 out of the question; (b) in

Ezek. 16:16 where the worship in the high places is spoken of,

the word used is not bn>! but 511^^0 mxn.
Besides, Ziramerli, following Koth, points out that the meanings

of other names derived from the word are in fact not

always related to either bilH or •HChenzelte*. Therefore,

concludes : .irmaerli, 'wird man bei der eutung der ffamen von , z. 23

vorsichtigerweise bei der Normalbedeutung von bleiben*•

Then Ziraerli continues : *"ie beiden ixauennamen dtirften bei z . . .

sag-en wollen, dass die beiden KMdchen mit den gleichklin,;enden

Xiamen zu den von der Itlste herkorairtenden in Zelten wohnenden,

Herden weidenden (Gen. 4s20) Leuten gehBren1.^
The opinion of Zimmerli, however, does not stand without

question or rejection. Accepting the fact that the word behind

the two names is , Eichrodt asks : * oil es die lomadenzait

Israels erinneren, wie es bei 31mlich gebildeten Hamen der Fall

sein mag ...?' On his question, and at the same time on Zimmerli's

opinion, Eichrodt on the one hand comments that *eine solclie

archSologische Reciniszenz liegt jedoch hier ganz fern*, and on the
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other points out that *es findet sich nirgends eine Spur davon,

dass das Zelt ia Altec Testament als Charakteristikura vies "JOhenkults

enpfunden ware*. Therefore, continues Bichrodt, 'wird die alte

ErklSrung sich ixaaer noch als die befriedigendste anbieten, dass

hier an das Jahweheiligtura ge&acht sei, das ja im Pentateuch, und

dort tait Vorliebe in der Pri sterschaft gerne als Zelt bezeichnet

wird*. So| according to Zichrodt, the name Oholah means '(die)

ihr eigenes Zelt (hat)* and Oholibah means "'mein Zelt in ihr"'."1'
With Biehrodt the interpretation of the names Oholah and Oholibah

goes back to the old one, namely that they refer to the religious

tent(s) : the one belongs to Yahweh and the other does not.

Now, it seems clear that generally speaking the discussion

on the meaning of the two names rises out of the question of how

is the word bil-H to be understood. On the one hand it is

possible to relate the meaning of the word to the nomadic life of

the wandering Israel before the settlement, while on the other it

is equally possible to relate it to the cultic tent(s). About

the second possibility Taylor says :

•The names, Oholah and Oholibah, derived from Hebrew
Johel, meaning a 'tent'. It could be a reference to a

"*¥, Eicbrodt, her Prophet Hesekiel. (A.T.D. 22), Gbttingen, 1959-"
1966, p. 214 (NT. pp. ?21f.).

2
To a certain extent Cooke also refers to this interpretation when
he says that both names 'means tent, the second with a slight
increase of emphasis, in allusion, probably, to the tents set up on
the high places for religious prostitution'. However, he continues :
'The point is that the sisters were alike, as in name so in guilt'
(G. A, Cooke, Eaekiel, (I.C.C.)), Edinburgh, 1936, reprinted 1967,
p, 249)» cf. J. f, Bunn, Ezekiel, (The iioadman Bible Commentary,
Vol, VI), London, 1972. wno says : 'They were both alike in name
(i.e., "tent'1) with slightly different emphasis, as well as in
character and disposition. Each was depraved and wayward* (p. J01).
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tented place of worship, but it is not clear whether
this is Israel's tabernacle in the wilderness or a pagan
shrine.
... On the other hand, Oholah could mean "her tent" and
Cholibah almost certainly means "my tent (is) in her",
which suggests Yahweh's sponsorship of Jerusalem'.

However, Taylor does not want to go any further than what he says.

Instead, he says that the details must not be pressed too far.

It is enough that the names had a cultic flavour*."'' The hesita-
by

tion of Taylor to go any further is shared with/Wevers. Although
2

basically Wevers rejects the second possibility, in fact he does

not go any further in following up the first either. He says :

'The allegorical names given the sisters remain obBcure.
They were probably names intentionally sounding alike ...

(And, although) the basic element of 'ohel occurs
occasionally in Phoenician names, in the Hebrew name,
Oholiab (Exod. 31:6), and in the Bdomite feminine name,
Oholibainah, in Gen. 36*2, 5» but these are no help. ,

Hor is reference to the tent of meeting at all alike'.

With all this, it is now clear that a new way out must be

sought in order to understand what actually Ezekiel had in mind with

■\j. B. Taylor, Fzeklel. (The Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries),
London, 1969 (reprinted 1971)» P» 171*

2
Wevers says that 'the traditional explanation of the names Oholah
as "her tent" and Oholibah as "my tent is in her" cannot be based
on HT, arid are not over lucid' (kzekiel ,((The Century Bible -
New Series)), London, 1969, p» 180).

3
J. Wevers, ibid.. For quite a different attempt, see, T. K.
Cheyne, Critica Biblioa, Part II, London, 1903, who argues that
these two names are 'corruptions of (the name) btf?orn- '
(P. 99).
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these two jwir.es. For thir, it west be emphasized that the names

are used in a metaphorical context. In that sense it must be

distinguished from other personal names, despite the fact that the

latter very frequently have special meanings too (cf. Isa. ?»5f

Rr3j Hop. lid, 6? ©to*). In ether words, the metaphorical context

of the name© Oholah and Ohollbah has its own uniqueness. This

is so, not only because tra&itio-historically the naming marks the

clliars of the metaphor*s development in the prophetic traditions,

but also because both names are derived from the word brm which

is one way or tho other very important in the course of Israel*s

history.

Prom the traditio-historicnl examination carried out

earlier, it has been mads clear that the metaphor was developed,

or perhaps Invented, in Palestine. This means that, as far as

the course of Israel's history is concerned, the fitz lis Icben of

tho metaphor is the Palestinian soil rather than the wilderness or

the gyptian soil. In this sense it is probably right to say

that originally the metaphor was used only to denote the relation¬

ship of Yahweh with Israel in .Palestine (Hos. 1-3).* It is in

this connection that the relevancy of tho raeaning(a) of the word

is to be sought, Simmorli is perhaps right in referring

the meaning' of the word to the tent dwellers in the wilderness,

i.e., the nomadic ancestors of Israel, But fro© the fact that in

*In Jer. 2i2, however, the metaphor is applied to the relationship
of Yahweh and Israel In the wilderness, bother the bri !©-bridegroom
relationship there can be regarded as equal to the husband-wife
relationship, is still a question, ©aides, the word used in
Jer. 2t2f i.e., jiblbD » is not found elsewhere.
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sister-kingdoms of Israel, it is unlikely that Ms interpretation

is relevant here. Farther, it is true that in the Palestinian

context the word, bn:n could refer to either the tent of Tahweh

or the tent(s) cf deities other than Tahweh, and that this fact

seems to be the reason why Oholah is often associated with the

tent(s) of deities other than Yahweh and Oholibah with that of

Yahveh. But, as Zdmm.erli has rightly argued, it is unlikely

that that is really the meaning of the two names, since in the

Book of zekiel the two ; ister-kingdcms are never contrasted one

against the other.So, the probable solution of the problem is

to look for the meaning of the word bi~W whioh will keep the

harmonious relrtionship of the two sisters and with Palestinian

locality.

For this, first, one is to realize that the short sentences in

23:2, 4a,which are arranged paratactically, cannot be regarded
■V»AO

as representing the chronological sequence of what were historically

taking place* father, they are the metaphorical presentation

of what the situation really is, namely, that the names of the two

sisters are Oholah and Oholibah, and that they belong to Yahweh,

and that they have sons and daughters. In other words, they are

the dimensions of what is metaphorically stated. Second, it should

\l, Zinsserli, 'Israel im Buche Bzekiel', V.T. 8, 1958, pp. 75-90*
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be emphasised that as ia shown earlier, the aspects of harmony

and unity of the two sisters are more outstanding than their being

two independent, separate women# This is actually also the case

with their two, and almost similar, names. The root word

behind the names refers to their being one rather than to their

being- two. In this sense it is unlikely that the word Sn.H
1

refers to anything- other than the tent of Yahweh in Jerusalem.

Despite the fact that there were attempts by Northern Kingdom to

set up her own tent of Yahweh, in Israel*s history until at least

the time of Ezekiel it has been proved that the tent of Yahweh in
2

Jerusalem remained superior. Even so, it seems unlikely that

K. Koch, in his extensive explanation of the word has
shown that the name of the Temple in Jerusalem which was built
by Pavid is different from that of the Temple built by Solomon.
DsPid's Temple is called JIT 71* bn>? , while Solomon*s is
called • Yet, as far as the word bnif is
concerned, he says s 'Ki^herlei, ob das davidische Kelt YIIWHs in
den solomonischen Temple eingenbracht und einer Kammer
(zusammengefaltet; aufbewahrt wurde Oder nicht, die kelttermino-
logie geht jedenfals in die Templesprache ein' (T.W.A.T. col, 158).
It is also impossible to refer the meaning of the word bnH
to the tent(s) in the high places, because, apart from the fact
that these tents can be found in both Northern Israel and
Southern Israel, and that their number was so big, it is
difficult to see the harmonious relationship between the two
sister-kingdoms and Yahweh through them. Besides, in the Book
of Bzekiel they are not called SnB but J11K5IL
(especially 3zek. I6tl6).

2
See, supra, pp. 241ff.«
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the use of the word j fl for tne metaphorical names of tne two

kingdoms arose from this superiority, since in tne time of Ezekiel

the Northern kingdom had long oeaeed to exist.

Rather, it must refer to the faot that from the beginning the word

~~) ,"~J had played a very important role in the history of

Israel as the people of God. This fact is not only evident in the

erection of the tent of meeting ( "1 V1 ^0 b>H N )in the

wilderness, but, most of all, in the building up of the Temple or

the tabernacle ( V1 "fa/ill d"* ^dM) in Jerusalem by David

and Solomon.x It is with these two tabernacles, i.e., the

tabernacle in the wilderness and the tabernacle of 1 avid and

Solomon, that the unique history of Israel as the people of God

must/-understood. And if one is to choose which ddW best

suits the Palestinian flavour of the metaphor, it must be said that

the choice should fall on the tabernacle or the Temple in

Jerusalem.

How, it is true that the relation between d 3M *3 b>d W

in the wilderness and the tabernacle/Temple in Jerusalem is rather

difficult to explain, nevertheless their significances in relation
2

to Israel's becoming and "being the people of God are undeniable.

"For the terminology related with the word , see especially
G. H. lavies, 'Tabernacle', in I.D.B. Vol. IV, pp. 498ff.:
K. Koch, op. cit., under ' bd'tt' •

2
Cf. R. k. Clements, God arid Temple. Oxford, 19^5, pp. 35-62.



Moreover, with the b H M , he it the 1 VI ^ b i~l jS in the

wilderness or the tabormcle/Te-;ple in Jerusalem, the idea of

Israel's being possessed by Yahweh was never associated with

her being divided into two or more groups, but always with her

wholeness. In other words, vith the word bilM there is

no divided Israel; instead, there is only one people of God, i.e.,,

the whole Israel. It is precisely with this idea of the whole

Israel's being one people of God that the second dimension, i.ev

"b nj"nsn must be examined. The first thing about tide

expression of ^ b 7~13 / S51~l which immediately attracts one's

attention is the fact that the verb jl 3 il is in the 3rd.

pers. fern. plur. form. Due to this fact it is not surprising

that, in dealing with this particular* passage of nzekiel, many

scholars have been led to the conclusion that metaphorically

Yahweh lms married two women. The idea of deity's bigamy was

of course familiar in Canaar.ite mythology and other non-Israelite

religions. But it was certainly alien to the religion of

Israel. It is due to this fact that the explanations so far

giveii by scholars concerning Choiah and Oholibah's becoming Yahweh'

are almost always based on non-Israelite religion.^"
However, it has been hinted above that the problems concerning the

^or this, see the discussion in Zimmerli's bzechlel, (B.K. XIIl/l)
pp. 558f. and the references there; Ziaraerli himself does not
seem to have solved the problem involved in the metaphor of
Yahweh's bigamy. See supra, pp. 332ff..
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Hebraic and not non-Israelite, namely that although there are 'two

women* (23:2), or two-sieter kingdoms, they are actually only

one imity or one wholeness. In terms of their relationship with

Yahweh, their being 'two' does not at all exclude their being one

people of God. This contradiction can perhaps be comnared with
1

the Hebrew understanding of dual noun, in which it is implied

that instead of looking at the dual noun as referring to two

separate things, it is preferred to look at it as referring to one

unity or one wholeness.

In the light of this comparison it seems possible now to understand

the word n]Si> 71511 as a predicate of a sentence whose subject
2

is a dual noun (of. G-E. paras. 88a, 145*0• With the dual noun

as the subject of the word ,1 J *1 71511 the metaphor now clearly

refers to the idea of Yahweh*s possessing Israel as a whole and

not as two separate kingdoms. In other words, due to the fact

that the 3rd per. fern. plur. suffix in the word 71J s ^ 71511 refers

to Oholah and Oholibah, i.e., the two sisters-kingdoms which are

actually one unity, the problem of Yahweh*s bigamy can be regarded

as non-existence. Ms is so, since the metaphor clearly refers

to the marriage of Yahweh with Israel as a whole, and not as two

\r-K. para. 88.

^This is actually also the case with the words 71J -'IT Til and
13 T in Ezek. 23*3.
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separate parts.

How, as fax as the idea of monogamy contained in the

metaphor is concerned, it is easy to see the connection of the

metaphor of Esekiel with those of Hosea and Jeremiah, On the one

hand Ezekiel goes in the line of Hosea in the fact that the ideas

of monogamy and of the bearing sons and daughters are followed;

while cn the other he is like Jeremiah in that the two sister--

kingdoms are included in the metaphor. In the first case it

could clearly mean that ~:zekiel*3 metaphor is derived from and

the development of that of Hosea, and. that Ezekiel was acquainted

with the tradition of Northern Kingdom#{ while in the second case

it cannot be understood as if Ezekiel was depending entirely on

1
Jeremiah, The truth probably was that the division of the

kingdom into two separate kingdoms, i.e., two separate political

identities, no longer allowed any Israelite traditionist to talk

about one political identity for the whole Israel. This can be
o

seen chiefly in the work of the Denteronogtistic historian, which

It has been argued earlier that the case might well be that both
Ezekiel and Jeremiah depend, on Hosea, but not Ezekiel on
Jeremiah. This means that each of these contemporaries has his
own version of the metaphor. See, supra, pp. 327 ft.»
Contrast, however, J. ¥. Miller, who, seeing the connection of
Jer. J: 6-11 with Ezek, 23:1-35 (arid Izek. 16:44-52), says that
•Jer. 3i6ff. das Original bietet und nicht die Stellen in
Hesekiel* (op, cit.. p. 91); cf, Zimmerli's remark that 'Ez
steht auf den "chultern Jereralas, wenn er dieses Bild (i.e., the
picture of the two unfaithful wives of Yahweh) aufgreift unc "n
der ihia eigenen Grtindlichkeit (analog ~zek. 16:34) es im eirzelnen
ausmalt* (Ezechiel. ((B.K. XIII/l)), p. 539).

2
Cf. G. W. Anderson, The History and Religion of Israel, pp. 104»
167? Iris A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, pp. 93ff.«
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clearly shows the distinction between Northern Israel and Southern

Israel. So, it can now be said that by the time of Jeremiah and

Ezekiel there was already a common knowledge that in terms of

politics there were two kingdoms of Israel, i.e., Northern Israel

and Southern Israel. It is from this common knowledge, or this

common source, that both Jeremiah and Ezekiel seem to have derived

their knowledge of the divided kingdoms to which they applied the

metaphor of the husband-wife relation of Yahweh and Israel.

While Jeremiah in his treatment of the two sister-kingdoms in this

particular passage, i.e., Jer. 3*3-H» still preserved the names

•Israel* and 'Judah', Ezekiel, in his metaphor dealt with here,

left them out altogether."^" Instead, Ezekiel used other names,

i.e., Gholah and Oholibah. In other words, while Jeremiah's

treatment is only semi-metaphorical, that of Ezekiel is entirely

metaphorical. Based on all the arguments above, it can now be

said that the sentence in Ezek. 23*4b cannot be regarded as an

original part of the metaphor. This is so not only because the

mentioning of the names 'Samaria' and •Judah' has weakened the

metaphor, but also because these two names do not fit well with

the meaning; of the word biD"? which underlies both names •Gholah *

and 'Oholibah'.

Tor the use of the names 'Israel' and 'Judah' in the Old Testament,
particularly in the Book of Jeremiah and the Book of Ezekiel,
see, G» A. Darnell, Stuaies in the Eane Israel in the Old Testament.
Uppsala, 1957» PP. 206-261. respite the fact that the name
•Israel' can be understood in several ways, ran©11 admits that
in Jer. J>t6-10 it refers to the Northern Kingdom as contrast to
'Judah' which refers to the Southern Kingdom (ibid., pp. 211f».)
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Verses 5-10 s The deeds oi' Oholah.

It is very interesting to find that this section begins

with the verb n^T with Oholah as its subject. In this

section alone the word HIT occurs four times, i.e., once as a

verb (v. 5a), and three times as substantive (w. 7a, 8a, 8b);

once connected with person other than Oholah (v, 8b), and three

times connected with Oholah alone (w. 5a» 7a» 8a). From this

statistics it can be inferred that the history of Oholah is one

way or the other connected with the word /TJT • This

inference is strengthened by the use of the verb wnich in

this section alone occurs three times, and each time with Oholah

as its subject (vv. 5b, 7b, 9b).It is true that these two

dominating words are used metaphorically. But it is interesting

to find that the partner, i.e., the Assyrians (v. 5b), with whom

Oholah played the liarlot ( i IJ T ) and doted on (

is not spoken of metaphorically. Instead, the Assyrians are

described as what they really were, i.e., they were the military
2

and the administrative personnel. From the description it is

In the Old Testament the word meaning* •desire', 'doteon
occurs not more than ten times, i.e., once in Jer. 4:30 and nine
times in the Book of Ezekiel. The distribution of those in the
3ook of hsekiel is as follows : L'zek. 33:31» 32, and Esek. 23»5*
7, 9* H> 12, 16, 20 (Lisowaky), For Ezek. 16:37* see Zinraerli,
op. cit., in Ire.; BHS. crit. app., in loc..

2
For the details of the description, i.e., the last word of v. 5
plus v. 6, see, e.g., Cooke, Simmerli (and the references there),
and wevers.
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clear that toe referehce is now tu« ioxoiga political affair*

vainer than Una religion* ones. To this extent bsekiel ia differ-
2

eat fro* both iiowea and Jerewiah, whom references are the
2

Canaanite religious influences. Although it is still a question

of whether there was any particular reference ia the saind of

Esexiel in hie mentioning of Gholah** harlotry and desire with.

Assyria, and if there was whether it could be regarded as repres¬

entative of the wuule pexiou of Northern Israel's existence,

there is one thing which is certain, namely, tuat in that whole
3

period Assyria was becoming tue world empire.'

If wae historical reference is pressed further, one woulu see

that there are at least two facte which could oe regarded as

important• first, us far- as the history of orthera Israel is

concerned, it was ouly king Jehu (o41-G15 King i-'mmi'ma

Although with a slightly different reason, iiaunexli says t 'Label
eteht hie nicht mehr vie in "os 2, Jer J ... die Buhlerci nit
den kamanfiiachen Landesbaalen vor Augen, son'ern die polititche
JYenKllMnderei (or. cit.« p, 539).

2
With the exception of soa. 8»9. ior t.jis passage, see, #•&.,
W. H, Harpar, Acqs and Koasa. (I.C.C.), idinburgh, 190p, pp.
3171.1 >-'• - odolph, ..o*-ea"« "T'k.a.Y. Alll/l), says that 'uie
BundxrLspolitik ist ftir Hooee genauso ©ine Varletaung des eisten
Geuoteo wie ier 1 restdkult • (p. 166).
x
"Tor this, see, 0. ¥. Anderson, The History end iieli^ion of Israel,
London, 1971, PP. lOlff.. ' " *

A

In the so celled Block Obelisk of fiialssaaeser III it is clearly
pictured that Jehu was prostatic,: and paid ntribute to Ghalcaneaa*
III the Kin#? of Assyria.
For this see, e.g., f , Noth, ine istory of Israel. 2nd edition,
(ST. by Stanley Gordon, revised by P. k. Ackroya)', London, I960
(reprinted 1972), p. 247 and note 2j J. Bright, A Listor:/ of
lor-.el. 2nd edition, London, 197?, pp. 250f. note (81 G. W.
Anderson, ibid., pp. 9®f., and the references there.
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(745-738 B.C.), and King Ilosca (732-724 B.C.) who Iiad become

Assyria's vassals (2 Kings 15:12f.; while their respec¬

tive predecessors and successors showed either defensive or

offensive attitudes against Assyria's expansion."'" ...econcl, despite

the resistance from the part of small countries like Syria,

Damascus, and northern Israel, Assyria's successful expansion

to the west had certainly made her the overlord of those small

countries. In other words, as fax- as Northern Israel is concerned,

it seens there vac no time at all in which her relationship with

Assyria can be regarded as enjoyable. The situation of Northern

Israel hs.fi always been either surrendering to or fighting against

Assyria. In either situation there was no point at ail at which

Northern Israel can be regarded as benefiting from her encounter

with Assyria.

However, there are some evidences in the look of Sosea which

show that the relationship of northern Israel with Assyria had

become one of the major prophetic criticisms. They are hos.

5:13? 7:11; B:9i 12:1. In all of these pansages Northern Isx-ael's

seeking fox help or her submission to Assyria is regarded as her

distrusting unj&enial of Yahweh, her only rod. " It is interesting

too to find that it is only os. 7:11 and Qt'j which to some extent

are metaphors, vmile Hos. 5»13 and 12:1 are not. Nevertheless,

For all this, see, M. both, ibid., pp. 245f*t 253ff*J J* Bri/tfit,
ibid.. pp. 237-240, 268ff.,
G. W. Andei'son, ibid., pp. 92, lOlff..

2
On these passages, see, e.g., J. L. Mays, Bosea. (O.T.L.),
London, 1969, in loci.
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these evidences show that it is impossible to deny that one way

or another this prophetic criticism oi iiosea must have come to

Eaekiel's knowledge. do, it can now be said that there are at

least two sources which had given rise to .uzekiel^ metaphor oi'

Oholah's iiarlotry with the Assyrians : first, the historical

source or the historical evidence, e.g., the seeking for help

and/or the submission of king Jeuu, ning i.enshem, and king nosea,

to Assyria (cf. 2 ^ings lp;14f.J 17:3ff«)^ which, meagre though

they might be in the traditions of the people Israel, ^zekiel

must have known by himself} second, uhe traditio-nistoricai source

or evidence, i.e., those -erived from the passages of hosea

referred to above. Turning to kzek. 23»G it can be said that

the solution of its problem is more or less similar to the one

presented above. Although to a great extent 23t8 only repeats
2

23:3» it is clear that the mentioning of the name of Egypt could

refer to twc historical references : first, it refers to the

historical reference of v. 3» and second, it refers to the

historical reference of Hos. 7:11; 12:1. As far as the second

The issue here seems to be politically centred rather than
religiously centred, although in the whole context both politics
and religion were inseparable. With this view in mind, it looks
like that ,_.zek, 23:7b does not fit well to the main issue of
iizek, 23:9-10? cf. W. Zimmerli, op. cit.. p. 54k; J. Wevers,
op. cit.. p. 180.

2
Repetition is a literary phenomenon characteristic of Ezekiel.
For the problem of repetition, see, C. Kuhl, 'lie "V/iederaufnahrae"
• ein literarisehee Priuzip?', Z.A.W. 64, 1952, pp. 1-11.
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hia toxical x-ali;xei.ce is concerns-, its explanation is entirely

the b&Xi& as last oi the reference to Assyria in -son. 23*3# "/a.'3'
Lut as i«x as tho first nintuxieal reference is ooiicaiuea., it is

istsreatiiStt «*0 lied tlifet here oeekiel does not relate northern

loruoi*® seeking for help to -o/pt .ith Israel's harlotry with

toe latter la her early hiewory; out as also sees that the later

harlotry with -v^pt xo oased on anu the continuation of the dossier

one. In this sense it is unique that kaekiel sees the whole

history of northern Israel, ae the history of harlotry ( /~U T
•9

mi H/V^ )• lor this reason, it is therefore uniexstand-

a'ule that the puaiaiiaent w.JLoh befell upon her i« the pu&isnaeat

which a harlot deserves >w. pf.}.*' And. it is not difficult to

find t«e iiistoxical refwxenoe of live punistuxent, sines the metaphor

refers to hie fall of -.axeuia (722 b.C.) and thaueportatlon of

horthem Israeli population by the Assyrians.

^or Northern Israel** seeking for help to f&ypt, see, ? King*
17 Urn

2
It has been shown earlier that the leaking of the reference to
the positive, and bright, periods in the history ie due to the
nature and the Site is Lebea. of the metaphor itself*. See* suora*
PP. 337ff..

T*

•2*eept in eut* 22i20f•, there is no other evidence In the Old
Testament which shows that the punishment of a harlot ( 71 j T )
is dliath BS&tenoe* Cf. 0* J* Baab, 'Prostitution*, I.'.'.B.
Vol. Ill, pp. 931-954. Althouc^h the phrase Wan innl rnntrt)
in 23:10a£ does not sees to belong to the original metaphor,
it chows dearly that the issue in the metaphor i® political
rather than religious.

TPh© relevant passage for this is 2 Kings 17»5f., 25; for the
passage, see, J, Bright, A history of Israel. 2nd edition,
London, 1972, pp. 273ff.; J* Cray, 1 & 2 Kings, pp. 585?•• Lor
the explanation of the punishment, cf. zek. I6t39ff., and supra.
p. 349 note 2.
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Verses 11-20 i The deeds of Oholibah.

Libs that of Cholah Oholibah's deeds are 'escribed, by -using

two dominating; verbs, i.e., 71JT and HAV • Out of

the sever. occurrences i the word HIT in this section there

are only two which are not related to Oholibah, While the rest,

ai'iv. the whole oocmrer.ee s of the wore Uriy (four tires), ere

directly related to her.* The frequent occurrences of these two

words is not only keeping the unit in the lino ancl the continuation

of the preceding metaphor, out can also be regarded as maintaining

the dual character of the two sisters. This is to say that the

deeds of the two sisters are basically the same, i.e., metaphori¬

cally called by the use3 of the words 71 3 T aid H1 V .

The other similarity between the sisters is that their -rxtners

are not described in metaphorical language but, instead, in plain

language. The description of the Assyrians in vv 12 is lust

the same as that of the Assyrians in v. 5f.; the description of

the Babylonians 'pictured on the wall' is just clear and real as

J>
well (vv. 14b-15). From the descriptions of Oholiba's two

partners it is clear that the issue in the unit is once again

foreign political affairs. However, there is one outstanding

thing here which distinguishes Oholibah from Oholab, namely, that

nJT : w. lib, 14a, 18a, 19a, and 19b; abX sw« 11a, 12a,
16a, and 20a.

2
For the detailed description of the Babylonians' picture, see,
e.g., G. A. Cooke, op. eit.. pp. 251f*» Zimmerli, op. ext..
pp. 546f..
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Cholibah'a harlotry is told to "be _.reater than that of

Oho1all. This is clear riot only from the fact that Oholibah

got the chance to *pley the harlot* with the Babylonians

while Oholah did not, but also from the description of her

deeds. In v. 11 there are two expressions which show the

difference, each indicated by the use of the preposition "j^O
-comparative (C-K paras. 133*» b), while in vv. 14, 19

Cholibah is described as increasing (Hiph'^il of r|tDs )
and multiplying (Kiph'il of i~lHI ) her harlotry

( rrnmsi ).

However, before goi: ^ into further details on the section,

it seems helpful to have a look at other passages in the Old

Testament which have similar idea with the section under

consideration. As far as the comparison of . orthern Israel's

liarlotry (or sin) with that of Southern Israel is conct-rned,

it seems that there is only one other passage in the Old
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Testament which can be considered, i.e., Jer. 3:6-11,'""

*

It seems impossible to take 2 Kings l?':7-20 into consideration
here, because it does not say anything; about the excessive sins
of Judah compared with that of bortnern Israel. Instead, if
says that their sins arc- the same.
It seems equally impossible to refer to Kzek. l6:44ff.» since
it deals with three sisters, i.e., Jerusalem, Samaria, said
Sodom. For this, see, riclarodt, zekiel, ( T. by Cosalett
juin), (C.T.L.), London, 1970, pp. 214ff«.

As far as Jer. 5*6-11 itself is concerned, most sc lolars
are in agreement on regardin,. the passage as a self-contained
one, which to some extent is separated from the rest of the
chapter (Cornill, Voir, iiudolph, eiser, Gunliffe-Jones).
The text of the passage is not entirely good. The corrections
of Cornill, Hudolph, Vols, and J3H3 crit, app. are very
suggestive. However, as far as the comparison between
Northern Israel and Southern Israel is concerned, there is
one thing in the passage which is rather difficult to explain,
i.e., the >0 (or ^ 8 ?) which is prefixed to the word
in v. 9a. Pox this one could only ask whether or not the JO
(or ) is neant to be a preposition \O-comp;aative.

lor the allusion to the sending- away of a wife with a
decree of divorce in Jer. 3:8b, see, Tent. 24:1-4• The use
of the legal prescription in Jer. 3:1 to show how Judas1s
legal fate would be is ver, interesting. It is true that
to some extent Jer. ps1 concerns with a kind of comparison
between Judah's increasing harlotry (v. 16 and that of the
woman in the legal prescription (v. la), however, to under¬
stand the case of that legal prescription as the case of
Northern Israel's divorce from Yahweh (Jer. 3 * 8b ) would be
reading too much into the text of Jer, 3il. As far as Jer.
3:1 is concerned, see, e.g., the illuminating article by
J. . , hex-tin, 'The forensic background to Jer. 111:1*, in
V.T. 1$, 1969, PP. 82-92.



In spite of what has been said about Jer. 3j6-11 above, there

axe at least three things which can be said concerning its

comparison with Ezek. 23:5-20. First, in both passages it is

clear that Yahweh is the speaker and the prophet the sole

hearer.* Second, both passa.es describe Southern Israel, which

is metaphorically called 7i 17 b 77* by Ezekiel and semi-—

metaphorically called 711)71* 711)^1- by Jeremiah, as having

seen the deeds and the punishment of horthem Israel, which in

its turn metaphorically called 71 ^ 71X by Ezekiel and emi--

metaphorically called bMlV7° 71 ZLV/K3 by Jeremiah, The

phrase which these two prophets uses for the description are the

same, i.e., 711)71" 71711)1* 7H1A1 71*171)

(Jer. 3:7b) and 711^71* 7171171.* ,1 *1 ill (Ezek. 23:11).

Third, both passages contain the idea of comparison between

northern Israel and Southern Israel. This can be seen in the

use of the preposition 'j >J-comparative in both passages, i.e.,
Jer. 3:11 : 71117?* 711)A1>3 b*71^5 illlWX) 7MD3 TipiS
and Ezek. 23:11 : s3 \3-T>3 Tl'DilTil'Jl*) TU&tt JirUdTll

7171171 ? which shows that orthem Israel*s harlotry is less
than that of the Southern Israel. Despite the fact that the issue

in Jer. 3*6-11 is religious rather than political, it can be said

that both passages have similar theme or idea, i.e., Judah's

I
or this type of speech, see, supra, pp. 31Of..
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harlotry ( D 3 T ) is greater than that of Israel.* Now,

since these are the only passages in the Old Testament in which

the idea or the theme of comparison is found, it is therefore very

difficult to trace back the history of the idea or the theme

concerned. The most that one can say here is that there is a

relationship between the two passages. But the question such as

2
how and what the relationship was is very difficult to answer.

for the idea as it is found in Jer, 3*6-11, see, e.g., A. Weiser,
'"ac 3uch des Propheten Jeremia, (A.T.E. 20), Gflttingen, 1952,
pp. 35f.5 H. Cunliffe-Jones, The Book of Jeremiah, /the Torch
Pible Commentaries), London, I960, p. 60 j Volz, and -udolph.

2
It seems that f iller has gone too far in saying that the passage
of Jeremiah is the original, which means that Ezekiel copied
or developed it. More modest opinion is expressed by Zismerli,
who says that here Ezekiel was standing on the shoulders of
Jeremiah although ^zeisiiel had his own interpretation (cf.
Ezechiel, ((B.K. XIIl/l)), p. 539), cf. Eichrodt's remark
on rzexiel's employment of the symbol ol marriage for the
relationship of Yahweh and Israel, j.n his 'zekiel, (ET. by
Cosslett uvLiri), p. 210.

For all thiB, however, one must be reminded that
similarities of phraseology and idea in two or more passages
does not necessarily always mean that one passage is dependent
on the other. Especially with Jeremiah and Ezekiel, who were
themselves contemporaries, the ease might well be that their
similarities nave derived from a common source or a common

knowledge.
In other words, both Jeremiah and Ezekiel might well have
derived their similarities from a common source or a common

joiowledge, which was presumably so common and/or so popular
that no other Israelite traditionist felt necessary to put
it into record. Gf. 0. A. Briggs, ,ffhe Argument E Eileritio*,
J.B.L., June- ecerrber 1SB3, up. 3-21.
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Going back to Ezek. 23:11-20, it is very interesting to

find that here Ezekiel tinderstood the history of Judah as the

history of harlotry ( 7V1 ^ and H ) with foreign

nations or foreign powers. He described the history very

systematically in metaphorical language similar to that of

Oho1ail's or hothern Israel's history. Once again one may be

surprised by the lack of any bint at the bright periods of Judah's

history. And for this it must be said that the 1..ok is primarily

due to the nature of the metaphor itself. This, however, does

not mean that Ezekiel did not know the bright periods of Judah's

history such as those detected in the Bevid-Zion tradition,^ and

the reforms and resistances of Hesekiah end Josiah. Besides,

the lack shows that the issue in this passage is entirely different

from that of Ezek. 16:1-43* With this in mind, one is also

surprised by the fact that zek. 23:11-20 only mentions the
2

Assyrians and the Babylonians as Oholibah's partners in her

harlotry , and is silent about the other foreign engagements.

For this fact there are at least two things which can be said.

First, although the Assyrians and the Babylonians are described

in a very plain language, their being mentioned here is primarily

to be understood in the context of the metaphor and not otherwise.

Second, it is true that there axe many other foreign engagements

of Judah, in terms of both alliance and submission. But the

reason for the mentioning of only these two foreign powers is

lsee» ?.u££§* PP* 259ff.» 277, 326ff., 341ff..

T?or th mentioning of the name Egypt in w. l?f., see, infra,
pp. 36Zjff..
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presumably because they were the two world empires whose influences

were most decisive for the political life of Judah. In other

words, as far as Judah is concerned, it is chiefly with these

two world powers that, her whole political affairs v/ere determined.

With all this is seems c.lear that Hack. 25:11-20 does not have

any concern at all with detailed historical references.

The systematic structure of the passage is shown by the

following facts : First, in v. 11, and in a fairly concise

statement, it is verbally reported that Ohollbah's deeds are

worse than that of her sister. Second, this statement is not

immediately followed up by the description of the difference

between the two sisters. Instead, their similarity is shown

first (v. 12), and it is only after that that their difference,

or rather Oholibah1a excess, is mentioned (vv. 24ff»). The

systematic structure is so clear that with or without the comment

in v. 13^ it will easily be noticed. Finally, it is very

interesting;- to find that the excess of Oholibah's harlotry is

regarded as the result and the continuation of her harlotry with

Egypt in the days of her Youth (vv. 19f.).

Having said all this, there are now two problems which

must be examined. First, the problem about the mentioning of

"dome scholars would like to leave this verse out for one or two
reasons| see, e.g., Wevers, op, cit., p. 179* Mraaerli, op. cit..
p. 545.



the Assyrians ( "UVii/X 5 3 3. ) *n 2> 32. It is said above that

Bzek* 25:11-20 does not actually concern with detailed historical

references. Therefore the examination on the problem of the

mentioning of the Assyrians in this section will be confined only

to what is mentioned there. In v. 12 it is stated that Oholibah

♦doted upon* ( 33^ ) the Assyrians. As far as its

historical reference is concerned, this verse could probably be

referring only to the reigns of King Ahaz (735-715 B.C.; 2 Kings

I6il7f»; of. Isa. 7sl-3:3), King i-lanas3«h (687-642 B.C.; 2 Kings

21:1-18), and King- Anon (642-640 B.C.; 2 Kings 21:15-26),

i.e., the times when either willingly or by force Judah became

one of Assyria*s vassals. These references do not mean, however,

that it is only during those special periods that Judah's life

was determined by the Assyrian power-. The wuole period beginning

from Assyria's first military campaign in the mid-yih century

B.C. until the fail of hineveh in 612 u.C. had turned out to be

the periou in which the political lives 01 tne oyrian and the

jralestinian countries were measured by tne Assyrian power."

however, those references of Judah's history do show that during

that particular time Judah's political life was completely

b, -otl , The 'lister;; of Israel. pp. 243ff., 255-265; J. Bright,
A History of Israel. 2nd. edition, pp. 283ff.; A. L. Oppenheim,
♦Assyria ana Babylonia', I.K.B.. ¥ol. I, especially pp. 271-274.
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dependent on Assyria. In other words, Assyria was then Judah's

overlord. Yet it is surprising that in v. 12 ..zekiel does not

call the Assyrians the •lover* of Oholibah as he does in the case

of Oholah (v. 5b). Whether this silence of fzekiel signifies

anything is not clear.

Second, the problem about the mentioning of the Babylonians

( S H 3."" M1 ) la vv. 14-1? • The striking thing: here is

that the harlotry of Oholibali with the Babylonians is described

in such a way that one cannot fail to appreciate J-Taekiel's

characteristics. The description begins with e concise intro¬

duction (v. 14a) which, on the one haad^is connecting what

precedes with what follows it, while on the othe^ raises curious
tension in the reader about what will follow. In what follows,

i.e., vv. 14b-15a» it is not the Babylonians themselves who are

described in detail, but only their picture wnich i- presumably
2

painted on a wall. here it is again very surprising that Ezekiel

describes the picture twice, First, he identifies the *1360

painted on the wall* ( ~~)1 pi~l ~ bV* HpflX3 sU9J>i » v. 14b)
as the 'images of (the) Chaldeans' ( QiS~l<dO ^/Obs » v. 14b)

who, according to the clothes or the uniform they were wearing,

3leaserli notices that tnejeequence of the detailed descriptions of
tne Assyrians iiero is different ir<m tnat found in vv. pf.. The
sequence in w. 5f • is : 1-2-5-4, but in v. 12 is : 2-1-4-3,
wIujj. owe variation of instead of Jlbon (Jteechiel,
((B.K. XIII/1)), p. 548).

2
"Some scholars would like to cham-e n j?ri)0 in v, 14 into

CPpnY) ^Comill, Toy, dortholct, Cooke),
wiiile others, referring to 8:10, prefer to retain it (hiranerli,
niciirodt).
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• appear like third-ranked-raen' ( qSd 0' VJ bw * v. 15a)?

second, he identifies them as the 'likeness of (the) Babylonians

(whose) native land was Chaldea' ( bHH ^3 2 , v. 15b).

These two descriptions could mean, at least two things : (a)

Bsekiel realizes the difference between the Chaldeans and the

Babylonians (cf. v. 23) :LS a matter of fact it was not the

Babylonians who set up the neo-BabyIonian empire in 625 B.C.,
2

but it was the Chaldeans. This v,. s so, partly because 'tost

of the Babylonians themselves were deported to Northern Israel

by Assyria soon after the fall of :anuria ir. 122-121 B.C. (2 Kings
•2

17:24). (b) hue to this fact the Babylonians referred to by

Ezekiel in v. 15b must then mean the neo-Babylonians, i.e., the

neo-Babylonian officers, and not the old Bab lonians. This is

so not only due to Bzekiel's characteristics in arranging detailed

■V. Zimmerli, Pzechiel, (B.K. XIII^l), says : 'In (v.) 23 werden
sojar die Babylonier ( bll 4ll)von den Chalufiern ( D'lWj )
unterscheiden. Darin kdnr.te sich ein issen um die hremdherkunft
der axai'-£ischon ChaldSLaaen ... verraten'. Moreover, it is
interesting to find his suggestive coxxclusion, in which he says :
•Kan wird solche TTnterscheidung eineci in der "bab. Verbannxmg
wohnenden Propheten eher zutrauen als einera in Jerusalem
redenden* (pp. 546f.).

o

"Cf., e.g., h. Both, op. cit., p. 270; W. kiohrodt, .<er Prophet
Hesekiel. (A.T.B. 22), p. 217 (ST., o. 325); V. Zimmerli, ibid..

5Cf. II. cth, on, cit., p. 262.



descriptions like this one (vv. 14b-15) paratactically,^ but also

due to the historical fact, namely that it was this neo-Babylonian

empire and not the old one which determined Judah's political
2

life after the fall of the Assyrian empire. So, with these two

things it is better to regard the two descriptions aa being one

long, and detailed, description which refers only to one thing,

i.e., to the picture of the neo-"3abyIonian officers.

The question of historical reference of the picture, i.e.,

whether the picture was seen in Jerusalem or outside, is very

difficult to answer. It is true that some of the materials of

the painting were found in Jerusalem (Jer. 2^:14 : ~1^A£Q TPpp^i)
and that ze>. 8:10 could perhaps giro the idea of wh.at sort of

On this detailed description, Cooke remarks that ~Qiy~i<0D
is *perhaps a note from the margin} the mentioning of the
Chaldeans comes too soon, anticipating v. 15*, and tint
Dsnbpp tplvOis au annotation to v. 15 (op. cii., p. 251).
Eoweveir, since detailed, and sometimes repetitious, descriptions
are found very often, and since it is one of Tzekiel's charac¬
teristics, this remarks of Cooke are actually unnecessary.

2
The first phase of Chaldean history wan marked by King
Kerodachbaledan, during whose reign the Chaldean Kingdom was
still fairly small. Although he had seized Babylon in 720 B.C.
and had taken part in the fights against Assyria, it was
Nabopolaear (626-605 B.C.) who had brought the kingdom into world
power. Nabopolasar set up the so called neo-Babylonian Ting-dorr^
which later, under the powerful reign of Febuehsdnessar II
(605-562 B.C.) became s world empire (2 Kings 24:7)* 'to fact
"Chaldea" then began tc replace the term "Babylonian*".
bebuchadnes3ar was succeeded by his son, Evil-fterodach, under
whoso reign the empire began to weaken, fhfer the reign of
Babonidus tho empire eventually fell into Cyrus* hand in 539
B.C. See, A. L. Oppenheim, *Cknlder*, Vol. I., pp. 551f«J
cf. G. W. Anderson, op. cit., pp. 105, 148.
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painting it was. But, it seems to "be too pedantic to press

this question further. Wherever the picture was, it is upon

those who were painted there that Oholibah doted. Further, the

expression which is used to describe the reaction of Oholibah

in seeing the picture is Indeed quite emphatic :
•j

nxiyjb Q71ib)< 712Ayfh(v. 16a). This is immediately

followed by Oholibah*? real action, i.e., sending them messengers

to Chaldea (v. 16b). Oholibah*s invitation was presumably

gladly accepted, so the harlotry went under way (v. 17a).

With all this, one cannot, fail to be impressed by the systematic

and detailed description of the process of Oholiba' 1 s harlotry

with the Babylonians, from its very beginning until its

accomplish^nt. By looking,, back at the introductions in vy. llapb,

14a, it rai3t be said that here one is dealing with a piece of

literary work wh ch is indeed difficult to find its comparison.

However, it has been said aoove that here too one is dealing

primarily with a metaphor, lor w;liob reason the historical

reference(s) of what is described cannot be examined in detail.

So, here too, its historical reference(s) will be examined in

the confinement of what is said by the passage itself.

As far as one can see, the political involvement of Judah

with Babylon can be noted clearly when Kerudach-baladan *sent

envoys to Jerusalem (i.e., to the King Besekiah) to encourage

heading the text with «k~re. ^iimmerli, Cooke, ana othexs).
"notice the emphatic expression : fl'l'V nXhnb.
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resistance to Assyria*1 (laa. 39:1-4) some-time in 703 B.C.

(2 Kings 20:12-15), But the dependence of Judah on Babylon

itself does not seem to have begun until 605 B.C. when King

Jehoiakira became Babylon's vassal (2 Kings 24:1)? in addition,

Judah's complete submission to Babylon took place only in 597

3.0, (2 'ings 2'",jBff.), after which the first deportation from

Judah to Babylon, including KzeViel himself, took place. With

all these references it seems acceptable to say that it is

difficult to pinpoint what or which of those events Szekiel was

referring to.

rhe mentioning of gypt in vv. 19-20 might give some light

on the reference. There axe at least two possible ways to

understand vv. 19f.. Both of them actually depend on how v. 19a

is to be understood. To begin ith, it lias been saio earlier

that the expression in v. 19a is one of the statements which is

employed by the prophet zekiel to show the difference between

1G. W. Anderson, The History and r'.sligion of Israel, p, 105.

2
It is not clear whether Josiah's going to Keggido to attack
i.echo II when the latter was on Ms way to Assyria in (.09 B.C.
(2 Kings 23:29f.; 2 Chron. 35:20-2/)) had any tMng at all to
co with Babylon's growing power* however, it is interesting
to find that Vevers alludes to the connection v/hen he says s
'Actually Josiah's attempt to stop j^ypt at i.egyido from going
to the help of .Assyria was aid to Babylon, and this may be what
senaing messengers (i.e., v. 16b) (in the brackets is nine)
nay refer to' (op. pit,, p. 182).

j.or the discussion on this problem, see, e.g., U. ...

Anderson, op. cat., p. 1?9 and the note there? M. Both, op. cit.,
p. £77 ana the note there.
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Oholibah and Qholah, However, it seems that the expression as

it now stands lias a double junction, i.e., to repeat and stress

the statement in v. 14a and to introduce a new case of Oholibah'a

harlotry (w. 196-20). In the first function, which leads to

the first way to understand w. 19-20, it is clear that the

statement stresses the increase of Ohollbah's narlotry escribed

in vv. I4b-17a, and gives reason for it ;

•oiie multiplied her narlotry, remembering the days of her
youth when she played the harlot in the land of ypt'
(v. 19);

that is to say, Oholibah multiplied her harlotry with Babylon

because she remembered her harlotry in the land of k ypt when she

was still young. This implies that the possibility to understand

v. 19 as referring to a new harlotry with Sgypt is ruled out,

and that the harlotry with Babylon, presumably vei-y intensive one,

was the current harlotry which 1 zekiel saw and described. If it

is so, then the two versea, i.e., vv. 19, 20, only constitute

a concludin remark which gives more stress to and reason for the

"In j.aej.ciel»s denunciation on Jerusalem the bloody city (hzek.
22:6-12), the harlotry is related to Jerusalem's bavin/ forgotten
Yahweh. In this connection perhaps one could say that Oholibah.'s
remembrance of her harlotry is actually the same a.s her forget-
fulnese of Yahweh. lor the theological discussion on the
problem of remembrance and forgetfirlness hinted at here, see,
S. J. de Vries, •i.eiuembranoe in zekiel', Interpretat ion 16,
1992, pp. 58ff., although he 7oes not say snythin about the
connection of Israel's remembrance of her harlotry with the
increase of her current one referred to by rzeriel,
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harlotry described in vv. 14-17. While in the second function

of the statement in v. 19at i.e.* introducing a new increase

of Oholibah's harlotry, the ease is different. In this connec¬

tion some scholars regard vv. 19-20 as referring to Oholibah's

new harlotry with Egypt which is different from that described

in v. 3.1 This is justified by the fact that in 609-605 B.C.

Judah once again becene the vessel of Egypt (2 Kings 2?:31ff•J

Jer. P2:10ff.).2

'

biclirodt points out that the now harlotry with, hgypt began after
the bankruptcy of Judah's pro-haoylonian policy. He, then,
continues : •Kan sucht d arch Anlehnung; an Ajyptem, lessen
Kxpansionspl&ne nach horden enter Neoho neu belebt vurden, eine
selbotJSndieere politische Stellung tait grbsseren Ireiheiten
einzuhandeln.
Eesekiel kann darin nur eine gesteigerte Wiedekehr des alten
sdid 1 ichenHan. ;ea erblicken, den er ait den vcrletzendenc aten
Worten als widerliohe feilheit brandmarkt' (. er Irophet riesekiel.
((A.T.D. 22)), p. 218; ET. p. 327).

Despite the fact that Cooke deals only with v. 20, he points
out that 'the allusion here is to JudaL'a overture to Lypt
for help when threatened by the Babylonians'. For this he
refers to v. 27; Jer. 2:18; 37«7| and Lsua, 4*17. (<*. A. Cooke,
Bzekiel, (Tl.C.C.)), p. 252). However, bzek, 2J:27 does not
seem to confirm Cooke'c remark, aincc the 3rd, p.%»a, ® sc. plur.
suffix in the word Df! *bX ie not clear whether it refers
to ' gypf or to Cholibah'e 'lovers' (v. 22). besides, in the
list of Oiuolibah's 'lovers' in v. 24 the name of Egypt is not
included.
See also A. 3. Davidson, The book of the Prophet Bgeklel,
(i.;e Camoridge bible for Schools and Colleges,, revised by
A. V. Streane, Cambridge, 1916, p. 184.

2
' he nap.se •Ghallum' in Jer. 92sl0ff. refers to Jehoabr.z. See,
e.g,, G. W, Anderson, op. cit.. p, 129.
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Eowevar, there are two problems wliich are raised by these

two Interpretations of v. 19a. Pirst, .if it is true that

i"V J Tn Tiy^ nn"in\ (z» 19a) introduces anew case

of harlotry, the partner of Oholibah cannot be Egypt, but must be

Tliis is so not only because v. 19b

( ^1^3. n513T 3D?b) refers to the past
liarlotr. rather than to the current one, but also because v. 20a

uses the expression and form similar to that of yv. 5NX ,

9tys, and l6ax, i.e., » plus bV* » plus object. The

ob ject here is (Oil)*W£ b?). Second, granted that v. 19a
introduces a new case of harlotry, and that Egypt was the partner,

then it is rather difficult to refer the historical reference

of yy. 19b-20 to Judah*s becoming tba vassal of rg,ypt in 609-605 B.C.

This is so because, on the one hand Judah*s becoming the vassal

of jypt in this period was prior to her submission to Babylon

(597 B.C., of w. 14-17a) whioh means that tne harlotry with

Egypt cannot be understood as the increase of the harlotry with

Babylon, and on the other the meaning of the word D f7sU£^i j£)
is not clear."1"
As far- as the word QH *V/A b£) is concerned, it might well be

that this word is a foreign, or a loan, word as it is suggested

p
See, note 1 following page and infra, p. 368 note -| .
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l
"by eoiae scholars. But whether it is foreign or not, its

meaning seems to "be determined by its explanation in v, 20b.

In this connection Oswald*s remark is very helpful. He

points out that there was a. great and complex literary tradition

between the expression used in v. 20b and a Suaerian expression
?

of the some kind. Despite the difficulty to see how this

Cooke, Zimxaerli.
In distinction from these two scholars, Exchrodt does not say
anything about the word's being foreign. Instead ho points out
that elsewhere this word is used fox concubines, and that here
it must have a masculine meaning (cf. W. lichrodt, Bz-ekiel.
((Bf. by Cosslett Ouin)), p. 519 note j). further, rejecting
dhler*s suggestion that this word means the IMliatines,
■ichrodt seer;-, to have taken zor 0ranteu that lLH
refers to Egypt (ibid., pp. 327).

2
From the construction of toe sentei.oos, it is clear that v. 20b
is actually intended to describe what un4 refers to. For
this problem Loretz Oswald fcac drawn attention on an expression
from a "umerian literature which he tisinks helpful to under¬
stand what Ezek, ?3j?C mesne, Oswald himself acknowledges that
he quotes the relevant expression from f. Heimpel's i'ierbilder
in der sumcrischen litcrater, (..tudia j. ohl. 2. roa, 1368,
pp. 256:27. i>. The relevant expression is : ' dine dreijdhrige
"rati heiratet man nicht wis fsel (e3 tun)*. The comment of
leimpel on the expression, which ia again quoted by Oswald,
reads as follows : '.or Vergleich beruhrt nicht otwa auf der
•Hiedrigkeit" der .sol ... sondom vielaehr auf denm intensive
sexuelle hktivitdt'.

Confirming Hei-pel's oozaaent, Oswald concludes : *~-as
suraerische Pprichtvort und . a 2; :20 srellen sich uns sonit als
beugnisse einer grossen und kourplexen literarischen Tradition
dar* (L. Oswald, * ine rumerische rarallele zu kz 23:20,'
Biblische Z-eitschriftt Is. F,, 1970, p. 126.

In t" c Old Testament there are four passages whose ideas axe
perhaps similar to that of Ezek. 23:20. They are Hos. 8:9; Jer.

; 5:f; 13:27. Apart from tu& fact that they ell refer to
Israel or Jerusalem, it is only Jer. 5:8 which usee the word

D'SmZ) , while Jer, 2:24 and hos, 8:9 use the word iOD
(•wile1 ass*), anc Jer. 13:27 rises the word bilS (ncifhing of
horse?). Despite this difference on terr-iinology, these four
passages might throw some light to the 'grosse und komplexe
literarisehe Tradition* of Oswald, To begin with, it mi-gut well
be that hosea had applied the Sumerian expression to Israel's
harlotry. This application was later on taken over by Jeremiah
and Ezekiel, together with the other elements of the Koseanic
tradition. While Jeremiah to some extent remained dependent on
Rosea, ' zeklel referred back to the origin of the expression and
applied it to the Babylonians, This was possible because he was
himself in the Babylonian land. Otherwise, perhaps he would have
followed Jeremiah's step.



literary tradition woe, it mi/iit well be that eueh expression

as is found in v. 20b was really Sunerian, or Babylonian, rather

then Egyptian. Moreover, the expression rrnst have been known

only by a prophet or a person who had been in Babylon himself•

If it is so, the argument will certainly support the thesis that

xeklel we* actually in the lend. of Babylon, aron there deported

in 597 B.C..

ith all these arguments, it aee»e no clear ti t vv» 19-20

refers to Cholibah's amltiplyi; harlotry with Babylon, and not

with iftypt. lii this oonneotion t-ere axe two t: in,-a which can be

noted i hixst, it is interastir to iix-... that it in <*>t holibah's

but box partner's sexual capacity which is described here. The

description is in itself a aetapho* which, on tho one hand is

differ* .t froa that of w. It-17, wnile on W. other fits well

with, end alphaslies, the xetapliox of /holibail's harlotry,

heoond, since .aeLiel hinsclf was one of those w-jo unaerwent the

reuilt oi jylcn*.. *-orlu power, it aee.ii justified to say that

h.aw :.a was talking' not only . .out d-adaii'u past history out also

hex cm.aa.ii* oa* .a * seaiea t...*01* . ifuu. ^ a *j a a -, i.e.,

froa the b&^lxadsig in t antil da tiae, was a history of ever

dacxeaeis^ harlotry«

"hVn- word (o fl)*^ JE>, somehow or other, refers to 'Babylon or
to tho ^ebylonlano more emphatically. ah- plural for'." of the

..w1 - oiu- o -on .t 0 . -oi"! [,i)- 1 , i:>• 1 { v, 5a.
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Conclusion

1. Hearing looked at Eaek. 23 with the aim of examining

Ksekiel* s interpretation of Israel*a past history, it is found

that not all of the units in the chapter ere relevant* Prom

the examination of the form and the content of the units, it

appears that the relevant passage is vv. 1-20, This passage is

in itself a metaphor of two sisters, i.e., Oholah and holibah,

and is dominated by two worda, i.e., ilj? ('to play the harlot*)

and H ('to desire*, 'to dote upon*). The division

of the passage into three sections is in itself already very

clear. The division is as follows : the first section : vv.

1-4; the second section ; yv. 5-10; and the t ird section t

vt. 11-20.

2. In the first section, the beginning of Israel's history

is dealt with. The history is told in a net^phor of two sisters

whose names are Oholah and Ciolib&h. In their youth the two

rhsters played the harlot in Tyypt. however, if the reference

of their harlotry in Egypt (v. 3) i-- left aside for a moment,

what are stated in vv. 2, 4b cannot be regarded as a chronological

account of who the two sisters /ere. ather, what are stated

-rre the three dimensions of w*iat Israel really was. The

mentioning of the two sisters refers to the two sister-kingdoms

of Israel, i.e., northern Israel and Southern Israel; Oholah is

: ortaem Israel, dhoiibah it. southern Israel, and :>oth are Yahweh's.

Decides, the mentioning oi the two sisters refers to their dual

character rather than to their oeirv two independent, and separate,



women, Therefore what is meant here is not the two separate,

end independent, kingdoms of Israel, but one and the whole Israel

as the people of God. It is in this sense that their playing-

the harlot in Vlgypt end their becoming the possession of Yahweh

most be understood,

kith the metaphor which is in itself a Palestinian Invention,

it is also clear that on the one hand '•&ekiel standr in the

prophetic traditions, especially that of Tlosea, while on the

other he has hie own cnareeteristics.

In the second section, the history of northern Israel is

dealt with. The metaphor is here continued, but Oholaii's partner

is described in a plain language. From the ascription of the

partner, i.e., of the Assyrians, it is clear that what is meant

by harlotry is in fact Porthern Israel's foreign political

affairs. Ohol&h's harlotry with the Assyria.is is understood

by .zekiel as the result and. the continuation of her harlotry

with . pt in the beginning of her history. .Vhile the conquest

of Northern Israel by Assyria is understood, by nisi as vrod's own

deliverance of the kingdom to Assyria because of her harlotry.

So, in the understanding of .zekiel the whole history of iorthem

Israel, i.e., from the beginning until the end, is a history of

harlotry.

In the third section, Judah's history is dealt with, Again,

the metaphor is continued, with an even stronger tension.

Cholibah*s harlotry is described as greater than that of Oholah.

This is shown in various ways, end all these ways axe concen¬

trated on Oholibail's current harlotry with BabyIon, hike that of
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Oho1ah, what is meant by harlotry here is Judah's foreign political

affairs. ho, in the understanding of Kzekiel the whole history

of Judah, i.e., iroin the beginning in hgypt until kzekiel's

time, is a history of ever increasing harlotry, which is worse than

that of Northern Israel.

3. As far as the iaea of comparing Northern Israel and

Southern Israel in terms of their sinful deeds is concerned,

Nzekiel must have a traditio-historical relationship with Jere¬

miah. however, like the other traditio-historioal relationships

between these two contemporary prophets," it is very difficult

to oecide whether or not the one is dependent on V e other.

Apart from the fact that each of them has his owr e! eracteristics,

the moat thai one can Bay in this connection is that they must

have common sources, e.g., the Hoseanic tradition, the historical

traditions, and. the historical materials or trc « istoried facts

oi their time,

4. The lack of any hint at the bright periods of Israel's

history in the passa e under examination is mainly due to the

nature of the metaphor itself. This, however, does not mean

that -ssekiel did not know those bri ht periods nt all.

"Respite the difficulty in accepting killer's conclusion on this
problem, he has provided a great deal of material on the traditlo--
kiatoricai relationship between the two prophets• dee, J. W.
Killer, fas Verh&ltnis Jerexaias und Eesekiels s sprachlicii und
bheolo, -Isch untersucht, feukirchen-ftreis, noers, 1955*



CHAPTER VI

COHCLOSION

There are still .u*i# questions which are not dealt with in

the examination and study presented above. i'ht.-se questions

include, alia, haekiel's fragmentary references to Israel's

past history in his descriptions of the future of Israel,

Ezekiel'o doctrine of individual responsibility in chapter 18

which is in great measure contradictory to the usual earlier

doctrine of hereditary responsibility, his discourse on the bloody

city Jerusalem in chapter 22 which is contradictory to the common

belief that Jerusalem is the chosen and holy city, etc.. In all

of these references and discourses, izekiel must have had something

from Israel's past which served as his basis. Otherwise his

discourses or his accusations would be baseless and irrelevant

for his an, ionces. This is also very clear especially in chapters

40-4S in which Ezekiel -.escribes his design for Israel's future*

Almost every topic which he describes there in taken from

Israel's past history. leraple, priesthood, people of God, land

division, kingship, offering, new Jerusalem, etc., would in fact

be unintelligible without referring them to Israel's past in which

all of then were found.

however, the concern of the present study is confined mainly

to fzekiel's interpretation of Israel's past history. In that



sense it is different from the study of zekiel's references to

Israel's past history. The. former implies something which is

characteristically .zeMelian, whereat the latter does not. Jsy .

uein{. all critical methods, especially the trauitio-ai: torical

method, the present study Mo sought to examine the passages in

which bsekiul's interpretation of that history is found. The

study above has shown that the relevant passages for this purpose

are the fir-it, and the biggest, sections of chapters; 16, 20, and

23, respectively.

espite the fact that ...fuMel ca.mot by any means bo

separated from the whole of Israelite traditions, especially those

handed down within the prophetic movement, iie has Ms own xmiqueneas

which distinguishes him from every other Israelite prophet or

traditionist. "ills at least means that, as far as the Israelite

traditions are concerned, ou the one hand, Mekiel knew the

traditions of Israel's past, and on the other, he has his own

Interpretation of that past.

1. The question of wiiat were the past traditions of Israel

which zekiel knew is very irapo: taat, although it is difficult

to answer. fnis is so, since the examination of the three chapters

above shows thai on the one hand, by the time of .zekiel the

Various past traditions of Israel had been so anal, abated or fused

that it is no longer possible to make any absolute separation of

then, while on the other, there were still some major themes

which are predominant In the amalgamated traditions, scholars
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h ve also shown that the amalgamation had bet_un centuries before

1 zehiel came to his ministry , and that the process of amalgamation

went on until the post-exilic period., and even through to the
1

Hew -Testament era.

however, this continual amalgamation cannot by any means

be understood as having occurred mechanically. ins tea-. , it

must be understood as a 10ng, living, and organic process which

involved many factors. The Israelite traditionists, be they

prophets, priests, psalmists, or traditionist circle, were not

persons ve .Ocs work was mainly .joining to ether all those traditions

mechanically. Insteac they were exponents and interpreters of

those traditions, by wnose works many 01 the past trao.it ions

became relevant for their respective audiences or addressees.

s fax as ,sekiel is concerned, he is neither more nor

less than the other Israelite traditionists in that, on the ono

hand, he is one of trie heirs of Israel's past traditions, and on

the otlrer, he is one of the exponents and interpreters of those

traditions, " This means that, in connection with chapters 16, 20,

^Bee, 0. von nail, 01' Testament Theology, (of. by ... ii, G.
Stalker), Vol. I, .dinburgh, lf?62, especially pp. 6>9ff.; H, iioth,
At history of 1 ontateucUai Traaflions, (rT. by 13. . Anderson),
nnglewood Clifffi, especially p,-. 41-45? • heyerlir,
Cripins and History of the Oldest finaitic Traditions, (LT, by
i:. .u .:.i..n), Oxford, 15' 5? ... ... Clements, bra he:-■ -rr. fa.vid,
(f.B.v. econd .-eri.es 5), London, I96I? . . hicholoon, euter-
oiiQuij a-..- xradivioi., exford, VjCJ *

2
CI'. -.•» . icholson, , o.-'-L to tire riles, Oxford, 1970, whose
argument concerning the prose tradition in the hook of Jeremiah
implies that the heuteronomistic circle was one of the interpreters
of the Jeremianio traditions (especially pp. 36-115)•



and 23s sekiel invested roi of their traditional content#

fhis l- clear fro© the fact that, as was shown in the examination

above, in chapter 20 .zehiel stands mostly within the ciedal

tr.:ditions, i.o , the exodus-wil?lernees-conqueat traditions, and

In chanters 16 and 23 within the Jerusaleadie or the "••avid-Sion

traditions# In other words, the threw* charters can be regarded

as representing two different stream of ti*. fitions *>hic'u were

at .se iel*s disposal. ids does not .mean, however, that they

are the only streaas of tradition which ze-iel knew, but their

having been need separately by hiin means that to great measure

they *..ere still distinguishable from each other, and that zekiel

was just to accept then that way.

• cscont studies have shown that the exodus-wil a neos—•

com,ucst traditions nr. 3 the avid-. ion traditions, are t. outooise

of two in;'even eat, long, developments of tr;witions, in which

araalgsrationa and reinterpret&tione are the most noticeable

aspect..1 In this connection it is interesting to find that in

a {re t measure the prophetic r overr ent was also resp onsible for

. 02 t e history of the exodus-wil ernees-co; quest traditions,
see especially '„ hot? , loo# cit#f . Beyerlir, loc# cit.
for the iiiatory of tie : avid- ion traditions, see especially,
. » . .3 loc. cit.; "# , ■.0!.teovts, *Jc3we- . • o;i s
The Growth of A Symbol', in his hiving tho Mystery. Oxford, 19&7,
PP. 9>111.
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the preservation, amalgamation, and reinterpretation of the tradition

materials of those two streams of traditions.

ins facts that most of the transmission of Israeli past

traditions was carried out in the cult,1 and that it is impossible

to separate the prophet from the cult, mean that the prophets

cannot be regarded as not responsible X'or the development of the
2

traditions. his is precisely the situation of zekiel, who

was both a prophet and a priest. The study presenter! above has

shown that zekiel stands in both the cultic circle and the prophetic

movement. One of the most important implications of this fact

is that, as far as the history of the transmission of Israel's

past traditions is concerned, he is really standing within the

circles in which the traditions of Israel can chiefly be found.

In other words, apart from the fact that his knowledge of the

traditions of his people is undoubtedly secured, zekiel is really

an insi< er in the development of the traditions.

In view of all this, the problem of the stages of the

development of both the exodus-wilderness-conquest traditions

and the D&vid-kion traditions in the time of zekiel must now be

"Si. tfoth, loc. clt,; -i. Beyerlin, oo. clt., especially pp. 145ff•;
G. von ad, loc. cit..

2
ef, e. ., ... Nicholson, euteronoray and Tradition, especially
pp. 65ff..
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looked at* First, the stages of the development of the exodus-

wilderness-conquest traditions. The examination above has shown

that the amalgamations of all of the elements of these traditions

have begun from a very early period, but only its most advanced

sta^e is found in Lzek. 20. This docs not mean, however, that

<zer. 20 should be understood as chronologically the last and

final stage of that development. After the time of zekiel

there were still other Israelite traditioniata wnoae oonoerns

with, and whose involvements in, the development of these

particular traditions played a more deoiBive role than that of

zekiel in the formation of the Old Testament as a whole. This

can be seen chiefly in both the euteronomistic circle* and the
2

Chronicler. Neither does it mean that these later traditionists

were entirely dependent on zeklel'a advanced amalgamation of

those traditions, although a close relationship between them.can

hardly be denied.

As far as tiia prophetic movement is concerned, the examina¬

tion above has shown that most, if not all, of the tradition-elements

G. von rad, Studies in Deuteronomy, (2T. by .K.G. Stalker),
(G.3.>. 9)» London, 1933 (reprinted 1963)1 idem, 01 Testament
Theolo -y, Vol, I, pp. 334ff.; . •■. Kioholson, euteronony and
Tradition, pp. 107ff..

2
G. von sd, Cl> Testament Theolo,... Vol. I, pp. 347ff».
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of Ezek. 20 are also found in the earlier prophets* books.

Although by the time of hzekiel all of Northern Israel's surviving

prophetic traditions had been brought to Judah, and perhaps had

even been claimed as the property of all-Israel, nevertheless

there are indications that initially the exodus-wilderness-conquest

traditions were chiefly preserved in Northern Israel, With

regard to this, the present study is in favour of the opinion

that the responsibility for the custodianship of these traditions,

an" or the elements of these traditions, lay with the cultic circle

in Northern Israel, and that it is Chiefly from tnis cultic source

that dosea and other northern Israelite traditionists derived

their references to tho3e traditions,^
In tiiie connection it can be said that in Northern Israel

there were at least three circles of traditionists who were

responsible for tne transmission of these traditions. They are

the cultic circle, the prophetic ovement, and the leuteronomic

2
circle. Although these three circles were to some extent

inseparable from each other, and although it is not clear how and

when the transference to the outh of the exodus-wil ;ei*ness—

conquest traditions, and other Northern Israelite traditions, took

^Cf. . . Nicholson, op, cit.. pp. 75f*«
2
For the euteronoaic circle, see, especially ibid..
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place, the exaniaaticn of eek* 16, 20, and 23 above tea slovn

that it io only the firet two circles which bad their reatective

. oountexpau to in the boutV.1 It rai/ht well be true that the

period around 721/720 J.C., or soon after it was the busiest

tirae of the transference, an. that by ti'ie tisse of zekiel cioet,

if not all, of the traditions preserved in the orth had been

transferred to the out;/. However, the process of Baking then

the possession of all-Israel does not aeev, to have pone very

smoothly. The refosnation oy King Joaiah can perhaps be re- aided

as aohiovii*; the cjre&test successes in the process of toe all-

Xaraelisation of both the 1.orthorn and southern traditions,

although this particular process already had its prototypes
2

during and before tii© tines of Iavid and Soloston.

: ow, whatever the relationship between the all-Israelite

traditions of the times of David and oloraon and t .ose of the tine

of Josiah mi ht he, one tiling is certain that by the time of

ze. iel t is all-Israeiizatioc process faad ac i v©d a ^raat deal

of success. This is clear iron the fact that (a) in chapter If

J'. or tne l/.ck of tine counterpart of the outerononic circle in
outhem Israel, sea, ibid.. eu. <«civ.lly pp. 60, 94ff..

2
Cf. 8, W, Asdereon, ?h« Eistory and elision of Israel, p, l?5j
* Oh . , p, *n OX ■-< . , pp.
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Efcekiel is speaking apout all Israel although this chapter is

predominated by the 3«rid»2ion tradition* which were originally

preserved only in the bonthem Lin^do®; (b) in chapter 20 ze.iel

is addressing; all Israel although he is standin,: mainly in the

©xofius-wil ernesa-conqueet traditions wuich were redooinant

in the ©rthero do®} (c) in chat ter 23, despite hie knowledge

that larael consisted of two political entities, seiiel firraly

reprardo than as one people of fw.weh. *
.hat is surprising in spite of all of these aucceauful

precesseu is that to a vei-y lart a ©■xteit, and from the point of

view of tradition history, th© two streams of traditions used

by -ze.iel cannot be understood without relating them to their

ret-peotiv© provenances and or1 ins. The avid- ion tn. litiona,

or the Jerusalem tradition©, w:;ich are now used for all-Israel

in chapter 16, cannot bo xut ierstoo i without referring the* buok

to their original contents; the exeJuo-wil e-nese-conqueat

traditions which are used for all-Israel in clus ter 20, cannot

be unrieratood without referring them back to their original

contents; and this is also true of the traditions « ployed by

, ze&iel in chapter 23, It is impossible in tLo . resent study to
5

uo into details on tne .provenance of each, of tacoe traditions,

1.-or all tuis, cf. • .iiiaB©..li, •Israel ii* .uche zee .iel',
Vfif. o, 1956, PP. 75-90.

2
or the pxovenanoes of some of txsxlitior#®, see the

•. Ci fi i nctt-L: 1 m-t', ■ u. 381.
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but very briefly their respective original contents can perhaps

be outlined as follows.

.he avid-Zion traditions contain the covenant between

Yahweh arid avid, in whioh the 1 avidic kingship is secured, and

..ion, or Jerusalem, ia chosen to be the dwelling please of Yahweh.'*'
The exodua-wi ldemess-coiKjuest traditions contain the saving acts

2
of Yahweh towards some of the tribes of the Israelite people.

And the traditions used in chapter 23 are mainly predominaied by

the meaning of the word wiiich refers to either- the Temple

in Jerusalem or the tabernacle in the wilderness, or both.

l"rom all this, it can be said tliat all of the traditions of

Israel's past in Zze.. 16, 20, and 23* are originally concerned

mainly with the saving acta of Yahweh to tnose who were later on

regarded, or claimed, to be the originators of all Israel. In

other wore, the all-Israeliziip, process of those various tradi¬

tions implies the olaim that the special status of Israel as the

people of Yahweh iias been (.ranted to her from a very early period,

i.e., from the times of both their very first forefatliera (Abraham,

"On t ils, see especially I . Z. Clements, Abraham and avid, (S.3.T.
Second .eries 5)» London, 19''7» O. von xtad, Old Testament Theology.
Vol. I, pp. 46ff..

2
Set, especially, K. Koth, A History of : entateuohal Traditions,
(ZT. by B. . Anderson), .rplewood Cliffs, 1972? deyerlin,
Ori -ins and History of the Oldest :inaitlc Tradition.;.;, (ZT, by
Z. Sudman), Oxford, 19^5•
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Isaac, and Jacob), their first king (larid), and their first

Temple in hion.

P-any scholars rightly relate Israel's special status as

the people of Yahveh to her covenantal relationship with Yahweh.

In this connection, and with refaard to the ox-i, ins of those

various traditions, B. S. Clements has rightly said that there

were various covenant ideologies in Israel, and that there was

a continuous process of reshaping and/or reinterpreting them."*"
Althouv,n :zek. 16, 20, and 23, Co not particularly show how this

process of reshaping and reinterpreting occurred, they do show

that, as was revealed in the examination above, the concept of

a covenantal relationship between Yahweh and Israel is dominant

in all of them. As a natter of fact, the cases which See iel

presents in all of these three chapters can hardly be understood

without it. "ith regard to all of this, it does not seen to be

exaggerating to say that the covenanted relationship between

Yahweh and Israel is used by zekiel as his framework in presenting

hie arguments against Israel In those particular three chapters.

In this connection it is interesting to fini that, on the

one hand, zekiel still follows two different sources of covenant

traditions, i.e., that of the avid-Zion (in chapters 16 and 23)

and hat of the exodus-wildemess-conquest (in chapter 23)» and

. .. Clc ants, ..braham and avid, pp. ©6f,.



on the other, each of these two traditions is used as referring

to the covenantal relationship between Yahweh end all-Israel.

In other words, although in each of those three chapters hzekiel

deals with all-Israel, the almost exclusive use of each of the two

covenant traditions, i.e., in chapter 20 on tue one side and in

chapters 16, 23 on the other, means that traditio-hiatorieally

these two traditions were still indepenaent of each other, this

is indeed surprising, since tne process of amalgamation, or the

process of all-Israelization, of these, and other, traditions

of Israel had begun long before hzeklel*a time, Moreover, the

examination of these three chapters auove has shown that it is

only in them that eaoh of these traditions is so extensively

usee, whereas in other parts of the hook of zekiel and in other

prophetic books there are only fragments of them. To that

extent the three chapters of the hook of zekiel are really unique.

.heir unique characteristics are also clear in that both

chapters 1 and 23» in which the lavid-nion traditions are

predominant, use metaphors throughout, whereas chapter 20 uses

stereotype; formulas and stereotyped etinctures. It 1b true

that the metaphors used in chapters 16 and 23 are not by any means

the invention of ..zokiel himaelf because they are already used

by both ilia predecessors and his contemporary (Jeremiah), but their

bein; used in so extensive, detailed, and developed a stage is

peculiar to these two chapters. All of this snows that, on the

one hand, Ezeciel is standing within two very impo tant streams

O- Israelite traditions, and on the other, he ia unique in that he



uses the two covenant traaitiono so extensively that their organic

relationship in his teac ing is corns .. icuoue,

2. . zetflel*:.; conspicuous uniqueness is also clear i'roci the

way he treats the contents of tho >e two covenant traditions*

It was sal-J aoove that neither o: thee# two traditions could be

understood without refeerring thou to their respective prevenances

an contents* km far as contents ore concernsd, these two

streams of tradition® can be re m e< as two important ve? .ide a

by vnieh the flMsaorleB and, or the recorde 01 Israel's past history

are cniefly preserved* to exewiuo-wi1 anea-cinqueat traditions

hsve been ri.; atly aseoci te> with the Credo of Israel in which

the . iorious y&mX history of the people is recited* It is beyond

the scope of the present stuck, to trace back tiie tradition history

of tills redo, out, doa.ite t<;i», it can definitely bo sal ti»at

it is tiiis r«?do wi;ion hue oeoc©e buokdjcouttl of stek, 20*

In the clceeio examples of Isr.iol'o redo, i*o*, cut.

26»5ff. an>... boon, 24* ff«» the puet history o iar al is referred

to, or is recited, as a place of i ox full oi Yanweh'e savin,

acts* in other words, according to that trodo, the existence

of Israel ao a people of God iron its very aglxmlng depends

entirely on tits saving acta Of ffcuweh* 'fhis raoans that fro© the

outset the history of Israel is a history of the caving acts of

Yahwoh* . ox©over, a closer examination of the two credal

passages referred to above a .ova that the recital of t o so saving

acts ox Yahweh constitutes an tapo.. tat.t <rt in the whole act of



covenant renewal ceremony vich Israel enacted from time to tirae.

All of tills means tnat there is a very close connection between

the '. redo and the covenantal relationship of Israel and Yanweh,

ow, in sen. 20 sekiel also reoitas Israel's past

history. However, the stress of his recital does not lie on

the hri lit side of that history at all. Instead, it lies on its

darker one. This is clear in that with stereotyped formulas

and stereotyped structures Yaeklel's recital features the whole

of Israel's p;ot history as being fall of Israel's disobedience

to Yahweh's ocswandiaenta. Apart from the fact that the use of

both the stereotyped forcmlas and the stereotyped structures in

this recital are very impressive, the recital's stress on the

darker side of the whole of Israel's past history shows that the

function of this recital is different from that of the recital

in the Credo. This is true in that the recital in Hzek. 20

is used by zokiel as the basis of his announoeccnt of judgment

against Israel. In other words, with the recital of Israel's

past history in zek. 20, -.zekiel does not onl, turn Israel's

Credo upside down end detach it from the context of the covenant

renewal ceremony, but also chaises the stress of its content and

uoes it as the basis of his announcement of Yahveh's judgement.

In addition, he does ail this a usin/ the form of lieputational

speech.

In thia recital Israel is presented as a rebellious people

who did rjot obey Ye web's commandments from the very beginning

of her history. Alt on h in this particular copter 2e :iel does



seen to itave read t;;© people's situation of his ties back to the

people's w ole past, and some of his references to that past are

hie own creations and ere not entirely accurate, nevertheless it

is impossible to deny the relevance of his Interpretation of tiiat

past history. fi.'is is so, because his interpretation is

presented within the framework of the people's oovenantal status,

from the Credo it is clear that the covenantal status of the

people is claimeu, or is believed, to have begun since the tine

of larn.ei'a forefathers, or more popularly, since the exodus

event. It ie precisely this status which is now reviewed by

zekiel by way of arguln tlj&t frora that very beginning Israel

:ias boon rebellious against iahweh. In doin. this the only

measure waioa he uses ia whether or not Israel obeyed Yanven's

cosmsandments. however, in spite of the fact that Israel's

. ioooe ienc., or Israel's rebellion a«rainst Yafwoh, is mentioned

several times, it is interesting to iir that in chapter 20

sekiol seems to have specific it only in terns of Israel's

worshipping deities ether then Y&hvoh. lue to the fact timt

Israel's involvreut in this ..ractice was advanced only after

see enters al© Lice, oijd it is certain that ..social himself

witnessed tee practice during his lifetime, it ie once again clear

that to a great measure r/ *iol must ?;--.ve re .• the people's

situation in his time back into tnat of the people's whole past

history.

It is also with this disobedience of Israel that sokiel

is concerned in the two aetapnors in chapters 16 and 23. Although



in chapter If* zefciel stands mostly in the avid- ion traditions

and in chapter 23 in both the , avid-*,ion traditions and the exodus—

will©mess-conquest traditions, the two metaphors are the same in

that they speak about the relationship between Israel and Yahveh

as trie relationship between wife ami husband. However, as far

as Israelis past history is concerned, the two Mtaphors are

different from enoh other in that in chapter 11 it speaks a^out

Israeli disobedience only after Israel has been on the top of

her glory, whereas in chapter 23 it speaks about Israel's disobed¬

ience since Israel's youth. Nevertheless, chapter 16 idee not

by any moans appear to be lens radical than chapter 23 (and

chapter 20) in that in a very humiliatim way it escribes

Israel's origin not as coming from Israel's forefathers or as

being C '.ooen by Yaliweh, out from non-Israelite piirente and as

being an unw?mted baby girl w o was poorly left dying in the

open field.

There ere certainly aany important points in the two

raeta hors in chapters 16 and 23» but in the context and purpose

of the present atudy it aeena sufficient to say tiwat uekiel's

interpretation of Israel's wst history in both of these

chapters are not less gloomy than that in chapter 20. his is

so, since the two meta ..ors present "srael an on unfaithful and

leobedient wife who, instead of obeyin hex lawful husband,

eotsaaiis adultery with other men throughout her carried life.

©aides, in u ite of the fact ti.»t the ^eecriptiona of the

di-obedience in Copter 16 am' 25 are different free that of the



disobedience in chapter 20, in that the former descriptions refer

to both reli ious and political adulteries whereas the latter

refers only to religious disobedience, nevertheless in terms of

reli,-ious adultery or reli, ious disobedience all of the three

chapters are the 3ame in that they specify it in terms of Israel's

worshippin/p deities other than Yahweh.

Further, the political disobedience of Israel described in

chapters 16 and 23 is important. This is so not only because

it could give a clue for the determination of the starting point

of Tzekiel's interpretation of Israel past history in the two

chapters. The two chapters explicitly emphasize that Israel's

foreign political affairs, or more precisely, Israel's reliance

to forei, n political powers, is an essential part of her disobedience

to Yahweh, In this connection it is clear that by the time of

zekiel Israel's political reliance on foreign powers can be

understood only in connection with her political establish^ nt in

Palestine. Therefore it can be said that the political establish¬

ment of Israel in Falestine is used by .zekiel as both the

starting point, and the frame of reference, of his interpretation

of Israel's past history in both chapters 16 and 23, In other

words, the fact that Israel's foreign political affairs can be

understood only in connection with her political life in Palestine,

makes it clear why the two metaphors in chapters 16 and 23 deal

chiefly with Israel's past history in Palestine after the conquest

and not with Israel's past history before that period.

The confinement of Israel's past history to the period after the
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conquest is clear from the following facts. In chapter 16

zekiel deals metaphorically with Israel's past history by

rccitin the curriculvja vitae of the woman Jerusalem whose birth¬

place and place of residence Is Palestine, and in chapter 23

deals not? horically with It by referring to two sisters of one

mother who presuppose the co-existence of the two sieter-

kingdoaa of Israel in Palestine.

ue to the fact that the separation of the religious

moaning from the political raining of the metaphorical adultery

is generally unacceptable to scholars, the distinction between

both of them at any rate show© that the metaphor must have

presupposed the fact that Tsrae'' is not only a religious community

but also a political comr-unity, or political communities.

This means that the metaphor is concerned chiefly with Israel's

situation in Palestine after she establish? "* herself a3 a

political community or communities. This is also the case with

the metaphors of husband-wife relationship in Hos. 1—3? Jer. 3ilff.j

Isa. lt?lff.. It is true that in Jer. 2s2 and Pxefc. 23s3t 21

the metaphor refers to Israel's situation outside Palestine.

But these two passages do not seem to matter, since in Jer. 2i2

no political disobedience is involved, whereas in ?ek. 23?3» 21

dzekiel reads the Palestinian situation of Israel back to her

pre- aleetinian period.

Having said all this, however, it would be a mistake to

assume that in chapters 16 and 23 zekiel does not refer to

Israel's bright past history. As a matter of fact, and as in
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of Israel*s past history in chapters If and 23 are presented by

uein .'crael*. bri.fst past as tneir background• Therefore it

would oe aore acceptable to say that in all of his interpretations

of Israel*!* ■ ist history .sekiel puts the? stress on the darker

si & of that history rather than on its bright aide. this

stress Is so atron# and bo predoainatin. that sekiel*s u«i ;u©~

nesa ia isipreesively conspicuous. In addition, retdLel is

even prepared not to mention any major ori ut event at all. In

chanters 1 aid 23 no mention ia sale of either avid or oloraon,

or Joelsh, and in chapter 20 no mention ia made of either hoses,

or inoi, or Joshua. lie luok of these great nomec does not

mean that sekiel does not Know t?»e bri tot periods oi Israel*s

past which surround them. Jut it does shew that zaaiel is

determined to pre.;, t what he understands about his people's

past history.

The examination presented auove has shown that tradivio—

historically zekiel's negative interpretations of 3sraei*s past

history in all of those three chapters are not really new, 1 air.

is eo, since hits pre ecessorn, e.^., Uosea, Isaiah, an* Jereriah,

heve already presented their negative interpretations of that

past history aa well, although theirs are more i;.absentary if

compared with that of ze iel. hat seems to be new in iseitiel'a

interpretations is the way they are presented, i.e. they are

preaonted in special chapters and in really elaborate, and developed,

literary compositions, so that they could ,ive a sharper, and more
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radiealt impression than that 02 the other prophets. -he

ori i» oi" t .in . ii/fererc*:, or ta.du newness, must do sou ht in

the cn: racteristics of usekiel himself*

at was often said in the examination presented acove that

one e: s-sckiel's cnsracteristics is hie fondness for ueseribitv

one p rticuler thing by using a lengthy, detailed, and eoa*; times

repetitious, description. it is this kind of description, ami or

literary composition which one actually fines in ell sections

oi the three chapters 01 the ;oo<c of zt. iel oalt with in the

present study. Irora the point of view of prophetic traditions

it can be saio that it would in e«d be a mistake to put fiuy

pejorative label to any part q. trie len try descriptions found

in those sections oi toe chapters. This is so, partly beo&use

in those sections most, if not all, of the short descriptions

are arrar ed parataetically so that it is impossible to regard

one of them as boin, subordinate to tue other, and pertly because

it is ii-possible to etermine whetnor a description is either

primary or secondary, or a later addition, or the like. ihie

prratactical arrangement implies t at all oi the s ort descriptions

h ve similar functions, and together aake ..bekiel's presentation

very clear and extraordinarily impressive. . himiserli is

certainly right in regarding • the lite vary composition of each of

the three chapters as neither pure poetry nor pure prose, 'out aa

•eine gedobene roaa*.

Certainly, one Right won .er whether in on tpters It and 23,

in particular, ; sediel has not gone too far in oescribin.. the



devids of his people by elaborating the negativu stress or the

uatu hor whieh otherwise was very faedliar in the prophetic and

other Israelite t^aditiono* Ifcis question applies also to, e* •,

: &ekiel*i» elaboration and, ir. eod, hi changing, of the metaphor

of the vine in chapter 15 • ami his so called doctrine of

in iviuual responsibility it. chapter 18, nevertheless, one

mist r©£3errber that daekiel is really an exceptional personality,

In whoa one could find Bsany uniqueuaaoee which distinguish hie

iron ethei Israelite traUtianisto* In this connection,

-j« . /.n. orson is right in pointing out that it is natural to

t ink of a prophet*a experience of vocation the driving force

he ind his nlniatxy*1 In the case of aekiel, the correctueso

of this point can be seen in that sekiel's uniquenesses are

inseparable frost his uni ue experience of vocation as is described,

e*. *, in zek. l:4ff*j 2»S-3i3t 4»l*l?l etc** . urther, the Clc

Testament itseli gives evidence that there are no two oiailar

prophetic experiences of vocation* ncii one of the „ rophcto

h a hie own uniquenesses, both in terra of hie experience of

vocation and in term of his eieosa ,e* In tills connection it

■oat be said that aekiel's experience of vocation is unique,

not only in tliat it is different iron those of the otbe prophets,

*u* . Anderson, . rochetic Contt- ,orarias i A study o; Jere'-iah
aM aokiel* (. . :. Fourth eries 5)* London, 1967, p, 20*
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but also in that in some cases it shows further, ami detailed,

elaborations and advancements upon theirs. Tills can be seen

both in his incomparable visionary, and enigmatic super-normal,

experiences and in his vivid dramatization of some of his

messages. In view of all this, it must be said that the

seemingly extravagant elaboration of the descriptions of Israel*s

adulterous deeds in chapters 16 and 23 is one of zekiel's

outstanding characteristics.*
3» To return to the sections of _«ek. 16, 20, and 23, dealt

with in the present study, it can be said that all oi them only

li ve one theme, i.e., Israel's unfaithfulness, or disobeoience,

to Yakweh. For fiMklel this unfaithfulness has existed since

the very beginning of Israel's history. The fact that there wex-e

some parts of Israelite traditions which told how Israel had

originated, particularly the exodus-wildernesa-oonquest

traditions and the David-^ion traditions, made it easy for

..zekiel to present his interpretation of his people's past

history. This is so, since it is these traditions which are

now used by zekiel to present his understanding of his people's

unfaithfulness and disobe ienoe. The fact that these two

streams of traditions, either in their advanced form or in their

*. or further characteristics of -zekiel, see, supra, pp. 72ff..
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couieaporarieo, means that <£&kiel ia not their inventor. In

other words, in this particular case . -ekiel to & great measure

depends on the tradition materials which wore already in existence

by his tine, Yet, the fact that in the three chapters zekiel

could, In a unique way, utu- t- dor the purpose which is

contrary «o their original ones, the purpose which .;sekiel so

etexainodly advocated, shows that he is also transforming then.

.hia is clear from the following facte, (a) Instead of

recitin Israel*s salvation history according to the Credo,

. sekiel recites lsrasl,s rebelliousness which begins from the

very beginning of her history (chapter 20), (b^ Instead of

telling of the lovely husband-wife relationship between Yakweh

and Israel, sokiel tells of the broken husband-wife relationship

between ths which ia full of adulterous deeds from the part of

the wife Israel (chapter 16 and 23). In addition, 'sek. 15

shows that instead of telling about the precious, and fruitful,

vine Israel, Saekiel tells of the uselescneao of the vine's wood.

The dependency of kcekiel on the tradition materials can

also be seen in the fact that neither the aetaphor oi the husband—

wife relation nor t _ eredal u.stories.! recital w; s sefiel'f.

invention. his predecessors a: other Israeli e traditioniste

have use either one, or Dot , of them. Yet, ^©kicl's unique

use of these two tradition materials in those particular throe

©haptens shows very cle arly that he is different from, and more

than, ssoet, if not all, of Israelite traditionistn.
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All of this means at least two things. First, traditio—

historically, by the time of dzekiel the two streams of traditions,

and both the metaphor of the husband-wife relationship and the

credal historical recital, had not been settled and/or firmly

established as such that they were unchangeable and/or untrans-

formable. In other words, in spite of the fact that Ezekiel's

predecessors and contemporaries had known and used both the two

streams of traditions and the metaphors and the credal historical

recital, nevertheless all of these tradition materials remained

as the living common property of Israel from which every Israelite

traditionist got the right to use and to develop them. This

is so, since essentially every Israelite traditionist is both

the heir and the exponent of his people's traditions, which means

that the traditions were not transmitted mechanically but

organically. Second, as far as .zekiel is concerned, it has

been shown above that he is only one of the interpreters of

Israel's past history. In that sense, and with regard to his

being both a prophet and a priest, he is not an isolated, and

solitary, person. Rather, he is an insider, whose whole

ministry has been guided by his critical views of both his own

people's situation and his own people's traditions.

In connection with these two things, one is reminded of the

ministry of Jeremiah. Although Jeremiah began his ministry

several years before Ezekiel, it can be established that to a

great measure these two prophets were contemporaries. ..ith

regard to this, it seems justified to say that to a very large
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extent these two prophets sliared a common conviction concerning

the people of Israel.

This is so, partly because they were living and carrying out

their respective ministries in the same historical period in

which external, as well as internal •momentous changes had taken

place* both in Judah and in her neighbouring countries," and

partly because they were of priestly origins (Jer. 1:1; ze . 1:3).

altaou h these two prophets do not seem to have explicitly

mentionec each other in the "books which bear their respective

names, it is no doubt true that, as far1 as the Israelite people

is concerned, they shared the same crisis. The fact that, on

the one hand, Jeremiah*s commission is 'to pluck up and to break:

down, to destroy and to overthrow, to build and to plant*

(Jer. 1:10), and on the other, that of ..zekiel is to announce

both complete judgement (e.g., in .zek, 4ff«j and in the sections

of chapters 16, 20, 23 dealt with above), and complete restoration

( zek. 37? 40-48), does not seera to be a coincidence. In

addition, these two prophets must traditio-historically have

inherited more or less the same tradition materials or tradition

inheritance. All of this gives evidence that the similarities

between Jeremiah and ^zekiel cannot by any means be understood

as the dependence of either on the other. Apart from all of this,

'G. . Am e son, op. cit., loc. cit..



it must be admitted that Jeremiah seems to have borne his concern

about the people's crisis within his own personal contention,

whereas zekiel seems to have expressed it more openly. In

other words, compared with Jeremiah, _zekiel seems to be more

versatile in articulating his concern, and his contention, about

his people.

To return to Ezekiel's interpretation of Israel's past

history, it must be said that what ..zekiel radically says in

chapters 16, 20, and 23, is his own responsibility. nevertheless,

in all of the three chapters -zekiel appears to be dependent on

the tradition materials w.ich he inherited. This is, once a^ain,

clear partly from the fact that the two streams of traditions

wnich are used by _zekiel were already known and used by his

predec ; :.ors, and partly from the fact that the darker side of

Israel's past history has also been spoken of by them. In

addition, it is impossible to aeny that .zekiel has taken some

tradition elements from both the common source, where these

elements were to a large extent living orally, and the cultic

source.

.,0, summing up what has been said aoove, it can be said

that, on the one hand, ksekiel's radical interpretations of

Israel's past history as is exemplified in zek. 16, 20, and 23

are traditio-historically not without basis in the whole of

Israelite traditions, especially tnose handed down within the

prophetic movement, and on the other, they show that Ezekiel, as

an insider, is not bound by those traditions. In other words,
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due to his being an insider in the Israelite traditions,

izekiel did not only master the living, and the most central,

traditions of his people, but was also capable to use them in

an extremely characteristic way to be the vehicle of the radical

message which Yahweh commanded him to deliver.
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